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Various sectons of this document make reference to job control language (JCL) as
the means for operator initiation of software programs associated with process
operations. The JCL is being replaced by an MMF menu-driven, operator-oriented
process selection and control structure that is currently under development and
partially implemented. Eventually, the menu-driver, structure will be the prime
operational mode, with JCL used only as backup.
The menu structure is such that the MMF system operator will have access to the
complete scope of Ground Segment transactions and processes; however, specific
task-oriented and/or process-oriented users wil be presented with process
selection menus that are restricted to their assigned areas of responsibility,
as determined by their assigned "log-on" account identifications. This
structure will maintain system integrity and security, at the same time allowing
operating personnel complete selection of automatic or manual execution for
their transactions and/or processes of interest.
The scenarios In the main menu accounts incorporate the complete sequence of
transactions and processes needed for MMF to schedule and operate the Ground
Segment. Subsets of scenarios for specific transactions and processes are
provided by predetermined entry points into the main accounts, as determined by
the user's account identification.
Appendix A provides a description of the menu concept. Since the system















The Ground Segment Operations Plan describes the basic concept for the
utilization of Landsat ground processing resources. This document is designed to
address only the steady state activities that support normal ground processing.
Activities that support the flight operations or special post-launch checkout
are not covered by this document. Flight operations support is covered in the
Flight Segment Operations Plan, SVS10147. The Ground Segment Operations Plan is
designed to cover only the Landsat-D mission. The plan will cover all the
processing of the multispectral scanner (MSS) and the processing of thematic
mapper (TM) through data acquisition and payload correction data generation. .
1.2 PURPOSE
The plan describes the major functional processes associated with the Ground
Segment operations. The purpose is to present the capabilities embedded in the
hardware and software elements from an operations viewpoint. In addition, this
plan will identify the personnel assignments associated with each functional
process and the mechanisms available to them to control the overall data flow.
This plan assumes that the reader has an understanding of the Landsat-D design
as described in the Landsat-D Ground Segment Design Description (GES 10108).
Operations personnel should have completed their classroom training before












Landsat-D Ground Segment Specification
b. GES 10062
Landsat-D Ground Segment Specification for the Mission Management
Facility - MSS
c. GES 10484
Landsat-D Ground Segment Specification for the Mission Management
Facility - Thematic Mapper
d. GES 9838
Landsat-D Ground Segment Specification for the Control
and Simulation Facility
e. GES 10027
Landsat-D Ground Segment Specification for the MSS Image
Processing System
f. GES 10031
Landsat-D Ground Segment Specification for the TM Image
Processing System
g. GES 10028
Landsat-D Ground Segment Specification for the Data Receiving
Record and Transmit System
h. SVS 9833













































































Automatic Data Processing Equipment
Angular Displacement Sensor





Ancillary Data Calculation Process
American National Standards Institute;
Ascending Node Table































































Band Interleaved by Line





















































Synchronized Time Code Generator
Standard






TM Archival Product Generation

















TCC Time Code Controller
TCG Time Code Generator
TCU Time Code Unit
TDRS Tracking and Data Relay Satellite
TDRSS Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System
T&E Test and Evaluation
TGS Transportable Ground Station
TIPS Thematic Mapper Image Processing System
TLM Telemetry
TM Thematic Mapper
TOPSAS TDRS Operations Planning Scheduling Aids System
TSIM Test and Simulation Subsystem
TU45 800/1600 bpl Magnetic Tape Unit
TU72 6250 bpi Magnetic Tape Unit






USGS United States Geological Survey
UT Universal Time
























Valley Forge Space Center
Very High Frequency




















cpm Cards Per Minute
CPS Command Processing Subsystem
CPU Central Processing Unit
CRT Cathode Ray Tube
CSA Cropping, Subsampling and Averaging
CST Control and Simulation Facility
D/A Digltal-to-Analog
DAS Data Bas~ Administration Subsystem
DBMS Data Base Management System
DBMS-20 DEC-20 System Software for Data Base Management
DCL Digital Command Language
ODD Days
DEC Digital Equipment Corporation
DEC-20 DEC-20 Computer
DECnet Digital Equipment Corporation Communications Network
OECOM • Decommutation Hardware Device
DEMUX Demultiplexer
DICOMED Film Recorder
DICOMED Film Recorder Vendor
DIPS Digital Image Processing System
D/L Downlink
DMA Direct Memory Access































Programmed Input Output Interface Device for DEC Unitus
Direct Memory Access Interface Device for DEC Massbus
Direct Memory Access Interface Device for DEC VAX-11/780
Data Receive, Record and Transmit Subsystem
Downlink Synchronization Module
DEC Peripheral Interfcce Device
Electron Beam Recorder
Electronic Beam Recorder Image Correction
Error Correction Capability (HDDR)
EROS Data Center

















FGS Foreign Ground Station
FHST Fixed-Head Star Tracker
FIFO First-In, First-Out
FMS Flight Segment Management Subsystem
FORTRAN Formula Translation
FOV Field-of-View
FPP Floating Point Processor
FRO Facilities Requirement Document
FS Flight Segment
FSCM Federal Supply Code for Manufacturers
FSS Flight Scheduling Subsystem
GCM Geometric Correction Matrix
GCMR Ground Control Message Request
GCO Geometric Correction Operator
GCP Ground Control Point
GDHS Ground Data Handling System
GE General Electric
GECP Geometric Correction Process
GEOREF Geographic Reference
GES Ground Electronic Specification
GFE Government Furnished Equipment
GFIT Goddard Film Inventory Tape









GHIT Goddard HOT Inventory Tape
GHz Gigahertz (109)
CMP Geometric Correction Matrix Calculation Process
CMS Ground Segment Management Subsystem
GMT Greenwich Mean Time
GPS Global Positioning System
GS Ground Segment
GSE Ground Support Equipment
GSFC Coddard Space Flight Center
GSTDN Ground Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network
HAAT Header, Ancillary, Annotation, Tra?!»r
HDDR High Density Digital Recorder
HDDT High Density Digital Tape
Jf HOT High Density Tape
if
HDT-A HDT-Archive Format (Partially corrected)
HDT-AM HDT-A for MSS Sensor Data
HDT-AT HDT-A for TM Sensor Data
I'M'
HDT-P HDT-Product Format (Fully corrected)
HDT-PT HDT-P for TM Sensor Data
HDTR High Density Tape Recorder
HDT-R HDT-Raw Data
HDT-RM HDT-R for MSS Sensor Data









Hz Hertz (cycles per second)
IAC Image Analyzer Console
IAT Image Analysis Terminal
ICD Interface Control Document
ICS Image Correction Support Software
ID Identification
IDS Image Data System
I/F Interface
IFOV Instantaneous Field-of-View
IGF Image Generation Facility
IIS (I2S) International Imaging Systems
IM Instrument Module
I/O Input/Output
IFF Image Processing Facility
ips Inches per Second
IPS Image Processing Subsystem
IQL Interactive Query Language
IR Infrared
IRG Inter-Record Gap
IRIG Inter-Range Instrumentation Group Time Code
IRIG-A IRIG Time Code Series A







I&T Integration and Test
IU Interface Unit
K A Thousand
K 1024 (Memory Usage Only)
Kb Kilobit
KB ' Kilobyte
Kbps Kilobits per Second
KBPS Kilobytes per Second
KCKT Keyboard Cathode Ray Tube
KW Kilowords
L Local Time
LA36 DEC Hardcopy Terminal
LANDSAT Land Satellite
LAS Landsat-D Assessment System
LAT Latitude
LBP Library Build Process
LBR Laser Beam Recorder
LONG Longitude
LOS Loss of Signal
LPM Lines per Minute
LPO Landsat Project Office








LTTS Long-term Tape Storage Facility
M Mega-
M Million
MAC MSS Archival Product Generation




MCC Mission Control Center




MIPS MSS Image Processing System
mm Millimeter
MM Minutes
MMF Mission Management Facility
MMS Mission Management Subsystem • • .
MMS Multi-Mission Modular Spacecraft
M&O Maintenance and Operations
MODEM Modulator/Demodulator








































National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NASA Communications Network
Narrow Band Tape Recorder
Network Control Center
Network Control Center Subsystem
Navigational Development Satellite
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Network Operations Control Center
National Oceanographlc Satellite System
Non-Return to Zero




















































































Predicted Fit Ephemeris Tape
Program Manager
Principal Investigator
























RAM Random Access Memory
RC Radlooetric Correction
RCV Receive
ROT Raw Data Tape
REC Record
RF Radio Frequency
RH780 Massbus Adaptor for DEC VAX-11/780
ROM Read-Only Memory
ROW WRS Geographic Frame Reference
RP06 DEC 176 MB Disk or Removable Disk Storage Unit
RP07 DEC 283 MB Disk
R&QA Reliability and Quality Assurance
RSS Request Support Subsystem
RSX-llM Multi-Tasking Operating System Software
R/T Real-Time
SA Solar Array
SBI Synchronous Backplane Interconnect
S/C Spacecraft
SCAMA Switching, Conferencing and Monitoring Arrangement
SCI Serial Control Interface
SCN Specification Change Notice










































































































































































































































































































































Landsat-D is divided into a plight Segment and a Ground Segment. A brief
overview of these two segments is provided in this section.
2.1 FLIGHT SEGMENT
The Landsat-D Flight Segment (Figure 2-1) is comprised of the Multi-Mission
Spacecraft (KXS) and the Instrument Module (IM). The prime interface with its
Ground Segment will be through NASA Communications Network (Nascom).
The hMS contains the following pubsystems:
a. Modular attitude control system
b. Modular power subsystem
c. Communication and data handling module
d. MMS electrical subsystem
e. MMS mechanical subsystem
f. MMS thermal subsystem
g. MMS propulsion su: ..ystem.
Tha IM contains the following subsystems:
a. Wideband comrai ations subsystem
b. S-band subsystem
c. C&DH antenna subsystem
d. Global positioning subsystem


































f> IM rjlectrical subsystem
g. IM mechanical subsystem




The Ground Segment (Figure 2-2) is comprised of the following computer
complexes:
a. Control and Simulation Facility (CSF)
b. Mission Management Facility (MMF)
c. Image Generation Facility (IGF)
d. Transportable Ground Station (TGS).
Each of these computer complexes is assigned specific functional
responsibilities which will be described in detail in latter sections. A brief
introductory description of these elements is contained in this paragraph.
The CSF is primarily responsible for monitoring and controlling the spacecraft
which is described in the Flight Segment Operations Plan. In addition, the CSF
is responsible for planning and scheduling data acquisition which will be
described in more detail in Section 6.
The MMF is responsible for overall control of the Ground Segment. The MMF acts
as the focal point for user requests processing and data production management.












































User request processing generates and maintains a complete list of authorized
users of Landsat-D and their requirements for acquisitions and products.
The data production management consists of the packaging and control of work
orders in the system. These work orders are scheduled by the MMF for the CSF
and IGF.
The MMF data base provides historical information on a variety of production
activities which is available to management In a report form. This management
reporting capability covers the status of all the processing systems in the
Ground Segment.
The MMF is also responsible for maintaining the inventory control system for the
Ground Segment. This includes the tracking of dispersements and the
replenishment of consumables and spare parts used by the Ground Segment.
The IGF is a collection of three separate and unique systems. These three
systems are:
a. Data Receive, Record and Transmit System
b. MSS Image Processing System
c. TM Image Processing System.
The Data Receive, Record and Transmit System (DRRTS) performs the following
functions: Image data acquisition, image data transmission and high density






The DRRTS acquires TM and MSS Image data electronically from the Transportable
Ground Station (TGS). The DRRTS also receives data on 14-track tape from GSTDN
(Goldstone and Alaska) via the Oomsat Interface Facility (OIF) in GSFC, Building
23.
Foreign station tapes will be processed by the DIF and then forwarded to DRRTS.
DRRTS transmits HDT-AM to the EROS Data Center (EDC) via Domsat. In the event
of a failure in the Domsat transmission link DP.RTS can produce 14-track tapes,
which are compatible with EDC. These 14-track tapes are then shipped to EDC.
The MSS Image Processing System (MIPS) performs the following functions: MSS
archive generation, MSS performance evaluation and MSS control point library
build.
MSS archive generation consists of producing a 28-track HOT containing
radiotnetrically corrected image data, performing manual cloud cover assessment,
and generating 70mm quality assurance film.
MSS performance evaluation product generation consists of the following:
generating archival tape reports, scene displays, producing computer compatible
tapes and 241mm latent film of Individual scenes for quality analysis.
The MIPS will extract suitable control points from existing archival data for
use in the generation of geometric correction matrices. The control points will






The TIPS is used In Che MSS processing for the generation of 241mm latent film.
This function is done in support of MSS performance evaluation and is not a user
product.
The Transportable Ground Station (TCS) receives the image data from the Landsat-










The overall operational goal is to effectively blend automated and manual means
of scheduling, processing, tracking and verifying the Ground Segment operations.
The various inputs will be collected as they become available to the Ground
Segment. This is an asynchronous and unpredictable process based upon external
interfaces and spacecraft characteristics. When correct inputs are available,
processing can be scheduled. The goal is to size the processing packages to
facilitate current mission objectives and to optimize available resources. The
tracking of products allows priority work to be expedited and controlled.
Tracking is also an input into the daily planning and accounting functions. By
carefully verifying the acceptability of products afuer each major step, the
percentage of errors that get propagated in subsequent steps is limited and
system time spent on rework is minimized.
The quality assurance function monitors the products as well as the processes
that generate the products. The quality assurance function is spread among all
the various operational personnel in the Ground Segment. Certain specific
responsibility will lie within the Quality Assurance Section itself. With an
integrated approach to quality assurance, all operational personnel will
actively participate in ensuring that the products meet required standards.
This integrated approach is required to minimize the impact of rework on the





system. The criterion for the number of times a scene may be reworked will be
determined by the Project Office.
Once the processing begins, quality indicators are displayed by the system which
are used to evaluate the processing. As time permits, output will be sampled to
increase the confidence in the products, and performance evaluation products
will be generated. Output will be sampled after shipment if inspection cannot
occur prior to shipment.
After data/film Inspection, any scenes that require a change in their assessed
archival product quality will have an update run to the data base. These
unacceptable scenes will not appear on the CHIT and can be reworked or
cancelled. If a scene is determined to be unacceptable, but has been shipped,
the scene may be reworked and a new archival product generated to replace the
original.
The Ground Segment operation can be divided into eighteen major functions.
These functions are:
a. User Request Processing (Figure 3-1)
b. Spacecraft Scheduling (Figure 3-2)
c. Payload Correction Processing (Figure 3-3)
d. Image Data Acquisition (Figure 3-4)
e. Archive Scheduling (Figure 3-5)
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The remaining six functions can be classified as support operations. These
functions cover a wide spectrum of activities that include:
a. Control Paint Library Generation
b. Image Evaluation
c. Inventory Control
d. PDR and ESR Processing
e. Data Base Maintenance
f. Product Tracking.
The eighteen major functions have different roles in support cf Ground Segment
operations. These roles are determined in part by complex inter-relationships
between these functions and external interfaces. The following is an overview
of the relative priorities of each function:
User Request Processing
This MMF function will be executed on a daily basis as needed. Normally it will
be given a low priority and run on the second shift. Any impending acquisition
requests will be fed into the C'F using the dynamic scheduling capability.
Spacecraft Scheduling
This function has two major processes, planning and scheduling. These processes
have high priority in the MMF in order to have inputs available for CSF by mid-
morning.
PCS Processing

































































































































g. Archive Completion (Figure 3-7)
h. Performance Evaluation Product Scheduling (Figure 3-8)
i. Performance Evaluation Product Generation (Figure 3-9)
j. Performance Evaluation Production Completion (Figure 3-10)
k. Archive Dissemination (Figure 3-11)
1. Copy/Uplink Processing (Figure 3-12)
m. Control Point Library Generation (Figure 3-13)
n. Image System Evaluation (Figure 3-14)
o. Inventory Control Processing (Figure 3-15)
p. Problem Defect and Equipment Service Reporting (Figure 3-16)
q. Data Base Maintenance (Figure 3-17)
r. Product Tracking.
This plan will divide these eighteen into two categories. The first twelve
functions cover the standard archival data flow. This will begin with entry of
user requests for acquisition and products and ends with the uplink to EDC of
the archival data via Domsat. Each of these will be considered as a process
operation or a control operation.
A control operation is primarily responsible for regulating a process operation.
It collects the information necessary f< control the data processing operation.
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































morning. The processing of new telemetry and enhemeris files from the CSF will
occur on a 90-minute cycle, and an artempt will be made to stay current
throughout the entire day. New HDT-R directories will start to be available
from DRRTS by mid-morning and they will be processed so that they may be used to
replenish the archive generation queues before noon.
The first archive generation feedback from MIPS will become available around
noon. This data will be processed and prepared for PEPG dumps on the rew HDT-A
tapes.
Several tasks will not be scheduled for the morning in MMF due to higher
priority activities. These tasks will typically be run in the afternoon and on
the second shift. These activities are:
a. PEPG Completion Processing
b. Archive Dissemination
c. Control Point Library Activities
d. Inventory Control Processing
e. PDR and ESR Processing.
Support of PCS processing will continue throughout the 16-hour day keyed to the
arrival of telemetry or HDT-R directories. Both archive and PEPG scheduling
will be run periodically during the two shifts when inputs are available and the
queues on the MIPS string are less than eight hours.
DRRTS
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two shifts a day seven days a week. The morning will be the peak demand period.
The line test will be run the first thing each morning. The DRRTS will assign
priorities to each major function. The major functions, in priority order, are:
a. TGS acquisition
b. EDC Dorasat transmission
c. GSTDN processing





processing will attempt to stay current with the acquisition of telemetry and
ephemerls data from the CSF. Data selection and scheduling of data backlog by
the operator will prevent overloading the systsn. The Phase 2 processing will
be executed upon the receipt of new HDT-R directories In MMF from DRRTS.
Archive Scheduling
This MMF function has high priority if the two MIPS strings have a combined
archive generation backlog of sixteen processing hours or less. This function
will be run after PCS Phase 2 or after archive completion processing which has
MIPS rework error codes. Allocation to the MIPS strings will be normally
selected once a day. Reallocatlon of existing process requests due to a MIPS
failure will only be Initiated If a low backlog exists on the other string or
the string will be down more than four hours.
Archive Generation
The generation of HOT-AM will occur primarily on two strings In MIPS. The
manual cloud cover assessment will be performed during the calculation phase of
archive generation. Quality Film Generation will be initiated during the
generation of the HDT-A tape. Each MIPS string will maintain a minimum eight-
hour backlog in the VAX to reduce the effect of a temporary MMF problem. The
MIPS queue should be resequenced to optimize the disk farm slie of thirty-four
scenes without splitting the content of an HDT-R across two HDT-AMs. A physical








Process request feedback will not be released for MMF until the summary reports
are ins;>ected.
It is anticipated to consume the entire two shifts of both strings.
Archive Completion Processing
This function has a medium priority in MMF. It controls the updating of the
data base and is the prerequisite for further PEPG and Copy/Uplink processing.
Rework for archival generation will be handled on a case by case basis rather
than automatically, requiring operator interaction with archive generation
scheduling and other activities to effect data load balancing.
PEPC Scheduling
This MMF function has a medium priority except when the third MIPS string has
less than a four hour backlog. The reallocation guidelines are the same as for
archive scheduling.
PEPC Generation
The third MIPS string will normally be assigned responsibility for most of PEPC.
All 2A1mm film products will need the TIPS string LBR which is only available on
third shift. The dumps and reports of HDT-A tapes have a higher priority than
the product (CCT and FILM) generation.
PEPG Completion
This MMF function will have a low priority during most of the day. On the








priority to clear all HDT-A for archive dissemination and copy/uplink process
requests generation.
Archive Dissemination
This MMF function controls the generation of the CHIT and process request
generation for uplink and copy. The opportunity to generate the CHIT will be
delayed until the Quality Assurance personnel can verify the archive generation
assessments. This will result in a once a day run of this function, usually on
the second shift.
Copy/Uplink Processing
ThJs DRRTS function will be the final step in the normal image data flow for
MSS. The copy process is normally a backup for Domsat.
Control Point Library
This activity is spread between the MMF and MIPS. The key MMF activity is
process request generation. It will have a high priority if the control point
backlog in the MIPS is less than four hours. In the MIPS both the digitizing
and control point selection will be run in a background mode.
Inventory Control
This will have a low priority in MMF and will not be run in the morning due to
peak MMF utilization.
PDR/ESR Processing
This MMF function will not be run during the morning due to peak MMF







This is the highest priority function in the MMF. It is essential to maintain
the integrity of the data base. This function can be divided into two areas,
preventive and corrective. When corrective action, such a restore or data base
edit is being performed, all other MMF activities must be halted.
A summary of the various activities is provided in Tables 3-1 through 3-3,
giving high level characteristics. These tables provide only a guideline for
normal operations and will vary based upon actual conditions.
The baseline scenario developed in this plan represents a chaining together of
the ba<*ic activities to present a typical day's schedule* In actual operations
each day's schedule will have to be flexible enough to allow modification based
on current factors. Some of these factors are:
a. Project Office processing directives




The scenario will be described in terms of separate serial computer facility
activities, but in reality each system is operated in parallel.
SDS4232
3-25















































































6-8 times a day





































































































































































































































































































































MIPS 16 July 1982
Figure 3-18 provides a block diagram of a MIPS string. The MIPS strings are
scheduled to operate two shifts a day, seven days a week. A computer.operator
and cloud cover analyst will be assigned to each string. In addition, control
point technicians will utilize a portion of two MIPS strings for digitizing and
processing control points.
The first thing each string will do is to run the line test. The scene which
will be used in library build will be loaded from the HDT-A. The operator will
organize his archive generation queue and transfer additional process requests
to maintain eight hours of work backlog on the string. Archive generation will
then be started. The cloud cover analyst will view the ingest and output phase
on the Comtal and perform MCCA during the calculation phase. The operator will
attempt to organize the archive generation queue to utilize the disk farm, which
holds approximately 34 scenes. However, the contents of a single HDT-R should
be placed on a single HDT-A. The operator will initiate the quality assurance
film generation during the output portion of archive generation process
feedback. The summary reports will be carefully reviewed by both individuals.
Any problems will result in the feedback being placed in hold and notification
of the Supervisor.
MMF
Figure 3-19 provides a block diagram of the MMF-M. The MMF is scheduled to
operate two shifts a day, seven dayn a week. The morning will be the peak
demand period in MMF. The line test will be run the first thing each morning.
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o IMAGE ACQUISITION &
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The Landsat-D user community may select MSS products and/or TM products. They
may request image data that already exists (retrospective orders) or they may
want specific earth image data that does not exist and will have to be acquired
by the spacecraft at some future time (standing orders.)
All users must have valid ID numbers before they can avail themselves of
Landsat-D products. Consequently, valid user names and ID numbers must exist in
the MMF-K and/or MMF-T data base(s) before a user's request will be honored. In
short, no valid user ID in the data base, no Landsat products to that user.
All "established" user requests for Landsat-D products are received by the
Landsat-D Project Office (LPO); so are requests for ID numbers from prospective
new users.
LPO processes user request information as outlined below, then transfers it to
the RSS for ingest into the system.
a. Standing order requests are separated into two groups: those users
wanting MSS products and those wanting TM products. EDC consolidates
orders from end users on magnetic tapes and forwards them to LPO.
Triplicated MSS user files and TM user files may physically be stored
on the same tape or on two different tapes, one for MSS users and one
for TM users. These tapes are forwarded to RSS for "batch encry."
The LPO may also submit "written" standing order requests to the RSS
for manual entry of these orders into the system via operator







The Ground Segment will operate in a very dynamic environment. This will result
ic various functions being performed simultaneously on different sets of data.
Scheduling functions in preparation for tomorrow's acquisitions will be overlaid
with the capturing of current acquisitions and processing of yesterday's
acquisitions. This pipeline type of operation requires careful attention to all
activities. Any prolonged interruptions will cause perturbations in the rest of
the system. Any imbalances will quickly affect other areas of the Ground
Segment.
Computer usage Is organized by facilities. Figure 4-1 identifies the computer
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4.2 METHOD OF OPERATIONS
The overall control of the Ground Segment will be accomplished by a system of
work stations. There work stations will act as focal points withi.t the Ground
Segment. The six major work stations are:
a. Mission Operations
b. Mission Planning
c. Mission Management Facility Production Control
d. Image Generation Facility Production Control
e. Tape Staging
f. Quality Control.
Each of these stations monitors a group of activities related ..o people who
staff then. Th? Ground Segment Staffing Plan provides details 'of the
responsibilities of each individual in the M&O organization.
Each work station set-up will be tailored to the specific requirements .of the
functions being performed. All work stations need to establish methods of
recording significant events. The method of organization of record-keeping will
vary, but as a minimum, log books and binders need to be included at ea;h
station. Visual tracking systems should be employed that allow quick inspection
and status determination.
The Mission Operations work station is the nerve center of the entire Ground
Segment. It is staffed twenty-four hours a day by a Mission Supervisor who has






information via computer terminal as well as a manual tracking of all computer
equipment. All problems will work their way to this station for dispositioning.
All requests for external support will be initiated by the Mission Supervisors.
The Mission Planning work station will be maintained by the Flight Operations
Planners and the Data Processing Planners. Key priorities in their respective
areas will be tracked in this area. Schedule boards for the various computer
systems will be maintained in this area.
The MMF Production Control Station will collect information concerning all MMF
activities, in particular the generation of process requests. The process
summaries of all MMF programs will be maintained. In addition, all data base
activities will be monitored. This area is extremely important because it is
the source of work for both CSF and IGF. Production Controllers will be
responsible for overall tracking. The MMF Computer Operator and Data Technician
will also support this work station.
The IGF Production Control work station will provide the focal point for
coordinating the MIPS strings and DRRT5. Status will be maintained on an
individual HDT tape basis. This station will interface heavily with the MMF
Production Control and Tape Staging work stations. Production Control personnel
will be responsible for this work station but will rely heavily upon IGF
Computer Operators for inputs.
The Tape Staging work station will monitor all tape and film movements. This
will include external interfaces with Building 23 and long-term tape storage.






The Quality Control work station provides monitoring of the Ground Segment.
Records on products checked will be maintained by QA personnel. In addition,
film produced for evaluation will be stored in this area. The Quality Control
work station will also maintain records per .aining to PDRs and ESRs.
4.3 PERSONNEL RESPONSIBILITY
The tasks involved in operating the Landsat-D Ground Segment are divided among
158 individuals filling 63 different positions. The overall responsibilities
for these portions are described in the M&O Staffing Plan. However, for the
purpose of this Ground Segment Operations Plan, individual responsibility for
performing each major function is identified in Figure 4-2. The overall M&O
organization is outlined In Figure 4-3. Many support personnel interface with
the .-.ctual performers by supplying inputs, supervision or control information to
the performers. As a result, these support personnel also need to be aware of
the actual functions being performed'. Table 4-1 identifies support personnel
and performers who need information contained In the various functional sections











































Data Processing Planner/MMF Computer
Operator/Data Base Administrator
Staging Clerk/TAS Clerk
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User request processing is performed by the Mission Management Facility (MMF).
The area within the MMF responsible for implementing the process is the request
support subsystem (RSS). In processing user requests, RSS utilizes the mission
support services software area in the HMF data base. MMF's hardware/software
facilities are physically partitioned into two independent and operationally
detached areas - MMF-M and MMF-T. MMF-M processes user requests for
multispectral scanner (MSS) earth images. MMF-T processes user requests for
thematic mapper (TM) earth images. However, processing of the LPO-generated,
batch entry, standing order tape (which may contain both MSS and TM user orders)
is initiated in the MMF-M.
5.2 PURPOSE
User request processing is the mechanism for entering, processing, modifying,
and maintaining current status of orders for MSS and TM earth imagery products
from the Landsat-D user's community. . ..
5.3 BACKGROUND SUMMARY
As an aid to understanding the user request process with its associated
operational procedures, a short discussion of the Landsat Projects Office (LPO)
functions and activities relative to this process is presented. Refer to Figures
























Figure 5-1. RSS Functions
5-2





tape generation, from which the user information was derived. This will be
followed by user information recordo.
Order Information File ^  ORDXXX.DDD
This file contains three different types of records. The header record contains
tape ID, date and time of tape generation. The header record will be followed
by sets of order and area records. Each order record contains all the order
information except the geographic location. Hence each order record is followed
by one or more area records. The area records are of two types:
a. Block
Describes geographic order (path,row) in terms of a block. (A number
of scenes in more than one path)
b. Segment
Describes geographic area (path,row) in terms of segment. (A number of
scenes in a single path)
Error Record Summary File ^. RSTAIN.SUM
The error record summary file contains:
a. Tape ID
b. Date and time the error message was generated
c. User order error messages
d. User area error messages.
Production Process Log File ^  RSTAIN.PLG
This file records the start and stop times of the RSTAIN process. When the stop





RSTAIN and RSOBEN are normally run together once a week, preferably on first
shift. It is planned to run RSUDEN only with input from an interactive terminal
(as opposed to from RSTAIN's output file). Since most orders will come from
EDC, RSUDEN will run very infrequently.
5.6.1.8 Job Control Language (JCL)
The RSTAIN process is initiated by the following command:
0TAKE RSTAIN
5.6.1.9 Processing Messages
RSTAIN terminates normally with the message "RSTAIN-END OF PROCESSING."
5.6.1.10 Hardware Configuration
Figure 5-5 shows the MMF-M hardware configuration required to run the eight
software units (RSTAIN, RSUDEN, RSOBEN, RSSOEN, RSUOCO/RSPACO, RSUOSM and
RMECEN) comprising the user request process. Figure 5-6 shows the hardware
configuration for running these software units in the MMF-T area.
Referring to both of these figures, the bracketed number sequence leading from
each piece of equipment is the equipment's unique ID number. Equipment model
numbers are also shown. (Equipment ID numbers are physically located in the






Note that the operator has options in selecting the terminal or tape drive
required to run a program. For example, any VT78 or VT100 terminal shown as an
alternate can be used to enter or monitor a program. Recall, however, that the
MMF-M and MMF-T systems are not cross strapped; MMF-M functions must be
performed on MMF-M designated machines, MMF-T functions must be performed on
MMF-T designated machines.
5.6.1.11 Operating Instructions
RSS personnel receive and log all standing order user request tapes generated by
the LPO. Tape ID number, contents description and the date and time the tape
was received are to be entered in this log.
This tape may contain standing order requests for MSS products, TM products or
both. Consequently, the first process consists of determining the contents of
the tape, then, if necessary, separating MSS user requests from TM user requests
so both can be processed independently in their respective areas.
Tape contents can be determined in the following manner:
a. Mount the tape on one of the TU72s in the MMF-M area.
b. On any VT78 or VT-100 terminal in the MMF-M area perform the fcllowir.g
steps:
1. Log on, enter your password
2. Enter the MOUNT TAPE command
3. Enter the DISMOUNT TAPE command




b. "Retrospective orders" are processed manually by the LPO and they are
hand carried to the RSS for interactive terminal entry into the
system.
c. ID nuabers assigned to new users are manually processed by the LPO and
this information is similarly transferred to the . RSS for terminal
entry.
Transferring user request data from the LPO to RSS will be a
continuous process. Therefore, RSS will periodically provide the LPO
with operational statistics and summary reports on user status - for
example; listings of users who received their products, are waiting
for products, or could not be serviced for various reasons, etc.
5.4 PROCESS DESCRIPTION
5.A.I SCOPE
This section continues with a detailed description of the processes and
procedures that RSS performs after receiving the LPO's input.
Information that follows applies to both MMF-M and MMF-T user request
processing. While the hardware systems in these areas are not completely
identical, the procedures implemented in these areas, for the most part, are
identical. Differences will be noted where required. Procedures are described at
the operator's level and address only those elements of software that are
accessible to the machine operator via interactive terminal and are required by






to the respective CPOS documents for information on this and other systems level
subjects.
5.4.2 SUMMARY
Eight units of software have been designed to accommodate all foreseeable
situations that may be encountered in prccessing user order requests from their
receipt by RSS through user order closeout (in RSS). These software units are
identified below by their GE Computer Program Design Specification numbers
(CPDS) and their process and program acronym. In addition, the software units
are arranged in their normal order of application in the "user order process."
Items (g.) and (h.) below are separated from items (a.), (b.)> (c.), (d.), (e.),
and (f.)> because items (g.) and (h.) can be executed without priority.
Several of these software units may be combined to run automatically via job
control language; all can be run manually via operator interaction with a
terminal. Requirements and circumstances at the time of processing dictate
whicl. mode is applied.
Specific procedures for running each of these software units commence with
paragraph 5.6.1:
a. LSD-MMF-CPD-2101 - User and Order Tape Ingest (RSTA1N)
b. LSD-MMF-CPD-2015 - User Data Entry (RSUDEN)
c. LSD-MXF-CPD-2166 - Standing Order Batch Entry (RSOPEN)
d. LSD-MMF-CPD-2017 - Standing Order Entry (RSSOEN)






f. LSD-MMF-CPD-2087 - User Order Completion (RSUOCO/RSPACO)
g. LSD-MMF-CPD-2179 - User and Order Status Modifier (RSUOSM)
h. LSD-MMF-CPD-2021 - Error Code Entry and Update (RMECEN).
3.4.3 PRECEDING/SUCCEEDING PROCESSES
User request processing is the first process performed by the Ground Segment.
It is succeeded by the spacecraft scheduling process (described in Section 6).
5.4.1 PROCESS RANGE
The range of the user request process is defined to be from RSS's receipt of
user information from the LPO to the completion of the entry of "established"
and "new" user names, ID numbers and product requests into the MMF-M and/or the
MMF-T data base. It includes all the EDP bookkeeping associated with tracking
user order status, user order modifications, user status modifications, data
base maintenance, sunnary and production reports.
5.4.5 PROCESS FINAL PRODUCTS
The final products (output) of the user request process are
a. Users' names, ID numbers, product requests and status "in place" in
the MMF-M and/or the MMF-T data base
b. Production logs
c. Updated common parameters area and operating system's directory of
files within the data base
d. Current status sujimary reports








All of the EDP systems required to perform the user request process are located
in GSFC's Building 28 second floor computer room. Section 3 defines the MMF-M
hardware system configuration in this area. High level block diagrams of the
MMF-M and MMF-T EDP syctems are shown in Figures 5-5 and 5-6 for reference.
Each of the detailed "user request process" operating procedures that follows
references a low level hardware block diagram (Figure 5-7) that tells the
machine operator which machines to use in running a particular unit of software.
5.5.2 SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS
Repeated below in their semisequential processing order are the seven units of
software required to run the user request process.
a. LSD-MMF-CPD-2101 - User and Order Tape Ingest (RSTAIN)
b. LSD-MMF-CPD-2015 - User Data Entry (RSUDEN)
c. LSD-MMF-CPD-2166 - Standing Order Batch Entry (RSOBEN)
d. LSD-MMF-CFD-2017 - Standing Order Entry (RSSOEN)
e. LSD-MMr'-CPD-2019 - Retrospective Order Entry (RSROEN)
f. LDS-MMF-CPD-2087 - User Order Completion (RSUOCO/RSPACO)
g. LSD-MMF-CPD-2179 - User and Order Status Modifier (RSUOSM)
h. LSD-MMF-CPD-2021 - Error Code Entry and Update (RMECEN).
The GE Computer Program Design Specification number for each of tibftse units of







































































































































































documents be reviewed to supplement the information given here. Accompanying
the software unit's title and CPDS number is the command acronym that causes the
program to run. For example, if after logging on at a terminal
0TAKE RSTA1N
is entered, the "User Order Taps Ingest" software unit will commence processing
(provided the information RSTAIN requires is available on the disk files).
RSSOEN, RSROEN, RSUOSN and RMECEN are all run manually via interactive terminal.
RSTAIN, RSUDEN and RSOBEN can be run manually or Joined together to run
automatically in the sequence shown. The JCL required to run RSTAIN, RSUDEN and
RSOBEN sequentially will be specified by the MMF system's analyst. RSUOCO/RSPACO
are normally clock triggered; however, they can be run manually if good reason
exists to ao so.
All of the software units mentioned can be "gracefully terminated" but only
under the following circumstances:
a. Processing has not run to completion
b. The CONTROL key and the C key (CONTROL first, C second) are depressed
simultaneously while processing is active.
5.6 SOFTWARE UNIT OPERATIONS
Before continuing with paragraph 5.6, the process background summary (paragraph
5.3) should be reviewed again because its contents are the basis for software
unit operating procedures.






processing must be performed on MMF-M hardware; all MMF-T information processing
must be performed on MMF-T hardware.
5.6.1 USER AND ORDER TAPE INGEST (RSTAIN)
5.6.1.1 Computer Program Design Specification
The source document for this software unit is LSD-MMF-CPD-2101.
5.6.1.2 Command Acronym
The command acronym for this software unit is @TAKE RSTAIN.
5.6.1.3 Purpose
RSTAIN processes the "user standing order" information from the mag tape
supplied by the LPO. The process separates this information into two
categories:
a. User information - user's name, mailing address and shipping address
b. Order information - user's ID, mission, sensor requirement, product
requirements, etc.
and generates separate files for each category.
The "user information file" (USRXXX.ORC) is the input to the user data entry
(RSUDEN) software unit.
The "order information file" (ORDXXX.ORC) is the input to the standing order
batch entry (RSOBEN) software unit.













The philosophy of using three identical input files is to decrease the chance of
a read error stopping the execution of the program. If a read error is
encountered on one file, the program will find its place on the next file and
continue processing.
Only if a read error is found on all three files will processing be terminated.
The header record contains the tape ID and time of creation of the input tape
from which it was dumped. The user record contains user identification fields
and mailing and shipping addresses. The order record contains information such
as user ID, mission, sensor receiving station, product and acquisition hit
frequency, etc. The area record has information on the geographical location
(blocks or segments) for each order record. Thus, there may be multiple area
records for each order record.
Each of the fields in the user, order, and area record are validated. If any of
the fields in a record are invalid, the record and all appropriate error





they are valid) for this order are also written on the error file. After all
input records have been read, the common parameter and operating system
directory data base areas are updated and a summary report is generated, showing
the number of records processed, number of records in error, and number of
records written to output files. When the process is completed, the termination
message "RSTAIN-END OF PROCESSING" is displayed on the KCRT.
5.6.1.5 Input
Input files (RSTAIN.001, RSTAIN.002, RSTAIN.003) are created by dumping the user
and order information tape onto three identical disk files. Normally oaly
RSTAIN.001 is used as an input file. However, RSTAIN.002 and RSTAIN.003 act as
a backup in case there is a read error encountered In the file currently being
read.
5.6.1.6 Outputs
RSTAIN creates the following output files:
a. User information - USRXXX.ORC
b. Order information - ORDXXX.ORC
XXX • sequence number incremented by one for each run (current value
stored in common parameter area)
c. Error record summary - RSTAIN.SUM
d. Production process log - RSTAIN.PLG.
User Information File - USRXXX.ORC
This file contains a header record that has the tape ID, the date and time of
SDS4232
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the tape in the MMF-T area and continue processing with the same
procedures used in MMF-M area (except MMF-T hardware is required, see
Figure 5-6). If the entries are MSS users or MSS and TM users
combined, processing can continue either manually or automatically.
d. In the automatic mode, RSTA1N and RSOBEN are performed sequentially.
To effect automatic processing, after copying the three files from
tape to disk, enter
SUBMIT ORDER-ENTRY
When automatic processing is completed, hard copy printouts for
RSTAIN, RSOBEN and RSUDEN are generated. Review these printouts
against the data entry printout to be sure all users have been
accounted for.
e. In the manual mode, the product user's requests are processed and only
RSTAIN and RSOBEN are run. To initiate manual processing after the
three files on the tape are copied to disk, enter
<? TAKE RSTAIN
Hard copy printouts resulting from manual and automatic processing are to be
filed in their respective logs by the operator who ran.the programs.
5.6.2 SOFTWARE UNIT 02-USER DATA ENTRY - (RSUDEN)
Computer Program Design Specification LSD-MMF-CPD-2015.
5.6.2.1 Purpose
RSUDEN provides the means for entering new users names, addresses, ID numbers
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f 5.6.2.2 Description! .
RSUDEN can enter new user information into the MMF data b^se either manually or
7
from the disk file produced by RSTAIN. It is not planned to do the latter.
r
• Modification of existing user information already in the data base is performed
manually via interactive terminal. In the manual mode, the operator transfers
information from a hard copy user information form issued by the Project Office
to the system via a VT78 or VT-100 terminal.
All user information processes - whether they relate to MSS product users or TM
product users - are initiated in the MMF computer area on MMF-M and/or MMF-T
equipment.
During the operation of the Ground Segment, the automatic mode will not normally
be used; however, abridged information on automatic processing is provided here
for future reference.
In the automatic mode, RSUDEN sequentially follows RSTAIN and searches the
RSTAIN file. It compares user ID numbers on the RSTAIN created disk file
against user ID numbers in the data base. ID numbers in the RSTAIN file - but
I| not in the data.base - represent new users. RSUDEN then adds the new ID numbers






implement the automatic mode, the MMF data base administrator must set a flag in
the common parameters area of the data base using the DBUPDT utility program.
.
The CPOS for DBUPDT should be consulted for the detailed information required to
update the common parameters so that RSUDEN can be run automatically.
.
Manual entry of new user Information into the MMF-M data base and modification
of existing user information in the data base are performed in the MMF-M area
• '
using the MMF-M's VT78 or VT-100 terminals (see Figure 5-5 for terminal location
and identification).
With exception of the tape units, all of the EDP equipment required to run
RSUDEN is the same equipment used to run RSTAIN (see Figure 5-5 and 5-6 for
equipment definition).
5.6.2.3 Unit Input Description
In the automatic mode, the RSTAIN file is the input to the RSUDEN program. If
RSTAIN is running automatically, RSUDEN and RSOBEN will follow automatically and
no further operator intervention is required.
In the manual mode, input to RSUDEN is via interactive terminal and consists of
transferring hard copy information from an LPO-generated user information form
to the terminal. Information on the form defines whether a new MSS or TM user
is being entered or an existing MSS or TM user status is being modified. The
form's format is identical to the format of the CRT display that appears when






5.6.2.4 Unit Output Description
In the automatic mode, the RSTAIN file is the input to the RSUDEtl program. If
RSTAIN is running automatically, RSUDEN and RSSOEN will follow automatically and
no further operator intervention is required. In the manual mode, input to
RSUDEN is via interactive terminal a-d consists of transferring hardcopy
information from an LPO-generated user information form to the terminal.
Information on the form defines whether a new MSS or TM user is being entered or
an existing MSS or TM user status is being modified. The form's format is
identical to the format of the CRT display that appears when RSUDEN is called
manually.
RSUDEN end products are outlined below:
a. New user information (ID number, mailing address, shipping address,
etc.) "in place" in the data base.
b. Existing user Information in the data — when required — has been
updated.
c. Printouts are generated:
1. Processing Summary Report (RSUDEN.SUM)
2. User Interaction Log (RSUDEN.UIC)
3. Production Process Log (RSUDEN.PLG)
5.6.2.5 Frequency.of Operation
RSUDEN is run infrequently by the MMF data technician on demand from the Project






5.6.2.6 DETAILED OPERATIONAL SEQUENCES
5.6.2.6.1 Manual Entry of New User Information
a. Read the user information form and determine if data pertains to an
MSS or TM user.
b. Log on at the VT100 or VT78 terminal and enter your password, followed
by
0TAKE RSUDEN.CMD
A blank user Information form will appear on the CRT.
c. Enter the new user ID number as shown on the hardcopy form followed by
CARRIAGE RETURN
The data base will be searched to confirm that the ID number entered
does not exist. Momentarily, a blank user form will reappear on the
CRT.
d. Enter the new user's ID number and. all the information given on the
hard copy form exactly as shown on the hardcopy.
e. Enter
CARRIAGE RETURN
to send the completed form. If an error was made in completing the
form, an appropriate error message will appear on the CRT. Correct
the error and enter
CARRIAGE RETURN
f. A blank user form will reappear on the CRT.









5.6.2.6.2 Manual Modification of Existing User Information
a. Read the user information form and determine if data pertains to an
MSS or TM user.
b. Log on at the VT100 or VT78 terminal and enter your password, followed
by
0TAKE RSUDEN.CMD
A blank user information form will appear on the CRT.
c. Enter the existing user ID number as shown on the hardcopy form
followed by
CARRIAGE RETURN
The user record will be displayed on the CRT.
d. Enter the user information modifications exactly as shown on the
hardcopy form. Check the entry for accuracy, then enter
CARRIAGE RETURN
e. A blank user information form will reappear on the CRT. Make the next
entry.









5.6.2.7 Record Keeping and Information Dissemination
Collect all printouts generated by RSUDEN and file them in their respective
logs. Check these printouts for error messages that may have invalidated an
entry.
5.6.3 STANDING ORDER BATCH ENTRY (RSOBEN) - LSD-MMF-CPD-2166
5.6.3.1 Purpose
RSOBEN verifies the. existence of standing order input files and enters the user
ground requirements (user ID number, mission, sensor receiving station, ground
acquisition frequency, etc.) Into the user support services area of the MMF data
base.
5.6.3.2 Input Description
RSTAIN takes the information from the standing order user request tape and
separates the data into two files, one containing user information, the other
containing user product requirements. RSUDEN processes the first file and RSOBEN
processes the second. Therefore, RSTAIN and RSUDEN must precede RSOBEN. RSOBEN
reads the user product file and verifies thar each user ground requirement is
consistent with Landsat-D system capabilities and is in the proper format for
processing. Valid entries are entered Into the data base; invalid entries are
written to a separate error file and are not entered into the data base. After
all the files are processed, a summary report is generated that shows the number
of records processed, the number and description of the records in error and the







input user support and common parameters areas of the data base. RSOBEN is
normally run automatically; however it can be run manually, provided that RSTAIN
and RSUDEN were previously performed. Again, NSS product users are processed in
MMF-M; TM product users are processed in MMF-T.
5.6.3.3 Output Description
In addition to entering user product requirements In the data base, RSOBEN
creates the following files.
a. Processing Summary RSOBEN.SUM
b. Error Record Summary RSOBEN.ERT
c. Production Process Log RSOBEN.PLG
; 5.6.3.4 Frequency of Operation
i RSOBEN is initiated by the MMF data technician. If RSOBEN is run automatically
.1
( with RSTAIN and RSUDEN, the process will occur once a week. When RSOBEN is run
>/. manually, it will be by Project Office request.
I 5.6.3.5 Detailed Operational Sequences
I
! 5.6.3.5.1 Automatic Mode
'' No operator interaction is required if the RSTAIN, RSUDEN and RSOBEN package is
being run automatically.
5.6.3.5.2 Manual Mode








a. Use MMF-M equipment if MSS user products are being entered; use MMF-T
equipment if TM user products are being entered.




followed by CARRIAGE RETURN
d. When RSOBEN completes processing, the program termination message
RSOBEN-END OF PROCESSING
will appear on the CRT.
e. To log off, enter:
LINE FEED
LINE FEED
5.6.3.6 Record Keeping and Information Disseainatton
Each of the three printouts generated by RSOBEN i.e., RSOBEN.SUM, RSOBEN.ERT and
RSOBFN.PLG should be reviewed by the data technician to verify successful entry
of user product requests. All printouts are to be filed in their respective









The spacecraft scheduling function commences in the MMF but is carried out
predominantly in the CSF. The major equipment items employed by the scheduling
function are:
a. The DEC system 20/50 in the MMF and its Decnet Interconnection to the
CSF .
b. The CSF computer system based on the three VAX 11/780 processors with
associated I/O devices and Nascom and Decnet links
c. Two flight scheduling subsystem (FSS) consoles, each with a CRT
terminal
d. One KSR teletype for communication to the Network Operations Control
Center (NOCC), and to the foreign ground stations
e. Telephone connections.
The major software items used in the spacecraft scheduling operation are:
a. The Flight Segment management subsystem (FMS) for creating sets of
image data acquisition candidates
b. The flight scheduling subsystem (FSS) consisting of the scheduling
support package (SSP), the mission scheduling package (MSP) and the
acquisition analysis package (AAP)
c. .'he Network Control Center subsystem (NCCS)








The spacecraft scheduling function accepts user requests for image data
acquisition, as compiled and validated by the request support subsystem (RSS) of
the MMF; combines these with mission support requests; scheduiD.es the required
link support; generates a detailed schedule of flight segment activities; and
from the analysis of telemetry and link support information, feeds back the
results. In the pre-TDRSS mode of operation, the spacecraft setoeduling function
develops a generic schedule request for the GSTDN, the Tramsportable Ground
Station (TGS), Domsat, and other links, to anticipate all the rwcurrinf Landsat-
] D support requirements through each 16-day orbital repeat cycle. This is
j| refined into a daily schedule that develops the detailed sequemce of spacecraft
• and sensor activities for each ground station contact and) 'Issues in-pass
briefing messages to the network and a mission activities li;sSt to the command
processing subsystem. The scheduling function also providtes a dynamic
i'
scheduling capability to handle last minute changes.
L
r In addition to manipulating ephemeris data for its own pmrposes, the FSS
software is responsible for ingesting and transferring to the command processing
subsystem a variety of ephemeris and attitude related parameters; meeded in the
r
FS. This includes star catalog data, Global Positioning; System (GPS)
(
i parameters, and OBC ephemeris parameters. OBC memory update- data is also







Special scheduling tasks include Che management of the record and playback
sequences of the FSS standard tape recorders (STR); scheduling the wideband
video recorders at domestic ground stations and at certain foreign ground
stations for domestic use; scheduling DRRTS data reception from TGS and White
Sands, and DRRTS transmissions to EDC.
Post-pass, the FSS will be provided selected telemetry data that is combined
with link performance data from GSTDN for an assessment of the success in
carrying out the schedule. The results of this assessment are fed into regular
evaluation reports and into the MMF accounting system where notification of the
acquisition of payload data triggers subsequent requests for image data
processing. Tha FSS also prepares the MSS and TM ancillary data required for
image processing.
6.3 FUNCTION DESCRIPTION
The spacecraft scheduling function is a complex of tasks that range
chronologically over several weeks, and in services from link scheduling to the
preparation of selected telemetry for use in image processing. Chronologically
the task begins with the development of a generic link requirements schedule
that accommodates, within the limits of a pre-TDRSS network, the anticipated
recurring payload and mission support activities. This generic schedule will be
figured on the Landsat-D 16-day orbital repeat cycle and, with occasional
modifications, can serve for months as the basic scheduling plan. In the days
preceding the actual events a detailed schedule is worked out, largely through






about 1800 local time for events to start at 0300-0430 GMT the next dav. Figure
6-1 blocks oat the scheduling steps.
In addition to scheduling payload activities and sufficient .ictwoik support t3
cover housekeeping telemetry, tracking c^ta, and command loading, the FSS
performs functions related to uplinking Jala to the FS and to post-pass analysis
of results. These functions includ<_:
a. Prepare in uplink format aphemerides for the OBC.
b. Generate an uplink star catalog table for use in the attitude control
system (ACS).
c. Process Global Positioning System CGPS) support data for uollnking.
d. Accept payload requests from MMF for planning and scheduling.
e. Filter requests for payload data based on predicted cloud cove«r s^n
angle, and conflicts with higher priority activities.
f. Schedule wideband video recorders at selected foreign and domestic
sites.
g. Manage the STU record and playbt-k.
h. Schedule DRRTS data transmission to EDC and receipt from White Sands.
ji 1. Provide post pass analysis of mission suj-port and payload e^e.its based
on selected telemetry data and link support performance.
J. Process MSS and TM ancillary data from selected telemetry.
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The first step in scheduling is to draw up a long rnnge plan that matches the
available GSTD.V resources (augmented by TGS and wideband video recorders at
selected foreign sites) with the general requirements of approved users and with
the expected recurring requirements for mission support. This plan will be
developed before launch based on the nominal orbit and the World Reference
System. After the trajectory is adjusted the plan will be refined to match the
actual timing of the orbit and accommodate any changes in mission support
requirements. The long range plan will be drawn up by the flight operations
planner in consultation with the ground controller. It will be a repetitive
plan based on the 16-day cycle of the Landat-D ground trace. From the long
range plan a generic set of network support requirements will be extracted and
forwarded i;i a tabular form to the Network Operations Control Center (NOCC).
(NOTE: It is assumed that the plan is within the bounds of basic agreements like
the Landsst-D S1KO and relevant Interface agreements. If not, any implied
changes will have to be routed through channels for approval). Table 6-1 is a
sample of the generic schedule for CSTDN. Generic support requirements that
provide guidelines for CSTDN scheduling, e.g., preferred site support, time of
day for support, geographical location?, minimum time between passes, etc. will
be detailed in memorandum form and sent to the NOCC. These requirements will be
consonant with the Network Operations Support Plan and the STDN document.





requirements and conditions change, Che long range plan will be adjusted but the
basic schedule will probably hold for months at a time. The flight operations
planner will be responsible for making any necessary adjustments. The flight
operations planner will Incorporate them into the link support requirements and
transmit them to the NOCC either by teletype or by submitting new tables. Any
change In the generic schedule requirements should be submitted to the NOCC at
least 11 days prior to the start of the scheduling week in which the change is
to be implemented.
The particulars of the mission support requirements, the inputs and outputs, the
interfaces, the timelines, the software routines, etc., that drive and constrain








Table 6-1. Spacecraft Scheduling
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Specific support requests provide a particular time and location for STON
support. These are submitted by NCCS to the NOCC via teletype as soon as they
are available. They will cover activities not anticipated in the generic
schedules. The form and content of specific schedule requests for GSTDN support
are negotiable and may change with time but will include the following
parameters:
a. Date
b. Spacecraft (name or SUPIDEN) '
c. Station
d. Signal Acquisition (as provided by predicted AOS or otherwise
determined start of operation)
e. Signal Termination
f. Type of support which is identified by specific TTY characters that
are defined in the generic support description or the NOSP
g. Antenna type - minimum antenna type only if it is different from that
documented in the NOSP.
h. Remarks.
The processes from which specific scheduling requests are generated will be
detailed in later subsections.
6.4.1.3 Update Schedule Support Data Base
This paragraph describes the steps necessary to compare the Landsat-D scheduling






place on Friday, eight days before the first event on the schedule. It begins
with the deliveiy at 0800L of products from the Orbit Computations Group (OCG)
in hardcopy, graphical, and Computer Compatible Tape forms. These products,
their content and format, are defined in the OCC/Landsat-B Interface Control
Document, CES 10140. From the standpoint of advance planning, the items of
interest are the orbital plots and the summary predicts in hardcopy; the ground
trace predicts in plot form, and the FS pass predictions tape. In steps that
will be delineated in paragraph 6.4.4, Computer Program Operations, a computer
operator, at the direction of the flight operations planner, enters the pass
prediction tape into the FSS data base. The content of this tape is given in
Table 6-2 and a sample printout is shown in Table 6-3. Next the flight
operations planner will make any desired changes in the scheduling data base as,
for example, FS constraint parameters, anticipated link downtime, RF link
parameter values.
6.4.1.4 The Weekly Advance Planning Schedule
On Monday, one week prior to the week to which it is applicable, the weekly
advance planning schedule Is transmitted by teletype from the NOCC to the NCCS.
This schedule results from the NOCC's attempt to satisfy the CSF requirements as
provided In generic and specific requests. This schedule has a specific format
of which Table 6-4 is an example.
The flight operations planner enters the weekly advance planning; schedule Into
the data base of the FSS via the link schedule handler (LSH) of the NCCS. The
operation of this program will be given in paragraph 6.4.4.
SDS4232
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Date, (Year .Month ,Day)
Time0'
TDRS/SC Pointing Angle X-EW(6)
or ,?)
GSTDN Antenna Pointing Angle ,V '
TDRS/SC Pointing Angle Y-KS^b;
°
r
 (7)CSTDN ANtenna Pointing Angle Yk '
Landsat-D Range to TDRS or GSTDN
TDRS Antenna Angle-PHr '
or
GSTDK Antenna Angle-Azimuth
TDRS Antenna Angle-THETA^ ;
or
GSTDK Antenna Angle-Elevation
TDRS Multiple Access (KA) Ant.
Angle
or
Landsat-D Height Above GSTDN
Landsat-D-TDRS-Earth
MA Ant. Angle Flag
Landsat-D Sun Condition
RF Interference Flag (TDRS-WHSF-
SUNAngle)
or
. GSTDN/SC Range Cutoff Flag







Station Mask Table Flag
RFI Flag (SC-TDRS-Sun






























































Table 6-2. (Continued) OF POOR QUALITY
22 88fj) Earth Background Flag X Alpha
23 891'/ Primary TDRS Tracker Flag X Alpha
24 91^119tj) TDRS/Landsat-D Dopplers (10) Alphanumeric
25- • 121-127 V') TDRS SATIDU' XXXXXXX Numeric
26 '128-132 Event Duration if Event Entrance XX:XX Numeric
(minutes'.seconds)
NOTES: ^
(1) Column numbers correspond to those given in Table 3-2, STDN pass
predictions printout. Tape byte numbers are shown in Section 10.1.
(2) Where different parameters are listed for the same item number, the
first entry shall be on the TDRS data record and the second entry
shall be on the CSTDN data record.
(3) Station/TDRS names and TDRS Satellite I.D.s shall be on page 003,
Table 3-2.
(4) Flags shall be as defined on pages 004-005, Table 3-2.
(5) Time shall be stated as Universal Time Coordinated (UTC).
(6) Measured degrees East(+), West(-), or North(+), Scuth(-) of NADIR, as
viewed fron the TDRS.
(7) Measured degrees East(+), West(-) or North(+), South(-) of Zenith, as
viewed from the GSTDN station.
(8) PHI and THETA shall be as defined on page 003, Table 3-2.
(9) Event codes shall be as defined on page 005, Table 3-2.
(10) TBD.
(11) Orbit one start shall be at first ascending node after injection.
(T) TDRS record only
(G) GSTDN record only
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Tatle 6-4. Weekly Advance Planning Schedule Format
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR nilAMTVDE GNBS 001 UK DUALITY
16/1215Z . . ' -
IHFO GOPS
REF: FOLLOWING IS THE POCC TELEMETRY AND COttlAN'D REQUEST FOR THE PERIOD
. OOOZ NOV 23, '81 THRU 2359Z NOV 29. '81.
' ' . ' • • . • . " • • , ' •
811123 LNDST-4
STATION ORBIT DATA DATA COJ^MAfJD COMMAND REMARKS
NBR.. AOS LOS TYPE TIKE
BLT 00124 0046 0100 " RCTD RR 0040 KB
-01 VCIC 0026-0112 ' - -.. PDF-B.D.2W,
01 WMDX 00;.6-0112 . . SEQ G'JLA
GBLT/GLN'D • .
*ULA 00124 0059 0113 . ; RCO AF OCCO KB
. Ol" VOIC 0026-0115 . - . 'POF-B.C.
01 UMDX 0026-0115 SEQ G3LT
01 SKlEi 0026--0115 - -. - "
EULA/tlfJD . ;.
BLT 00125 0226 0243 . RCTD RR 0040 KB
01 VOIC 0206-0255 . ' PDF-B.D.2W.
01 WMDX 0206-0255 . SEQ GULA
GBLT/GLND " ' -
ULA 00125 0239 0254 • . RCD AF 0000 KB
01 VOIC 0206-0255 PDF-B.C.
01 U7.DX 0205-0256 . " • : - . • SEQ GELT
01 SMIB 0206-0256 . ' /
Gl'LA/GLJ.'D . .- • ' ' -
»
GDS 00126 0409 0425 RCTD AA 0008 KB
01 VOIC 0349-0437 • PDF-B.2K.
01 WXDX 0349-0437 : . SEQ GULA
6GDS/GLKD : .
ULA 00126 0419 :<0435 RCD AF 0040 KB
01 VOIC 0349-0437 . POF-B.C,
01 Ur.DX 0349-0437 SEQ GGDS
ULA 00126 0433-0446 D XX 0123 KB







6.A.1.5 Transfer Payload Candidate Requests
The flight operations planner next Initiates a program called candidate request
generation which Is a part of the FS management subsystem of the MMF. It
searches the data base of user requests as maintained by the output of the
request support subsystem (RSS) software described In Section 4 and generates a
file of candidate requests. The candidate requests are a scene by scene
breakdown of the validated standing orders developed In RSS. These candidate
requests are flagged as planning requests covering the planning period
designated by the operator. The details of running this routine are described
in paragraph 6.4.4. The format of this file is given in the MMF/CSF ICD, GES
10093.
Next, the ground controller activates from the CSF a Decnet transfer to the data
base of the CSF system.
6.4.1.6 Mission Support Requests
In a formal sense mission support requests come to CSF from Mission Management.
Operationally, however, they have several points of origin. The mission support
planning software has a table driven function that ensures that a predictable
list of support activities will be Included in the schedule requests. In
addition, the flight operations planner will enter such specific mission support
requests as have been brought to his attention by flight management.
The flight operations planner will activate the mission support planning






6.4.1.7 Obtain Link Support
The steps described in this subsection are the culmination of the planning
phase. They are, in summary:
a. Plan as many of the payload and mission support requests as can be
fitted into the resources and time slots allocated by the Network in
Its weekly advance planning schedule.
b. Determine what requests remain unsupported.
c. Determine whether unsupported requests can potentially be accommodated
in other time slots or with ocher Network resources.
d. Request from the NOCC the additional network support indicated by step
(c.).
e. File for subsequent resubmittal support requests not met.
These steps occur as soon after the receipt of the weekly advance planning
schedule as the deis^nds on the flight operations planner's time permits.
The obtain link support (OLS) program is a part of the FSS. Its operation is
described in paragraph 6.4.A. It will schedule the Landsat-D Network support
requirements based on the payload candidate requests, the mission support
requests, and the contents of the pass prediction tape. This schedule will be
compared to the NOCC developed weekly advance planning schedule and the
differences resolved in subsequent Interaction with the NOCC.
The OLS has the following essential features:
a. In time/priority order it fits payload and mission support requests
into Uhe potentially available contact periods of the ground antennas.
SDS4232
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[ c. It has a rudimentary conflict avoidance capability, i.e., it will, not
I
f schedule simultaneous data operations that conflict with data system
i capabilities.
j d. Where mission support activities are flexible with respect to the time
\-- of data transmission, the OLS can shift a support request within a
0
I station contact period or to another station contact.
i
! A subsequent run of the NCCS link schedule handler (LSH) identifies where
additional support is needed. The flight operations planner will activate OLS
with respect to the time period provided by the NOCC weikly advance planning
schedule. Additional link support needed will be passed to the NCCS whera the
flight operations planner will prepare the indicated specific link support
requests and transmit them by teletype to the NOCC. The NOCC will respond with
acceptance or rejection. These responses will be typed into the NCCS and made
available to the FSS. The total of activities scneduled into the contact
periods made available by the NOCC, plus activities scheduled for Foreign Ground
Stations, becomes the advance plan. All the requests remain in the request area
of the data base for possible action should conditions change, e.g., a lower
priority payload request might be substituted for a higher if the latter is
rejected in daily scheduling by limits in predicted cloud cover.
6.4.1.8 Timeline for Schedule Planning
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• 16 July 1982
flight operations planner a typical planning period would proceed along the
i following calendar:
f a. Three weeks prior to the event period, check whether the generic|
• schedule holds and submit any changes to the NOCC.
I
I b. On Tuesday, 11 days prior to event week, update the schedule support
i
I data base with the OCC provided ephemerls and station contact
! predictions inputs.
j c On Monday, one week prior to event week, run the OLS and enter the
t
weekly advance planning schedule from NOCC. Run the LSH to identify
additional link support needed. Submit additional requests to NOCC.
Generate an advanced schedule for foreign ground stations with NASA
recorders and send via TTY.
The flight operations planner will perform these tasks during periods when he is
not engaged in the preparation of the daily schedule. Second and third shift
operations will handle most of these duties. The nominal time required for each
step of the advance planning process is (TBD). Program run times are given in
paragraph 6.4.4.
6.4.1.9 Personnel
Primary responsibility for advance scheduling lies with the flight operations
planner. He is cognizant of any changes in the level or conditions of payload
operations or in new requirrments for mission support. The flight operations







a. Acquisition of tapes and hardcopy from the OCG.
b. Insertion of taped data into the data bases.
c. Transcription of schedule requests as presented in the NCCS display to
teletype messages for transmission to the NOCC.
d. Transcription of NOCC schedules from teletype printouts to NCCS
computer inputs*
e. Transcription of advance schedules for foreign ground stations with
NASA recorders to teletype messages.
6.4.2 DAILY SCHEDULING
At about 0800 local time the daily scheduling process begins. The pacing item
for this is the receipt of the cloud cover data transmitted via phone facsimile
to the CSF. The daily scheduling process should be completed by about 1800
local time to provide sufficient lead time for the first events of the schedule
day which starts at 0300-0430 GMT. The daily scheduling process recompiles the
schedule, screens the payload requests against observational constraints,
prioritizes the conflicting requests, assures compatibility and proper
sequencing of activities, and fits them into the previously reserved link
support timelines.
6.4.2.1 Steps in Producing the Dally Schedule
6.4.2.1.1 Data Base Entries
a. At 1000 Local on the Thursday preceding the day being scheduled, a






1. The predicted flC ephemeris tape, which supplies data used in
predicting scene center times, longitude and start time of orbit
(ascending node), and sun elevation and azimuth at scene center.
These files ave used by the mission scheduling packages and by
the payload evaluation subsystem.
2. The flight segment pass prediction tape which Is used in link
scheduling and payload requests screening.
3. Printouts of the STDN pass predictions, TOPSAS orbital plots,
TOPSAS ground trace predicts, and pass summary predicts which are
aids to scheduling and planning.
Details of their accuracy, the periods they cover, and their
interrelationships are contained in the GS/OCG ICO, GES 10140.
At the direction of the flight operations planner a computer
operator will enter these tapes into the FSS data base using the
scheduling support package (SSP). The operation of the SSP is
supplied in paragraph 6.4.4. This task will be completed prior
to the Inception of Friday's daily scheduling. Examples of the
pass predictions and orbital plots were provided in Tables 6-2
and 6-3.
b. At 0800 local time the daily scheduling process begins, when the
flight operations planner checks to see whether the resource






FILE SOURCE 16 July 1982
Link capabilities • Flight Segment Engineer/NOCC
Mission support request requirements Flight Segment Engineer
Payload request requirements MMF/Project Office
Spacecraft capabilities Flight Segment Engineer
Spacecraft constraints Flight Analyst
Station capabilities NOCC
Information regarding these parameters are made available by the
cognizant parties. The flight operations planner inserts changes by
program operations described in paragraph 6.4.4. '••
c> At 1000 local a courier delivers from the OCC the Landsat-D ephemeris
representation tape (ERT). This tape is ingested to produce an uplink
file of ephemeris data for the OBC. (At a later date the tape -/ill
also contain TORS ephemeris data from which antenna pointing vectors
will be derived). The input tape format and content is defined in the
\ GS/OCG ICD, GES 10140. The uplinked ephemeris data is used in the OBC
I for position and attitude detenninatio. ..
>
I d. The star catalog program is activated by the flight operations planner
i •
• to prepare a list of star coordinates and intensities to be used by
i
[ the FS's Fixed Head Star Tracker (FHST) for attitude determination.
i This program extracts from a master catalog a file of 55 stars of
t
I suitable intensity and spacing along the swaths to be covered during
i| the next five days. This data is updated, converted to OBC uplink
!
j format, and placed into one file for later transmission to the FS and
in another file for entry to the TSIM. The operation of the star






e. Approximately 24 hours before the start of the day to which it applies
the NOCC will transmit via TTY a dally network operations schedule.
Table 6-5 is an example of this schedule. It covers 24 hours. This
message is received in the NCCS where the flight operations planner
carries out a process of reconciling the NOCC schedule with the
schedule compiled in the NCCS from previously granted GSTDN support.
(The method of performing the schedule comparison is TBD).
Discrepancies between the schedules will be resolved by telephone
conversation between the flight operations planner and the NOCC
operator. Where necessary,' specific schedule requests will be
i
j resubmitted to the NOCC for inclusion in the daily network operations
I
i schedule. This process of reconciliation should be completed by 1200
I
local of the day preceding the scheduled events.
f. GPS support data is prepared next for uplink to the FS. The types of
•
GPS data uplinked, the source of the data, and how often It is
uplinked is as follows:
DATA TYPE SOURCE TIME
I Landsat-D Host Vehicle IIRV-TWX from OCG As required
I Almanac
L Pole Position Coordinates Naval Observatory Report Daily
F
I OBC/GPS Parameters F/S Analyst Daily
[. NDS Almanac Naval Surface Weapons Center As required
SDS4232
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0059 J5113 0115 AFXXXX 0/N 00124
PDF-B.C.SEQ GBLT *
0026 0115 01 VOIC ' GLND
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0226 0343 0245 RRXXXX
0206 0255 01 VOIC
0206 0255 01 WMDX 0040KB
0239 0254 0256 AFXXXX
PDF-B.C, SEQ GBLT
0206 0256 01 VOIC
0206 0256 01 WMDX 000KB
0205 0256 01 SMIB
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0349 0437 01 VOIC GLUD
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0455 XY.IGXX 0/N 00126
0435 0453 01 VOIC GLND





All this data is inserted manually. The NDS almanac is available on
punched cards and the rest from tables. Processes within the schedule
support package convert this data to appropriate fora for use by the
command load converter. The computer program operations required for
this are described in paragraph 6.4.4.
g. Cloud cover predictions will be received in the CSF between 1300 and
1400 local time. They are received by phone facsimile. An operator
manually enters this data via the cloud cover process of the
scheduling support as described in paragraph 6.4.4. The input is in
the form of coded values for the predicted percent of cloud cover
along the paths and rows to be covered in the 24-hour scheduling
period. The predicted cloud cover file is used in the next step of
the daily schedule process which is that of screening payload
candidates.
6.4.2.1.2 Ingest Payload Requests from MMF
Payload candidate requests are transferred from the MMF to the CSF as described
in paragraph 6.4.1.5 except that the requests are flagged for scheduling rather,
than planning.
6.4.2.1.3 Run Screen Candidate Requests Software
Payload candidate requests are checked to see whether the percent of predicted
Cloud cover exceeds, or the sun elevation angle falls below, the scene
requestor's criteria. The flight operations planner executes this program by
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t.
i the MHF by way of deletion files generated following scheduling. NOTE: The
t
I rejection of some candidates may make link time available for rival payload
| requests with less restrictive screening criteria.
f
; 6.4.2.1.4 Schedule Mission Activities Softwarei
; This is the key step in the scheduling process. Using schedule missioni.
[ activities software, the flight operations planner prepares the derailed
sequence of activities that constitute fhe next days schedule - activities that
begin after 0300 GMT. The schedule may be extended over 48 hours for contingency
reasons, although cloud cover data is not available for the latter 24 hours.
The schedule mission activities process compiles a list of payload and mission
support activities that are mutually compatible and within the performance range
of the FS and supporting links. The schedule mission activities process takes
account of the following factors.
a. Priorities - generally in the order of (1) time critical mission
support activities, (2) payload activities by priority, (3) STK
management activities and (4) time discretionary activities.
b. Availability of GSTDN support - by priority the activities are fitted
into the previously granted link contact periods.
c. Availability of FS links - spacecraft data rates, antennas,
transmitter frequencies and transmitter power modes are checked f~r
availability.
d. MSS Mode/gain conflicts - conflicts are recognized and resolved,




e. Payload correction data for thematic napper (TM) - PCD must be taken
with TM scenes and a telemetry link must be scheduled.
f. Switching time for MSS mode/gain - Parametrically defined time for
switch'ng between MSS mode/gain must be factored into the schedule.
g. Flywheeiing - When the interval between scenes is less than desirable
for switching to and from standby status, then a flywheel window is
allowed in tl e schedule. This minimum interval will be specified in
the data base.
h. Switching of link configurations - The schedule must include all the
link reconfigurations that will occur in CSTDN support as data rates
and data channels change.
i. Tracking and ranging periods - Schedule range and range rate tracking
at times that meet the orbit computation requirements of the OCC.
J. Dtity cycles - A "."icck is made against the limits of the sensor's and
transmitter's duty cycles. These limits will be supplied by Flight
Operations. ' '
k. Scheduling of the standard tape recorder (STR) - Playback of the STR's
will be done with the aim of providing continuous coverage of the
narrow band telemetry signal.
1. Power management of the FS - The power budget for the FS, as specified
by flight operations planning, is factored into the schedule. This







The flight operations planner will interact with the schedule mission activities
program to resolve problems beyond the capabilities of the software or to
override scheduling restrictions that are within the latitude of his authority.
When mandatory time discretionary events cannot be scheduled in the required
time window, payload requests will be pre-empted to create the necessary time.
This will be done in accordance with priorities and the appropriate changes in
- link and FS schedules will be forwarded to the NOCC and to Flight Operations and
the command processing subsysteo (CPS). The flight operations planner will aiso
seek additional GSTDN support needed to accommodate mission requirements that
were not compatible within the confirmed link support timelines. He will do
this through the NCCS.
The flight operations planner activates the schedule mission activities software
by procedures given in paragraph 6.4.4.
6.4.2.1.5 Run Generate Mission Activities (GMA) Software
The GMA takes the output of the schedule mission activities software and
separates out a high level, time ordered list of events to be performed by the
FS. The output of this process will be passed to the CPS for conversion to the
actual commands to be executed.
The GMA composes a sequence of actions for the FS modules that strikes a balance
between minimizing module on-time and minimizing the number of state changes in
the FS instruments and communications equipment. The GMA does this by reference






The flight operations planner activates the GMA according to procedures outlined
la paragraph 6.4.4.
6.4.2.1.6 Generate Payload Acquisition Deletes
The FSS provides candidate request deletion lists to the MKF identifying
requests rejected in the screening or activities scheduling process. The flight
operations planner will prepare these files, after the daily scheduling process
is completed, in accordance with procedures described in paragraph 6.4.4.
6.4.2.1.7 Release Link Support
After completing the GMA process, the flight operations planner compares the
resultant, schedule to the schedule of confirmed link support Chat he started
with. By TOT message to the NOCC, GSTDN support not required is released.
6.4.2.1.8 Schedule Data Reception at the Foreign Ground Stations (FGS)
The FSS generates schedules for the foreign ground stations in response to their
requests for image data. These requests are transmitted to the FSS from the MMF
in the same way other payload requests are handled. Feedback to FGSs is by TTY
through Nascorn. The schedules are as described in GES 10091, the GS/PO ICD.
The daily schedule is to be transmitted to the FGS at least focrr hours prior to
the start of the period covered by the schedule. Those stations with NASA
wideband video tape recorders will be supplied the same schedule information
provided to GSTDN stations.
6.4.2.1.9 Schedule Data Reception at the Transportable Ground Station (TGS)






schedule will be transmitted to the TGS in the same TTY format as provided to
the FGSs and in the same time frame.
6.4.2.1.10 Preparation of Pass Briefing Messages (PBM)
The NCCS generates pass briefing messages for each scheduled GSTDN real-time or
recorder playback support period. Samples of the tuo types of PBMs are exhibited
In Tables 6-6 and 6-7. These PBMs should be teletyped to the stations five
hours in advance of the contact period. The program operations required to
produce the PBMs are described in paragraph 6.4.A.
6.4.2.1.11 Schedule DOMSAT for Video Recorder Playback
The flight operations planner will schedule Comsat time for the playback of
wideband video data. He vill also schedule adequate generic Domsat support for
transmitting processed image data to the EROS Data Center.
6.4.2.1.12 Schedule DRRTS Data Reception
The FSS provides DRRTS with a daily schedule of image data reception. The
information forwarded includes:
a. Copies of schedules sent to FGSs with NASA recorders
b. The TGS schedule for the reception of video data - which DRRTS records
in real time
c. Schedules for image data to be transmitted from GSTDN via Domsat to
DIF.
6.4.2.2 Dynamic Rescheduling
After completion of the dally scheduling process, additions and changes may be
SDS4232
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Table 6-6. Pass Briefing Message (PBM) Format
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Table 6-7. PBM Format for SIR Playback
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made in the schedule by a dynamic rescheduling .process. To accomplish dynamic
rescheduling, dynamic payload requests are entered using the manual mode of the
payload request process. Dynamic mission support requests are entered using the
manual mode of mission support request process. Changes in available link
support are entered using the link schedule handler. Dynamic rescheduling is
followed by a repetition of the scheduling process over an abbreviated time
interval determined by the operator. The program operations required for
dynamic rescheduling are described in paragraph 6.4.4. For payload candidates
scheduled manually in the CSF, feedback to the MMF is required for the
subsequent accounting processes.
6.4.2.3 Timeline for the Daily Scheduling Process
The daily scheduling process is constrained by the delivery time of the
predicted cloud data at 1300-1400 local time and the 0300-0430 GMT start time
for the event day. The screening process, the schedule mission activities and
the generate mission activities and possible readjustments of GSTDN support must
await the entry of the cloud cover data. A four hour time lead is desired in
the dissemination of pass briefing messages and other link scheduling
information. Consequently, 1800 local is the target time for completing the
daily scheduling process. Since this is an active period for flight operations,
the daily scheduling process will have to be worked around the real-time
commitments.
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6.4.2.4 Magnitude of the Daily Scheduling Task
a. Approximately 20 contacts are scheduled in the full daily schedule.
However, there will normally be a few changes in the 20 contacts
carried over from the previous day's scheduling. Actual scheduling may
be broken down into several shorter time segments, as short as one
contact.
From the daily scheduling process several schedule reports are
produced, each tailored to a particular system's view of the same
basic sequence of events. The schedules are:
1. The GSTDN schedule expressed in the daily schedule and pass
briefing messages
2. The flight operations schedule, or activity list, as created by
the mission activities generator and passed to the command
processing subsystem
3. Ground Segment activities and event markers
.4. A derivative of the flight operations schedule used in
acquisition accounting.
b. Within each contact there are normally configuration changes. A
typical contact may have several link configuration changes, and the
FS configuration changes will be more numerous.
6.4.2.5 Personnel
The flight operations planner is responsible for generating the schedules cited






operators in the same operations cited in paragraph 6.4.1.7 of the advance
planning function.
6.4.3 POST-PASS OPERATIONS
|" . Attached to the flight scheduling subsystem (FSS) are post-pass functions that
I
f. (1) ascertain the success of scheduled operations and (2) prepare telemetry data
t, packets for transmission to the MMF and subsequent use in processing image data.
t
I The software that performs these functions constitutes the acquisition analysis
! package (AAP). The AAP is structured into three main components:
t
a. Flight Segment Events Analysis Process (paragraph 6.4.4)
b. Ancillary Data Processing Process (paragraph 6.4.4)
c. Payload Acquisition Accounting Process (paragraph 6.4.4)
The details of program operation are described in the sections named in the
parentheses. Component (a.) examines selected FS event data and reports what
events actually occurred during a contact period. It also takes account of link
performance inputs to report the status of data acquisition. Part of the output
of the FS evencs analysis process is used in performance evaluation and part is
used in payload acquisition accounting.
Ancillary data processing receives selected MSS and TM data and prepares data
packets and data packet directories for use in payload correction.
Payload acquisition accounting looks at the data packet directories and the
payload events report and compares the indicated results to the scheduled
payload requests. This comparison produces a payload events status file for the






6.A.3.1 FS Events Anlaysis
j- Acquisition analysis begins with Che arrival in Che CSF of telemetry data that
covers a period when payload data was scheduled for acquisition. This data may
[•- reach the CSF in real-time, as playback data from the standard tape recorder
(STR) or as playback data from a ground station that was unable to communicate
the telemetry in real-time. The acquisition analysis is to be completed within
90 minutes of the arrival, in the Image Generation Facility (IGF), of the
associated wideband video data. In CSF, the telemetry processing subsystem
(TPS) extracts, from the telemetry data, selected data that contain the key
; ' indicators of MSS payload system performance. The communications control
i
: subsystem (CCS) captures the TM FCO telemetry.
j At the initiation of the ground controller, the FS events analysis process
i '
• accesses Che data base of the mission scheduling package for two files needed in
; 'its analysis:
; a. Scheduled activities list
V b. On-pass events file.
i
f- The FS events analysis process compares these scheduled activities to the actual
i
r events as indicated in the on-pass events file. Network events are captured in
the same events file. From this comparison four reports emerge:
; a. Mission support analysis for mission management







c. Payload events profile
d. Network events file.
6*4.3.2 Ancillary Data Processing
Next, the ground controller activates the ancillary data processing process.
This process presupposes the existence of selected telemetry data prepared in
the TPS (for MSS) or the CCS (for TM). Telemetry data required for subsequent
MSS processing is made available to ancillary data processing in a file.
Telemetry data required for TM processing is made available as a CCT.
Ancillary data processing produces MSS data packets and associated packet
directories, which are made available for Decnet transfer to the MMF. The
packet directories are also made available to the payload acquisition accounting
process. Likewise, TM payload correction data (PCD) packets and directories are
prepared for transfer to MMF and the directories stored for acquisition
accounting. The TM PCD packets are transferred to MMF on a CCT. The ancillary
data process, in addition to some data format changes, also sizes the ancillary
data packets to appropriately cover the requested scene data. It does this by
reference to the mission activities schedule resident In the FSS data base.
6.4.3.3 Payload Acquisition Accounting
After ancillary data processing the acquisition analysis procedure is ready for
the last step in fulfilling the normal responsibilities of the CSF to the







a. MSS data packet directory
b. TM packet directory
c. Payload events profile
d. Mission activities schedule from MSP data base.
The flight operations planner activates payload acquisition accounting, which
determines the final status of all scheduled payload requests by checking
whether the required ancillary data exists and whether the events profile
indicates that image data was generated and transmitted by the FS. The output
of this process is a payload events status file and a payload acquisition
accounting report. The payload events status file, containing a request by
request accounting, with adjunct information (e.g., recording site), is
available for Decnet transfer to the MMF.
The payload acquisition accounting report is a printout of summary data
including:
a. Number of scheduled activities processed
b. Number of successful payload acquisitions
c. Number of unsuccessful payload acquisitions
d. Number of erroneous data records encountered.
6.4.3.4 Timeline for Acquisition Analysis
Acquisition analysis is to be completed within 90 minutes of the reception of
the wideband video data in DRRTS. Normally, this will be some time after the






6, A. 3.5 Personnel
Acquisition analysis will be the responsibility of the ground controller.
6.4.4 COMPUTER PROGRAM OPERATION
The scheduling function is carried out through the repeated use of 16 computer
processes. These processes are subordinate to three distinct subsystems, as
dtpicted in Figure 6-4. Candidate Request Generation is a process within the
flight management subsystem of the MMF. The link schedule handler is a process
within the Network Control Center Subsystem (NCCS) of the CSF. The oth-sr
fourteen computer programs are divided into three packages within the flight
scheduling subsystem (FSS) of the CSF. The five processes constituting the
scheduling support package (CSF-PKG-1010) prepare standard data packeges
required for other FSS processes. The six processes within the mission
scheduling package (CSF-PKG-1011) ascertain what payload and mission supporr.
activities are desired, what communication link and FS resources are available,
and, within priority constraints, prepares a detailed schedule of flight and
communication events. The three processes of the acquisition analysis pacKjge
(CSF-PKG-1012) determine, from selected telemetry data and network feedback, the
disposition of scheduled payload activities and pass this information, along
with ancillary image processing data extracted froa telemetry, to the MMF.
6.4.4.1 Data Base Initialization
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described here. It is described in the CSF Data Design Specification, LSD-CSF-
DDS-0001. Relatively fixed elements of the FSS data base are:
a. WRS Reference Path (WRSDB)
b. CSF-MMF file sequence numbers (ACQSPEC, MSSSEQ. PLSSEQ, PCDSEQ)
c. MSS and TM ancillary data packet definition (MSSDEF, PCDDEF)
d. SEED Data Base Management System areas (REQUESTS.DB, TRANSLAT.DB,
RESOURCE.DB, PASSPRED.DB, NCCSUPT.DB, SCENEDAT.DB, CMDACT.DB,
COMMANDS.DB, TLMTRY.DB and PCDTLM.DB).
When changes are required they will normally be dade by the data base
administrator.
6.4.4.2 Start and Stop Directives for FSS Processes
After logging in, the FSS environment is entered using "$SELECT LS4SCHED" and
"SCOIL ON FSS". "& COIL OFF" leaves the COIL environment and returns to DCL.
6.4.4.3 Scheduling Support Packages
6.4.4.3.1 Ephemeris Processing (CSF-CPD-1063) - MSPREPHM
The predicted fit ephemeris tape (PFET) will be ready for pickup from the OCG
before 1500 GMT on Thursday of each week. New PFETs are also supplied after
orbit adjust maneuvers. They normally cover a period of !•'« days, starting at
0000 GMT on the day prior to its delivery. PFET data is used in the FSS for
predicting scene center times and sun angles at scene center.






Default processing parameters are displayed to the operator console, if
requested, and the operator is given an opportunity to approve or override them.
Optional validation compares scene center times computed from the information on
the new FFET with corresponding ones stored by processing of a previous PFET.
The operator may set the limits on this time comparison.
After validation the process rewinds the PFET to the beginning of the processing
span. The process then:
a. Calculates scene center tine for each WRS path and row within thu
processing span
b. Interpolates sun elevation and sun azimuth for each path and row
c. Converts sun angle from radians to degrees before storing the
information into scene data record of data base
d. Stores the scene center times of the first row (row 184) of the
earliest orbit and the last row (row 183) of the latest completed
orbit, and the corresponding orbit numbers in the scene Inventory
record of data base to provide restart capability after system crash
e. Displays scene center times at intervals to show process continuity
f. At option, writes the path, row, center time, and oun angles of each
processed scene to a file which, at the completion of the process, the
operator nay examine via CFT or direct to be printed
g. At the conclusion of the run, displays a summary report that gives a






Interfaces for ephemeris processing are:
a. PFET received from OCG
b. CSF data base to update scene data and scene inventory record
c. Operator through the OCD.
Interactions with the operator are shown in the following annotated dialog
between the operator and the ephemeris process.
DIRECTIVE NAME: EPHEMERIS
SHORT FORM: ' (NONE)
PURPOSE: This directive and associated data entries are used
in invoking the ephemeris process and in specifying
process option parameters.
FORMAT: EPHEMERIS sc_id[,beg_time,end_time]
where: sc_id - spacecraft id (LS4 or LS5)
beg_time - process start time (yy:ddd:hh:mm)
end_time - process stop time (yy:ddd:hh:mm)
e.g.: EPHEM LS4,81:266:23:00,81:267:05:30
NOTE: All digits of any date/time field entered are required; e.g.,
81:121:17:23.
Do you want to review process parameters (yes.no)
YES:
A dialog ensues whereupon one or more of these process option parameters
may be reviewed:
1 Valid record interval (hours) <VLD_INT>
2 .'lumber of successes required for data validation <NUM_SUCCESS>
3 Scene center time validation tolerance (sec) <SCT_TOLR>
4 Process display interval <DIS_INT>
5 Process start time <BEG_TIME>
6 Process stop time <END_TIME>







1 Validation record interval 5-30
2 Successful record interval 2-10
3 Scene center time tolerance interval 3-25
4 Display interval 5-30
5 mm/dd/yy:hh:mm
6 as/dd/yy:hh:ms
Do you want to validate tape data? [yes,no]
Do you want to output data to a file [yes or no]
If yes, data is written to logical name EPHEM (if undefined, primary







6.4.4.3.2 Station Contacts Process (CSF-CPD-1065) - MSSTNCNT
The station contacts processing tape (SCPT), or "Pass Predictions Tape" as it is
identified in its header, will be ready for pickup from the OCC prior to 1500
GMT on Thursday of each week. New SCPTs are also supplied after orbit
maneuvers. They normally cover a period of 14 days starting at 0000 hours GMT
on the day preceding delivery. SCPT data is used in the FSS for obtaining link
support and for estimating times of signal acquisition (AOS) ard signal loss
(LOS). The content of the SCPT is shown in paragraph 6.4.1.3 in Table 6-2. The
station contacts process translates the SCPT from IBM format to VAX format,
validates, at operator option, the SCPT and selectively writes the following










j. Tally of stored passes.
Event codes a^e defined on page 5 of the sample printout from the SCPT shown in







Validation of the SCPT checks the time span of the SCPT against an operator
input time span. The station contnct process may also be directed to compare,
within a specified tolerance, AOS times on the tape against data entered from an
earlier SCPT.
Interfaces for the station contacts process are:
a. SCPT received from OCG
b. CSF data base to update pass predictions and the pass prediction
inventory record
c. Operator via the OCD
Interactions with the operator are shown in the following annotated dialog
between the operator and the station contacts process.
DIRECTIVE NAME: STATIONCONTACT
SHORT FORM: STATION
PURPOSE: This directive and associated data entries are used
in invoking the station contact process and in
specifying process option parameters.
FORMAT: STATION sc__id[,beg_time,end_time]
where: sc._ld - spacecraft Id (LS4 or LS5)
beg_time - process start time (yy:ddd:hh:mm)
end_time - process stop time (yy:ddd:hh:mm)
e.g.: STATION LS4,81:266:23:00:00,81:267:05:30:45








Do you want to review process parameters (yes.no)
A dialog ensues whereupon one or more of these process option parameters
may be reviewed:
1 Valid record interval (hours) <VLD_INT>
2 Number of successes required for data validation <NUM_SUCCESS>
3 Scene center time validation tolerance (sec) <STN_TOL>
4 Process display interval <DIS_INT>
5 Process start time <BEG_TIME>
6 Process stop time <END_TIME>
7 Process checkpoint interval <CKPT_INT>
0 End review dialog
PARAMETER RANGES:
Validation record interval 5-30
Successful interval 2-10
Station time tolerance interval 3-25
Display interval 5-30
Checkpoint interval 5-25






6.A.4.3.3 Star Catalog Process (CSF-CPL'-^OeS) - MS"STARCAT
The scar catalog process is used in the FSS to prepare a file of selected star
catalog data for uplinking to the FS. In the FS this data will be used in
conjunction with star tracker data to estimate corrections for the attitude
control system. This uplink file, together with another file for the test and
simulation subsystem (TSIM) is prepared daily. The star catalog process
incorporates criteria that will select a minimal number of stars of appropriate
magnitude that will cover the viewing angles of the fixed head star trackers
over a period of several days. The driver routine, MSSTARCAT, calls four
functions whose tasks are:
a. SELECT - Creates, from the master star catalog of 4618 stars, an
abbreviated star catalog of desired star magnitude and spacing. This
file is generated infrequently.
b. SWATH - Selects, from the abbreviated catalog created by the SELECT
option, a smaller catalog called the "active star catalog". This file
is used by the TSIM. Selection criteria include such factors ns angle
between xy plane and line of sight, angle between star tracker's lines
of sight, inclination angle, or orbit, angle between x inertia and
longitude, maximum detectable star magnitude, and swath angle.
c. UPLINK - Creates, from the catalog selected by the SELECT option, a
file of star data to be uplinked to the FS. The selection criteria for
thio file Include those uoed by the SWATH option. The uplink file
consists of time (relative to flight software) to begin using the star






inertial components of the star line of sight, orbit angle for the
star, star catalog available flag, and star Intensity upper and lower
- limits.
d. SCNGEN - Prepares a scenario file for use by TSIM. Processes the
active star catalog created by the SWATH option to produce a. file
which consists of azimuth, elevation and magnitude of stars.
Interfaces for star catalog process are:
a. Load file converter of the command processing subsystem








Interactions with the operator are shown in the following annotated dialog
between the operator and the star catalog process:
ACTIVATE COIL DIRECTIVE: MSSTRCAT
START: STARTLINK <START> <END>
AFTER INVOKING THE PROCESS, THE COMMAND PROC ENTERS THE FOLLOWING
PARAMETERS:
COMMAND ? LONANG.291.9119 ! LONGITUDE
COMMAND ? STRTlM,820815.0000 ! STARCAT TIME
COMMAND ? EXIT I END REVIEW CYCLE
PROCESS DISPLAYS REVIEW AND VERIFICATION MESSAGES:
(1) PERFORM CRTL-P TO ISSUE SNAP TO OPERATOR'S LOG
(2) VERIFY STAR CATALOG COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY
(3) ENTER: Y ! PRINT REPORT ?
AT COMPLETION, PRINT SUMMARY REPORT:
$PRINT STAR:SCUPLK.RPT
****






6.4.4.3.4 OBC Parameter Processing (CSF-CPD-1069; - MSOBCPRM
The OBC parameter process takes data from the OBC parameter tape supplied daily
by the OCG at 1500 GMT, and prepares files for uplinking to the onboard computer
(OBC) and generates scenario files for TSIM. The OBC parameters tape consists
of data that defines the orbit of the LSD and TDRSS spacecraft. The OBC uses
this data for computing position data needed in the attitude control system and
for high gain antenna pointing angles. The Landsat-D and TDRS orbits are
primarily represented in Fourier power series coefficients. The contents of the













DATA SPAN BEGIN TIME









FPS COEFFICIENTS (NOTE 2)
RESIDUALS (NOTE 3)
NOTES:
(1) Landsat-D, TDRS-E, TDRS-W ' '
(2) 42 for Landsat-D, 8 for TDRS. Fourier power series coefficients
(3) 360, for Landsat-D only
Module MSRDTAPE reads the OBC parameters tape and creates two disk files; one
for Landsat-D and one for TDRS E/W. Module MSOBCPRM loads this data to memory
and executes one of six functions specified by the operator. LSDRPT and
MSTDRRPT calculate, respectively, velocity and position components of Landsat-D













































and TDRUPK create, respectively, uplink files of Lands-t-D and TDRS OBC
parameters. LSDSCN and TDRSCN generate, respectively, scenario files for TSIM.
Interfaces for the OBC parameters process are:
a. Load file converter
b. OBC parameters tape
c. Operator through the OCD.
Interactions with the operator are shown in the following annotated dialog






6.4.4.3.5 Cloud Co»er Process (CSF-CPD-1064) - MSCLDCVR
Cloud cover predictions will be supplied daily by the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) via phone facsimile by 1VOO GMT The operator,
with the assistance of the cloud cover process, will input theee predictions to
the CSF data base. They will be used by the FSS tc screen payload requests with
a cloud cover criterion. The cloud cover process performs the following tasks:
a. From the satellite identification and forecast coverage period
computes the paths flown during that period
b. Prompts the operator through the input and store data process for the
paths to be flown
c. Provides a "MODIFY" command to change data previously written in the
data base
d. Concludes the run with a printed summary report.
Interfaces for the cloud cover process are:
a. The operator for data inputs and directives
b. The CSF data base for updating a cloud cover file.
Interactions with the operator are shown in the following annotated dialog
between the operator and the cloud cover process.
DIRECTIVE NAME: CLOUDCOVER
SHORT FORM: CLOUD








where: sc_id - spacecraft id (LSn)
forecast_period - process forecast date (yy:ddd)
NOTE: All digits of any date/time field entered are required; e.g., 81:121.




Display the paths flown on the forecast day.
STORE, pa th_number, b.eg in_row, end_row, pred ict_code
Store the predict codes in the specified path and rows.
NOTE: Predict codes are not written into database until the EXIT command
is entered.
REVIEW,begin_path,end_path
Reviews predict codes entered during the current . run for the path
range specified.
MODIFY,path_number,begln_row,end_row,predict_code
Modify the predict codes, previously stored into the data base for the
path and rows specified.
NOTE: The data base is not modified until the EXIT command is entered.
QUERY,path_number
Display predict codes previously stored in the data base for the path
specified.
EXIT











Do you want to write to '.he data base (y or n)?
All cloud cover codes for path flown during forecast period will be stored.






6.4.4.4 Candidate Request Generation (MMF-CPD-2001) - FCCRGN
Candidate request generation is a process within the flight management subsystem
of the Mission Management Facility. This process examines the standing orders
inserted in the HHF data base by the request support subsystem (RSS) (discussed
in Section 5) and selects those that can potentially be served in the operator-
specified scheduling period. Then it translates the standing orders into
specific scene requests, stores these candidate requests in a file for transfer,
via Decnet, to the FSS. Another file of these candidate requests is maintained
in the MMF data base for image acquisition accounting and management information
purposes.
The candidate request generation process can be run in a "scheduling" mode or in
a "planning" mode. The output files are identified by this mode selection.
Furthermore, this process can be run in a "dry" or "wet" mode. Only in the
"wet" mode is the data base updated with the output of the candidate request
generation process. Only if the transaction is "scheduling" and the data base
run mode is "wet" is an entry made in the production area of the MMF data base
for the candidate request.
The generate candidate request process displays for the operator the previously
used time span, then displays a calculated time span for the current scheduling
run. These start and stop times are calculated by adding appropriate time
intervals, resident in the MMF data base, to the date displayed in the computer










The output of the generate candidate request is:
a. A candidate request file for transfer to the FSS by Decnet
b. If the run modes are "scheduling" and "wet", then a request for
acquisition file is written to the production area of the MMF data
base.
Interfaces fo the generate candidate request process are:
a. Operator, for data inputs and processing mode selection.
b. MMF data base, for processing parameters, for information on previous
.runs, for standing acquisition orders from the RSS and as recipient of
a candidate request file.
c. FSS of the CSF, as recipient of the candidate request file.
Data flow it shown in Figure 6-5.
The logic of the driver program, FCCRGN, is as follows:
PROG
" G E T MISSION, PROCESSING MODE, DATA BASE RUN MODE, DATA BASE SENSOR TYPE
JLF END OF PROCESSING IS NOT INDICATED
THEN
DISPLAY PREVIOUSLY-USED TIME SPAN
DETERMINE AND DISPLAY DEFAULT PROCESSING TIME SPAN
GET OPERATOR OVERRIDE PROCESSING TIME SPAN
CONVERT PROCESSING TIME SPAN TO ORBIT RANGE - <-
DO-UNTIL ALL ORBITS IN ORBIT RANGE ARE PROCESSED
CONVERT ORBTT NUMBER TO PATH
REMOVE OLD PRODUCTION AFEA ENTRIES FROM DATA BASE
FOR THIS ORBIT
GET FIRST ACQUISITION STANDING ORDER PATH/ROW ENTRY
FOR PATH
DO-WHILE THERE ARE STANDING ORDERS FOR THIS PATH
CREATE CANDIDATE REQUEST DECNET FILE ENTRY
CREATE CANDIDATE REQUEST IN DATA BASE























GET NEXT STANDING ORDER PATH/ROW ENTRY FOR PATH
END-DO
END-DO
UPDATE DATA BASE WITH TIME SPAN PROCESSED




Interactions with the operator are shown in the following annotated dialog






6.4.4.5 Mission Scheduling Package (CSF-PKG-1011)
6.4.4.5.1 Payload Planning (CSF-CPD-1070) - MRPLREQ
The payload planning process may be run at any time, but it will normally be run
weekly for planning purposes and daily for scheduling updates. Payload planning
performs the following tasks:
a. Accepts and validates the candidate request files prepared in the MMF
(as described in paragraph 6.4.4.4).
b. Accepts and validates candidate requests inserted manually into the
FSS - called "dynamic rescheduling".
c. Detects and delete? any duplicate request.
d. Displays processing errors and default process options to operator.
e. Associates scene center times with each candidate request (where
center times are taken from scene records prepared in the ephemeris
process described in paragraph 6.4.4.3.1).
f. Associates support requirements with candidate request.
g. Screens candidate requests for sun angle if operator desires.
h. Links candidate requests with other candidate requests that request
the same scene,
i. Stores candidate requests, by scene center time, for use in subsequent
FSS processes,
j. Generates a summary report.
Validation of candidate requests includes the usual time checks; e.g., check
that processing start times are earlier than stop times, and check each








Interfaces for the payload planning process are:
a. MMF, to receive candidate requests transferred to the CSF via Decnet.
b. Operator, for manually requested candidates, for directives, for
responses to error conditions, and to specify values for process
option parameters.
c. Other processes in the FSS, as recipients of link requests and reports
prepared by the payload planning process.
d. CSF data base, to store the file of candidate requests prepared by
this process.
Interactions with the operator are shown in the following annotated dialog








To initiate payload request processing for loading
planning, scheduling, or dynamic payload requests







<sc_id> - spacecraft id [LS4.LS5]
<request_^source> - [<file_name>,MAN]







MAN " candidate requests are manually entered
<display_options> - "[DETAIL,PARAMETER,INVALID,ERROR]"
<report_options> - "(DETAIL,PARAMETER,INVALID,ERROR]"
<start_orbit>'• nnnnn orbit number of first candidate
request
<stop orbit> • nnnnn orbit number of last candidate
request
<sc_id>, <start_orbit), and <stop_orbit> must be specified
if <request_source> • MAN
Order of entering keywords for the display and report
















6.A.4.5.3 Obtain Link Support Process (CSF-CPD-1072) - MRLNKSPT
The obtain link support (OLS) process is responsible for generating the link
requests required to satisfy candidate requests and mission support requests.
The OLS process is run weekly to identify link requirements in the advance
scheduling process, and daily to identify additional support needed before
preparing the next day's schedule. It performs the following tasks:
a. Selects best station to satisfy the request.
b. In case of overlap, selects station whose AOS most immediately
precedes the center time of the request>
c. Builds resource IDs for the resources needed.
d. Updates the resources timeline with a code of "N" (needed) for the
time the resource is needed.
e. Prints and displays a process summary report.
Interfaces for the OLS process are:
• a. CSF operator, for process times and processing options.
b. CSF data base, to obtain requests, station resources, pass
predictions, candidate request information and requirements, and to
update the timelines in the station array.
Two key routines within the OLS process are the control routine, MRLNKSPT, and
the routine, MRLNKREQ, that builds the resource ID and processes resource
timelines to reflect the period for which the resource is needed.












OLS Invokes the obtain link support process and
consolidates the link requirement for NCC and NOCC.
OLS <sc_id>,<start>,<stop>
<sc__id> - spacecraft id [LS4.LS5]
<start> - the beginning of the time interval for which
requests are to be built as link support timelines
(yy:ddd:hh:mm:ss)
<stop> - th<* end of the time interval for which requests








6.4.4.5.4 Screen Candidate Request Process (CSF-CPD-1073) - MRSCRNCR
The screen canddiate request (SCR) process sees a payload acquisition request to
an unacceptable status when predicted cloud cover or minimum sun angle is
Outside customer specified tolerances. The SCR process is, normally, a part of
the daily scheduliing process that must wait for the cloud cover predictions
before being run. It precedes the scheduling mission activities process.
The SCR process performs the following tasks:
a. For the time span specified by the operator, examines each candidate
request for cloud cover and sun angle criteria.
b. For each scene, extracts from the scene record the sun angle and the
coded cloud cover prediction.
c. Checks sun angle and predicted cloud cover against candidate request
tolerances.
d. Stores an appropriate status code in the candidate request data
record, depending on whether the request is within acceptable limits.
e. Prints a summary report and displays it on the operator console.
Interfaces for the SCR process are with the CSF data base and the operator.
This process is intermediate between the payload planning process and the
schedule mission activities process.











SCREEN invokes the screen candidate request
process and specifies process option parameters.
This process checks payload requests (candidates)
in order to determine whether or not the user's
requirements for minimum sun elevation and maximum
cloud cover have been satisfied. If not, the requests
are flagged as deleted with the appropriate status code.
SCREEN <sc_id>,<start>,<stop>
<sc_id> - spacecraft id [LS4.LS5J
<start> - the beginning of the time interval for which
requests are to be screened (yy:ddd:hh:mm:ss)
<stopx - the end of the time interval for which requests














6.A.4.5.6 Generate Mission Activities (CSF-CPD-1075) - MRACTGEII
The generate mission activities (GMA) process is the last step la the daily
scheduling process. It translates the schedule prepared by the schedule mission
activities procesp into a time-ordered list of activities and transitions
implicit in that schedule. It passes these lists to the FOS for further
translation of the detailed activities into command sequences and, ultimately,
for execution by the system. It also passes categorized lists of the scheduled
FS activities to the acquisition analysis package for post-pass anlaysis of FS
events.
The GMA process performs the following tasks:
a. Checks each of the resource timelines that have been prepared and
stored by the schedule mission activities process for points of
transition (e.g., from instrument off to on, or from link on to link
off).
i
b. Matches the state transition to one defined in the translation area of
the data base.
c. Adopts the acronym associated with the matching state transition found
in the data base. This acronym defines, at a high level, what must be
done to effect the transition from the old state to the new state.
d. Searches generic mission support records to find scheduled specific
mission support requests. Uses the request descriptor as a key to the
request requirement~, records in the translation area of the data base.
e. Searches the request requirements records to find the connected






f. Adjusts the request time length in accord with an indicator associated
with the activity acronym.
g. The adjusted time, the activity acronym and any standard items
associated with the acronym are inserted into the acronym buffer.
Interfaces for the GMA process are:
a. Resource timelines stored in the CSF data base by the schedule mission
activities process.
b. Mission support request records stored in the data base.
c. Translation area of the data base that provides activity acronyms,
time adjustments and other standard information to compile a time
ordered sequence of activities for the FOS.
d. Schedule compiler of the command subsystem as recipient of the GMA
output.
e. Acquisition analysis package of the FSS as recipient of the activities
list for use in Flight Segment event analysis and acquisition
accounting.
An annotated dialog between che GMA process and the operator is shown below.
DIRECTIVE NAME: GMA
PURPOSE: GMA Invokes the generate mission activities process,
which generates an activity list based on all scheduled









<o<*_id> - spacecraft id (e.g., 4 designates LS4)
<start> - the beginning of the time Interval for which
mission activities are to be scheduled
(:ddd:hh:nun:ss)
<stop> - the end of the time interval for whi;ch
mission activities are to be scheduled
(:ddd:hh:nm:sB)




directory - the directory, and if any,
the subdirectory names
*The default directory and extension names are generated
by GMA
*The default directory is FSS$DATA.
The default extension is .ACT.
c(n) - file name consisting of any character string
of length 0-9 as defined in the RMS manual.
GMA 4 :054:01:30:00 :055:OC:00:00 (FSS6JGENACT.ACT






6.4.4.6 Acquisition Analysis Package (CSF-PKC-1012)







6.4.4.6.2 Flight Segment Events Analysis (CSF-CPD-1076) - MQEVENTS
The FS events analysis process matches scheduled activities against the actual
on-pass events (as translated from selected indicators in FS telemetry), and
flags the success or failure of the activity accordingly. The functions
performed by this process include:
a. Get process options and time span from the operator.
b. Read events file to create events array.
c. Read schedule activity file to get events acronym and scheduled time.
d. Get delta time limit for matching events to scheduled activities.
e. Search events array to natch event to scheduled activity within delta
time tolerance.
f. Flag- event status.
g. Generate reports fur each category of scheduled activities; i.e.,
1. Payload activities
2. Mission support activities
3. Network activities
4. Standard tape recorder activities.
h. Generate payload activity profile with updated status for later use in
the payload acquisition accounting process.
Interfaces for the FS events analysis process are:
a. Activities list is created by the GMA.
b. CSF data base supplies the association between the activity acronym






c. CSF telemetry subsystem supplies the spacecraft event messages.
- d. NCC subsystem supplies network event messages.
e. Mission support analysis report is prepared for mission management.
f. Link analysis report is output to the NCC subsystem for relay to the
NCC and to mission management.
g. Standard tape recorder analysis report ia supplied to mission
management and the performance evaluation subsystem.
h. Payload events profile becomes a data entry to the payload acquisition
accounting process.
The dialog between the operator and the events analysis process is as follows.
DIRECTIVE NAME,': EVENT
SHORT FORM: EV
PURPOSE: This directive initiates events analysis process and
displays menu.
After invoking the process the operator is asked to enter one of the following
commands:
$COMMAND?
RUN - execute events analysis process
MOD,parameter,desired_value
Modify the parameter to desired value.
<CNTL P> - snap shot screen display on Versatec printer





PARAMETER RANGES: 16 July 1982
SPACECRAFT ID: 4 OR 5 (DEFAULT 4)







6.4.4.6.3 Payload Acquisition Accounting Process (CSF-CPD-1078) - MQACCNTG
The payload acquisition accounting process determines and reports the final'
status of each scheduled payload activity. The functions performed by this
process include:
a. Get process options and time span from operator.
b. Compare payload events against scheduled payload requests.
c. Compare contents of the ancillary data file directories with the
corresponding payload events profiles.
d> Determines the final status of all scheduled payload activities; i.e.,
whether the events profile indicates that sensor data was taken and
transmitted, and whether the data directories indicate that MSS or TM
correction data exists to cover the candidate request period.
e. Update the status of payload requests and produce the payload events
status file for the MMF.
f. Produce the payload acquisition accounting report.
Interfaces for the payload acquisition accounting process are:
a. Operator, for options, for the processing time span, and for reactions
to error reports.
b. CSF data base, for the scheduled payload requests.
c. MSS or PCD data packet directories, for information about the
existence of ancillary data.










PURPOSE: This directive and associated data entry are used in
invoking the payload acquisition accounting process
70RMAT: ACCOUNTING, lsd,st_time,sp_time
where: Isd - spacecraft ID
st__time - start time (yy:ddd:hh:mm:ss.cc)
sp_tlme - stop time (yy:ddd:hh:mm:ss.cc)
After invoking the process,, the operator is ask?.d to enter one of the following
commands:
VARIABLE?
GO - Execute process using the current input/output parameters
If any of parameters is desired to be changed, enter name of
parameter, then it will prompt:
NEW 'VARIABLE'? - Enter value to be updated
<CNTL E> - Terminate process
<CNTL P> - Snap shot screen display on Versatec printer
PARAMETER RANGES:
SPACECRAFT ID : LSD4 OR LSD5 (DEFAULT LSD4)







When an error is detected during the process, one of the following
messages will be displayed on the screen:
.Can't interpret event - MDPLPRFL record i?
.Bad data record - MDMSSDIR 0
.Bad data record - MDPCDDIR #
-Can't get candidate information
.Cant get any more requests
.Bad start time
.Bad end time







6.4.4.7 Network Control Center Subsystem ^  Link Schedule Handler ^  N'NLNKSCH
The link schedule handler subsystem is a key element of the network control
center subsystem (NCCS). It is responsible for transmitting and receiving all
link schedule related information to and from the network's operations centers;
i.e., the NOCC and the NCC. The process described here details the functions
involved in obtaining the required GSTDN link support from the NOCC. These
functions include:
a. From the CSF data base it retrieves link support required for a
specified Interval by examining the resource timelines.
b. Smooths the link requirements timelines and generates link support
requests on a station/pass basis.
c. Accepts operator entry of:
1. Weekly advance schedules transmitted from NOCC
2. Updates to the schedule by NOCC in the form of later schedules or
impact massages.
d. Logs all input schedules and changes to the CSF data base and
updates the resource timeline records.
e. Notifies the operator of scheduled support that may be released.
f. Generates pass briefing messages for transmission to the ground
stations.
g. Displays the current schedule and related information at the
operator's request.








Interfaces for the link schedule handler are:
a. Operator for entry of NOCC information and entry of processing time
spans.
b. FSS via the CSF data base, for link support requirement timelines and
link support release information.
The logic of the main routine, NNLNKSCH, is as follows:
PROG
RECEIVE SATELLITE ID, NETWORK AGENCY, PROCESSING SPAN AND FUNCTION
FROM OPERATOR
IF FUNCTION - ADVANCE SCHEDULE LOGGING
THEN
INITIALIZE NETWORK SUPPORT REQUEST AREA FROM INFORMATION IN
LINK SUPPORT REQUIREMENT TIMELINES
CREATE SUPPORT REQUEST SPAN AND SUPPORT REQUEST MESSAGE RECORDS
ELSEIF FUNCTION = MODIFICATIONS TO EXISTING SCHEDULE
THEN
COPY SCHEDULE INTO A TEMPORARY FILE
ELSEIF FUNCTION = SCHEDULE LOG OR MODIFICATION
THEN
MERGE ALL OPERATOR INPUT INTO THE TEMPORARY FILE
UPDATE DATA BASE WITH INFORMATION IN THE TEMPORARY FILE






DISPLAY CURRENT SCHEDULE TO OPERATOR
ELSEIF FUNCTION = RELEASE UNNEEDED SUPPORT
THEN
CHECK STATUS OF SUPPORT REQUEST SPAN RECORDS
DISPLAY THE SUPPORT RECORDS NOT NEEDED
ELSEIF FUNCTION - GENERATE ADDITIONAL SUPPORT
THEN
CHECK LINK RESOURCE TIMELINES
FIND ADDITIONAL SUPPORT REQUIRED
UPDATE NETWORK SUPPORT REQUEST AREA
INFORM OPERATOR OF ADDITIONAL SUPPORT








ANALYZE GROUND TAPE RECORDER SCHEDULE
INCORPORATE INTO PASS BRIEFING MESSAGE















Payload correction processing (PCP) is performed in the MMF-M DEC-2050. The
only activity involving any ether computer is the retrieval of files via Decnet
from the CSF VAX 11/780 (raw telemetry data and directories) and the DRRTS POP
11/34 (HDT-RM directory, HOT quality file, image quality file). The software
required for PCP consists of several FMS (Flight Segment Management subsystem)
routines, all PCS (payload correction subsystem) routines, and several
utilities. The parts of the MMF-M data base used by PCP are:
ephemeris/telemetry area, production area, WRS parameter area, product
assessment area, and archive product area.
Except for initiating transactions, PCP is normally an all automatic function.
Operator involvement is required only to react to the system console messages,
examine processing summary reports, -examine line test results, and notify
Quality Assurance that reports are available for them.
Since PCP is normally all automatic, the normal mode requires no procedures.
However, the file handling can and will generate many messages indicating that
something was not absolutely correct. There are many such error conditions, and
procedures for handling the most common of these must be written. Usually this
will require running the PCP routines in manual mode; therefore SOPs for these






TM PCD processing for the Interim Thematic Mapper Data System is TBD.
7.2 OVERVIEW/BACKGROUND
The basic purpose of payload correction processing is to convert raw telemetry
information into a fora easily used for geometric correction computations in
archive generation. The PCP function consists of these mathematical steps and
their control, plus the processing of some of the required input information,
specifically the pole wander coordinates and the HDT-RM directories.
The PCP function can be decomposed into seven steps, as shown in Figure 7-1. In
actual practice one or more of these steps may be performed in sequence by a
single transaction. Tables 7-1 and 7-2 give the inputs and outputs to the PCP
function. Although the various steps can (and will) be performed
asynchronously, they can be discussed conceptually as a single flow without
simplifying the control or flow.
7.3 FUNCTION DESCRIPTION
There are two functions which precede PCP; inputs for Phase 1 processing come
from spacecraft scheduling, while inputs for Phase 2 processing come from image
acquisition. Since these two functions receive data via different links from
the spacecraft, the arrival of their outputs to PCP cannot be known in advance.
This is one of the reasons that PCP is broken into two phases, which permits
initial processing of the telemetry (Phase 1) as soon as practical, with the
final processing taking place as soon as Phase 1 has been completed and the
inputs from image acquisition have been received. The function which follows
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Figure 7-2 shows all the individual software units used in PCP and groups them
into the seven steps shown in Figure 7-1. These seven steps can be run
separately or the three Phase 1 steps and the three Phase 2 steps can be
combined into two large transactions, as shown In Figure 7-2, which is the
normal processing mode. These two transactions are Invoked by selecting the
appropriate entries from the HMF processing menu. The pole wander handler is
usually run separately.
Except for operator entries in the manual operational mode and the pole wander
data, all external inputs are data files. Table 7-1 lists the inputs and their
souz.ce and gives a brief description of their contents. The raw telemetry data
is a subset of all received telemetry and has bee*» compressed in CSF in two
ways: 1) the time intervals have been shortened, if necessary, to include only
desired scenes, with sufficient excess preserved to guarantee coverage; and 2)
some data in the telemetry stream not needed in PCP has been removed. This raw
telemetry data and associated directories are retrieved from CSF over Decnet
using the standard protocols. These files are unsolicited; normally all
available files are picked up and processed by PCP.
The HDT-RM directory, HOT quality data, and image quality data files are
retrieved from DRRTS over Decnet using the standard protocols. These files are
unsolicited; normally all available files are picked <ap and processed by PCP.





































not used in the main line PCP function; they are merely reformatted and put into
the data base for later use in evaluating tape drives and for generating tape
quality statistics.
The desired/acquired scene list is created at the beginning of the spacecraft
scheduling function and is updated every time a significant event occurs for any
scene on the list. When first accessed by PCP the list contains those scenes
for which acquisition was scheduled and for which the scheduling function, based
on housekeeping data in the telemetry, believed data should have been acquired.
At three places in PCP the status of scenes in this list is changed: first,
when telemetry for the scenes has been successfully processed by PCP Phase 1;
next, when the HDT^-RM directory processing indicates that acceptable video was
acquired for the scene; and finally when the outputs from PCP Phase 2 are
available for the scene. The final updated list is an output of PCP, to be used
in the archive generation scheduling function. Whenever one of these stages is
completed for a scene the status is changed. Thus, if the HDT-RM directory is
processed first, indicating that the video is available, this status would
precede the status indicating that the processed telemetry was available. A
management report exists that gives the status of each scene in this list upon
request.
The two types of outputs from PCP are data files and reports. Table 7-2 lists
the outputs and their destination and gives a brief description of their
contents. The reports consist of a processing summary report for e?ch computer
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each program (only generated when errors are detected). The primary outputs for
use in later image processing are the processed telemetry data, which is put on
the HDT-AM product, and the correction data, which is essential in the archive
generation function for computing the geometric correction information that is
put on the HDT-AM product. These two PCP outputs are sent unchanged to MIPS by
the archive generation scheduling function as part of the archive generation
process request package.
7.4 PROCESS OPERATIONS
In this section some general comments about payload correction processing are
given. The PCP function does not require any dedicated personnel. The MMF-M
computer operator will examine the hardcopy reports for error messages and
unusual results and will immediately bring these to the attention of the
operations supervisor. QA will he notified when reports are available. Either
a QA technician or an image analyst will evaluate the reports and take the QA
report;-, to the QA area. The processing summary and error reports will remain in
the MMF-M area and will be bound and retained for later reference.
Because of the automatic nature of the PCP function, the only operational
prerequisite is the daily line test. Th^re are separate tests for PCP Phase 1
and Phase 2. Normally, they will both be run at the start of the first
production shift of the day. The standard reports are generated from the line
test and, in addition, the number of differences from the baseline results are
reported (see Figures 7-3 and 7-4). Any differences other than those expected
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line test and no processing will be initiated. The operator will tring . ny
unexpected differences to the attention of tne operations supeivisor and QA
personnel immediately.
The normal operation of the PCP function Is broken inco two tranractions, as
shown in Figure 7-2. In order to ensure that the archi/e scheduling function is
kept loaded, the second transaction, called Phase 2, will be run as soon as the
line test is completed successfully. Tha first transaction, called Phase 1,
will be run about every 90 minutes to pick up any available new telemetry from
recent data acquisitions (which occur at approximately 90 minute intervals).
Tha Phase 2 transaction will be run twice per shift as data becomes available
from DRRTS. The operator will check the Decnet file index in the middle and
toward the end of the shift and initiate the transaction if new dirjctories are
available. Another case when this transaction will Ibe initiated is if
significant telemetry was processed by the Phase 1 transaction, fcr which
matching HDT-RM diractories have already been received frotm DRRTS.
Estimated run time fa£ the Phase 1 transaction is 15-20 minutes for a whole
day's processing load. Estimated run time for che Phase a. transaction is 20-30
minutes.
7.4.1 POLE WANDER HANDLER
One of the key sets of input parameters to the PCP Phase 1 (process Is the pole
wander coordinates. The U.S. Naval Observatory computes values which must be
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pole wander handler process. The pole wander information is received weekly and
contains predicted values for each day in a 40-day interval. The information is
received in printed form and must be manually keyed into MMF-M using an
interactive terminal (VT78 or VT100). Figure 7-5 shows an example of the input
data sheets. These are received from the project office and given to a data
processing planner, who makes a duplicate which is given to a data technician
for entry into MMF-M. The original is given to a flight operations planner for
use in CSF.
Figure 7-6 shows the basic flow for the pole wander handler. The display
t presented to the data technician on the interactive terminal-is shown in Figure
i-
L. 7-7. The pole wander values for each date are entered separately. Normally, 10
days are entered at one session, starting with values for the next calendar day.
(The overlap between the 10-day entry period and the weekly receipt is handled
by the system. The most recent data is always used for processing.) An example
of the summary report is shown in Figure 7-8. The data technician will verify
that the summary report agrees with the input data sheet. Threshold checks are
made on all entered values; those which fail the check will be rejected and the
operator will be prompted for the correct value.
The CPOSs that give more detail about the software units in this process and
which list the possible error messages and recommended actons are: RWRSUP -
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7.4.2 PCP PHASE 1 SCHEDULER 16 July 1982
PCP Phase 1 scheduler, -sets up the PCP Phase 1 process by retrieving raw
telemetry data files and their directories from CSF, identifying available files
and directories previously transferred by the spacecraft planning/scheduling
function, verifying the format of the files, and entering the names of these raw
££,
K
 telemetry files and directives into an index ..lie. This index file (called the
"To be processed" index file, with file name CURINX.CTB) drives PCP Phase 1.
Figure 7-9 shows the basic flow for the PCP Phase 1 scheduler. It should be
noted that FAFXFR is also a part of the spacecraft planning/scheduling function





FAMTIN will use, as input, raw telemetry and directories transferred by any
previous activation of FAFXFR. Examples of the reports produced by FAMTIN are
shown in Figures 7-10a through 7-10d.
The PCP Phase 1 scheduler uses the telemetry file directory to determine what
raw telemetry should be scheduled for PCP Phase 1. If a raw telemetry file
exists but th« directory is invalid or non-existent, then that raw telemetry
will not be validated and entered in the index file. If a useable directory
does not become available after four days, the raw telemetry is put into a hold
state.
The CPDSs which gi^e more detail p.bout the two software units in this process
and which list the possible error messages and recommended actions are: FAFXFR -
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7.4.3 PCP PHASE 1
PCP Phase 1 does the initial processing of the telemetry data, including
calibration, smoothing, outlier detection, and determination of spacecraft
operating mode(s). The available raw telemetry files are identified in the "To
be processed" index file. Once activated PCP Phase 1 sequentially processes p\l
the data identified in the index file. As the processing for each raw telemetry
file is completed, the results are stored, the entry in the index file is
deleted and the name of the output processed telemetry file is put into another
index file (called the "PCS Completed" index file, with file name CURINX.CRC),
which is used in PCP Phase 2.
Figure 7-11 shows the basic flow for PCP Phase 1. An example of a processing
summary report is shown in Figure 7-12. Two copies will be generated for each
raw telemetry file processed; one for QA and one to be retained in the
"i,Si.-. operations area. The operator will notify QA when reports are available. If
nif •
any errors are encountered an error summary report, shown in Figure 7-13, is
generated. These errors should be brought to the attention of the operations
supervisor immediately.
The CPDS which gives more detail about the PCS Phase 1 software unit is LSD-IGF-
CPD-3015.
7.4.4 PCP PHASE I COMPLETION
The PCP Phase 1 completion process takes the output from PCP Phase 1 and updates
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T.ils process Is broken Into two parts; the first examines the processeJ
telemetry files for format problems and sends a directory of these files to the
data base, and the second determines which WRS scenes are contained In the
processed telemetry Interval, compares them with the list of desired scenes and
updates their status.
Figure 7-14 shows the basic flow for PCP Phase 1 completion. Examples of the
reports generated are given In Figures 7-15a through 7-15d.
The CPDSs which give more detail about the two software units In this process
and which list the possible error messages and recommended actions are FATEPK -
- LSD-MMK-CPD-2003,, and FATECP - LSD-MMK-CPD-2100.
7.4.5 PCP PHASE 2 SCHEDULING
PCP Phase 2 scheduling involves fetching and processing the HDT-RM outputs from
the image data acquisition function, comparing the video data acquired with the
desired scene list and setting up the process request for the PCP Phase 2
process. This process consists of four parts: the first retrieves data from
DRRTS over Decnet, including the HDT-RM directory, the HDT-RM quality file, and
the image data quality file; the second and third parts validate this data and
put It Into the data base; and the fourth part generates the process request for
PCP Phase 2 using the HDT-RM directory and the list of desired scenes, which was
updated in the PCP Phase 1 completion process.
, Figure 7-16 shows the basic flow for PCP Phase 2 scheduling. Examples of the
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The Cri)Ss wl i lch t'.lve iroro d e t a i l about the fou r sof tware un i t s In this process
and wh ich l i s t the possible error messages and recommended act ions are: C X U K K C -
LSP»-MMK-CPI>-2076, (.\MIASS - LSU-NMK-CPU-2074, CADKNt - LSI>-MNK-CPI)-2033. and
GPPlXIN - LSD-MMK-CPD-2140.
?.4.t> rcr PIIASK 2
In POP Phase 2 the processed telemetry tli.tt covers desired scenes for which
video d.it.i h.is been acquired Is converted to parameters which will be used to
produce geometric correct ion data in the MSS archive f'.enerat ion function. These
parameteis Include the scene center, band-line adjustments, NASA scene ID, and
spacecraft state 'vector departures from nominal. The process requests (FK)
generated In I'd' Phase 2 scheduling, are used to drive POP Phase 2. The PR
contains the names of the drslred scenes for which video data and processed
telemetry data Is available and points to the Index file generated by the POP
Phase 1 completion step, which jjives the name of the associated processed
telemetry data file. I'pou successful completion of a process request, three
Index files are accessed: the process request entry Is deleted from the "To be
processed" Index file, the names of the process request feedback file and the
correction data file are added to the "PCS completed" Index file, and the name
of the process request file Is added to the "To he deleted" Index file. Once






Figure 7-18 shows the basic flow for PCP Phase 2. An example of a processing
summary report is shown in Figure 7-19. Two copies will be generated for each
processed telemetry file processed; one for QA and one to be retained in the
operations area. The operator will notify QA when reports are available. If
any errors are encountered, an error summary report, shown in Figure 7-20, is
generated. These errors should be brought to the attention of the operations
supervisor immediately.
The CPDS which gives more detail about the PCS Phase 2 software unit is LSD-IGF-
CPD-3016.
7.4.7 PCP PHASE 2 COMPLETION
The PCP Phase 2 completion process wraps-up the PCP function by deleting
intermediate files that are no longer needed and by identifying data that is
ready to be utilized in the archive generation scheduling function.
Figure 7-21 shown the basic flow for PCP Phase 2 completion. An example of the
processing summary report generated in this process is shown in Figure 7-22.
The CPDS which gives more detail about the software unit in this process and
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. | SECTION 8
IMAGE DATA ACQUISITION
8.1 ENVIRONMENT/RESOURCES
All image data acquisition for the Landsat-D Ground Segment is performed within
the Data Receive, Record and Transmit system (DRRTS) of the Image Generation
Facility (IGF). See Figure 8.1-1 for the system overview. The DRRTS system is
physically located for easy access to the archival area as well as the MIPS
strings. This close proximity is relevant since the primary and secondary end
products of image data acquisition are 28-track and 14-track high density tapes,
respectively. The two types of image data acquisition to be discussed within
this section are GSTDN/Foreign Ground Station and Transportable Ground Station
(TGS) image data acquisition. The former arrives at DRRTS in the form of
14-track HDDR tape, while the latter is received directly from the satellite by
the TGS system and is sent via cable to the DRRTS system for preliminary
processing.
8.1.1 SOFTWARE ENVIRONMENT
Figure 8.1-2 illustrates the DRRTS software components (excluding RSX-11M) that
make up the DRRTS software environment. The purpose of each is briefly explained
in the following paragraphs. This software is divided into two groups as
indicated below:
a. DRRTS application software
1. Operator interface task
































































3. Directory generation tasks
4. MMF service task
b. DRRTS system software
1. Synchronized time code generator driver
2. Matrix switch driver
3. Landsat format synchronizer driver.
8.1.1.1 Operator Interface Task
The operator interface task is the DRRTS task that performs all communication
with the operator. It allows the operator to initiate all operation related
activities as well as manual functions and all reports.
The operator interface task is implemented in PDP-11 Fortran IV Plus and its
.i detailed design is documented in the CPDS, LSD-IGF-CPD-3080.
i
';' "
i 8.1.1.2 Operation Monitor Task
•
t The operation monitor tasks are the DRRTS tasks that control the active
|
' operations. One operation monitor task is required for each active operation.
Since a maximum of four concurrent operations are possible, there are four
1
 '. operation monitor tasks.
i -
The operation monitor task is implemented in PDP-11 Fortran IV Plus and its
detailed design is documented in the CPDS, LSD-IGF-CPD-3303.
;; 8.1.1.3 Directory Generation Task







hardware and generating several data files during any operation that performs
directory generation.
The directory generation task is implemented in PDP-11 Fortran IV Plus and its
detailed design is documented in the CPDSS LSD-I^ F-CPD-3003.
8.1.1.4 MMF Service Task
The MMF service task is the DRRTS task that handles file transfers with the
Mission Management Facility, using either Decnet or computer, compatible tape.
The MMF service cask is implemented in PDP-11 Fortran IV Plus and its detailed
design is documented in the CPDS, LSD-IGF-CPD-3004.
8.1.1.5 Matrix Switch Driver
The matrix switch driver is the DRRTS special purpose driver that interfaces
with both the digital and analog matrix switches. These switches are used to
make connections between all DRRTS special purpose hardware devices.
The matrix switch driver is implemented in PDP-11 Macro Assembly Language and
its detailed design is documented in CPDS, LSD-LAS-CPD-4019.
8.1.1.6 Synchronized Time Code Generator Driver
The synchronized time code generator driver is the DRRTS special purpose driver
that interfaces the synchronized time code generator. It allows reading the
current time code under operator control.










Assembly language and its detailed design is documented in CPDS,
LSD-IGF-CPD-3131.
8.1.1.7 Landsat Format Synchronizer Driver
The Landsat format synchronizer driver is the DRRTS special purpose driver that
interfaces the Landsat format synchronizer, which extracts selected data from
the MSS data stream.
The Landsat format synchronizer driver is implemented in PDP-11 Macro Assembly
language and its detailed design is documented in CPDS, LSD-1GF-CPD-3077.
8.1.2 HARDWA-RE ENVIRONMENT
Figure 8.1-3 illustrates the DRRTS hardware components that make up the D^RTS
hardware environment. The actual hardware configuration is illustrated in
Figure 8.1-4 and is comprised of the following items:
a. POP 11/34 with 256 Kbytes of memory
b. Two RK07 disks
c. LA36 terminal ^system console)
d. VT100 terminal (operator's console)
e. VT78 terminal (formatted display device)
f. HDDR control
g. 800/1600 BPI MTU
h. Two 14-track HDDR and four 28-HDDRs




































k. Analog and digitial latrix switches
1. Line printer
m. Moving window display
n. MSS tiemux (LFS).
8.2 OVERVIEW/BACKGROUND
As indicated in paragraph 8.1, the scope of this section covers only the
GSTDN/Foreign Ground Station and TGS data acquisition. The discussion of TM
data acquisition will be covered at a later date. The requirements for the
collection/processing of image data are solely the needs of the end user. These
requirements are indicated to the DRRTS system operator in the form of schedules
(process requests) generated by the MMF-M system of the Ground Segment. These
process requests are transmitted to the DRRTS system from the MMF-M system via
the Decnet interface or by CCT.
8.3 FUNCTION DESCRIPTION
The acquisition of image data is simply depicted in Figure 8.3-1. This
illustration shows none of the processes but rather that all image data ends up
on tape. Paragraphs 8.4.1 and 8.4.2 detail the various steps to be performed by
the operator to achieve the end product. Figure 8.3-2 amplifies the data/tape
in - tape out process further. Figure 8.3-3 depicts the required machination
within the DRRTS system to achieve the desired output. The throughput design
for the DRRTS system is to acquire 200 JISS scenes per day. Figures 8.3-4 and
8.3-5 depict the overall DRRTS system hardware and software architecture,
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are two (2) 14-track HDDRs. These units are used for all GSTDN/Foreign Ground
Station data to be processed by the system. The 28-track and 28/42-track HDDRs
below them are used for all data output by the system. The processing of
GSTDN/Foreign Ground Station data consists of the conversion of 14-track image
data to 28-track image data. During this conversion process additional
information is added to the output product (28-track recording) in the form of a
header record at the beginning of the tape. An identical directory is written
on all 28-track data tapes containing data received directly from the satellite
via TGS. The purpose of the 14 to 28 track conversion is to,provide uniformity
of data/format for input to the remainder of the system, namely the three MIPS
strings. It is not the purpose of this manual to go into an in-depth discussion
on the operation of the TGS, but rather to recognize that data is received- via
TGS. The TGS/TGS-DRRTS Interface must be operational. The line test to ensure
iIIJ operational readiness for this data path is covered in paragraph 8.4.1.4.1.
8.4 IMAGE DATA ACQUISITION
This section demonstrates the various functions peripheral to image data
acquisition. The load, pause, continue and cancel functions are depicted and,
additionally, an R-tape is generated from a G-tape input. Directory generation
iV
is performed concurrently, and end operation report and appropriate file dumps
n.
& are generated at completion. Finally, scene packing is performed to create two
t£J R-tapas from one single R-tape generated in the previous operation. During the
|gi


















Operators should expect to see outputs from the system as depicted in the
following examples. There are, however, some exceptions to this:
a. The RSX-11M spooler software is activated when print files are
available, so the system may exhibit a delay between the event and the
printout.
b. RSX-11M may print additional messages on the system console that are
not shown in the following examples. For example, if the printer is
offline and a new report is ready for print, RSX-11M will print a
"line printer not ready" message on the system console.
c. DRRTS application software may also display add!tonal messages. For
example, if an HDDR hardware problem is detected, an appropriate
message would be displayed on the operator's terminal.
All entries in the log file are prefixed by the current date and time. Only the
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8.4.1.2 Input Error Detection and Recovery
The following examples depict the various key entries performed by the operator
in response to system prompts. Scattered throughout this section are various
entries made incorrectly to depict the error handling capabilities. The error
entries are underlined. Additionally shown are various entries that cause a
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^ ' ' RESPONSE
SELECT <oerine PKOCCSS>
TTPB MtC/R)" . ORRTS BILL RESPOND
"PLEASE SELECT PROCESS TTPE
1. INACK DATA ACQUISITION
2. HOT COPT
J. HUT-AM UPLINK*
•EL2CT <IMACE DATA ACQUISITION*.
TJPE •ttC/R)* DARTS BILL RESPOND
•PLEASE CUTER PROCESS NAME (1 TO 6 ALPHABETIC CHARS)'
DRRTS VILL RESPOND
•INVALID INPUT
PLEASE ENTEH PROCESS HARE (I TO 6 ALPHABETIC CHARS)*
TTPB OROTO MILL RESPOND
•IKVALID INPUT
PLEASE ENTER PROCESS NAHE Cl TO 6 ALPHAb^TIC CHARS)"
•T(tBTJ(C/R)» ORRT3 HILL RESPOND
•INVALID INPUT
PLEASE ENTER PROCESS MADE (1 TO 6 ALPHABETIC CHARS)*
ORRTS DILL RESPOND
•PROCESS NAME (TESTA ) ALRF.AOV USED






•PLEASE ENTER HPT TAPE LABEL ID (VHSTTTTJJJXX)'
DRRT3 KILL RESPOND
•INVALID INPUT
PLEASE ENTER HOT TAPE LABEL ID (HNSTTTTJJJXX)*
TTPg DRRTS MILL RESPOND
•INVALID INPUT
PLEASE ENTER HDT TAPE -ABEL ID (NNSTTYTJJJXX)1























?LC£S£ e*TER LOGIC*!- HOT TAPE LABEL 10 (NN8TTTTJJJJU)•
7TPS •b4MKaeiOOi02(C/R>* DRRTS MILL RESPOND
•PLEASE ENTER IRIC START TIME (DOD.HH|MHI33.S)•
1tt€ •36T.l2lOO«00.0(C/R)1 C3BTS HILL RESPOND
•INVALID INPUT
PLEASE ENTER IRIC START Tine
' '
Y7*B "366.24100100.0(C/R)° DRRfS BILL RESPOND
•1HVALIO INPUT
PLEASE ERTER IRIG START TIHE (DOD.HHIMHISB.S)*
TIPS •166.2]lS9t39t9(C/R)> ORST8 SILL RESPOND
"INVALID INPUT
PLEASE ENTER IRIG START TIRE (DOD.KHlMNfSS.S)*
DEPRESS THE "CTRL" ABO




























TIPK DRRTS BILL RESPOND





9 RETROSPECTIVE DIRECTOR? GENERATION
6 SCENE PACKING
7 MBS LINE TEST
0 T« LINE TE.-T
9 HUT COPT LINE TEST*
SELECT <HDT-AN UPbINK>
T1PC »J(C/R)' DRRTS MILL RESPOND
•PLEASE SELECT OPERATION
I. TtSTUP"
TTK "ItC/R)" AT THE OPERATOR TERNINAL AND THE VT70 TERNIRALi
DRRTS »111 RESPUMD
•NOUNT HOT L«NHA9100iO« ON THE 2i-T tl NDOR"
VERIFT HDDR NITH OCR BAND*
088 THS OCR B»fiQ TO READ THE
HDDR ID TRON THC HOOP. OR
TfPB AT THE OPERATOR TERNJ0AL
DRRTS MILL BESPOMD
•MRONC HDDR • USE HDDR 2»-T




USK THK OCR VANO TO READ THE
HDDR ID rRON THE HDDR, OR
TIK -Jt-T «HC/R)' AT THE OPERATOR TERNINAL AND THE »T70 TERNINALI
ORRTS MILL RESPOND
•VEKiri HOT-ID »1TH OCR HAND*
•t TKK »T79 TERNIMALt
USE THE OCR BAND TO READ THE
HDT ID PROM THE HOT, OR
TIPE •b«NHA8100I02(C/R)> AT THE OPERATUR TERMINAL AND THE VT70 TERN1NALI
DRRTS HILL RESPOND
•NRONC HOT • USE HOT L4NHAP100104
VERirr HOT-ID KITH OCR MA«0"
AT THE VT7I TERNINALI
USE THK OCR HAND TO READ THE HDT
ID rRON THE NOT, OR
TIPE •L4NNA8tOOt04(C/R>* AT THE OPERATOR TE8NINALI
DRRTS BILL RESPOND
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TTPC "9(C/H)« ORRTS rflbl KCSPONO
•PtEASC .SELECT MANUAL OPERATION
1. HDDR
2. "ATHIX SB1TCH
J. HEAD PIASTER TIDE
4. HEAD «*r TAPE
5. »PITR mir TAPE
ft. CONFIGURE DRRTS FUNCTIONS
7. DEVICE INITIALIZATION*
8CLECT <MATR1X StfITCH>
TIPE DRRTS WILL RESPOND




TTPE "21C/1O* DRRTS HILL RESPOND




ripe «itc/»>" DRRTS KILL RESPOND
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8.4.1.3.3 Matrix Switch - Disconnect Connected Device
ACTION SYSTEM RESPONSE
ORIGINAL PASS JS
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AT f« me TERHIMALl
OCLBCT <«AHUAL OPIRATIONB>
tire •sic/*)" DRRTS MILL RESPOND
























TJPZ 'JtC/RJ" AT THE OPERATOR TERMINAL AND THE VT70 TFRBINAL
DRRTS HILL RESPOND
•*S5iC«BeNT SUCCESSFULLY


















AT TNK OPERATOR TERRIMALI
SELECT <RANUAL OPERATIOHS>
TTPE DRRTS MILL RESPOND













Tin 'MC/ftl* DOTS IILb leiPORO
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T. DELETE OPtRATIOH .















SELECT <CO«FIGURE DRRTft ril»CTjOr*3>
T»PE DRRTS "ILL RESPOND






tlPt DRRTS HILL RESPOND















•PLEASE SELECT HANUAL OPERATIC**
1. MOOR
2. KftTRIK StUTCH
I. READ MASTER TIME
4. READ IMF TAPE
5. WHITE B«r TAPE
6. CONFICUME UMRTS rUNCTIONS
7. DEVICt INITIALIZATION"
DRRTS HILL RESPOND

































"PLEASE SELECT STATUS DISPLAT
1 HDOR STATUS
2 MATRIX SK1TCM STATUS
J IMAGE DATA ACQUISITION STATUS
4 MOT COPT STATUS
5 HDT-AB UPLINK STATUS
6 PROCESS DEFINITION TAHLC
7 DERATION OKF1NITION TABLE'
SELECT MATRIX SWITCH STATUS
TYPE
TYPE "1(C/R)"
AT THE OPEW-TOR TERMINAL:
DRRTS WILL DI'SPLAY THE HDDR STATUS REPORT
SHOWN IN FIGURE 8.4-3.
THE HDDR REPORT SHOWN IN FIGURE 8.4-3
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SELECT <MATRIX SWITCH STATUS>
TYPE "2(C/R)" AT THE OPERATOR TERMINAL:
DRRTS WILL DISPIAY THE IMAGE DATA




"HOW MANY HARD COPIES DO YOU
WANT ? (0-4)"
THE IMAGE DATA ACQUISITION REPORT SHOWN
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I SELECT O1A7RIX SWITCH STATUS>
TYPE "2(C/R)U AT THE OPERATOR TERMINAL:
DRRTS WILL DISPLAY THE PROCESS DEFINITION
TABLE REPORT SHOWN IN FIGURE 8.4-6.
DRRTS WILL RESPOND
"HOW MANY HARD COPIES DO YOU WANT ?
(0-4)"
TYPE "1(C/R)" THE PROCESS DEFINITION TABLE REPORT SHOWN
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Ttrt MOCC/BI' MUT* Hlbt
OCkCTt OrC«»TID«













SELECT <MATRIX SWITCH STATUS>
TYPE "2(C/R)"
TYPE "1(C/R)"
AT THE OPERATOR TERMINAL:
DRRTS WILL DISPLAY THE OPERATION DEFINITION
TABLE STATUS REPORT SHOWN IN FIGURE 8.4-7.
DRRTS WILL RESPOND
"HOW MANY HARD COPIES DO YOU WANT ?
(0-4)"
THE OPERATION DEFINITION STATUS REPORT
SHOWN IN FIGURE 8.4-7 WILL BE PRINTED
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8,4,1.4 Line Test Operations
The following paragraphs depict how the operator may test the system for
operational readiness.
























MOT COP1 Lint TEST
CI«r»4TIO«
•user <«S8 iuc TUT>
atLCCT ort»»Tio»
0» T«t ft-19 BOO TDK OHHOTOP't Tt«»lH«k D»BTS BILL
•OOtllT MOT L4B,(»ilCOllO OB THE J»-T II MOO**
•ttntri noon »IIM ocu «»«o»
C* Tfil ft'Tt ?«MID»kl
MI THE oc* "•«» to (tie
•DM ID rutm tin BBC*. M
TTPt '1»-T (KC/II*
MC TKt DC* ••« TO «t»D Till
aor to reo* TNI *or. on
Tin •t4ciimiotue(e/«)<
Ot«T8 KILL
•»t«irt HDT-IO IITN CO HMD*
0* TKt OVCRtTOR'S Tt««l»»L ei«T9 Kit »E(ro«0
•PLIMZ 81LICT OUTPUT TH.I 0)5I>0»JTJO»
I. c*t»rt *c» «»sTm rut*





OB WB OPCTATOB'S TEKMIHAL
sei.ec? <COB?*RE>
ORBTO MILL BC8POHO
•DO 70U MANT TO START THE OPERATION T (T OR HI"
TTPf "KC/RI" DHRTS MILL RESPOND
























HHEN ?H2 OPSRATlOtl HAS STARTED, DRfitS HILL RESPOND
•OPERATION! TESTML, STARTED'
SHCN ¥HE OPERATION HAS COMPLETED. DBR76 HILL RESPOND
•OPERATIOKl TESTNL. COMPLETE*
ffPE OSBT.5 BJL.L RKSPOND









HOT COPY LINK TEST"
SELECT <MSS LI»S TEST>
VfPE DRRTS MILL RESPOND
•PLEASE SELECT OPERATION
1. TEST«L'
OH THE Vt*7« AND THE OPERATOR'S TERRIHAL, DRMTS MILL RESPOND
•DISMOUNT HDT L«MHRBt00110 FRUM THE 28-T «1 HDDR
VERIFY HDDR M1TH OCR «ANO*
OB THE VT-7t TEBMiaALI
llftl THE OCR HAND TO READ THE
HDDR ID PROM THE HODR OH
"2t-T IKC/R)' DRHTO MILL REBPOMD





UK THC OCW MABO TO READ THE
HDOR 10 r*OM THE HDDB OB
TIPS •L4*M100IIO(C/H)* ON THE OPEflATOR'8 TERMINAL, DRRT8 MILL KE8POKO
•MATRIX 5"ITCH CONNECTIONS HAVE KEEN DISCONNECTED
00 IOU «ISH TO EXAMINE THE DATA F1LF.S T (» OP NJ
ON THE OPERATOR'S TERMINAL,
TYPE l 'Y(C/R)" DRRTS WILL PRINT THE FOLLOWING REPORTS:
MSS LINE TEST REPORT (FIGURE 8.4-8)
IMAGE QUALITY DATA FILE DUMP
(FIGURE 8.4-9)
DIRECTORY FILE DUMP (FIGURE 8.4-10)
HOT QUALITY FILE DUMP (FIGURE 8.4-11)
DRRTS WILL RESPOND
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8.4.1.4.2 MMF Services Functtona
The functions of DRRTS - namely Image data acquisition and
uplink copy, are controlled by procece requests received from
MMF. The reciprocal of this sequence is the informing of MMF by DRRTS of
processes complete or the release of a process to MMF. The following scenarios
will shew the operator the various prompts and responses of communication
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THE IMAGE DATA ACQUISITION REPORT SHOWN IN
FIGURE 8,<W12 WILL BE DISPLAYED ON THE
VT-78, THEN DRRTS WILL RESPOND
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SELECT HOT COPY STATUS
TYPE "<i(C/R)" THE HOT COPY PRODUCTION STATUS REPORT SI-IOWN IN
FIGURE 8.4-13 WILL BE DISPLAYED ON THE VT-78.
THEN DRRTS WILL RESPOND
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THE HDT UPLINK PRODUCTION STATUS REPORT
SHOWN IN FIGURE 8.4-14 WILL BE DISPLAYED
ON THE VT-78. THEN DRRT? WILL RESPOND
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THE IMAGE DATA ACQUISITION STATUS REPORT
SHOWN IN FIGURE 8.4-15 WILL BE DISPLAYED
ON THE VT-78, THEN DRRTS WILL RESPOND
"HOW MANY HARD COPIES DO YOU WANT ?
(0-4)"
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8.4.1.5.1 GSTDN/Foreign Ground Station Acquisition
||-- The acquisition of all data received from the satellite by stations within the
GSTDN network, ea well as by various foreign ground stations, is obtained by the
Landsat-D Ground Segment via 14-track HDDR tapes. In the case of the GSTDN
network the data Is received at one GSTDN site, recorded on 14-track HDDRs and
then transmitted (see Figure 8.4-16) to the Domsat satellite, which in turn
retransmits the image, data to a receiving antenna at Buildling 23, CSFC. .The
data as received at Building 23 is then recorded on 14-track HDDRo. These
14-track HDDR tapes are sent by courier to Building 28 CSFC for conversion to
28-track HDTs by the DRRTS system. These 28-track HDTs are now sent to the
Ground Segment MIPS strings for processing. Operator interface to the system
and control of the various image acquisition functions are via the VT100 and
VT78 KCRtS. Not covered here, but necessary to maintain the low error rate, are
the cleaning and precision rewinding of all 28-track HDDR tapes. All image data
acquisition operations are driven by the MMF-M generated process request (see
Figure 8.4-17). The operator has the option of a hardcopy printout of the
process request or merely a viewing of the same on the VT100 KCRT. Additionally,
the operator has at his disposal the capability of generating either hardcopy or
KCRT display of various reports on the condition and status of the system, as















28 TRACK HDDT'S TO MIPS INPUT
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The following operator prompt and response sequences describe the actions
required of the operator in the operation of the DRRTS system for processing
image data from GSTDN/foreign ground station tapes.
After booting the operating system, the operator logs on as follows: (J4
represents a space)
>HELJ5DRRTS/XXX
where XXX are the operator's initials. DRRTS execution is started by entering
the following:
>@DRRTS
This causes the execution of command file DRRTS.CMD, which loads and starts the
execution of the four DRRTS tasks. The operator interface task loads the run
time parameters from the file RUNTIM.PRM, performs other initialization
activities, then displays the following message:
DRRTS INITIALIZATION COMPLETE


















The > aC the bottom indicates where the operator response is echoed on the
ecreen. The operator enters the item number of the function he wishes to
select, then hits RETURN. If he enters an invalid input, the message INVALID
INPUT - TRY AGAIN is displayed, then the menu is displayed again. This is true
for all DRRTS prompts. If he enters a valid input, a prompt/response sequence
is initiated for the function choaen. If the operator responds to any prompt by
hitting the ESCAPE then the RETURN keys, the fuuction menu is regenerated and
Che current key-in sequence is aborted.
For the purposes of this discussion only the prompt/response path for 14-track
HDDR ir.pat/28-track output will be followed.













After selecting HDT-R GENERATION (1) the following prompt is displayed.
ENTER OPERATION NAME (1-6 ALPHABETIC CHARACTERS)
If a non-alphabetic or a name in excess of 6 characters is entered, the "invalid
input" error message is displayed and the operator la reprompted for the
operation name. The operation name ia an arbitrary group of characters used
within the system to distinguish between operations when multiple operations are
. '
on-going.
' ' • •. -







For the purpose of discussion the entry made is (1), or MSS. Following this











Since the input source is 14-track tape the third or HDT-GM selection is made.
Following this entry the following menu is displayed:
SELECT DATA RATE
1. REAL-TIME
2. 2 x REAL-TIME
3. 3 x REAL-TIME
The data rate for all lA-track input tapes is always 1 or real-time. After the
selection of REAL-TIME (1) the following menu is displayed:
SELECT PLAYBACK (SOURCE) HDDR
1. 14-T 01
2. 14-T 02
The playback or source HDDR selection is up to the operator for the most part
and is predicated by the operational status of the unit, which unit was just
cleaned, etc. Following the selection of • the source or input HDDR, the
following menu is displayed:











The selection criteria for the output or destination RODR are the same as for
the input HDDR select. Following the recording HDDR selection, the following
prompt is displayed.
DO YOU WANT A DIRECTORY: (Y OR N)
>
For the purposes of this discussion the response to the above prompt will be Y
(yes). Figure 8.4-21 depicts a typical directory.
Following the directory generation prompt/response, the message below is
displayed:
OPERATION XXXXXX DEFINITION COMPLETION
Once the operator has defined the operation to be performed and the above
message is displayed, the system will once again display the original (first)
menu on the RCRT screen.
SELECT OPERATION TYPE
1. DEFINE OPERATION













To proceed with the acquisition of image data, the next selection made by the
operator will be item 2 - LOAD OPERATION.
i
After LOAD OPERATION is selected, the following menu is displayed:
SELECT OPERATION TO BE LOADED
1. DATA ACQUISITION name 1
2. DATA ACQUISITION name 2
3. HOT COPY name 1 HDT ID 1
4. HDT-AM UPLINK name 1 HDT ID 4
5. SCENE PACKING name 1 HDT ID 3
previously defined operations are displayed.
The above .example shows more operations than have been defined in the course of
this text. Had no other operations been defined save the one operation defined
earlier in this text, only the one defined would have bean displayed.
Following the selection of item 1 - DATA ACQUISITION name 1 - an attempt is made
by the software to make the proper matrix switch connections and to print the
proper HDT tape labels. The matrix switch status is then read and if the
correct connections have been made the message






is displayed. Otherwise, the appropriate matrix switch error message is
displayed. Then the following prompt is displayed:
MOUNT HOT MNSTTYYJJJXX ON THE XX-T 0X HDDR
VERIFY HDDR WITH OCR WAND OR AT OPERATOR'S TERMINAL
The operator mounts the designated HOT on the designated HDDR, then verifies the
HDDR by entering the HDDR identifier using either the OCR wand or the operator's
terminal. If a read error occurs with the OCR wand, the message
OCR WAND READ ERROR
is displayed, and the VERIFY HDDR prompt is repeated. If an invalid input is
entered either with the OCR wand or the operator's terminal, the message
INVALID INPUT - TRY AGAIN
is displayed and the VERIFY HDDR prompt is repeated. If the wrong HDDR
identifier was entered, the message
WRONG HDDR - USE HDDR XX-T 0X
is displayed, and the VERIFY HDDR prompt is repeated. Otherwise, the following
prompt is displayed:
VERIFY HOT WITH OCR WAND OR AT OPERATOR'S TERMINAL
>
The operator verifies the HOT by entering the HOT identif iar, using either the
OCR wand or the operator's terminal. The analogous messages for OCR wand read







WRONG HOT - USE HOT MNSTTYYJJJXX
is displayed, and the VERIFY HOT nrompt is repeated. After the EDDR and IIDT
have been verified, the following prompt is generated:
DO YO'J WANT TO START THE OPERATION? (Y OR N)
> ,-
jjs\ The operator may wait indefinitely to enter his response. If the response is Y,
:->|| the operation monitor software begins execution, the operation nar>e and
..j£\ definition parameters are deleted from mass storage, and the funciioa menu is
sln displayed. If the response is N, the operation u&me and definition parameters
;'S. are deleted from mass storage, and the function menu is displayed. If at any
:;'. time during operation definition or loading, the ESCAPE RETURN entry sequence is
i made in response to a prompt, the operation definition table and any load tables
;:|i are deleted from memory and the function menu is displayed, but no tables are
>•_
-f~fy[ deleted from mass storage.
•'^ i At.the end of every complete operation the following message is displayed.
"fr, OPERATION NAME IS COMPLETE
fij The operator may now unload the 14-track and 28-track HDTs from their respective
:£•' drives and send the 28-track HOT to the appropriate MIPS string input tape rack
'.*£• and the 14-track HDT to archival storage.
*ip There are various support functions provided by the DRRTS system software
, ~5 including system status display and reports on past and present events. To






















3. HOT COPY PROCESS REQUEST
4. HDT-AM PROCESS Brr>'JEST
5. OPERATION DEFilJl-.JN TABLES
After entry of a valid selection, the status report is displayed on the
formatted display terminal, and the following prompt is displayed:






If the operator eaters Y, the report Is printed on the line printer or its
backup device, then the function menu is displayed* If a status report is too
long to fit on the formatted display screen, the operator may use CONTROL Q and
CONTROL S keys to control the scrolling.
Examples of the various status reports pertinent to image data acquisition Bay
be found in Figure 8.4-18, 8.4-19 and 8.4-25.
Status messages indicate to the operator that an operation proceeding normally
has reached a particular state. Error messages indicate that an an-.malous
condition- has been detected. These are of two types: warnings and errors. The
former alert the operator to a condition that may or may not require his
attention. When a warning is displayed, the operator's terminal bell rings
once. An error indicates a condition that requires operator action. When an
error is displayed, the bell rings twice.
An example of a condition that generates a warning is an HDDR exceeding an ECC
threshold. The operator may choose to continue or to stop the operation using
that HDDR. An example of a condition that generates an error is an HDDR
hardware failure. The operation cannot proceed, and requires operator
intervention.
Some sample status messages are:
MATRIX SWITCH CONNECTION OK
XSS DEMUX SYNCHRONIZED






Some sample warning messages are:
WARNING - JNCORRECTED ERROR THRESHOLD EXCEEDED ON 14-T (I
WARNING - MSS DEMUX MAJOR FRAME SYNCH LOSS
WARNING - IRIG-A LOST ON 14-T 01
Some sanple error messages are:
ERROR - REMOTE NOT SELECTED ON 14-T #2
HIT RETURN WHEN CORRECTED
>
ERROR - REMOTE COMMAND NOT ENABLED ON TAPE SEARCH UNIT
HIT RETURN WHEN CORRECTED
>
ERROR-MATRIX SWITCH DEVICE TIMEOUT
The various formatted displays that are available to the operator concerning
image data acquisition are as follows: ' .
a. Matrix switch configuration status
b. HDDR status
c. Data acquisition operation reports
1. data acquisition with/without directory operation
2. 30 scene R-tape generation
3. retrospective directory generation.









Che system software will automatically cause Che printing of any operation
report at the conclusion of its associated operation. Figure 8.4-38 depicts a
Cypical system log of events.
8.4.1.5.2 TGS Data Acquisition
The data flow for image data from Che TGS is similar to the data flow for
CSTDN/foreign image data. The oain differences are Che pre-operation
requirement for TGS van checkout and TGo/DRRTS line test. See Figure 8.3-2 for
Che TGS data flow. Figure 8.3-3 depicts Che various seeps required for both
types of image data acquisition. The following scenario will cake Che operator
Chrough the steps required for processing image data from Che TGS.
After booting the operating system, the operator logs on as follows: (IS
represents a space)
>HEL&DRRTS/XXX
where XXX are the operator's Initials. DRRTS execution is started by entering
the following:
>@DRRTS
This causes Che execution of command file DRRTS.CMD, which loads and scares Che
execucion of Che four DRRTS casks. The operator interface task loadp che run
time parameters from the file RUNTIH.PRM, performs other initialization



















The > at the bottom indicates where the operator response is echoed on the
screen. The operator enters the item number of the function he wishes to
select, then hits RETURN. If he enters an invalid input, the message INVALID
INPUT - TRY AGAIN in displayed, then the menu is displayed again. This is true
for all DRRTS prompts. If he enters a valid input, a prompt/response sequence
is initiated for the function chosen. Examples of these prompt/response
sequences are detailed in the following paragraphs. If the operator responds to
any prompt by hitting the ESCAPE then the RETURN keys, the function menu is
regenerated and the current key-in sequence is aborted.
For the purposes of this discussion only the prompt/response path for 14-track















i After selecting HDT-R GENERATION (1) the following prompt is displayed.
l
{ ENTER OPERATION NAME (1-6 ALPHABETIC CHARACTERS)
f
\ If a non-alphabetic or a name in excess of 6 characters is entered the "invalid
;' input" error message is displayed and the operator is rcprompted for the
r
' operation name. The operation name is an arbitrary group of characters used




i| After the operator enters the operation name, the following menu is displayed:







For Che purpose of discussion the entry made is (1) or MSS. Following this






bince the Input source ie TCS, the first or the TCS selection la made.
Following this entry the following menu is displayed:
SELECT DATA RATE
1 . REAL-TIME
2. 2 x REAL-TIME
3. 3 x REAL-TIME





Following the recording HDDR selection, the following prompt is displayed:






For Che purposes of this discussion the response to the above prompt will be Y
(yes). Figure 8.4-21 depicts a typical directory.
Following the directory generation prompt/response, the message is displayed.
OPERATION XXXXXX DEFINITION COMPLETION
Once the operator has defined the operation to be performed and the above
message is displayed, the system will once again display the original (first)








7. DELETE DATA ACQUISITION PROCESS
8. MANUAL OPERATIONS
9. STATUS.
To proceed with the acquisition of image data, the next selection made by the
operator will be item 2 - LOAD OPERATION.






SELECT OPERATION TO BE LOADED 16 July l982
1. DATA ACQUISITION name I
2. DATA ACQUISITION name 2
3. HOT COPY name 1 HOT ID 1
4. HDT-AM UPLINK name I HOT ID 4
5. SCENE PACKING name 1 HOT ID 3
>
Only previously defined operations are displayed.
The above example shows more operations than have been defined in the course of
this text. Had no other operations been defined save the one operation defined
earlier in this text, only the one defined would have been displayed.
Following the selection of item 1 - DATA ACQUISITION name 1 - an attempt is made
by the software to make the proper matrix switch connections and to print the
proper HOT tape labels. The matrix switch status is then read and if the
correct connections have been made the message
MATRIX SWTICH CONNECTIONS VERIFIED
is displayed. Otherwise, an appropriate matrix switch error message is
displayed. Then the following prompt is displayed:
MOUNT HDT MNSTTYYJJJXX ON THE XX-T 0X HDDR
>
The operator mounts the designated HDT on the designated HDDR. After the HDT has
been mounted, the following prompt is generated:






The operator may wait indefinitely to enter his response. If the response is Y,
the operation monitor software begins execution, the operation name and
definition parameters are deleted from mass storage, and the function menu is
displayed. If the response is N, the operation name and definition parameters
are deleted from mass storage, and the function menu is displayed. If at any
time during operation definition or loading, the ESCAPE RETURN entry sequence is
made in response to a prompt, the operation definition table and any load tables
are deleted from memory and the function menu is displayed, but no tables are
deleted from mass storage.
At the end of every complete operation the following message is displayed.
OPERATION NAME IS COMPLETE
There are various support functions provided by the DRRTS system software
Including system status display and .reports on past and present events. To





















3. HOT COPY PROCESS REQUEST
4. HDT-AM PROCESS REQUEST
5. OPERATION DEFINITION TABLES
>
After entry of a valid selection, the status report is displayed on the
formatted display terminal, and the following prompt is displayed:
DO YOU WANT HARD COPY? (Y OR N)
>
If the operator enters Y, the report is printed on the line printer or its
backup device, then the function menu is displayed. If a status report is too
long to fit on the formatted display screen, the operator may use CONTROL Q and
CONTROL S keys to control the scrolling.
Examples of the various status reports pertinent to image data acquisition may






Status messages indicate to the operator that an operation proceeding normally
has reached a particular state. Error messages indicate that an anomalous
condition has been detected. These are of two types: warnings and errors. The
former alert the operator to a condition that may or may not require his
attention. When a warning is displayed, the operator's terminal bell rings
once. An error indicates a condition that requires operator action. When an
error is displayed, the bell rings twice.
An example of a condition that generates a warning is an HDOR exceeding an ECC
threshold. The operator may choose to continue or to stop the operation using
that HDDR. An example of a condition that generates an error is an HDDR
hardware failure. The operation cannot proceed, and requires operator
Intervention.
Some sample status messages are:
MATRIX SWITCH CONNECTION OK
MSS DEMUX SYNCHRONIZED '
RECORD HDDR MASTER LOCK
Some sample warning messages are:
WARNING - UNCORRECTED ERROR THRESHOLD EXCEEDED ON 14-T 01
WARNING - MSS DEMUX MAJOR FRAME SYNCH LOSS
WARNING - IRIG-A LOST ON 14-T tl
Some sample error messages are:






HIT RETURN WHEN CORRECTED
ERROR - REMOTE COMMAND NOT ENABLED CN TAPE SEARCH UNIT
HIT RETURN WHEN CORRECTED
ERROR-MATRIX SWITCH DEVICE TIMEOUT
The various formatted displays that are available to the operator concerning
image data acquisition are as follows:
a. Matrix switch configuration status
b. HDDR status
c. Data acquisition operation reports
1. data acquisition with/without directory operation
2. 30 scene R tape generation
3. retrospective directory generation.
Any formatted display may be printed on demand by the operator. In addition,
the system software will automatically cause the printing of any operation
report at the conclusion of its associated operation. Figure 8.4-38 depicts a
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THE IMAGE DATA ACQUISITION
STATUS REPORT SUOWT1
IN FIGURE 8.4-18 WILL BE DISPLAYED
ON THE VT-78
THEN, DRRTS WILL RESPOND
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THE IMAGE DATA ACQUISITION STATUS REPORT
SHOWN IN FIGURE 8.4-19 WILL BE DISPLAYED
ON THE VT-78
THEN, DRRTS WILL RESPOND
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THE FOLLOWING REPORTS WILL BE PRINTED ON THE
LINE PRINTER
HDT-R GENERATION REPORT (SHOWN IN
FIGURE 8.4-20)
HDT-R .-DIRECTORY FILE DUMP (SHOWN IN
FIGURE 8.4-21)
IMAGE QUALITY DATA FILE DUMP (SHOWN IN
FIGURE 8.4-22)
2 HDT QUALITY FILE DUMPS (SHOWN IN
FIGURES 8.4-23, 8.4-24)
THEN, DRRTS WILL RESPOND
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r iot imice QUALITY DATA
{•PUT MOTI L4NHG8100I01
OUTPUT HOT! L4MHHH100101
IBTCRVAL SPACECRAFT' •SUBSTITUTED FOR MAJOR FRAME MINOR FRAME M1DOR



























































Figure 8.4-23. HDT Quality File Dump for HDT-G Tape
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THE IMAGE DATA ACQUISITION REPORT SHOWN IN
FIGURE 8.4-25 WILL BE DISPLAYED ON THE
VT-78, THEN
DRRTS WILL RESPOND
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SELECT SCENE PACKING
TYPE "6(C/R)"
THE OPERATOR DEFINITION REPORT SHOWN
IN FIGURE 8,4^ 26 WILL BE DISPLAYED ON
THE VT-78, THEN DRRTS WILL RESPOND
"HOW MANY HARD COPIES DO YOU WATT ?
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USE THE OCR WAND TO
READ THE HOT ID FROM
THE HOT, OR TYPE
"UMHR8100120(C/R)"
ON THE OPERATOR'S TERMINAL, DRRTS WILL RESPOND
"MATRIX SWITCH CONNECTIONS HAVE BEEN
DISCONNECTED. DO YOU WISH TO EXAMINE THE
DATA FILES ? (Y OR N)"
t-
ON THE OPERATOR'S TERMINAL, THE FOLLOWING REPORTS WILL BE PRINTED ON THE
TYPE "Y(C/R)" LINE PRINTER:
SCENE PACKING OPERATION REPORT
(FIGURE 8.4-27)
IMAGE QUALITY DATA FILE DUMP
(FIGURE 8.4-28)
DIRECTORY FILE DUMP (FIGURE 8.4-29)
MASTER HOT QUALITY FILE DUMP (FIGURE 8.4-30)
SCENE PACKED HOT QUALITY FILE DUMP
(FIGURE 8.4-31)
THEN., DRRTS WILL RESPOND
"ARE THE RESULTS ACCEPTABLE ? (Y OR N)"
tm
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USE THE OCR WAND TO
READ THE HDT-ID FROM THE
HOT, OR TYPE
"UMHR810012KC/R)"
ON THE OPERATOR'S TERMINAL.
TYPE "Y(C/R)"
ON THE OPERATOR'S TERMINAL, DRRTS WILL
RESPOND
"MATRIX SWITCH CONNECTIONS HAVE BEEN
DISCONNECTED
DO YOU WISH TO EXAMINE THE DATA
FILES ? (Y OR N)"
THE FOLLOWING REPORTS WILL BE PRINTED ON THE
LINE PRINTER
SCENE PACKING OPERATION REPORT
(FIGURE 8.4-32)
IMAGE QUALITY FILE DUMP (FIGURE 8.4-33)
DIRECTORY FILE DUMP (FIGURE 8.4-34)
MASTER HDT QUALITY FILE DUMP (FIGURE 8.4-35)
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THE IMAGE DATA ACQUISITION PRODUCTION
STATUS REPORT SHOWN IN FIGURE 8.4-37
WILL BE DISPLAYED ON THE VT-78, THEN
DRRTS WILL RESPOND
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CURRENT CORRECTED ERRORS ALARM THRESHOLD FOR 28-T 11 IS 9999
ENTER NEH THRESHOLD, OK HIT RETURN TO USK CURRENT VA'.UE
1000
CURRENT UNCORHECTED ERRORS ALARM THRESHOLD FOR 2H-T U IS 9999
ENTER NEK THRESHOLD, OH HIT RETURN TO USF. CURRENT VALUE
10
PLAYBACK DATA RATE IS THE «SS REAL-TIMt KATE
PLEASE SELECT RECORDED HSS DATA RATE
1
PLEASE SELECT *SS DENUX (1 OR 2)
1
RETROSPECTIVE DIRECTORY GENERATION OPfRATION RETROD DEFIHITIOH COMPLETE
PLEASE SELECT FUNCTION
to
PLEASE SELECT STATUS DISPLAY
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PLEASE SELECT PROCESS TYPE
1
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Archive hardware scheduling is an MMF-M software transaction. It is implemented
on the MMF-M, DEC 2050 system located in the GSFC Building 28, second floor
computer room. Figure 5-5 describes the arrangement of the DEC2050 hardware and
provides the equipment-unique ID numbers assigned to each hardware item.
9.1.2 SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS
Archive generation scheduling is performed by the Ground Segment management
subsystem (CMS) — a software area within the MMF.
Two units of software comprise the archive generation scheduling transaction,
namely,
a. • Archive Process Request Generation Program (GPAGEN - computer program
design specification LSD-MMF-CPD-2042).




MMF-M (multispectral scanner products) and MMF-T (thematic mapper products) use
different , non interchangeable versions of archive generation scheduling. This






With respect to MHF-M, the scope of the archive generation scheduling process
includes:
a. Analysis of the contents of the PCS Phase Two files to determine which
R-tape scene intervals can be processed into A-tape scene intervals.
b. Selection of one of the three MIPS strings to perform the R-tape to A-
tape processing.
c. The generation of an R-tape process request that authorizes data
transfer from MMF-M to the selected MIPS string.
d. The generation of a move request which authorizes DRRTS to release
specific R-tapes to the MIPS string assigned the processing task.
9.2.2.1 Preceding/Succeeding Activities
9=2,2,1=1 Preceding Activities
The PCS Phase Two completion notification transaction must have run successfully
before archive generation scheduling can be Implemented. PCS Phase Two
processing is an intermediary software process that determines whether the data
necessary to run archive generation scheduling has been accumulated and
successfully processed.
PCS Phase Two processing consists of three units of software:
a. PCS Phase Two process request feedback (GPPCFB).
b. Ancillary package generation (GftAGEN).








GPPCFB contains the ID numberc of the HDT-R tapes awaiting processing. In
addition, the contents of the R-tape. is defined by scene ID and interval time
span.
GAAGEN contains information on processed telemetry; for example, orbit numbers,
mission, interval start-stop times and control point identification.
GADIN contains user request information such as user name, user ID number, scene
request information, mission selection and sensor requirements.
In addition to the information discussed above, PCS Phase Two processing
supplies the PCD/SCD file names stored in the DEC 2050 system.
9.2.2.1.2 Succeeding Activities
The archive generation transaction succeeds archive generation scheduling. This
transaction is described in detail in Section 10.
9.3 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
9.3.1 OPERATIONAL OVERVIEW
A0 shown below, archive generation scheduling is the sixth product development
software transaction in Scenario 2 - MSS Archive Generation Support.
SCENARIO 2 - MSS ARCHIVE GENERATION SUPPORT
a. PCS PHASE ONE SCHEDULING
b. PCS PHASE ONE COMPLETION NOTIFICATION








d. PCS PHASE TWO SCHEDULING
e. PCS PHASE TWO COMPLETION NOTIFICATION
f. ARCHIVE GENERATION SCHEDULING
g. ARCHIVE COMPLETION NOTIFICATION
h. GHIT GENERATION
i. ARCHIVE DISSEMINATION SCHEDULING
j. ARCHIVE DISSEMINATION COMPLETION NOTIFICATION
k. EDC DATA RECEIPT
Archive generation scheduling (ACS) is the software mechanism for converting the
DRRTS generated HDTR video R-tape into the MIPS generated A-tape. It
accomplishes this activity either automatically or manually with two units of
software:
a. MIPS Process Request generation (GPAGEN)
b. MIPS Data allocation (GXIALO)
and the Decnet data transfer system. Archive generation scheduling is performed
nine times during an eight-hour work period. Seven of these runs are allocated
to generating new A-tapes from new R-tapes. Two runs are reserved for reworking
R-tapes that were not successfully processed previously. The combined output
for the nine runs of ACS is 220 scenes per eight-hour work period.
Circumstances dictate whether archive generation scheduling is performed
automatically or manually, and the MMF data processing planner decides which of






a. The existence of R-tape problems
b. A requirement to process a small work load
c. A requirement to expedite a priority scene Interval.
When archive generation scheduling is implemented manually, the data processing
planner will prepare a list of prompts and responses — applicable to GPAOEN and
GXIALO — for the production control specialist, who ultimately controls arc'..i.ve
generation scheduling via interactive terminal.
In the automatic mode, the entire Scenario 2 - MSS Archive Generation Support is
clock triggered periodically. Operator intervention is not required except to
review and file hardcopy printouts.
9.3.2 FLOW PROCESS
Archive generation scheduling data flow is showm in Figure 9.3-1 «md a
description of the processes shown is summarized below.
Upon receipt, scene interval data is separated. CSF processes the.telemetry and
forwards it via disk file to PCS Phase One processing. Similarly, DRRTS
processes the video portion and, after determining that the R-tape can be
processed into an A-tape, enters the same scerae information into the DRRTS
directory.
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PCS then generates the SCO files which are required to process an R-tape into an
A-tape.
PCS Phase Two processing determines what scene data can be successfully
processed and defines these scenes by their intervals.
As long as PCS Phase Two processing is complete for particular scene intervals,
archive generation scheduling can be implemented.
Via GPAGEN, archive generation scheduling establishes a process request with
MIPS and defines which scene intervals on specific R-tapes should be processed
«• Into A-tapes. GPAGEN identifies the PCD/SCD files required to process the R-
X
tape in question and creates an ancillary file (CURINX.AGM) to contain this
information. GPAGEN also generates the R-tape hardcopy move request and it is
forwarded to DRRTS. This request authorizes DRRTS to log out a particular R-
.• tape and forward it to MIPS for processing.
'& •.
1| GXIALO, in turn, determines which of the three MIPS strings will actually
Is.
process the R-tape sent from DRRTS. GXIALO reviews the information In the
CURINX.AGM file and creates three ancillary files so that any one of the three
MIPS strings can perform the R-tape processing.
The MIPS string selected by GXIALO to process the R-tape transfers one of the







To maintain R-tape tracking continuity and accountability, the first task the
assigned MIPS string performs is to log the R-tape's receipt in the data base.
Similarly, the last task performed is logging out the original R-tape to its
next destination.
9.3.3 INPUT
The Phase Two Completion Notification transaction consists of:
a. PCS Phase Two Process Request Feedback (GPPCFB)
b. Ancillary Package Generation (GAAGEN)
c. HDTR Directory Inversion (GADIN)
and is the input to the MIPS Process Request Generation (GPAGEN) software unit.
The CURINX.AGM file generated by GPAGEN is the input to the MIPS Data Allocation
(GXIALO) software unit. The entire archive generation scheduling transaction,
which consists of GPAGEN and GXIALO, requires the following information as
input.
a.. R tape ID
b. Scene interval
c. Scene information
d. Processed telemetry — mission, orbit number, scene interval and start-
stop time
e. PCD/SCO files
f. Control point Identification
g. User request information - user name, ID number, scene request,







GPAGEN generates the following output files.
a. One process request file for each HDTR interval recorded In DRRTS
b. SCO file
C. PCD file
d. Directory index file CURINX.AGM
e. Tape move request listing.
GPAGEN and GXIALO both produce the files listed below:
a. Processing summary file
b. Production log file.
9.3.5 HARDWARE ./SOFTWARE SUMMARY MATRIX
A hardware/software summary matrix (reference Figure 9.3.5-1) is provided to














































































































A summary of Che two units of software (GPAGEN and GXIALO) that comprise archive
generation scheduling is presented in paragraph 9.4.1 and 9.4.2.
It is recommended that the CPDSs from which these summaries were extracted be
addressed for supplemental data not included here.
9.4.1 ARCHIVE PROCESS REQUEST GENERATION PROGRAM (GPAGEN)
Computer Program Design Specification (CPDS) number LSD-MMF-CPD-2042
9.4.1.1 Unit Description and Purpose
GPAGEN determines the availability of HDT-R scenes for HDT-R to HDT-A processing
and generates a process request file which is the mechanism for implementing
HDT-R to HDT-A processing.
9.4.1.2 Unit Input Description
Input to GPAGEN is derived from the following sources.
a. MMF Data Base
1. Archive product area
2. Common parameters area
3. Ancillary area
4. Production area
5. Ground control polut area
6. Directory area
7. Main image area






b. Processing request scratch file
c. KCRT input
1. HDT-R tape ID
2. HDT-R tape ID process decision
3. Interval process decision
Data flow through GPAGEN is shown in Figure 9.4.1-1.
GPAGEN can be run manually and automatically. When run automatically GPAGEN is
part of the "archive completion notification" transaction and no operator
intervention is required.
In the manual mode, the production control specialist implements GPAGEN via KCRT
and enters the information supplied him by the data processing planner.











































Figure 9.4.1-1. Archive Generation Process Request Generator (GPACEN) Data Flow
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Table 9.4.1-1. Prompts and Responses for the GPAGEN Software Unit
PROMPT
YOU ARE RUNNING GPAGEN. DO
YOU WANT TO GENERATE R TO A
PROCESS REQUESTS (Y/N)?
DO YOU WANT TO CONTINUE
PROCESS REQUEST GENERATION (Y/N)?
PLEASE ENTER THE HDT-R ID:
<tape info>
DO YOU WISH TO PROCESS THE
RECORD (Y/N)?
<interval info>
DO YOU WISH TO PROCESS THIS
INTERVAL (Y/N)?
<facility info>
DO YOU WISH TO REROUTE TKI2-





























DO NOT REROUTE TAPE
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9.4.1.3 Unit Output Description
GPAGEN's output consists of the generation of several new files, the updating of
existing data base files and hardcopy printouts.
When run manually, GPAGEN provides informational and error messages on che
operator's KCRT as shown in Table 9.4.1-2.
Files created or updated by GPAGEN are listed below.
a. MMF Data Base
1. Updated product acquisition record
2. Updated archive/product record
3. Updated HDT-R interval record
4. Updated HDT-R.scene record
5. Updated common parameters record
b. Process request file
c. Archive generation ancillary data file
d. Payload correction data file
e. Systematic correction data file
Hardcopy printouts resulting from GPAGEN Include:
a. Processing summary (reference Figure 9.4.1-2)
b. Production log
c. Move request listing; only printed if the HDT-R tape was not at its



































DO NOT RERUN GPAGEN
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All of the printouts should be reviewed by the production control specialist who
ran GPAGEN and he should take action if any "aborts" or error conditions are
disclosed. After reviewing the printouts, the production control specialist
should file the hardcopies in their respective binders.
9.4.1.4 Frequency of Operation
As mentioned previously, GPAGEN is scheduled to be performed nine times in an
eight-hour working period .
9.4.1.5 Detailed Operational Sequences
The job control language (JCL) required to implement GPAGEN is listed below.
9.4.1.5.1 Job Control Language for GPAGEN
GPAGEN can be implemented by keying either of the following statements:
a. @TAKE GPAGEN.CMD (for interactive processing)
b. SUBMIT GPAGEN.CTL (for batch processing)
































9.4.2 MIPS/TIPS DATA ALLOCATION PROGRAM (GXIALO) - COMPUTER PROGRAM DESIGN
SPECIFICATION (CPDS) NUMBER LSD-MMF-CPD-2181
9.4.2.1 Unit Description and Purpose
GXIALO succeeds GPAGEN and allocates certain MMF data base files (files required
to process HDT-R scene intervals into HDT-A scene intervals) to the MIPS string
assigned the R-to-A processing task. The selection of a particular MIPS string







GXIALO will run automatically if it is incorporated in the command/control
language that implements either the archive generation scheduler transaction,
the archive completion notification transaction or the initial product
completion transaction.
If GXIALO is run manually, the operator must supply certain common parameters
information via interactive terminal:
a. Mode selection (manual/automatic)
b. Table of directories of the file names and IDs to be used in
processing the HDT-R scene intervals
c. Table of valid process request file names
d. Data base sensor type (MSS or TM).
He may then process specific HDT-R scene intervals on a specific MIPS string as
long as GPAGEN generated a process request for the selected scene intervals.
Refer to Figures 9.4.2-1 and 9.4.2-2 for a description of GXIALO's Interface
structure and flow diagram.
9.4.2.2 Unit Input Description
GXIALO requires the following inputs:
a. MMF data base
1. Common parameters
2. Directory
b. CURINX.AGM file created by GPACEN






















































A sample of the prompt decisions required to run GXIALO manually is shown in
















Table 9.4.2-1. Operator Interface Formats
PROMPT INPUT ACTION TAKEN
Do you wish to process this directory Y Directory processed
(Y/N)7 N Directory not processed
Do you wish to continue processing
this directory (Y/N)7
Do you wish to have this file allocated Y












get the string to
allocate this file.
File not processed































































9.4.2.3 Unit Output Description
GXIALO generates the following outputs:
a. MMF data base directory update
b. Error message KCRT display
c. Summary report (reference Figure 9.4.2-4)
d. Production log
A list of the messages displayed on the KCRT, when GXIALO is run manually, is
shown in Table 9.4.2-2.
?•*.(•
81 9.4.2.4 Frequency of Operation
GXIALO is run once for each HDT-R to HDT-A process request. Therefore, as part
of archive generation scheduling, GXIALO will be implemented a maximum of nine
times in an eight-hour work period.
9.4.2.5 Detailed Operational Sequences
GXIALO requires no operator intervention when clock triggered automatically as
part of archive generation scheduling.
|! In the manual mode, input to GXIALO is performed by the MMF production control
specialist via KCRT. All decisions and prompt responses required by GXIALO are
prepared by the MMF data processing planner. It is, however, the production
control specialist's responsibility to verify the completeness and format of
Ef.
this Information before entering it via KCRT.
S-&.
GXIALO can be implemented by executing the following CTL for automatic (batch)
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a. 0TAKE GXIALO.CMD (interactive mode)
b. SUBMIT GXIALO.CTL (batch mode)
The contents of the TAKE and SUBMIT files are listed below:
















Regardless of whether GXIALO is run manually or automatically, the quality of









the program. Hardcopy printouts are to be reviewed for abort or error messages
and appropriate ac.-ion taken. Primarily, KCRT error messages should be
corrected by reviewing the inputs with the MMF systems analysts.
9.4.2.7 Record Keeping and Information Dissemination
After reviewing all hardcopy printouts, the production control specialist is












Ml'LTISPECTRAL SCANNER ARCHIVE GENERATION (HAG)
10.1 ENVIRONMENT/RESOURCES
The MAG activities are performed in che culuispectral scanae.r image procersing
system (MIPS) area located in the computer room, first floor, Building 28,
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC).
10.1.1 HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS
Three parallel strings of equipment are available. Two strings will mpport
MAG. Each string is configured around a Digital Fquipment Corporation VAX
11/780 computar. All strings are basically the same except for suc'.i minor
peripherals as card reader, VT100 and Digitizer. Figure 10-1 is a simplified
block diagram of MAG processing and equipment required.
10.1.2 SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS
The MAG process consists of the following major packages of software:
a. Control and communications (that portion applying to MAG) '
b. MSS archive generation
c. Quality assurance film generation
d. Manual cloud cover assessment.
10.2 OVERVIEW/BACKGROUND
10.2.1 SCOPE OF FUNCTION
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s; raw MSS date from Landsat-D (HDT-RM), and to generate partially processed Image
data consisting of r ad tome trie corrections, geometric corrections and Image
processing related data. The processed l>aage data are recorded on high density
tapes (HUT-AM). Concurrent with the MAG process, two other functions are
performed. They are manual cloud cover assessment (MCCA) and quality assurance
film generation (QAFG). All processes are made possible by the MSS control and
communications package (CCP).
10.2.2 PRECEDING ACTIVITIES
The Landsat-D spacecraft gathers losge data which Is transmitted to -i ground
station. The data Is further transmitted to the Data Receive Record and
Transmit Systett (DRRTS) which Is located In the same computer room as MIPS. The
data Is recorded on a High Density Digital Recorder (HDDR) and the tape Is
labeled High Density Tape - Raw Data from MSS (HDT-RM). The HDTa are stored in
che tape archive systea (TAS) to be withdrawn as needed for processing.
The Mission Management Facility - Mult tspectral Scanner (MMF-M) coordinates all
activities, both Internal and external to the Landsat-D Ground Systea (CS).
Whenever a requirement to process any or all of MAG arises, process requests
(PR) are oent to MIPS-MAC personnel for performance.
f
MIPS personnel coordinate the assignment of hardware, software, PRs, ancillary
tapes and HDT-RMs (f rom the TAS).
10.2.3 SUCCEEDING ACTIVITIES







results are available in the form of HDT-AMs, reports, MCCA data, QAFG data, and
MAC QA reports. These data are distributed, according to the PR, to assigned
user organizations.
10. 2. 4 CONCURRENT ACTIVITIES
During MAC processing appropriate data are extracted from the processes and
applied to the MCCA. This function displays MSS subsampled imagery and accepts
and records operator estimates of the percentage cloud cover of each image
quadrant selected. Also, data applicable to QAFC is extracted and processed.
The QAFG function generates digital image data in 70 mm film format fron one
selectable band of all MSS world reference system (WRS) scenes processed to
archival HDTs.
10.3 FUNCTION DESCRIPTION
10.3.1 MAG FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
The MAG function generates partially processed data from unprocessed image data
and image related data. The partially processed data consists of
radlometrlcally, corrected Image data and geometric correction data. The
partially processed data is recorded on 28-track high density tapes (HDT-AM).
The unprocessed data is read from 28-track high density tapes (HDT-RM).
The MAG function can be Initiated either automatically, by a process request
from the MMF, or manually upon request by an operator. The Image processing
related data is provided by the MMF with the process request or is specified by
the operator with the manual process request. The manual process request is






The MAC function may be partitioned Ir.to three subsets:
a. MAG control and communication functions
b. MAG data processing functions
c. MAG engineering and test functions.
Due to the concurrent activity of MAG, MCCA, and QAFG, si.' will be discussed in
this section of the Ground Segment Operations Plan. The MAG data flow is shown
in Figure 10-2.
10.3.2 MCCA FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
The MCCA process is capable of manually assessing the cloud cover percentage of
all MSS WRS scenes processed to archival tapes. The manual assessment will be
performed only on those scenes that are scheduled for AC by th*>. MMF. This
function will display MSS subsampled imagery on a Comtal and accept &nd record
operator estimates of the percentage of cloud cover for each image quadrant.
When the MCCA process is completed, the scores will be provided to MAG and
transmitted to the MMF to be included in the data base. The functional flow
diagram of MCCA is shown in Figure 10-3.
The MCCA consists of the following subfunctions:
a. Operator communication
b. Generate display data
c. Display image data
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e. Estimate cloud cover percentage
f. Generate process feedback.
10.3.3 QAFG FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
The QAF process generates digital image data in the 70 mm film format from one
selectable band of all MSS WRS scenes processed to archival HDTs.
The digital image data is radiometrically corrected first, then corrected for
nominal Earth rotation, annotated, and overlaid with a grid Co characterize the
four quadrants that may have been cloud cover assessed. The corrected and
as annotated image, along with a 16-step gray scale intensity pattern, is used by
the Dlcomed film recorder to produce 70 mm black and white latent film masters.
The functional flow diagram of the QAF function is shown in Figure 10-4. The
QAF consists of the following subfunctions:
*• Image data correction
b. Generation of film data
c. Production of film masters
d. Generate film roll feedback
e. Operator communication
f. Generate process feedback.
j?|-. 10.3.4 INPUTS
MAG Inputs
v. ^ -. ;









































MAG Engr and Test Data
A-Tape Label
















MAG Process Request Feedback
Labelled HDT-AM
Operator Messages and Reports
MCCA Data, Process Request
QAFG Data, Process Request
MAG QA Reports
Uncorrelated CP Data
The MAG external Interfaces are shown in Figure 10-5.
MCCA Inputs





























































































The MCCA external interfaces are shown in Figure 10-6.
QAFG Inputs

























































External interface relationships for QAFG are shown in Figure 10-7.
10.3.5 HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY
The MAG, MCCA and QAFG requirements are supported by a complement of hardware
and software, synthesized to enable Landsat-D program objectives to be met and
necessary throughput to be attained.
The MIPS consists of three nearly identical image data processing strings, which
are each comprised of the following major hardware elements:
a. VAX 11/780 computer system


















c Moving Window Display (only 1)
d. Decommutator
e. Serial to Parallel Data Input (SPDI) Formatter
£. Parallel to Serial Data Output (PSDO) Formatter
g. IGF Tape Control (ITC)
h. 23-Track High Density Digital Recorder (HDDR)
i. Comtal Display (2)
J. Dlcomed 70 oaa Film Recorder
k. Zoom Transfer Scope (ZTS) (only 1)
?.. Digitizer (only 1).
Software support consists of:
a. System software
b. Device drivers .
c. Utility software
d. Process packages.
The first three categorier are transparent to process operations. Those
programs unique to MAG, MCCA and QAFG are listed bel>w.
a. MSS Archive Generation (MAG)
1. MCON - MA jntrol Process
2. MING - MAG Ingest Spooler Subprocess
3. MDEX - MAG Data Extraction Subprocess
4. MCCD - MAG Geometric Correction Data Subprocess Generation
5. MHDG - MAG HAAT Data Generation Subprocess
















b. Manual Cloud Cover Assessment (MCCA)
1. Hv'CA - Manual Cloud Cover Assessment Process
c. Quality Assurance Fila Generation (QAFG)
1. QFMONITOR - QF Monitor Process
2. QFFILM - QF Film Write Process
10.4 PROCESS OPERATIONS
As noted, this section considers MAG, MCCA and QAFG processes as one concurrent
activity, but capable of being run independently. A typical process will be
discussed with Interactive and interface elements highlighted. Samples of
detailed procedures are shown to aid in understanding the step by step process
necessary to effect a smooth MAC Jata flow. Operator activities and timing
constraints are shown to complete the plan. A summary paragraph relating to
contingency operations and error recovery is provided for guidance in the
preparation of contingency operations procedures.
Design traceability for the MAG, MCCA and QAFC functions is shown in Figure
10-8, the applicable specification tree.
To set some bounds for the following discussions, some timing requirements are
given here.
Processing Time Allocation
The MIPS functions are allocated time as shown in Table 10-1. The model assumes
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RMs are Input to Che MIPS dally. Each of these HOT-RHs contains leas than a
NIPS string image disk capacity of 35 scenes.










The specific loading for each of the MIPS functions is delineated in the
following paragraphs. It should be noted that this processing load is
considered typical and that a different product mix for any given processing day
would result in a somewhat different processing time allocation for the MIPS
functions.
1. Archive Generation
A total processing load of 220 scenes is processed by MSS archive
generation; 200 newly acquired and 20 rework. Each newly acquired HDT-RM is
processed to a single HOT-AM. The rework scenes are randomly distributed on
nine HDT-RMs and are processed multiple HDT-RM to HDT-AM. Thus, the input
and output to archive generation is 18 HDT-RM and 10 HDT-AM.
2. MCCA










Quality assurance filu generation of the 220 scenes, one image per scene,
is performed concurrently with archive generation.
Initial Archive Generation
This paragraph describes the initial generation of the archival product (HDT-AM)
from a single HDT-RM. One HDT-RM to one HDT-AM is the normal MIPS operational
scenario for the initial generation of the archival product* Multiple HDT-RMs
which cumulatively contain less than the image disk capacity will be written to
a single HDT-AM. Included in this scenario is the generation of QA (70 mm) film
and MCCA. The operational scenario is depicted in the data flow diagram. Figure
10-9. The following describes each function:
1. MMF generates a move order for an HDT-RM to be transferred from the
tape archive to MIPS. The tape archive operator performs the move
operation and logs it into MIPS.
2- MMF generates an AC process request for the KDT-RM for transfer to
MIPS.
3. MIPS transfers the process request and places it in queue with other
process requests. The operator may reorder the queue at his option.
4. When the AC process request for the HDT-RM reaches the front of the
queue, MIPS will issue an HDT mount request.
5. The MIPS operator mounts and positions the HDT-RM in response to the
HDT mount request, and informs the MIPS string that the HDT mount is
complete.




















images up to the image disk capacity (approximately 35 scenes). If the
• number of scenes contained on the HDT-RM exceeds the disk capacity,
the scenes which MIPS is unable to ingest will receive an appropriate
status code in the process request feedback. When the MMF receives
the feedback a new process request for the unprocessed scenes will be
generated. The HD!>R playback data rates are:
a. Playback desired data at 1/4 real-time (RT).
WL • b. Undesired data is skipped at 1/4 RT, 4 RT or 300 IPS, dependent
Vji on length of tape to be skipped.
After completion of the data ingest phase, MIPS will initiate the data
extraction function and HDT-RM rewind.
6a. The MIPS operator or a QA person will monitor the ingested data on the
Comtal display. One operator selectable band is displayed during the
ingest phase.
7. MIPS extracts data required for HAAT generation, radlometric
lv
~ . correction, QAF and MCCA. Upon completion of the data extraction
function of the calculation phase, MIPS will:
a. Initiate the calculation functions of the calculation phase.
b. Initiate QAF generation.
c. Issue an MCCA request to the operator.
NOTE: Functions 8, 9, 10,12, 13 and 14 will be performed in parallel
f;£ with functions 7 and 15 and will be complete prior to the completion
of function 15. Function 11 is shown at this point for clarity, but













8. The HDT-RM is rewound at 300 IPS.
9. MIPS issues an HOT dismount request to the operator.
10. The NIPS operator dismounts the HDT-RM in response to the HOT dismount
request. He then informs the MIPS string that the HOT dismount is
complete.
11. The MIPS operator logs out the HDT-RM and MMF generates & move order
for the HDT-RM to be transferred from MIPS to the tape archive (see
above note). The tape archive operator performs the move operation.
12. MIPS issues an HDT mount request for a blank tape to be mounted.
13. The MIPS operator requests an HDT-AM label from MMF and receives the
next sequential label. He then inputs the HDT indentification to the
MIPS string via a terminal.
14. After attaching the HDT-AM label to a blank HDT, the MIPS operator
mounts and positions the HDT. He then informs the MIPS string that
the HDT mount is complete.
15. MIPS performs the calculation functions of the calculation phase.
During this phase, control point chips and control point neighborhoods
which fail to correlate will be saved, along with the directory
information and the rejection code, in a file. This file will be
written to CCT upon operator command.
16. MIPS issues a request to the operator to perform cloud coyer
assessment of the scenes ingested from the HDT-RM.










18. Output phase - MIPS radiometrlcally corrects and writes the Image data
and the HAAT data to the HDT-AM. The HDT-AM directory la also
generated during this phase.
18a. The MIPS operator or a QA person will monitor the radiometrlcally
corrected Image data on a Comtal display.
19. The MIPS operator initiates MCCA and scores the scenes ingested from
HDT-RM 0XYZRM. This function may be initiated at any time after
issuance of the MCCA request.
20. The HDT-AM is rewound at 300 IPS.
21. Upon completion of the output phase and MCCA, MIPS generates the AC
process request feedback.
22. MIPS transfers the process request feedback file, QA files, HDT-AM
directory and GHIT data to the MMF.
23. MIPS issues an HDT dismount request to the operator.
24. The MIPS operator dismounts the HDT-AM in response to tha HDT dismount
request and informs the MIPS string that the HDT dismount is complete.
NOTE: At this point the MIPS string is ready to start the next
process request.
25. Upon completion of the output phase, MIPS outputs hard copy reports to
the operator Including:
a. Process Summary Report
b. QA Data Summary
c. Operator Log (if requested)
26. The MIPS operator reviews the reports to evaluate system performance.






27. The QA group will review the reports to determine the PEPG scene and
tape dump requirements.
28. MIPS generates a QA film directory either at the end of film or on
operator command to dismount the film roll.
29. MIPS issues a roll change request to the operator.
30. MIPS transfers the film roll directory to MMF. MMF generates a
request for photo lab processing.
31. The MIPS operator requests a QAF label from MMF and receives the next
sequential label. He then inputs the roll identification to the MIPS
string via a terminal and attaches the label to a fresh roll of film.
i 32. The MIPS operator removes the film.roll from the Dicomed and mounts
the fresh roll of film.
33. The MIPS operator delivers the latent film to the MMF shipping area to
be sent to the photo lab.
10.4.1 MSS ARCHIVE GENERATION (MAG)
The objective of MAG is to process HDT-RMs through a variety of subprocesses to
HDT-AMs. Since this process Is very long, two segments have been selected to
use as examples in this document. They are the first 14 steps of the
initialization sequence, and a section of the sequence showing work orders in
finished state for MCCA, and work orders in completed state for QAF.





\ . Revision A
\ a. VAX 11/780 16 July 1982
b. 6 RP06 Disk Drives
P '
" c. Line Printer
d. 1 VT100 Terminal
e. 1 LA36 Terminal
f. 1 28 Track High Density Recorder
g. Time Code Translator
h. PSDO




1. 1 Comtal Image Display
,v m. Matrix Switch
MS.
1 n. FPS API80V
o. SPDI
Feedback is required to MMF for all process requests. An example of the archive
generation feedback scene record is included for illustration. It contains MCCA
feedback information.
Scene Record Feedback
There will be one scene record for each scene requested for processing on the
process request. These records, which appear immediately following the
corresponding HDT-R interval record, include scene identification, bands





Table 10-2. Archive Generation Process Request Feedback



















EBCORD TYPE - FBSC
INTERNAL SOESE IDENTIFICATION
MSPPPRRRDDDD
M e MISSION SUMBER - 4 « LANDSAT-D
S - SEMSOR TTPE 5 « LANDSAT-D
'M' - MSS PRIME
PPP. » PATK
ERR » ROW
DDDD = DAYS SI1CE LAUNCH (0001-9999)
HASA SCENE IDENTIFICATION
MDDDDHHMMT
M • MISSION NDMBER A= LANDSAT-D
5 - LANDSAT-D




T- TENS OF SECONDS
QUADRANT CLOUB COVER ASSESSMENT















Table 10-2. Archive Generation Process Request Feedback









































XXX " SEQUENCE NUMBER
REFERENCE APPENDIX A
BANDS AVAILABLE - SET TO
ZERO WHEN NOT AVAILABLE
BYTES 45-49 ARE BLANK FILLED FOR
SOFTWARE CONSISTENCY
BAND DATA - BLANK IF BAND IS ABSENT
B • BAND NUMBER
M - MODE 'L1 - LINEAR
'C1 - COMPRESSED
G - GAIN '»' = HIGH
'L1 » LOW
Q - QUALITY (0-9 WHERE 9 IS HIGHEST)
BAND DATA FOR BANDS 2-4 IN THE FORMAT
OF BYTES




M • MISSION 2 - LANDSAT 2
3 - LANDSAT 3
4 - LANDSAT D





B - BAND 1-4
T • TYPE C » CCP
S - SCP
R - RCP
L - LS 2/3
XX - ZCNE 01-25
YYY - SEQUENCE WITHIN SCENE
Table 10-2. Archive Generation Process Request Feedback

















Q SUCCESS FLAC-CP 1 ORIGINAL PAGE ISB « ROT ATTEMPTED OF POOR QUALITY
S • SUCCESSFUL
C • 7AILED TO CORRELATE
P •• REJEC/ED BY FILLER
0 • CP OUTSIDE SCENE









X BLANK FILL. RESERVED FOR
CORRELATION PEAK VALUE CPl
x .000 - .999
X BLANK FILL. RESERVED FOR CPl
PEAK MTNIMIX C17RVATURF
X .000 - .999
X BLANK TILL. RESERVED FOR
ALONG TRACK RKSIPUAT. CPl
X 00.0 - 99.9
X BLANK FILL RESERVED FOR
CPnp? TTAfTf pF<;TnTiAi rr>l
X 00.0 - 99.9
rXTNTROL POINT INFORMATION FOR POINTS 2
THROUGH 20 IN SAME FORMAT AS BYTES fS-97.
LDS REPORT ON TEE PERFORMANCE OF THE CONTROL POXWTS USED IN
ENERATION. IF FEVER THAN 20 CONTROL VOINTS WER2 AVAILABLE









When the scene data Is not successfully processed, an error code will be
returned by the MIPS identifying the type of error encountered.



























MIPS MAIN MENU IS DISPLAYED. FIGURE 10-10
MIPS PROMPTS, "FUNCTION"
STRING IS INITIALIZED, THE
MESSAGE INDICATING THE
PROCESS ID OF THE PCE IS
PRINTED AND MIPS
REPEOMPTS, "FUNCTION".
MIPS DISPLAYS CAPABILITIES FIGURE 10-11
MENU AND PROMPTS,
"CAPABILITIES:"
MIPS DISPLAYS STRING . FIGURE 10-12
CAPABILITIES AND REPROMPTS,
"CAPABILITIES:"
MIPS RETURNS TO THE MAIN
STRING MENU AND PROMPTS,
"FUNCTION"
MIPS DISPLAYS STRING FIGURE 10-13
CHARACTERISTICS AND PROMPTS,
"PACKAGE OPERATION"
CURRENT PACKAGE SETTINGS ARE . FIGURE 10-14
DISPLAYED AND MIPS REPROMPTS,
"PACKAGE OPERATION:".
MIPS RETURNS TO MAIN CONTROL
MENU AND PROMPTS "FUNCTION".
MIPS TYPES IMAGE DISK
ALLOCATION DISPLAY AND PROMPTS
"PSK:ENTER (ALL OR PKG NAME):"
CURRENT DISK ALLOCATIONS FOR
ALL MIPS PACKAGES ARE DISPLAYED
MIPS RETURNS TO MAIN CONTROL
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11 TYPE "ATTN CCP
ALLOC MAC
DISKAAAAAAAAAAAA<CR>"
12 TYPE "ATTN CCP
ALLOC MAC
DISKCCCCCCCCCCCC<CR>"
13 TYPE "ATTN CCP
ALLOC MAG
DISKBBBBBBBBBBBB<CR>'





206 TYPE "ATTN MAG PAUSE"
207 MOUNT AN HOT-AM
208 TYPE "ATTN NCS
209 TYPE "DMS"
210 TYPE "R MSEXER"
211 TYPE "DV MSAO:"
212 TYPE "SW 6,2"
213 TYPE "SW 6,3"
ATTENTION SAYS MESSAGE WAS
RECEIVED AND SPECIFIED IMAGE
DISK IS ALLOCATED TO MAG
ATTENTION SAYS MESSAGE WAS
RECEIVED AND SPECIFIED IMAGE
DISK IS ALLOCATED TO MAG
ATTENTION SAYS MESSAGE WAS
RECEIVED AND SPECIFIED IMAGE
DISK IS ALLOCATED TO MAG
ATTENTION SAYS MESSAGE WAS
RECEIVED AND SPECIFIED IMAGE
DISK IS ALLOCATED TO PEPG
MIPS DISPLAYS MAG STATUS
AND REPROMPTS, "STATUS>"
CONTROL RETURNS TO MAIN COMMAND
LEVEL AND MIPS PROMPTS,
"FUNCTION:".
INCEST COMPLETES AND HCS SENDS
A TAPE DISMOUNT MESSAGE TO LAO:
WHEN OUTPUT PHASE INITIATED
MOUNT HDT-AM FOR MP813020001
L4MHA8130303<CR>"
SET UP MATRIX SWITCH
WORK AROUND
RUN MATRIX SWITCH EXERCISER
SPECIFY DEVICE ID
SWITCH PSDO TO CHANNEL 2
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214 TYPE "SW 6,4"
215 TYPE "SW 6,5"
216 TYPE "SW 1,6"
217 TYPE "EX"






224 TYPE "READ MAG<CR>"
225 TYPE "HSET<CR>"
226 TYPE "1<CR>"
227 TYPE "HOLD MAG<CR>"
SWITCH PSDO TO CHANNEL 4
SWITCH PSDO TO CHANNEL 5
SWITCH HDDR TO SPDI
EXIT EXERCISER
MAG RESUMES
DISMOUNT FILM ROLL. FMOUNT
PROMPTS"
FMOUNT WRITES AN END OF FILM ROLL
FRAME AND PRODUCES A FEEDBACK
DIRECTORY FOR THE CCP. FMOUNT
THEN REPROMPTS, "FM>"
FMOUNT EXITS THE SYSTEM AND
MIPS REPROMPTS, "FUNCTION:"
DMU IS ACTIVATED AND ITS MENU
IS DISPLAYED. DMU PROMPTS,
"DMU>"
WORKORDER TOTALS, FOR ALL
PACKAGES, ARE DISPLAYED. DMU
REPROMPTS, "DMU>"
DMU DISPLAYS MAG WORK ORDERS IN
THE READY STATE AND REPROMPTS,
"DMU>"
DMU PROMPTS, "DMU-"ENTER LINE
NUMBER (1 TO 3) DIGITS:"
DMU MOVES THE WORKORDER TO THE
HOLD QUEUE AND PROMPTS, "DMU>"
DMU DISPLAYS MAG WORKORDERS IN
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229 TYPE "FINI KAG<CR>"
230 TYPE "FINI MCA<CR>"
231 TYPE "COMP QAF<CR>"
232 TYPE "EX<CR>"
233 DISMOUNT KDT-AM
234 TYPE "ATTN HCS YES"
DMU DISPLAYS MAG WORKORDERS IN
FINISHED STATE AND REPROMPTS,
"DMU>"
DMU DISPLAYS MCCA WORKORDERS IN
FINISHED STATE AND REPROMPTS,
"DMU>"
DMU DISPLAYS QAF WORKORDERS IN
FINISHED STATE AND REPROMPTS.
"DMU>"
MIPS PROMPTS, "FUNCTION:"
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10.4.2 MANUAL CLOUD COVER ASSESSMENT (MCCA)
Concurrently with the MAG activities the MCCA task Is being performed. This
example Is a detailed sequence of a single work order being processed. The
subsampled scenes are displayed for operator Interaction to assess cloud cover,
accumulate scores on a quadrant basis and produce a processing summary report
when assessment Is complete.
MSS Band 2 Is the nominal band for assessment of cloud cover. Two bands are
available with selection possible by cloud cover analyst. Band 1 is desirable
as a back up band.
Minimum hardware to support MCCA is listed below:
a. VAX 11/780 with 1 megabyte of memory
b. One 175-mbyte disk
c. LA36 terminal (system console)
d. Comtal Image Display terminal
e. VT100 terminal.









MCCA-1 TEST I - DISPLAY AND SCORING PROCEDURES
ACTION SYSTEM RESPONSE COMMENTS
Activate the test
CCP program and the
teat LOGGER.
Log on to system String control menu
under "MIPS" account illustrated in Figure 10-23
at the operator's is displayed, and the
terminal. "FUNCTION" prompt is issued.
Normally, the CCP and logger
will be executing already.
This ia the activation




The MCCA process is
activated and the prompt
"MCA-Please enter your
name>" Is issued.
The MCCA process creates
mailboxes required to
communicate with the
logger and CCP. MCCA
sends a PKG start
handshake message to
the CCP, and waits for
the CCP response.






from the MCCA process and
sends a response to
MCCA. At the CCP terminal,
the following is printed:
"BOTH MAILBOXES ACTIVE"
"START HANDSHAKE"
At the MCCA operator
terminal, the MCCA
command menu (Figure 10-24)
is displayed and the "MCA>"
prompt is issued.
The following prompt is
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Clcsi Out this Work Order and Exit MCCA
MCA>








MCCA-1 TEST 1 - DISPLAY AND SCORING PROCEDURES




A channel Is assigned to
Comtal Unit 01 and the
"MCA>" command prompt Is
re-Issued.
The MCCA process requests
a work order from the CCP
via mailbox message. The
test PCE receives the message
and outputs the following
at its terminal: "W.O.
Request" "W.O. present?
(1 - yea, 0 - no)>"
At the CCP terminal. The test PCE outputs the





<CR> Enter another name
SelectionX
At the CCP terminal, The test PCE provides a work
type "1(C/R)" order message to the MCCA
process. The MCCA process then
accesses the WOS file,
creates a scratch file (CCA),








13 Type "1 (C/R)"
The MCCA process produces the
work order summary display
illustrated in Figure 10-25,
and issues the "MCA>" prompt.
The MCCA process will issue
the following prompt "MCA-
Speclfy scene number «CR>-
next unscored)>"
The subsampJed image file and
RLUT file are accessed. The
SDS4232
10-52

































NA • Not assessed
There are 0 scenes asseeeed.












15 Repeat step 14 for
each of the remain-
ing 3 quadrants
entering 10, 20,30.
Once the last quad-




from the entering of
(C/R) and the
output of the score
prompt. It should
be <8 seconds.
entire image is read,
corrected and displayed.
The image is then annotated.
Figure 10-26 illustrates the
content and format of the
annotation data. Once the
image is displayed, the
following prompt is issued:
"MCA - Enter score for
quadrant 1 (NA » no assess,
C - Chg band, <CR> - skip
quad)>"
The cloud cover score
is displayed on the Comtal
above the quadrant (see
Figure 10-27)
The MCCA process displays
the following prompt: "MCA -
Specify scene number (<CR> -
next unscored)>"
17 Type "C(C/R)"
The MCCA process displays the
next image as described in
step 4. The message "MCA -
Scene 2 Selected" is printed to
indicate the scene displayed.
Next, the following prompt
is issued. "MCA - Enter score
for quadrant 1 (NA - no assess
C - chg band, <CR> - skip
quad)>"
The MCCA process accesses the
subsampled image file to read
and display the alternate
MSS image for this scene. It























































































































MCCA-1 TEST 1 - DISPLAY AND SCORING PROCEDURES
ACTION SYSTEM RESPONSE COMMENTS
18 Type "20 (C/R)"
Time Che duration
from entering (C/R)
to the issuance of
the next prompt.
It should be <5
seconds.
19 Repeat step 18 for
each of the re-
maining 3 quad-
rants entering 44,






score for quadrant 1 (NA - no
assess, C • chg band, <CR> •
skip quad)>"
The cloud cover score of 20
is displayed on the Coratal
above the first quadrant.
22 Type "HELP"
23 Type "LIST (C/R)"
The MCCA process displays the
following prompt: "MCA -
Specify scene number (<CR> »
next unscored)>"
See Figure 10-28
This returns to the "KCA>"
prompt.
The MCCA S/W determines




TRY AGAIN") and re-issues
the "MCA>" prompt.
The MCCA command menu
is displayed (see
Figure 10-24).
A work order summary is
displayed at the user's
terminal (Figure 10-29) and




























**** MCCA WORK ORDER SUMMARY ****
KDT-RM: UMMR8130907
SCENE INTERNAL MSS SCORE 1 SCORE 2 SCORE 3 SCORE
NO. SCENE ID BANDS (Z) (2) (X) (2)
1 4M1011020105 1,2 0 10 20 30
3 4M1011030105 1.2 20 44 55 66
NA « Not assessed










MCCA-i TEST 1 - DISPLAY AND SCORING PROCEDURES
ACTION SYSTEM RESPONSE COMMENTS
24 Type "EXIT (C/R)'
25 Type "C (C/R)'
26 Type "EX(C/R)"
MCCA returns the scoring
information to the work orcfer
set and then prompts "MCA -
What should this work order be
marked? (C) complete, (I)
incompleteX'
A Processing Summary Report
(see Figure 10-30) is written
on the line printer and the
CCA, R/C data and subsampled
image data files are deleted
A W.O. completion notification
is sent to the CCP. CCP
displays "W.O. complete", in
response. Before MCCA exits
it sends a package termination




At the operator terminal,
the "FUNCTION" prompt
is re-issusd.
The process is terminated
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10.4.3 QUALITY ASSURANCE FILM GENERATION (QAFG)
All scenes selected foe archive generation will have one band exposed on 70 mm
film. The radiometrically corrected data will be further corrected
geometrically for earth rotation. QAFG tasks can be accomplished concurrently
with MAG or separately, if necessary.
Minimum hardware to support QAFG is listed below:
a. VAX 11/780 with 2 megabyte of memory
b. Three 176 megabyte disks
1. 1 System disk where VMS operating system resides
2. 1 user disk where all QAF software resides
3. 1 image data disk
r. LA36 terminal (system console)
d. Dicomed film recorder
e. One VT100 video terminal
f. One line printer.





QAF Test 1 Normal Pro-.ess.tng





1 On the MIPS terminal,
LOGIN to the MIPS
account
2 TYPE "IN (C/R)"
3 TYPE "FM (C/R)"
Type in film roll ID
"L4ZQR8122303(C/R)"
VMS will respond with
"Welcome to VAX/VMS
V2.2 on Node _MIPS2::".
Th-t MIPS command menu




The CCP and LOGGER will
be activated and the
following message is typed:
"XRUN-S-PROC-ID",
Identification of created
process is the process
ID assigned by VMS.
The message "CCPPCE
PACKAGE CONTROL EXECU-
TIVE IS ACTIVATED WOID-"
is sent to the system
console. The prompt
"FUNCTION:" is displayed.
The film mount utility
is activated and
dltplaya the version
number and link date
at the operator's termi-






ID specified is invalid
(the character "7,") and
issues the following
error message:
"FMNT - FIELD 3 OF FILM
ROLL IS INVALID". "FMNT
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QAF Test I Normal Processing





5 Type in film roll ID
"L4MQR8122303(C/R)"
6 Type in number of
frames "20(C/R)"
7 Type "DMU (C/R)"
8 Type "DISP (C/R)"






the film roll ID while
displaying: "FMNT -
WRITING ROLL ID...."
and then writing teet
pattern with the message
"FKNT - WRITING TEST
PATTERN FRAME ".
Ac the end of writing
test pattern, FMOUNT
displays the messages:
"FMNT - DICOMED MOUNTED
FOR FILM ROLL ID:
L4MQR8122303" and




The DMU command summary
is displayed, Figure
10-32. The prompt
"DMU>" is issued on the
terminal.
The display menu of DMU
is listed on the terminal,
Figure 10-33. The "DMU>"
prompt is issued.
DMU creates a display of
the work orders in the
string. Figure 10-34
illustrates the format.
The "DMU>" prompt is
issued.
This is an estimated
number of frames on
the roll.
It should take about
2 minuteo to write
each frame.
MNFSTYYDDDXX
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QAF Test 1 Normal Processing









10 Type "READ QAF(C/R)"
11 Type "HSET 3(C/R)'
12 Type "WOTO (C/R)"
13 Type "EXIT (C/R)"
14 Type "HELP (C/R)"
15 Type "QAF (C/R)"
16 Type "ST (C/R)"
The work orders ready for
QAF are displayed, Figure
10-35. Ac this point we
wish to move work order
"MIP81282L003QAF01" to









is now in hold state.
"DMU>" prompt is issued.
To exit DMU process.
"DMU TERMINATION i3 dis-
played and the "FUNCTION:"
prompt is issued.

















While in this mode
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QAF Test 1 Normal Processing





17 Type "QAF (C/R)"
18 Type "EXIT (C/R)"
19 Type "ATTN QAF PAUSE
20 Type "ATTN QAF RESUME
(C/R)"
The current status of
QAF is displayed, Figure
10-37. The "STATUS>" prompt
is issued.




QAF to send "MESSAGE
RECEIVED" to terminal
and send a message to
the operator's console,
"QAFQFM 1059... QAF PAUSING
BY OPERATOR... WOID-MIP81
XXXXXXXXQAF01"
Followed with "QAFQFM 1097





issued. Wait for "...QAF is
PAUSED..." message and then
This command resumes QAF
processing when the
process is in paused state.
The message "MESSAGE
RECEIVED" is output to
terminal and nessage
"...QAF RESUMED..." is





available work orders in
the ready queue, termination
messages are output to the




Repeat steps 15-17 to
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QAF Test 1 Normal Processing
e-
STEP OPERATOR ACTION SYSTEM RESPONSE COMMENTS
21 Type "FM (C/R)" This command activates
the FMOL'NT utility. The
message "FMNT - VERSION:
LINK




22 Type "Y (C/R)" The end of roll QA test The filmm roll dir.
pattern is written, the file is copied to a
messaged "FMNT - WRITING feedback file
TEST PATTERN FRAME..." "QAFXXX.DAT" and
and "FMNT - NEW ROLL notification is sent to.
DIRECTORY FILE CREATED" the CCP.
are. output to the system
console and terminal.




23 Type "\EX (C/R)" This causes FMOUNT to
exit uit'iiout requesting
mount information. The











10.5.1 ERROR HANDLING CONCEPTS
This paragraph states the error handling concepts that are used throughout MIPS
software. It establishes the criteria that will be used to classify errors and
to determine the appropriate error responses. .These responses include:
a. Notification of the operator
b. Operator actions based on error notification
c. Special messages sent to the log
d. Retry of the operation where the error was detected
e. Termination of current work
f. Entering error codes into KIPS process request feedback.
Error messages are logged and contain, at a minimum, the time the error is
detected, identification of the software component detecting the error, a six-
digit error code uniquely identifying the error, and a 60-byte character string
describing the error detected f^ee Table 10-3).
Severity of Errors
All errors are classified into exactly one of four types:
a. Non-fatal, no operator notification required
b. Non-fatal, operator notification required
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Non-fatal Errors, No Operator Notification Required
a. Non-fatal errors consist of the following types of errors:
1. Missing or partial data
2. Anomalous data
3. Interface faults (e.g., improper process request)
b. Recover from non-fatal errors automatically and proceed in a timely
manner.
c. As much computed data as possible is retained when non-fatal errors
occur.
d. When it is available .or required, nominal data are substituted for
missing, partial or anomalous data.
e. To the extent possible, non-fatal errors are detected before operator
intervention is required and recovery shall be effective and
appropriate.
f. System software supports automatic retry of standard device (disk,
CCT, etc.) I/O.
Noti-fatal, Operator Notification Required
a. Non-fatal errors requiring operator notification, but no operator
action consist of the following types of errors:
1. ECC error thresholds exceeded
2. Data error thresholds exceeded
b. Recovery from this type of error is automatic and proceeds in a timely







c. The operator is notified via a logged message sent to the hard copy
terminal. Follow-up messages are sent to the operator when the number
of occurrences of the error is a multiple of the error threshold.
Non-Fatal, Operator Intervention Required
a. Non-fatal errors that require operator intervention consist of the
following:
1. Invalid or incorrect operator type-in
2. Improperly configured hardware - device offline, wrong tape
mounted, etc.
3. HOT positioning errors
b. Operator intervention is limited to the following:
1. Re-entry of invalid or incorrect type-in. The operator shall not
enter nominal or default values to be used in the event of
problems with other data sources.
2. Correction of hardware problems, or HOT positioning problems in
an offline mode.
3. Notification to software when offline corrections are complete.
c. The operator is given the following options:
1. Retry the current processing that resulted in the error after
fixing the cause
2. Continue the current process ignoring the error
3. Skip the current unit of work and proceed to the next









5. Terminate the current process in lieu of correcting the problem.
d. Software is written in such a way that non-fatal errors, requiring
operator intervention, can be detected and corrected before
significant processing has begun, this is accomplished by:
1. Early validation of operator type-ins
I 2. Early validation of external inputs such as disk files,
[ mailboxes, etc.
t
i 3. Early validation that hardware configuration meets the needs ofi
the processing to be performed.
This applies to the subsystem as a whole and to individual programs.
e. Recovery shall be effective and appropriate to the problem.
fatal Errors
a. Fatal errors consist of:
1. Detected system H/W or S/W faults during active processing
2. Internal logic faults, including: recursive faults, unexpected
or unidentifiable states, or unrecoverable conditions.
b. All or part of the system (as appropriate) shall be orderly terminated
when a fatal error occurs. This process shall be as automated as
possible with operator intervention minimized.
c. In the event of a fatal error, currently active data shall be






10.5.2 OPERATOR NOTIFICATION AND LOGGING
Non-Fatal Errors, No Operator Notification Required
To assist in problem isolation, details of the faulty condition are accumulated
and recorded as part of normal processing status, process request feedback,
and/or QA feedback, whichever are appropriate. Non-fatal error messages are not
logged on the operator's console nor logged by the logger.
Non-Fatal Errors, Operator Notification Required
To assist the operator in isolating easily correctable non-fatal errors (e.g.,
dirty HDDR record heads) or non-fatal errors that might result in considerable
rework if left uncorrected, messages are logged on the operator's consols and in
the log file. These messages are sent every time error counts reach non-zero
multiples of the error count thresholds maintained in the MIPS parameters.
To assist QA in problem isolation and detection, accumulated ECO and other error
counts are recorded as part of normal processing status, process request
feedback, and/or QA feedback, whichever are appropriate.
Non-Fatal Errors, Operator Direction Required
During the recovery process, sufficient information is reported to the operator
to allow accurate assessment of the situation.
Operator recoverable errors are only recorded by the operator when entering







Error condition codes and error context are logged on the operator's error
terminal immediately. The operator is made aware of all major changes to the
system state as a result of orderly shutdown. All messages between the operator
and software are logged.
10.5.3 RETRY CAPABILITIES
a. By reordering the work orders queue, the operator is capable of
retrying any work unit that has failed to process successfully.
b. When automatic positioning of the HOT fails, the following occur:
1. The operator is given a chance to manually position the tape in
order to move past a bad section to where data actually begins.
The operator can also manually mount a new tape if it was
i determined that the wrong tape was mounted.i
2. Upon notification by the operator that manual positioning is
complete, software retries automatic positioning to verify the
operator's actions.
These two steps are repeated until the operator explicitly tells
software to give up.

















The retries are transparent to applications programs and. occur a
reasonable and finite number of times. Application software is given
the option to enable or disable retries.
On all non-fatal errors requiring operator intervention, the operator










The archive completion generation transaction is performed by the Ground
Management Subsystem (GHS) - an element within the Mission Management Facility
(MMF).
DEC2050 hardware systems are employed to run the MSS version of the archive
completion generation transaction; similarly, DEC2060 systems are utilized to
run the TM version of archive completion generation. The DEC2050/2060 systems
are not used interchangeably relative to this software transaction.
Both the DEC2030 system and the DEC2060 system are located in the computer room
on the second floor of GSFC Building 28. Figure 5-5 shows the layout of the MMF-
M EDP equipment and provides the "equipment unique" ID numbers assigned to.-each
of the hardware items.
11.1.2 SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS
CMS uses the Decnet system and the four units of software shown below to run the
archive completion generation transaction:
a. MIPS/TIPS initial product/archive product data receive process
(GX1REC) - computer program design specification, LSD-MMF-CPD-2078
b. CMS MIPS archive generation feedback verification (GPIAFV/A) computer







HDDR product assessment entry program (GQHASS) - computer program
design specification, LSD-MMF-CPD-2074




MMF-M (multispectral scanner products) and MMF-T (thematic mapper products) use
different, non-interchangeable versions of the archive completion generation
transaction and different EDP hardware systems.
This document addresses the MMF-M version of archive completion generation.
With respect to MMF-M, the scope of the archive completion generation
transaction includes:
a. Automatic and periodic interface with MIPS to ascertain the existence
of new A-tapes
b. Transferring file names and fl l<> contents associated with the newly
created A-tapea, from MIPS to MMF-M via Decnet
c. Comparing and verifying the information in the transferred files
against existing information in the MMF-M data base
d. Updating the MMF-M data base with the results of the analyses
performed in (c.)
e. Creation of permanent entries of new scene data in the MMF-M data base






11.2.2 PRECEDING PROCESSING ACTIVITIES
11.2.2.1 Preceding Activity
The MSS archive geaeration transaction (MAG - see Section 10) must have run
successfully before the archive completion generation transaction can be
implemented.
In addition to processing R-tape scene intervals into A-tape scene intervals,
MAG generates three files used in subsequent product development processes.
A summary description of these files follows:
a. HDT-A directory file/GHIT data file. These files are generated
conjointly in MIPS for each A-tape generated in MIPS. The files are
Identified by the header AGTXXX, where XXX is a HIPS-supplied sequence
number. The A-tape directory files contain:
1. A-tape IJ> numbers - .
2. Scene interval times
3. Scenes recorded on the A-tape
A. Processing information - e.g., cloud cover.
b. MlPS-generated, R to A process request feedback files. These files
contain:
1. The ID numbers of the R-tapes containing good scenes






3. The identification of the intervals and scenes used from each R-
tape
4. The location of the same intervals and scenes on the A-tape
5. A listing of the R-tape scenes that were not processed
S. A listing of the R-tape scenes that were reworked
7. A listing of the R-tape scenes that were cancelled with a icason
given for their cancellation.
c. MlPS-generated, HDT-R/HDT-A quality assurance files. These files are
identified by IQYXXX, where Y signifies A, B, or C for MIPS 1, 2, or
3, respectively, and XXX is a KIPS-generated sequence number. The
contents of these files provide a "quality" summary for the R to A
processing in terms of:
1. The number of good scenes processed
2. The number of bad scenes rejected
3. The identity of the R-tapes and A-tapes used in archive
generation.
11.2.2.2 Succeeding Activity









software transaction in Scenario II - MSS archive generation support.
Scenario II - MSS Archive Generation Support
a. PCS Phase One Scheduling
b. PCS Phase One Completion Notification
c. GSTDN Data Receipt
d. PCS Phase Two Scheduling
e. PCS Phase Two Completion Notification
f. Archive Generation Scheduling
g. Archive Completion Generation
h. GHIT Generation
i. Archive Dissemination Scheduling
j. Archive Dissemination Completion Notification
k. EDC Data Receipt.
Archive generation completion is the mechanism that:
a. Ascertains the existence of new "A" tapes produced by MIPS
b. Via Decnet, transfers the HDT-A tape directory files, the GHIT data
files, the R to A process request feedback files and the HDT-R/HDT-A
QA files from MIPS to MMF-M
c. Compares user information data in the MMF-M data base against
information in the files transferred from MIPS
d. Updates the MMF-M data base
e. Creates permanent entries of new scene data in the data base





Archive completion generation (ACG) Is usually run automatically; however, it
can be run manually via Input to an interactive terminal. When run
automatically, ACG is normally scheduled nine times during an eight: hour work
period. Seven of these runs are allocated to Interfacing with MIPS, monitoring
the development of new A-tape3 in MIPS and processing feedback data associated
with A-tape generation. Two runs are reserved for monitoring R to A tape rework
In MIPS, with the subsequent processing of feedback data typical to A-tape
generation.
The combined output of ACG is 220 scenes per 8 hours work period.
The reasons for running ACG manually are identical to those for running the
archive generation scheduling transaction manually, i.e.,
a. The existence of R-tape problems
b. A requirement to process a small work load
c. A requirement to expedite a priority scene interval.
Similarly, the MMP data processing planner decides how ACG is run-manually or
automatically-depending on circumstances.
When archive completion generation is run manually, the data processing planner
will prepare a list of queries and responses - applicable to GXIREC, GQHASS,
GPIAFV/A and GPARCO - for the production control specialist who ultimately
controls archive completion generation via interactive terminal.





is clock triggered periodically end operator Intervention Is not required except
to Inspect and f i le hard copy printouts.
11.3.2 PROCESS FLOW DESCRIPTION
Data flow for the archive completion generation transaction Is shown in Figure
11.3-1. A description of this processes follows.
Every time each MIPS string processes R-tape scenes onto an A-t<spe, it also
generates several associative files, namely:
a. HDT'A directory and CHIT data files
b. R to A proceos request feedback files
c. HDT-R/HDT-A QA files.
for each of the R-tapes processed. The nameti of these files and a description of
their contents are stored In the MIPS string's VAX directory file, TffitJFIL.DAT.
MMF-M needs the Information stored in TRNFIL.DAT to continue subsequent product
development processing, so MMF-M accesses these files automatically and
periodically each time ACG is clock triggered.






































GXIREC (Initial product/archive produce data receive process) opens a Decnet
data link between HMF and each MIPS string. GXIREC then transfers the
TRNFIL.DAT file across Decnet and performs the following processes:
a. It extracts the associative file names from TRNFIL.DAT and records
them In the MMF CURINX.IRC file
b. It enters the contents of the associative files In the MMF-M data
base.
GQHASS (product assessment entry program) accesses the QA associative files
pulled across Decnet, records their contents and generates a summary report.
GPIAFV/A (MIPS archive generation feedback verification) consists of two
components, V and A. V stands for verification, A stands for application. The
verification component, GPIAFV, verifies the contents of the associative MIPS
generated GHIT data files and the process request feedback files and compares
the data in these files against corresponding information in the MMF-M data
base.
The application component, GPIAFA, utilizes the results of GPIAFV and udpates
the following information in the MMF-M data base:
a. IDs of R-tapes successfully processed in MIPS
b. IDs of R-tapes requiring rework
c. Cancellation log entries





In addition, CPIAPA creates data baoc records for newly created A-tapes.
Information contained in these recordo consists of scene definition, scene ID,
etc.
11.3.3 INPUT
Input to the archive completion generation transaction consists of:
a. Archive generation process request feedback from MIPS via Decnec date
transfer
b. HDT-A tape directory data from HIPS via Decnet data transfer
c. HDTVA CHIT, data from MIPS via Decnet data transfer
d. User product standing order data from the MMF-M data base.
11.3.4 OUTPUT
The archive completion generation transaction produces the following outputs:
a. Creation of a CCT tape that allows the MlPS-generated A-tape
associative file data to be transferred from MIPS to MMF-M, in the
event Decnet is not'operational
b. Permanent entry into the MMF-M data base of original scene IDs that
were recently acquired and processed to the A-tape level
c* Closes out the archive generation request
d. Updates the following information in the MMF-M data base:
1. R-t?.pe ID
2. A-tape ID .
3. ID of scenes acquired





5. ID of scenes reworked
6. A-tape QA data.
11.4 PROCESS OPERATIONS
A summary of the four units of software - CXIREC, GQHASS, GPIAFV/A and GPARCO -
that comprise archive completion generation are presented In paragraphs 11.4.1,
11.4.2, 11.4.3 and 11.4.4.
It is recommended that the CPDSs from which these summaries were extracted be
addressed for supplemental data not included here.
11.4.1 MIPS/TIPS INITIAL PRODUCT/ARCHIVE PRODUCT DATA RECEIVE PROCESS (GXIREC)
Computer program design specification (CPDS) number LSD-MMF-CPD-2078.
11.4.1.1 Unit Description and Purpose
This module transfers files related to initial product/archive product
generation from MIPS/TIPS to MMF. It also allows files to be entered/tracked
into the system when the Decnet link is down.
CXIREC copies all files (related to initial product/archive product generation)
mentioned in the VAX-Transfer-File (TRNFIL.DAT) over from MIPS/TIPS (depending
on the data base sensor type) via Decnet and enters their names into the
CURINX.IRC directory on the DEC-20 at MMF. It also allows files to te
entered/tracked Into the system when the Decnet link is down.
The common parameters required for the program must supply the Tape/Decnet mode,





of VAX strings (nodes) in Che facility and valid file names available from the
sending facility. Then, depending on the sensor type of the data base in which
the program is run, GXIREC does the following for each string within MIPS/TIPS
in the Decnet mode.
First the TRNFIL file itself is copied from the MIPS/TIPS string and GXIREC
reads it to determine which files are to be transferred. These listed files are
checked to see ti.et they have not already been entered in the CURINX.IRC or
DELINX.IRC directories. If a listed file is in one of these directories, no
further action Is teLen. If, however, the opposite Is true and the file name is
valid, then in the automatic mode, the file is copied across Decnet and its name
entered in the CURINX.IRC directory. For the manual mode, the operator must
indicate which of the files in the TRNFIL file are to be copied before the
actual transfer (actual transfer of files across Decnet is done by utility
DUASFT).
The above is done for each string. Finally, a processing summary report is
generated summarizing all actions taken by the program during the course of its
run.
The MIPS/TIPS initial product/archive product data receive program is triggered
either by a MIPS/TIPS signal or by periodic polling by HMF through the initial
product/archive product completion notifier.
The above method is used to transfer files from MIPS/TIPS if the Decnet link is
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their TRNFIL file onto a tape that Is then sent to MMF. At the MMF, the tapes
are read (dona through a JCL) and entered into the MMF system with a file
extension of .BIR (example: TRNFIL.BIR, APR001.BIR, etc.)- The cotnmon-
; parameter-GXIREC is now oet to the tape mode and the operating mode is checked
to see that it is manual. In such a case, GXIREC knows that the files are
i already la the system and all it has to do is to update the directories. The
' TRNFIL,.BIR file is read to determine the files just entered. The various checks
done in the Decnet mode are done here also and, if the-conditions are met, the
file names are entered into the directory 'IRC.' One extra step is done for the
tape mode. When a file name is entered into the 'IRC' directory, an entry is
made to the 'TAKE' file (GXIREN.CMD) created at the beginnning of each run of
GXIREC. The entry indicates that the file name's extension should be renamed to
'IRC'*. After completion of a GXIREC run, another JCL in the transaction shall
execute this CMD file so all file names now in MMF are as required. Another JCL
then deletes the BIR files which were either redundant or not required by the
MMF system. "
GXIREC will create a summary processing report file (GXIREC.SUM), a user
interaction log file (CXIREC.UIL), a 'TAKE' file (GXIREN.CMD) and a production
log (GXIREC.PLG). The summary report file summarizes the processing completed
by GXIREC, while the user Interaction log file details the operator prompts and
responses. The 'TAKE' file contains all of the files entered by GXIREC into the
IRC directory of the data base, which must be renamed to have the same






Data flow through CXIREC is shown in Figure 11.4-1.
11.4.1.2 Input
a. MMF Data Base
1. CCP, Common Parameter
2. DIN-DIRECTORY-INDEX
3. DSq-DIRECTORY-SEQ-FILE-NAME
b. TRNFIL: VAX-Transfer file for MIPS/TIPS
c. MIPS/TIPS Decnet data files
d. Operator Intervention
1. Copying of a particular MIPS/TIPS file decision.
11.4.1.3 Output
a. MMF Data Base
1. DSQ-DIRECTORY-SEQ-FILE-NAME
2. DIN-DIRECTORY-INDEX
b. MIPS/TIPS Decnet data files copied from MIPS/TIPS to DEC-20.
c. Processing summary report stored on disk (GXIRECSUM)
d. Operator Prompt
1. Prompt for decision to copy MIPS/TIPS file over Decnet.
e. The GXIREN.CMD 'TAKE' file in tape mode.
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For tape node only
For tape mode only
.IRC















^Delete *.BIR For tape mode
GXIREN.CMD
@Reoame .BIR .IRC ""
CONTENTS OF GXIREC-ERR.CMD "TAKE" FILE
CXIREC-ERR.CMD
0PRINT GXIREC.*
11.4.1.4 Detailed Operations Sequences
11.4.1.4.1- jopat
The MIPS/TIPS Initial product/archive product receive (GXIREC) program is a part
of the archive scheduling and MIPS/TIPS feedback. It could be ruo automatically
or manually by an operator whenever the Decnet is working. It will copy all
files mentioned in the VAX-Transfer file over from each MIPS/TIPS and place them
in the appropriate directory on the DEC-20. If the Decnet link is down, this
module will be run manually in the tape mode by the operator. It will copy
files specified in a tape and place them in the appropriate directory.
Operator inputs are supplied only when GXIREC Is run in manual mode, and are in
the form of responses to program prompts. The following is a list of GXIREC





Do you wish to enter file name:
into CURINX.IRC?
Do you wish to transfer files
from this string (Y/N)?
Do you wish to proceed with the
GXIREC Program (Y/N)?






Y The Decnet is down, and the operator
wants to enter the file mentioned
into the Directory Data Base
N The operator does not want to enter
the file into the directory when the
Decnet is down
Y Transfer files of a specific string
to DEC-20 via Decnet
N Do not transfer files from that
string to DEC-20
Y Continue copying files
N Halt copying files
Y Transfer files to DEC-20 via Decnet
N Do not transfer files to DEC-20.
11.4.1.4.1.1 Other Inputs
When the Decnet link is up, GXIREC transfers the VAX-Transfer file directory
(TRNFIL) and the files listed within into the MMF system and updates the
CURINX.IRC directory. If the Decnet link is down, all files along with the VAX-
transfer file directory (TRNFIL) that are in the MIPS/TIPS's VAX are dumped onto
a tape which is later read into the MMP system, each file retaining the first
six characters of their original names but under a new extension called '.BIR'.
GXIREC enters these files indicated in the TRNFIL.BIR directory into the
CURINX.IRC Uidex and changes their extension to .IRC through a 'TAKE' file
called CXIREN.CMD. After a GXIREC run, all files not required and still bearing
the extension of 'BIR' are deleted.
Data Base Files
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Job Control Language (JCL)
3XIREC can be implemented by keying either of the following statements:
a. @TAKE GXIREC.CMD ( f o r interactive processing)
b. SUBMIT GXIREC.CTL ( for batch processing).




Several types of messages can result frotr. processing; they can have a variety of
forms, such as operator displays and processing summary messages. Generally,
the messages will be one of the following types:
a. Informational^
Messages of this type are preceded by the phrase "INFORMATION:" and
describe general processing Information such as file names, tape-IDs,
and processing activities. They require no operator actions.
b. Warning.
Messages preceded by "WARNING:" indicate conditions of minor error;
one not serious enough to warrant either aborting the program, or
aborting a processing subset wlthl.i the program. Operator action is
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c. Error 16 July 1982
This type of error message is preceded by "ERROR:" and can describe
either Invalid operator input, or a processing error serious enough to
abort a processing subset within the program. Some form of operator
action is required (see Table 11.4-1).
d. Fatal Errors.
Messages preceded by "FATAL ERROR:" indicate conditions that will
cause the program to abort. The data base is restored to the point
Just prior to the aborted program's execution. The operator is
notified of the aborted processing by an audio alarm on the KCRT and
an error message on the terminal. A hardcopy listing of the error is
automatically printed on the line printer. Various operator actions
are required (see Table 11.4-1).
e. Other.
These messages are not prefixed with any category definition such as
"ERROR:", "INFORMATION:", etc. They describe general infomatlon and
require no operator action.
NOTES
a. All Dccnet handling and Decnet f i le transfers will be accomplished by
using the Decnet utility DUASFT. For any returned statuu other than
DUASFTfltSl, the program is terminated.
b. If a fi le mentioned In the TRNFIL file Is already in the CURINX.IRC or
. DELINK.IRC directory, it is not copied across the Decnet link.





DELINK.IRC directories and if the CCP-CXIREC-MODE is manual, then Che
operator is asked if he wants the file transferred. If not, then tht
program goes to the next file mentioned in the TRNFIL file.
d. The summary report wil l list files successfully transferred and
reasons for not transferring any of the files in the TRNFIL.
e. The number of VAX strings shall be put as a common parameter.
f. If the mode is tape, operating mode must be manual.
g. When the program aborts, the TAKE f i le must be deleted.
h. In the tape mode, if more than one Decnet link is down, the GXIREC
program will have to be run once for each string.
11.4.1.4.2 Output
The HIPS/TIPS initial product/archive product data receive program produces four
types of outputs:
a. Operator display (only when GXIREC is run in manual mode)
b. Updated data base files
c. Summary report file (CXIREC.SUM)
d. 'TAKE' file In *TAPE* mode only (GXIREN.CMD).
Operator Displays
A list of the prompts displayed to the operator and their allowable responses
are detailed in paragraph 11.4.1.4.1.
An incorrect response is indicated to the operator by the following:







| Other informational displays, such as processing and error messages are detailed
in Table 11.4-1.
Files
Aa part of its processing functions, the only data base file updated by CXIREC
is the directory. GXIREC also creates a scratch file (CXIREC.SCR) as part of the
data receive processing. GXIREC generates the following:
a. Processing report files
GXIREC will cteate a summary processing report file (GXIREC.SUM), a user
interaction log file (GXIREC.UIL), a 'TAKE' file (GXIREN.CMD) and a production
log (GXIREC.PLG). The summary report file summarizes the processing completed
by GXIREC, while the user Interaction log file details the operator prompts and
responses. The 'TAKE' file contains all of the files entered by GXIREC Into the
IRC directory of the data 'oase and which, therefore, must be renamed to hav>> the
same extension. The report files are printed via the Job control language
(JCL).
11.4.1.5 Frequency of Operation
GXIREC Is run once for each HDT-R to HDT-A process request. Therefore, as nart
of archive generation scheduling, GXIREC will be Implemented a maximum of nine
tines in an eight-hour work period.
GXIREC requires no operator intervention when clock triggered automatically as





In the manual mode, input to GXIREC is performed by the MMF production control
specialist via KCRT. All decisions and prompt responses required by GXIREC are
prepared by the MMF data processing planner. It is, however, the production
control specialist's responsibility to verify the completeness and format of
this information before entering it via KCRT.
11.4.1.5.1 Control Mechanism
Regardleso of whether GXIREC is run manually or automatically, the quality of
the processing will be monitored by the production control specialist running
the program. Hard copy printouts are to be reviewed for abort or error messages
and appropriate action taken. Similarly, KCRT error messages should be
corrected by reviewing the inputs with the MMF systems analysts.
11.4.1.5.2 Record Keeping and Information Dissemination
After reviewing all hard copy printouts, the production control specialist is





11.4.2 HDDR PRODUCT ASSESSMENT ENTRY PROGRAM, CQHASS, COMPUTER PROGRAM DF.SIGK
SPECIFICATION (CPDS) LSD-MMF-CPD-2074
11.4.2.1 Unit Description and Purpose
The purpose of the HDDR product assessment entry program (GQHASS) is to record
quality information about HDTs and images in tt.e product assessment area of the
MMF data base. The program, which is designed to run In automatic mode, may be
initiated by eithar the operator or by the HDDR assessment entry program. The
quality information to be processed consists of two kinds of data: image
quality and HOT quality.
Image quality refers to the quality of the contents of the tape. Whenever an
HOT is created (HDT-Rs created at DRRTS, HDT-As/Ps created at MIPS/TIPS), the
quality of the Images on the HOT is determined and entered into an image quality
data fll-i (IQDXXX). This file identifies the tape ID, the intervals (for HDT-R
tapes), the scenes ( for HDT-A/P tapes) processed for quality, the pulse 1RIG
time on the tapes when the image was .sampled for quality, and any faults
detected.
The IQDXXX image quality data files are sent from DRRTS or MIPS/TIPS to MMF
where GQHASS will process the files and enter the image quality information into
BTI-BSC-BIQ records within the product assessment area of the MMF aata base.
The BIQ image quality records must be stored under the proper BSC scene record.
This is not a problem for IQDXXX files which come from MIPS/TIPS since the







cone froa DR&TS (HCT-Rs) will not have SCENE-IDs present, only pulse TRIG timea.
CQHAS3 will therefore store all BIQ records from IQDXXX files which come from
DRRTS under a dummy SCENE-ID of 000000000000.
HDT quality refers to the quality of the physical HOT itself. Whenever an HOT
is read or written (which may occur many times for a given HOT), the quality of
the physical HDT is determined and entered into an HDT quality data file
(PAYXXX). This file Identifies the tape-ID, the sceneu on the tape (HDT-A, HDT-
P) processed for quality, the IRIG time of the scene, and the corrected and
uncorrected error counts for faults detected.
The PAYXXX HDT quality data files are sent from DRRTS or MIPS/TIPS- to MKF where
CQSASS will process the files and enter the KDT quality information to BTI-
BSC-BPA records within the product assessment area of the MMF daita base. Like
the BIQ image quality records, the BPA HDT quality records must be stored under
the proper BSC scene record. As before, records coming from DRRTS will not have
SCENE-IDs present and will be tored under the dummy BSC record wi'ih SCENE ID
000000000000. Records originating in MIPS/TIPS will, »s before, be stored under
the proper BSC SCENE-ID since the SCENE-ID Is available in the PAYXXX record.
11.4.2.2 Input
a. MMF data base
b. IQDXXX Image Quality Data File





Data f low through GQHASS is shown In Figure 11.4-2.
11.4.2.1 OutjjuJ^
•. MMK data base
b. ProcessIrvg Summary Report
c. User Interaction Log.
11.4.2.4 Detailed Operational Srqucncta
The CMS HI)OR product assescment entry program (GQHASS) Is to record HOT and
Image q u a l i t y In fo rma t ion In the MMK data base.
CQHAS1-" runs In automatic mode only; no operator Intervention Is required. In
this mode, all tQOXXX Image quality data f i les and PAYXXX HOT qual i ty 'data f i les
which are listed In the Index of current f i les for the IRC, PRC, and DRC
directories w i l l automatically be processed. CQHASS uses the archive product,
common parameter , directory, and product assessment areas of the data base.
Only the product assessment area, however. Is updated.
Funct iona l ly , GQHASS consists of two parts. During part I, CQHASS reads all
IQDXXX and PAY". XX f i l e s , ve r i f i e s the records, and stores the qual i ty
Information as BIQ or BPA data base records under the appropriate BSC record
(dummy SCENE-ID or actual SCENE-ID If avallaole). During part 2, CQHASS w i l l
atteopt to take the B I Q / B P A records stored under the dummy SCENE-ID of
000000PP0|t£* And place them under the correct SCENE-ID. It does this by taking
the pulse I R I C time frua the BIQ/BPA record, retrieving the AA1 and AAS data





















from the BIQ/BPA record falls within the AAS scene start/stop times. When such
an AAS record is found, the proper SCENE-ID is then known and the BIQ/BPA record
can be relinked under the proper BSC scene record.
During the course of processing, all IQDXXX and PAYXXX file names which are
successfully processed are transferred from the CURINX directory to the DELINX
directory, and a summary report is generated which lists all significant actions
which occurred during the execution of the program.
GQHASS can be implemented by keying either of the following statements:
a. Take GQHASS.CMD ( for interactive processing)
b. 0SUBMIT GQHASS.CTL (for batch processing).



























GQHASS requires che following files for input:
a. Image Quality Data Files (IQDXXX.YV)
b. HOT Quality Data files (PAYXXX.YYY).
Data Base Files




















a. Summary report file
b. Updated data base files.
11.4.2.4.2.1 Operator Displays
The end of processing message is the only message that will be displayed to
operator.
11.4.2.4.2.2 Files
As part of its processing functions, the following data bases are updated:
a. Directory
b. Product assessment.
GQHASS creates a scratch file during its processing and a summary processing
report file (GQHASS) containing information about IQDXXX and PAYXXX files that
are already processed. The summary report file is printed via the job control
language.
11.4.2.4.3 Error Messages
Error messages generated by GQHASS are shown in Table 11.4-2.
11.4.2.5 Frequency of Operation
GQHASS is run automatically as part of the archive completion generation
transaction.
11.4.2.6 Control Mechanism
Even though GQHASS is run automatically, the quality of the processing will be
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printouts are to be reviewed for abort and error messages and appropriate action
taken. Error messages should be reviewed with the MMF systems analyst.
11.4.2.7 Record Keeping and Information Dissemination
After reviewing all hard copy printouts, the production control specialist is





11.4.3 CMS MIPS ARCHIVE GENERATION FEEDBACK VERIFICATION (Gr^FV) - COMPUrER
PROGRAM DESIGN SPECIFICATION (CPDS) LSD-MMF-CPD-2053
11.4.3.1 Unrt Description and Purpose
The MIPS archive generation feedback verification program Is a RMS activity
which determines If there are any MIPS archive generation feedback files which
require processing. The program extensively verifies all such feedback files,
performs quality assessment checks on the imagery, and creates feedback,
directory, and GHIT scratch files.
The archive generation, feedback process GPIAFV, runs automatically as part of
the archive completion generation transaction.' It can also be run manually by
the operator. This module verifies the files pertaining to R to A feedback and
creates scratch files to be applied to the data base.
11.4.3.2 Input Description
Operator inputs are supplied only when GPIAFV is run in manual mode, and are in
the form of responses to program prompts.











In Che manual node, the production control specialist implements GPIAFV via KCRT
•ad enters the Information supplied to him by the data processing planner.
Data flow through GPIAFV Is shown In Figure 11.4-3.
11.4.3.3 Output Description
The archive generation feedback process produces two types of outputs: operator
displays (only when CPIAFV Is run in manual mode) and updated data base files
and newly created scratch files, with data to be applied to the data base.
11.4.3.3.1 Operator Displays
These are detailed in Figure 11.4-3.
11.4.3.3.2 Flics i
CPIAFV updates the directory data base fi le as part of its processing function,
with adJitlons and delations of f i le naraes to the current and delete directory
indexes.
CPIAFV creates several scratch files as well. These flies have the nanes
ADSXXX.ext. APRXXX.ext, ACSXXX.ext, and AFSXXX.ext, where 'XXX' Is a sequence
nuaber ranging from 1 to 999 and 'ext' Is an extension of GTB (GPIAFV to be
continued).
GPIAFV will also create s sumtaary processing report file (GPIAFV.SUM) and a user
interaction log file (GPIAFV.U1L). The summary report file suaunarizes the
processing completed by CPIAFV, while the user Interaction log file details the
operator pronpts and responses. These report files are printed via the job
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11.4.3.4 Frequency of Operation
When run automatically as part of the archive completion generation transaction,
GPIAFV runs nine times during an eight-hour work period.
11.4.3.5 Detailed Operational Sequences
11.4.3.5.1 Functional Summary
This nodule uses the archive generation process request file (APR), the archive
generation feedback file (AFB), the HDT-A directory file (HAD) and the GHIT data
file (ACT) In an extensive verification process. During the verification
procedure, quality assessment checks are made on the HDT-R and HDT-A scenes as
well. More than one process request oay be handled in producing <> single HDT-R.
MIPS tabulates all the process requests which produced a particular HDT-A in the
packet directory file. The main drlvar for this module is the directory called
"MIPS received," since processing is attempted for every archive generation
feedback file group received from MIPS in response to a process request. The
extent and type of processing is dependent upon four major factors:
a. The process request error code
b. The process request mode - production or engineering
c. Operator selection (If common parameters indicate the processing mode
to be manual)







These four factors determine whether special processing should take place or
certain processing steps should be skipped for each feedback file. If, however,
a feedback file group is to be processed normally, the following five main
activities are required:
a. Building the archive generation feedback scratch file (AFS)
b. Performing quality assessment on the feedback (AFS) scenes
c. Building the HDT-A directory scratch file (HDS)
d. Performing quality assessment on the directory (HDo) scenes
e. Building the CHIT data scratch file (ACS).
Building the archive genetatlon feedback scratch file (AFS) requires verifying
both the archive generation feedback file (AFB) and the corresponding archive
generation process request file (APR), and merging them. Error information is
accumulated for each interval and a decision is made concerning the appropriate
interval action. The decision is based upon the ratio computed for scenes with
various error codes and its relation to thresholds set in the common parameters





Performing quality assessment checks on the AFS scenes requires accessing the
product assessment area of the data base. Separate error counters are






HDT-R out and cumulative HDT-R. These counters are then compared to threshold
values located In the common parameters area of the MMF data base and, based
upon the result of the comparisons, the AFS scene(s) are statused as accepted or
requiring retransmlttal.
Building the HDT-A directory scratch file (HDS) requires verifying the HDT-A
directory file (HAD) and comparing it wi th the AFS file previously generated.
It Is necessary to Insure that there exist HDS scene records for every AFS
record which has a good status (error code - "IPS001') and appears on an
"accept"ed Interval. These records are in turn represented in the HDS file. If
HAD scene records are missing, the feedback file group Is aborted.
Quality assessment checks for the HDS scenes also require accessing the product
sssessssnt srea of the data base* In this process, however, error counters are
maintained for HDT-A scene out, cumulative scene, and cumulative HDT-A. These
counters are compared to threshold values located In the common parameters area,
and on the basis of this comparison, the scene is accepted or statused for
rewo rk.
Building the CHIT data scratch fl'.e (ACS) requires ver i fying the CHIT data file
(ACT) and comparing it with the HDS file previously generated. If scenes
represented In the HDS file do not have corresponding entries in the ACT file,
the feedback file group is aborted.
If the verification processes are completed without error, the scratch files






If Che program was betng run In the "engineering" node, these scratch files are
deleted instead.
The processing summary is created which will show which files were processed and
to what extent. It will also include any error messages associated with the
processing.
11.4.3.5.2 Input
a. Processing mode which indicates whether the program is to be run in an
automatic or manual mode. This is derived from information in the
common parameter area of the Landsat-D MMF data base.
b. Processing indicators which determine if an HDT-A directory file and
corresponding feedback files (e.g., a feedback file group) are
verified and used to generate the various feedback scratch files.
This information may either be input at a terminal or derived from
Information in the common-parameter area of the Landsat-D HriF data
base.
c. Archive generation process request f i le (APR) - each file represents a
process request and la sent to IPS with Interval data for HDT-R to
HDT-A processing
d. Archive generation feedback files (APB) - files returned from MIPS to
CMS in answer to archive generation process request files.
e. HDT-A directory files (HAD) - files sent from MIPS to CMS containing






f. CHIT data files (ACT) - files sent from MIPS to CMS containing CHIT
data after HDT-K to HDT-A processing.
g. Ancillary data files (AAN) - files containing ancillary data needed by
MIPS for HDT-R to HDT-A processing.
11.4.3.5.2.1 Job Control Language (JCL)
GPIAFV can be implemented by keying etcher of the following statements:
a. @TAKE GPIAFV.CMD (for interactive processing)
b. @SUBMIT GPIAFV.CTL (for batch processing).











a. . HDT-A packet directory scratch files which contain verified HDT-A







b. Archive generation feedback scratch files which contain verified MIPS
processing information for the HDT-R input used in generating the HDT-
A (one or more files per HDT-A).
c. GHIT data scratch files which contain verified GHIT information
corresponding to a single HDT-A (one file per HDT-A).
d. Processing summary file which identifies those HDT-A packet directory,
archive generation feedback, and GHIT data files processed (and to
what extent) and the error messages associated with the processing.
11.4.3.5.3.1 Processing Messages
Several types of messages can result from processing; they can have a variety of
forms, such as operator displays and processing summary messages. Generally,
the messages will be one of the following types:
a. Informational.
Messages of this type are preceded by the phrase "INFORMATION:" and
describe general processing information such as file names, tape-IDs,
and processing activities. They require no operator actions.
b. Warning.
Messages preceded by "WARNING:" indicate conditions of minor error;
one not serious enough to warrant either aborting the program, or
aborting a processing subset within the program. Operator action is
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This type of error message is preceded by "ERROR:" and can describe
either invalid operator input, or a processing error serious enough to
abort a processing subset within the program. Some fora of operator
action is required (ste Taole 11.4-3).
d. Fatal Errors.
Messages preceded by "FATAL ERROR:" indicate conditions that will
cause the program to abort. The data base is restored to the point
just prior to the aborted program's execution. The operator Is
notified of the aborted processing by an audio alarm on the KCRT and
an error message on the terminal. A hardcopy listing of the error Is
automatically printed on the line printer. Various operator actions
are required (see Table 11.4-3).
e. Other.
These messages are not prefixed with any category definition such as
"ERROR:", "INFORMATION:", etc. They describe general infatuation and
require no operator action.
11.4.3.6 Record Keeping and Information Dissemination
All of the printouts should be reviewed by the production control specialist who
ran GPIAFV and he should take action if any "aborts" or error conditions are
disclosed. Alter reviewing the printouts, the production control specialist






11.4.4 CMS ARCHIVE ITEM CLOSEOUT (GPARCO) COMPUTER DESIGN SPECIFICATION NUMBER
(CPDS) LSD-MMF-CPD-2046
11.4.4.1 Unit Description and Purpose
GPARCO creates permanent entries. In the main Image area of the MMF-M data base,
of scenes processed to A-tape; it matches these entries against corresponding
scene acquisition requests and closes out the archive request for scenes that
were successfully acquired.
GPARCO is normally run automatically as part of the archive completion
generation transaction. If required, it can also be run manually via operator
interaction.
GPARCO processes ail product acquisition request records is the data base having
a status of "archive to be closed out" (ACT).
11.4.4.2 Unit Input Description
In both operating modes, manual and automatic,.GPARCO requires the following











specialist who utilizes the JCL shown in paragraph 11.4.4.5.3. Data flow
through GPARCO is shown in Figure 11.4-4.
11.4.4.3 Unit Output Description
CPARCO updates several data base areas as part of its processing function. With
normal processing, GPARCO updates the following data base files:
a. Archive/product
b. Production
c. ' Main image.
In the case of abnormal processing the data base areas are not updated.
GPARCO also creates a summary processing report file (GPARCO.SUM), which
summarizes the processing completed by GPARCO,
11.4.4.4 Frequency of Operation
When run automatically as part of the archive completion generation transaction,
GPARCO runs nine times during an eight-hour work period.
11.4.4.5 Detailed Operational Sequences
11.4.4.5.1 Functional Summary
The archive item close out process is run periodically as part of the archive
completion generation transaction. This process may also be initiated by an
operator on an as-required- basis. GPARCO processes all product acquisition
request records in the data base having a status of "archive-to-be-closed-out"





















storage. Using the scene's path number, row number, days-since-launch, sensor
and mission number, the corresponding scene record is retrieved from the CHIT
area of the data base. The corresponding CHIT image header record is then
retrieved to obtain the band information. The CHIT data is utilized to update
the main image record with the NASA scene identification, sun elevation and
azimuth, latitude and longitude, ephemerls type, data source and bands acquired
Indicator.
When all image header records have been processed the main image record is
complete. This record then undergoes exhaustive verification. First, <:he main
Image record is verified for format and content. Each field is checked for
allowable values and, where appropriate, the range of permissible values is also
checked. Second, the corresponding archive product record is retrieved from the
data base using the HOT-A tape identification stored in the main image record.
The archive product scene records are then searched for an entry matching the
main image record using the following fields: path number, row number, days-
since-launch, sensor type and mission number. The main image record and
matching archive product scene record are then checked for consistency. The
third pha.se of verification is initiated once consistency has been verified. In
this phase, the existing main image records are searched to determine if there
have been any matching main image records recently created. The fields used for
comparison purposes are the path and row, days-since-launch, and mission number.







When all verifications have been successfully completed, Che new main Image
record Is stored in the data base. The newly stored record is linked to the
appropriate URS and acquisition date entries. The acquisition request entry
that was used in creating the new main image record is updated with the date and
time of the main image record creation, and its status is changed to ''user-
order-to-be-closed-out" (UOC).
Should the verification be unsuccessful, the main image record is not stored in
the data base. An error code is stored in the acquisition request record used
in creating the main image record. Furthermore, the corresponding archive
product scene record is updated with the same error code to reflect that the
scene is unavailable. Finally, the acquisition request record is given i status
of "cancel" (CAN).
When all acquisition request records have been processed, a processing summary
listing will be output. The listing will detail the scenes added to the main
image area of the data base, those scenes falling verification (and why), and
those acquisition requests which were cancelled.
11.4.4.5.2 Resource Allocation
Core Memory: System Default
Decnet Flics: None
Data Base:
a. Archive/product area - access privilege is protected update






c. Common parameter area - access privilege is retrieval
d. Production area - access privilege is protected update
e. CHIT area - access privilege is retrieval.
Disk Files:
a. Processing Summary Report - GPARCO.SUM
b. User Interaction Log - GPARCO.UIL.
11.4.4.5.3 Job Control Language (JCL)
GPARCO can be implemented by keying either of the following statements:
a. STAKE GPARCO.CMD (for interactive processing)
b. 0SUBMIT GPARCO.CTL (for batch processing).



















Several types of messages can result from processing; they can have a variety of
forms, such as operator displays and processing summary messages. The messages
will be one of the following types:
a. Informational.
Messages of this type are preceded by the phrase "INFORMATION:" and
describe general processing information such as file name a, tape-IDs,
and processing activities. They require no operator action.
b. Warning.
Messages preceded by "WARNING:" indicate conditions of minor error;
one not serious enough to warrant either aborting the program, or
aborting a processing subset within the program. Operator action is
required in some cases (see Table 11.4-4).
c. Error.
This type of error message is preceded by "ERROR.:" and can describe
either invalid operator input, or a processing error serious enough to
abort a processing subset within the program. Some form of operator
action Is require! (see Table 11.4-4).
d. j?atal Errors. •
Messages preceded by "FATAL ERROR:" indicate conditions th&t will











DO NOT RE-RUN CPARCO






























































































































































































































































just prior Co the aborted program's execution. The operator Is
notified of the aborted processing by an audio alarm on the KCRT and
an error message on the terminal. A hardcopy listing of the error Is
automatically printed on the line printer. Various operator actions
are required (see Table 11.4-4).
e. Other.
These messages are not prefixed witn any category definition such as
"ERROR:", "INFORMATION:", etc. They describe general Information and
require no operator action.
11.4.4.6 Record Keeping and. Information Dissemination
All printouts should be reviewed by the MMF-M production control specialist who
ran GPARCO and he should consult with the MMF-M systems analyst if any aborts or
error conditions are disclosed.
After reviewing the printouts the production control specialist should file the







PERFORMANCE EVALUATION PRODUCT GENERATION (PEFG) SCHEDULING
12.1 .ENVIRONMENT/RESOURCES
PEPG is scheduled in MMF on the DEC20SO using the ground segment management
subsystem (CMS) and the request support subsystem (RSS).
12.2 OVERVIEW/BACKGROUND
PEPG scheduling generates process requests for final products from MIPS or TIPS
for u3e by QA. PEPG scheduling is performed after either standing order entry
(RSSOEN) or retrospective order entry (RSROEN). After PEPG scheduling is
complete, the final products are generated in MIPS or TIPS as appropriate.























PEPG scheduling is normally an automatic process that begins after either
standing order entry or retrospective order entry is complete. Figure 12-1
shows the respective flow paths. Enclosure 12-1 provides order entry formats.
Enclosure 12-2 provides final product codes. Scheduling may be done manually by
interactive terminal following operator prompts.
IMPORTANT NOTICE
Retrospective order entry is the preferred method of PEPG
because it does not affect the turnaround time cf 'A' tapes.
Standing order entry PEPG may cause the 48 hour turnaround
time to be exceeded.
Standing order entry PEPG scheduling uses, as its input, user order requests
generated by RSSOEN. The standing order processor (GSSOPR) program then
generates product requests which are fed into the CMS production control final
product process request generation (GPPGEN) program. GPPGEN generates final
product process requests and schedules the appropriate MIPS/TIPS string to meet
the request.
Retrospective order entry PEPG scheduling uses, as its input, product requests
generated by RSROEN. The CMS production control final product process request
generation (GPPGEN) program processes these product requests, generates final
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PEPG scheduling is performed Co meet QA requirements. Estimated frequency is
five times per day. Run time is estimated to be five minutes. PEPG scheduling
has a medium priority. A four hour queue time is estimated for the PEPG
process. The production control manager controls PEPG scheduling.
12.4 PROCESS OPERATIONS
12.4.1 STANDING ORDER PROCESSOR (GSSOPR)
12.4.1.1 -Summary
The GSSOPR program scans all the product acquisition request records ia the MMF-
data base to find those which have a status of "ready for standing order
processing." These "ready for standing order processing" records are then
searched for a path/row match -;ith any existing user order requests. If an
order request can be satisfied, then a product request is created and stored in
the MMF data base under the status required by the .product request (i.e., "ready
for A to P processing," "ready for A-to-CCT-A processing," etc.) HDT-As which
do not contain any product requirements are put under the status "ready for
DRRTS."
GSSOPR can be run automatically as part of archive completion notification
transaction, Oi it can be run in a manual mode allowing the operator to make a
YES or NO decision about processing a particular HDT-A tape. After the
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number of products scheduled, Che total number not scheduled, and the processing
activity of each HDT-A.
12.4.1.2 Input







Operator inputs are supplied only when CSSOPR is run in manual node, and are in
the fora of responses to program prompts. The following details CSSOPR prompts
and acceptable operator responses:
PROMTT
DO YOU WISH TO CONTINUE
WITH STANDING ORDER
PROCESSING ( Y / N ) ?
DO YOU WISH TO PROCESS
THIS TAPE ( Y / N ) ?
RESPONSE EXPLANATION
y CONTINUE WITH CSSOPR PROCESSING
N EXIT GSSOPR PROGRAM OPERATION
Y PROCESS A-TAPE AND CREATE
PRODUCT RECORDS
N DO NOT PROCESS A-TAPE OR
CREATE PRODUCT RECORDS FROM
THIS IMAGERY.
12.6.1.3 Output
GSSOPR updates or createe the following files:





b. Standing order request scratch file
c. Unfulfilled order scratch file
d. Unfulfilled order notification
e. Processing summary log.
Operator displays are generated only when GSSOPR is run in the manual mode.
Table 12-1 lists operator displays and action required.
12.4.1.4 Operational Sequence
No action is necessary when GSSOPR is run automatically as part of the archive
completion notifier transaction.
To run GSSOPR manually:
log in,
then ke> in either of the following statements:
8TAKE GSSOPR.CMD (for interactive processing)
0SUBKIT GSSOPR.CTL (for batch processing)
Output files and operator displays will then be generated.
12.4.1.5 Control Mechanism
The following types of messages can result from processing:
Fatal Errors
Preceded by "FATAL ERROR:", this error will cause the program to abort. The
data base is restored to the point just prior to the aborted program's
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on che KCRT and an error message on the terminal. A hardcopy listing of the
error is automatically printed on the line printer. Various operator actions
are required (see Table 12-1).
Error
This type of error message is preceded by "ERROR:", and can describe either
invalid operator input, or a processing error serious enough to abort a
processing subset within the program. Some form of operator action is required
(see Table 12-1).
Informational
Messages of this type are preceded by the phrase "INFORMATION:", and describe
general processing information such as file names, tape-IDs, and processing {\
activities (see Table 12-1).
12.^ .1.6 Program Scheduling
CSSOPR will be run on as required basis, normally in the automatic mode. Run
time is negligible, nominally 2 minutes. Manual GSSOPR will be run at the
direction of the production control manager.
12.4.2 CMS PRODUCTION CONTROL FINAL PRODUCT PROCESS REQUEST GENERATION (GPPGEN)
12.4.2.1 Summary
The CMS final product process request generation (GPPGEN) program searches the
data base for final product requests, schedules them for processing, and creates





UDT-P completion transaction or by operator action through the KCRT.
The first step of processing is to retrieve all product request records which
have a status of "ready for HDT-A to CCT-A" (R(A), "ready for HOT"? or HDT-A to
CCT-P" (RPP), "ready for HDT-P or HDT-A to LBR" (RPL). This information is used
to build the product generation scratch file (PGNS).
The next processing step reads the PGNS file. In the automatic mole, each
unique tape ID/final product combination is processed. In the manual mode the
operator may accept/reject any combination for processing. For each tape
accepted for processing, redundant requests are eliminated and repeated scenes
with differing bands or quadrants are combined. The resolved, non-redundant
scenes are wrltr.en to the resolved PGNS file (RPGNS).
The RPGNS scene records are read and matched with those in the archive/product
area in order to retrieve the band data. Each scene record has its status in
the production area changed to "Scheduled for final product processing."
Process request IDs and process request file names are computed for each unique
tape ID/final product requested. Counts of the number of scenes per process
request and the number of LBR images (if the final product is film) are
accumulated. Header records for each process request are written along with the
corresponding scene records to the process request scratch file (PPRs).
To facilitate MIPS/TIPS processing of the tapes, the final processing step sorts
the PPRS file so that scenes within a process request are in order by IRIG start





(PPRs) and the file names are added to Che "PCS Co be sent" (PTB) data base
directory. (The PPRS file «.s splic at this point because 1C is a concatenation
of all eventual process request files. There muse be a separate process request
file for each HOT/final produce combination.) A summary listing is produced
which lists each process request ID and file name, the archive/product 10, the
number of scenes per process request, the number of LBR images (if any),
operator actions (if manual mode), and if the HOT is currently located in Che
appropriate work station (MIPS/TIPS).
12.4.2.2 Input






Operator inputs are supplied only when GPPGEN is run in manual mode, and are in
the form of responses to program prompts. The following Cable details GPPGEN
prompts and acceptable responses:
PROMPT RESP EXPLANATION
DO YOU WISH TO Y Continue final product
CONTINUE PROCESSING (Y OR N)? process request generacion
N Hale final produce
process request generation
OPLAN
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DO YOU WANT TO PROCESS
THIS TAPE?
Create a final produce
process request for the tape
Do not create a final product
process request for the tape.
12.4.2.3 Output





e. Processing Summary Log
f. User interaction log.
Included in the processing summary are:
a. Tape ID, number of scenes or process request
b. File name
c.. Process request ID
d. Number of LBR scenes
e. Operator actions.
12.4.2.4 Operational Sequence
No action is necessary when GPPGEN is run automatically as part of the product
completion transaction.







then key in either of the following statements:
@TAKE GPPGEN.CMD (for interactive processing)
^SUBMIT GPPGEN.CTL (for batch processing)
Operator displays and output files will then be generated.
12.4.2.5 Control Mechanism
The following types of messages can result from processing.
Fatal Error - Preceded by "FATAL ERROR:", this error will cause the program to
abort. The data base is restored to the point just prior to the aborted
program's execution. The operator is notified . the aborted processing by an
audio alarm and an error message on the KCRT. A hardcopy listing of the error
is automatically printed on the line printer. Various operator actions are
required (see Table 12-2).
Error - This type of error message is preceded by "ERROR:", and can describe
either invalid operator input, or a processing error serious enough to abort a
processing subset within the program. Some form of operator action is required
(see Table 12-2).
Informational - Messages of this type are preceded by the phrase "INFORMATION:",
and describe general processing information such as file names, tape-IDs, and
processing activities. They require no operator action.

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GPPGEN will be run on en as required basis, normally in the Automatic mode. Run
time la estimated to be 3 to 5 minutes. Manual GPPGEN will be run at the
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Standing orders ir.ay be entered via a CRT using the approved form
(reference figure 2 for a preliminary version). This information
r"iy -nlso be entered via a r»t-';nding order tape (reference Appendix A).
I-'i-xlifications to a standing order in the data base will be accompli:;'.
by deleting tha order and rcenterin'g it with the new information.
This will require that all information for the uiodified order be
•..y;:7\itted on ths approved rstJiiiUng order form. Deletion of an order
C'Tt also bo •ncco.Vrpli.'shsd interactively only using the order id.
A Ttnnding order is a vc-q<:,2»t by a user for i:iage products md/or
acquisitions of geographical oi^as wiihin a specified time «pan.
Th-'se acquisitions or products jhsre a cor/mon set of order criteria
such as -tensor/ cloud cover/ etc. Note tJ.at the generation of an
HDT-A tape is the automatic result of a request for image acquisition
by a domestic user. Consequently, HDT-A tapes may not be requested
by a standing order for user products.














A six character alphanumeric identifier which
uniquely identifies the user who placed the
order. This ID provides a link to such user
information as the address of the v.^er.
A flag identifying the user as either forei n
or domestic.
The number of the Landsat satellite to be used
to provide imagery. Note that a '0' indicates
"no preference".
A flag indicating the sensor to be used.
The minimum sun angle at which the picture
is to be taken.
A four character code identifying the ground
station at which the video is to be received.
The begin and end dates for the tine period
for which this standing order is to rerr.ain
active.
The desired gain setting for the MMS sensor.t





The path/row descriptors for the geographical
area. Geographical areas are described as
either blocks or segments. A segment consist
of multiple contiguous rov;s along a path
and is identified using a path, a start xr^w
nr»d an end row. A block consists of a:
convex polygon of area and is identified
using the end points of the diagonal as
V2.5tarr.-j.-ost path And row, and
path *nd row.









The relative priority of this acquistion
order.
The maximum number of times that the requests
scene is to be acquired within the specified
time span. Special notation will exist to
indicate "everytime".
The maximum predicted cloud cover at which
this acquisition is to be attempted.














The relative priority of this product oruar.
'~'"
The maximum number of times that the requ"-st€
products are to be generated within the
specified time span. Special notation will
exist to indicate "everytime".
The maximum assessed cloud cover for which
this product is to be generated.
A code which identifies product type, map
projection and resampling alcorithm,
(reference PIR U-1T23-LSD-DMS-GEK-008).





A code which identifies which quadrants are
desired on TM CCT products.
Enclosure 12-1. (Cont'd)
Acceptable ~ The lowest quality which will be accepted /
Quality . for products. v
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Enclosure 12-1. (Cont 'd)
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AREA DEFINED AS BLOCK OR SEGMENT:_
AREAS
BLOCK (RECTANGLE) - GIVE THE END POINTS OF THE DIAGONAL





FOR MSS - GAIN!
PRIORITY:
MAXIMUM PREDICTED CLOUD CO\ R:_
PRIORITY:_
MAXIMUM ASSESSED CLOUD COV?:R:_
NUMBER COPIES DE5IRE:




















if I CURE 2
Enclosure
Retrospective Order Information
A retrospective order is a request for products from available . '
i'-.j^ ery. Retrospective orders will be entered into the system v
via CRT using the approved form (reference figure 3 for a preliminary
~»itror,pactive order information consists of the following:
User ID - A six character alphanumeric identifier vhich
uniquely identifies the user requesting the
product. The inforr=iticn for the user r.ust












The relative priority of this retrospective
order.
The code identifying what type of product
is to be generated. (reference
PIR U-1T23-LSD-DKS-GEN-008).
The number of copies of each product to be
generated.
The identifier of the scene for vhich the
product is to be generated. The format of
this ID is SDDDDKKKKT where:
S = Satellite nuriber
DDDD « days since launch
KHKMT = time of day in tens of .•eco>>Jj
Sensor used to take the desired scene.
Path associated with desired scene.
Row associated with desired scene.






























MSS Partially Processed High Density Tape
Tfl Partially Processed High Density Tape .
TM Fully Processed High Density Tape
MSS Partially Processed 241 ram LBR Film
MSS Fully Processed 241 mm LBR Film
TM Partially Processed 241 mm LBR Film
TM Fully Processed 241 mm LBR Filn
MSS Partially Processed Computer Comoatible Tape
MSS Fully Processed Computer Compatible Tape
TM Partially Processed 'Computer-Compatf brie-tap'e-
TM Fully Processed-Computer Compatible Tape
Band Sequential





















Positive LBR Image Format (positive prints)
Negative LBR Image Fornct (negative prints)
True LBR Image Sense
Reverse LBR Image Fprmat
Linear LBR Transfer Function Type
Log LBR Transfer Function Type
6250 Bit Per Inch CCT Recording Density
1600 Bit Per Inch CCT Recording Density
Full Scene Image CCT Format






Distribution external to Ground Segment
Distribution internal to Ground Segment only
Archival Medium
Hot currently a Ground Segment product; this product code

















































































































































































































MSS PRODUCT COOES (cont'd.) ,-
. • v J
DhSCRIPTIOM
PRODUCT (INTERLEAVING |MAP PROJECTION/ OTHER
CODE FORMAT) RESAMPLING TYPE USE ATTRIBUTES
5226 CCT-PM(BSQ) SOM/CC RES 1600,QUADRANT
5321 CCT-'PM(BSQ) SOM/NN INT 1600,FULL SCENI
5421 CCT-PM(BSQ) UTM-PS/CC INT 1600,FULL SCENt
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? SECTION 13[ •
'y PERFORMANCE EVALUATION PRODUCT GENERATION (PEPG)
'; 13.1 ENVIRONMENT/RESOURCES
p _— _
J The L'CPG activities are performed in the Multlspectral Scanner Image Processing
t
: System (MIPS) area located in the computer room, first floor, Building 28,
t Goddard Space Flight Center.
'. f
': 13.1.1 HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS
Three parallel strings of equipment (Figure 13-1) are available. One string of
equipment will support PEPG. All elements of that equipment are involved for
complete PEPG support.
13.1.2 SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS
The PEPG process consists of the following subprocesses:
a. Monitor
b. Test pattern generation '
c. MSS product generation
d. Comtal scene display
e. Ingest
f. Geometric corrections






















The Landsat-D spacecraft gathers image data which is transmitted to a ground
station. The data is further transmitted to the Data Receive Record and
Transmit System (DRRTS) which is located in the same computer room as MIPS. The
data is recorded on a high density digital recorder (HDDR) and the tape is
labeled high density tape raw data from MSS (HDT-RM). From the HDT-RM, MIPS
generates a radiometrically corrected high density tape that is labeled HDT-AM.
The HDTs are stored in the Temporary Archive Storage (TAS) to be withdrawn as
needed for processing. • .' .
The Mission Management Facility — Multispectral Scanner (MMF-M) coordinates all
activities, both internal and external to the Landsat-D Ground System (GS).
Whenever a requirement to process any or all of PEPG arises, process requests
(PR) are sent to the MIPS-PEPG personnel for performance.
MIPS personnel coordinate the assignment of hardware, software, PRs, CCTs, and
HDT-AMs. Each PR is subdivided into as many work orders (WO) as necessary to
facilitate the selection of proper packages of work as defined in the subprocess
instructions. For PEPG, a PR normally consists of only one WO.
13.2.2 SUCCEEDING ACTIVITIES
After P2PG processing has been completed according to the work order
instructions, results are available in the form of CCTs, dumps, reports, MSS
products, and disk files as appropriate. These data are distributed, according
to the WO, to assigned analysis personnel.
OPLAN
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13.2.3 SCOPE OF PEPG
PEPG provides a means to investigate hardware and software performance relating
to the MIPS operations. Except for dumps and/or displays of raw data, it is
designed to permit analysts to see cause and effect of process results as image
elements progress through the system.
13.3 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
The P~?G consists of the functions to generate products and to evaluate selected
MSS products and the performance of the processes involved in generating them.
Interface relationships of PEPG to other activities are shown in Figure 13-2,
and control and communications flow are shown in Figure 13-3.
13.3.1 INPUTS
PEPG ia capable of Ingesting the Inputs shown below:
SOURCE DESCRIPTION OF INPUTS
Operator Terminal Operator Inputs
Tape Storage HDT-AM (BSQ)
Tape Storage CCT-AM (1600 bpl, BSQ)
Tape Storage CCT-PM (1600 bpi, BSQ),
MMF Process Request
MMF Long-Term Parameter File
MMF Short-Term Parameter File
MIPS Operational Parameter File
DRRTS Tape and Film Labels






































The MIPS hardware consisti





CCT-AM (1600 bpi, BSQ)










of three independent strings of equipment. Except
and one VT100 keyboard display, the strings are





Table 13-1 . MIPSI Hardware Liot (Sheet 1 of 3)

























DEC WRITER - HARD COPY
TERMINAL
LINE PRINTER
COMTAL IMAGE PROCESSORS (2)
VIDEO TERMINAL KCRT (4)

























































Table 13-1. HIPSI Hardware List (Sheet 2 of 3)
































MOUNTING BOX 5 SYSTEM UNIT
EXPANSION BACKPLANE MOUNTING
UNITS, HEX 2 QUAD
256 KB MEMORY WITHOUT
CONTROLLER
256 KBYTE MEMORY WITH
CONTROLLER
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i TAPE SEARCH UNIT (TSU)
41 TIMING SUBSYSTEM COMPUTER
INTERFACE UNIT (TSCIU)
42 TIME CODE TRANSLATOR (TCT)




46 LANDSAT FORMAT SYNC
J BUFFER MEMORY
47 COMTAL UNIBUS INTERFACE (2)
4
4
J IGF TAPE CONTROL (ITC)
MATRIX SWITCH
1 4 BIT RAM IMAGE MEMORY C.)
50 2 BIT GRAPHIC MEMORY (2)[ '•PROGRAMMABLE TRACKBALL (2)




















. . . ( }
COMTAL MI-82-2-1
COMTAL MI-82-2-3
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Software
PEPG software, consists of a PEPG package and seven computer program
subprocesses. They are:
.a. PEPG monitor process
b. Test pattern generation subprocess
c. HSS product generation subprocess
d. Comtal display subprocess
e. Ingest subprocess
f. Geometric corrections subprocess
g. Dumps and reports generation subprocess
h. Film mount subprocess
1. Interactive dump subprocess.
13.4 PROCESS OPERATIONS
The PEPG process Is supported by a number of subprocesses and routines, as
listed,In this section. Specification relationships are shown la Figure 13-4.
13.4.1 PEPC MONITOR PROCESS (PEPGMON)
The PEPG software employs Independently executing subprocesses to accomplish its
requirements. PEPGMON Is the process which oversees and controls the execution
of the remainder of the subprocesses. This process exists above all others in
the hierarchy of PEPG processes. The communication mechanism utilized to
control the PEPG processes is the VAX mailbox. The functions associated with








































































Figure 13-5. PEPGMON Functional Breakdown
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13.4.2 MAGNETIC TAPE INGEST (INGEST)
The PEPG must accept scene data from HDT-AM, CCT-AM and CCP-PM and place it on
disk. INGEST is the subprocess which coordinates this activity. It is
activated and controlled by PEPGMON. The functions associated with INGEST are
shown in Figure 13-6.
13.4.3 TEST PATTED GENERATOR (TPG)
The PEPG must generate test pattern scene data and place it on t'.sk In the same
manner as INGEST. This function is useful for testing during the development
phase and for routine line tests during production. The TPG provides this
capability. The functions associated with TPG are shown in Figure 13-7.
13.4.4 GEOMETRIC CORRECTIONS (GEOCORR) ' )
The PEPG must provide the capability to apply geometric corrections on partially
corrected AM scenes to create fully corrected PM scenes. In order to provide
this capability, GEOCORR perfonts the following functions:
a. Establishes mailbox communication with PEP'" . -1
b. Utilizes mailbox created for communication with PEPGMON for special
events
c« Extracts the requested partially corrected video data and HAAT data
from disk
d* Obtains the geometric correction matrix in the HAAT data
e. Applies the geometric corrections to each pixel
f. Returns the resultant fully corrected scene data and HAAT data no a
new logical file designated to hold Che fully corrected scene data


















































13.A.5 MSS PRODUCT GENERATION (MSSPROD)
The PEPG must provide the capability to produce selected MSS products. MSSPROD
is the subprocess which coordinates their generation. It considers two types of
products: CCTs and F241 film. This subprocess is activated and controlled by
PEPGMON. Its functions are shown In Figure 13-8.
13.4.6 DUMPS AND REPORTS (DUMREP)
the PEPG produces several types of dumps and reports which consider scene data
previously stored on disk. DUMREP is the subprocess which coordinates this
activity. It is activated and controlled by PEPGMON. Its function and
capabilities are shown in Figure 13-9.
13.4.7 COMTAL SCENE DISPLAYS (COMDIS)
The PEPG provides the capability to display selected scene data from disk on the
Cbmtal display unit. COMDIS supports this capability. It is activated by the
operator in an interactive mode on a separate terminal. It is run independently
of other PEPG functions. This is accomplished using the DCL RUN command. The
functions included in COMDIS are shown in Figure 13-10.
13.5 FREQUENCY OF OPERATION
PEPG activities occur on a routine basis daily. The total archive generation
processing load for MIPS (three strings) is 200 newly acquired scenes
(distributed on nine HDTs) each day with an allocation of 20 scenes of rework.
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are randomly distributed on nine HDT-RMs and are processed multiple HDT-RM to
i i
HOT-AM. Thus, the archive generation output Is 18 HDT-RM and 10 HOT-AM.
All 10 HDT-AMs are processed by PEPG for performance evaluation. For two of the
HDT-AMs, 44 scenes are 100Z sampled, and for the other eight HDT-AMs 35 scenes
are 20Z sampled. Of the sampled scenes, 35 are processed for ingest summaries
i i
and 44 are processed for both ingest and scene summaries.








P5 Reports and. Detailed Dumps






2 for 2 scenes
to accomplish the above tasks. This tine is divided between PEPC




13.6 DETAILED! OPERATIONAL- SEQUENCES| t
PEPC is run on part or alljof a MIPS string of equipne^, depending upon process
| !
request Instructions. This paragraph contains several examples of typical
i
activities which occur in PEPG processing. Exhibit 1 is an example of actions
required to produce a CCT-AM, PE report, F241-PM and an F241-AM. Exhibit 2 is
OPLAH
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an exanpl ; of detailed man-machine procedures Co initialize the selected MIPS












The PEPC function has a wide variety of input/output combinations which may be
requested either by an MMF process request or an engineering process request. In
the interest of simplicity and clarity, this scenario will assume that MMF has
processing requests for several products from a single HOT- AM.
a. CCT-AM for scene $2
b. PE report for scene 82
c. F241-PM for sceoe 07
d. F241-AM for scene
It is also assumed that MIPS string 13 has been allocated the PEPG processing
function.
The F241-PM film will be produced in two stages. First, MIPS will produce a
CCT-PM, then 241 mm fils will be produced on the TIPS string.
Process requests for these products will be generated after the HOT-AM has
completed the product evaluation phase and has been released by the QA group.
At that time, the following process requests will be generated by the MMF:
a. CCT process request (MIPS string 03) "
1. CCT-AM for scene 12
2. CCT-PM for scene 47
b. Non-media process request (MIPS string 13)
1. PE report for scene 12
OPLAN
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c. Film proceos request (TIPS)
1. F241-AM for scene #18
The process request for the
the process request feedbacl
Figures 13-JI | through 13-
strlngs. The following text
CCT PROCESS REQUEST (FIGURE
with other process
his option.r




F241-PM film will be generated after KMF receives
for the CCT-PM.
13 are the data flow diagrams for the MIPS and TIPS
describes each function.
13-11)
1. MMF generates a move order for HDT-AM ffXYZAM to be moved to MIPS
string 03. The tape archive operator performs the move operation and
logs it.
2. MMF generates the CCT and non-media proceus requests for transfer to
' I '
MIPS string #3.
3. MIPS string #3 transfers the process requests and places them in queue
requests. The operator may reorder the queue at
requests a set of CCT-AM labels from MMF and
receives the next sequential labels. He then inputs t'.ie CCT
!
!
identification to'the MIPS rtring via a terminal.





the process 'requests reach the front of the queue, MIPS will
i










































































either as received or as reordered by the operator, such that the CCT
process- request is followed by the non-media process request.
7. The MIPS operator mounts and positions HDT-AM 0XYZAM in response to !
the HOT mount request. Ke then informs the MIPS string that the HOT
mount is complete.
8. MIPS will search the HDT-AM to the start of sceae 02, ingest it, then
search to the start cf scene 87 and ingest it.
9. After the ingest of scenes 92 and #7, the HOT is. rewound.
10. MIPS issues a dismount request to the operator. j
i
11. The MIPS operator dismounts the HDT-AM in response to the HDT dismount j
request. ]
i" }
12. MIPS writes the first half of scene #2 to the blank CCT. The operator V
dismounts the CCT and mounts another blank CCT. MIPS writes the rest
of scene 92 to the CCT.
13. The MIPS operator dismounts the scene #2 CCT-AM.
14. MIPS performs the geometric correction of scene 91 and writes it- to
disk.
15. The MMF operator requests a set of CCT-PM labels from MMF, and
receives two labels (one for bands 1 and 2 and the other for bands 3
and 4). He then inputs the CCT identification to the MIPS string via
a terminal.
16. The operator attaches the CCT label: and mounts the blank tapes on the
i
TU-45 drives. j






18. The MIPS operator dismounts the scene 07 CCT-PM.
19. Upon completion of writing of the CCTa, MIPS will generate the CCT
process request feedback.
20. MMF transfers the process request feedback file and the CCT
directories.
21. 22, 23. The MIPS operator logs out the tapes and MMF will issue a move
order for the HDT-AM and the CCTs. The tape archive operator moves
the tapes into the tape archive area.
NON-MEDIA PROCESS REQUEST (FIGURE 13-12)
1. At the conclusion of the CCT writing, MIPS will s^art the next process
request, which is a PE report of scene 02. MIPS will scan its store
of scenes to determine that it has scene 02 on disk. MIPS will
proceed to process the scene from disk.
2. MIPS will perform the* analysis as required by the process request.
3. MIPS prints the PE report.
4. At the conclusion of the report MIPS will generate the non-media
process request feedback.
5. MMF transfers the non-media process request feedback file.
6. The MIPS operator delivers the PE report to the evaluator's mailbox.
F241-AM PROCESS REQUEST (FIGURE 13-13)
1. MMF generates a move order for HDT-AM to be moved to the TIPS string.
• The tape archive operator will perfora the move operation and log it.







transfers Che process request and places it in queue with other
proc.ess requests4
4. When the film process request reaches the front of the queue, TIPS
will' issue an HOT mount request to the operator.
5. The operator mounts and positions HOT-AM in response to the HOT mount
i i
request. He then informs the TIPS string that the HDT mount isi l
complete* |
j i
6. TIPS will search; to the start of scene 018 and ingest it.
7. TIPS will rewind' the HDT-AM at 300 IPS.
i !
8. TIPS will issue an HOT dismount request to the operator.
1 ' '-}
9. The; operator dismounts the HDT-AM in response to the HDT dismount
request. [
t
10. The operator mounts the 241mm film.| '• '
11. TIPS writes scene 018 to 241 mm film.
12. TIPS generates the process request feedback.
I
13. MMF transfers the F241-AM process request feedback file.
i
14. Thi operator dismounts the 241mm film.
i j ,
15. The TIPS operator logs out the HDT-AM and film and MMF generates move
|
orders for HDT-AM to be transferred to the tape archive area -nd film





process request follows the scenario of the F241-AM process request,
I








SCENARIO jj_ SYSTEM LOG ON AND STATUS DISPLAY
Objective
This procedure is designed to demonstrate the operator's LOG ON to the MIPS
string and the system displays of status and capabilities.
Test Data
Scenario 1 does not require special test data.
Expected^ Outputs
At the conclusion of Scenario 1, the MIPS string will be operational and ready











1 PRESS RETURN KEY
2 TYPE "MIPS (C/R)"
3 TYPE 'MIPS (C/R)"
A TYPE "IN (C/R)"
5 TYPE "CH (C/R)"
6 TYPE "SH (C/R)"
7 TYPE "EX(C/R)"
8 TYPE "CA (C/R)"
9 TYPE "SH (C/R)"
10 TYPE "EX (C/R)"
11 TYPE "ATTN (C/R)P
12 TYPE "CCP (C/R)"
THE SYSTEM WILL RESPOND 'USERNAME:" REQUESTS LOGIN
THE SYSTEM MILL RESPOND "PASSWORD:" REQUEST PASS-
WORD
MIPS MENU IS DISPLAYED
AS SHOWN IN FIGURE 13-14
MIPS STARTS UP POE
LOGGER AND ATTN
THE MESSAGE: PACKAGE CONTROL
EXEUCTIVE IS ACTIVATED WILL
BE PRINTED ON THE SYSTEM CONSOLE
THE SYSTEM. WILL RESPOND WITH
SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS MENU AS








THE SYSTEM WILL RESPOND BY DISPLAYING
THE CURRENT STRING CHARACTERISTICS
AS SHOWN IN FIGURE 13-16
THE "FUNCTION:" PROMPT WILL BE OUTPUT.
THE SYSTEM CAPABILI"*ES MENU WILL SET UP STRING
BE DISPLAYED AS SHOWN IN FIGURE CAPABILITIES
13-17 AND THE "CAPABILITIES' PROMPT
OUTPUT
THE SYSTEM CAPABILITIES
WILL BE DISPLAYED AS
SHOWN IN FIGURE 13-18
AND THE "CAPABILITIES"
PROMPT OUTPUT.
THE "FUNCTION:" PROMPT WILL BE OUTPUT
THE SYSTEM WILL PROMPT:
ENTER PACKGE/PROCESS ID
THE SYSTEM WILL PROMPT:







: IN'.IT) . Strinu Initialization
AL<LOC* Show I.iisK Allocation
CH(AR) - Set Psckasp Characteristics
CA(F'S) Set Strina Capabilities
MA(G> MSS Archive Generation
MC(CM) McJtujDl Cloud Cover Assessment
P.A<F) Pualitvi A«->i.urancc Film Gen.
PF(F<;> I'prii. F.vi?) . Product G«?n.
l i j ' .u . ' ,fi^i " I'isi ti:r j n:.: •
L f i G I r N ) Ldi i tn . l Pain I. bent>.r£:tion
H f i i l l > Contrul Point K t i i l u r e Eii
MENU **<-****>*******<•-*»***#*«->;«;****r
*A T ( T N ) Altentiun U t i l i t y *
00 (F1) On-Lini> Disp laM U t i l i t y t
C O ( M D ) COMTAL H i s K l a « U t i l i t u *
I D ( U M P ) Interactive Hutu* M L i l . *
F M ( O U N T ) 70miri F i l m Mdunt U t i l i t y t
i
Queue Manipulation t
MMF In»-ut Process i
*
En'li ner-i in« F'R Creation *











HK < LP >
EX(IT)
&'J Lhi-^. fieri ' i
E::it StrirrjJ C o i i l n . l








Jt****»«»*******t****** SET PACKAGE CHARACTERISTICS MENU »*t***»*****##f!-t«*****
' • • *
i " EN .*- Enablt» M ( H I »-ui:ka«3f* autostart *
i MS Disable MOU r-ocrkaat* autostart *
POL ' Bet time* F-ollind value for MIN Hcc.-k.jse .3utoi,tart *
P E P < P ) / < T ) Sc*1 PEPG l i feeF-an to PERMANENT or TEMPORARY t
P E P ( E ) / < r i ) Enoblt- or Misable PEPG &in<Jlec>jr]c? t
M A G ( P ) / < T ) br?t MAR 1 i f «?«iF-;:r, to P E R M A N E N T or TEMPORARY *
M A G < t - > / < r O EriHblf or Disr.blc* MAG s i ML: Ic-i •«..«.• le t •
M C A < P ) / < T ) Set MCCA 1 i fesHf ln to PERMANENT or TEMPORARY *i
h C A ( E ) / ( I O Eneblt* or Mir.eblo MCCA s.inr'.lecv.'i.-lf *
P). ' (1) Sot-QAr l i ici .H.-n to .FTRMAMFHT «»i TEMPORARY :!
C F : « < r ) / < T ) St>L CPG l i i ebPca i to PERMANENT 01 TEMPORARY +
LPG-.L ) / ( I ' i > Kilobit,* 01 M x t c b i e CFG i.i.nSlec:'.i<.-J »> _ *
n L L i l - ^ / C T ) St>t ALL »• c;t.-kiitiu* J IT iffa'-iins to PERMANENT or TEMI'-ORAIiV » )C
A t L i L ) / « . l D Eht'bJe or LU&r.-blL' ALL si n«Jl t(v..;cl <• -.-• ^
fell biiuw cu»- i «:*i'it I'dckddo 'ic.'ttjniJM *
t
HE(l .P) Hiss li;«j thii. menu *
E X ( 1 T > E::it to str ing cuntrol mtMiu t
t*r ************* *****************************.*****•**#»***































I*************************** SET CAPAE«ILITIES MENU JM:*******.**********.*-*********
* A L < L ) Procesi, ALL capabilities *
ft NI 'KNE) T'o not proctfji; any capabili Li C:MJ, >:
* . >
* fib .Process MGS archive Generation' procest. rcuuests :'
••I". NAG J*j not process: MSS arrh-ive 3enei dstion process renueats.. X
;•: ' •*
S LD fTocosr- control point library build* v
-t NLli I'o nol proc«&«i ctintrul Koirit library build. t'.
.'. X:
'•!-" f- K Prore'ic; .file Hrorluct seriersLion I'-rocess reuuptitc >'j
f M F f ' l<ci not >--rot:es«u f i IE? product generation process reuue«iti;; «!
-i- . i
'i- . :
f IP f'rocess CCT product aeneretiori- pruce«i«j reuut.'sts >;
S' NTT . I'o nut proct-jti CCT product !2f?neri:t ion. r-i -oceuv. reuuosta >|
JU-: froce&s I I D T dump/ rer-ort > j
* N I U < lK> not procesi: HUT dump/rei-or I
* S H < O U ) Show current capabilities
* C X ( I T ) E::it to tiie string cori t iol
* HE: ( I P ) Display this menu
*************** v*** ************************* ***iy **************** *****»;i-*)(:]k*:x:^-*








Procp'j-? MSS archive generation process
Process cbntrol r -oinL l ibrary b t i i l ' J t
Process f i le product eorioration pi-ocess reauestv;.
PraiT'Sv; product, verier fit i (.in r-rores;? rf.'Oi.ic«it& >
I'rorost- Urn (ii . i iuf/
PAPAffTI
Figure 13-18. String Capabilities
13-37
STEP ACTION
13 TYPE "ALL PEP
DISKAAAAAAAAAAAA(C/R)~
' |
14 TYPE "ATTN CCP AL
PEP DISKB8BBBBBBBBBB(C/R)
15 TYPE "ALL*(C/R)"
16 TYPE "PEP (C/R)1
17 TYPE "DMU (C/R)"


















THE SYSTEM HILL RESPOND:
MESSAGE RECEIVED: AND PROMPT
FUNCTION:
THE SYSTEM WILL RESPOND:
TEE SYSTEM PROMPT FOR PACKAGE NAME
THE DISKS ALLOCATED TO PEPG WILL
BE DISPLAYED, AS SHOWN IN
FIGURE 13-19 AND THE
"FUNCTION:" PROMPT OUTPUT
THE DMU MENU WILL BE DISPLAYED
AS SHOWN IN FIGURE 13-20
AND THE "DMU" PROMPT OUTPUT
THE "DMU" PROMPT WILL BE OUTPUT,













THE INTERACTIVE DUMP COMMAND MENU
AS SHOWN IN FIGURE 13-21
WILL BE DISPLAYED AND THE
"IND:>" PROMPT OUTPUT
THE ERROR MESSAGE "CANNOT OPEN
SCENE DIRECTORY" AND THE "IND:>"
PROMPT WILL BE OUTPUT
THE "FUNCTION:" PROMPT WILL BE
OUTPUT
THE SYSTEM WILL RESPOND "S"
THE BATCH QUEUE WILL BE DISPLAYED
AS SHOWN IN FIGURE 13-22
13-38
SHOW THAT THERE
ARE NO SCENES ALL
ON THE DlfK
NEWLOG WILL BE IN




Fi.incl.imi: ATTN Cf.:P Al. PEP DISKAAAAAAAAA.V.A
hESSAPr KFCEIVEH
Fnnrl . ior , : A T T N TCP Al PFP r iG\S\ inK»&fir«HHbMriE<M(
MFS«.5Af;r fv-r fT.u'rri
f i j i i f (. i t i l l . ' . (,(. I
- r,,n t»p PIV«
UISK N A J H
ITI
T l L M P l h A G E I U J . K
Funr t iun : U M I I .
























SELECT A DMU DISPLAY
EX-T THE DMU SESSION
DISPLAY THIS MENU
CHANGE THE (P)RIORITY OF A GIVEN <U>ORK (OR)DER
ATTACH A (COM)MENT TO A UORK ORDER
CHANGE THE SCHEDULING (POSI)TION FOR ONE WORK ORDER
<R)£UORK A (U)ORK (OR)DER
(R)ESEQUENCE THE ENTIRE SCHEDULING (QUE)UE
(FL)USH A (P)ROCESS (R)EQUEST
(F)LUSH A (U)ORK (OR)DER
(SET) UORK ORDER TO (R)EADY STATE
(SET) UORK ORDER TO (OOMPLETE STATE
(SET) WORK ORDER TO (H)OLD STATE
(S)ET A-TAPE (BOU)NDARY
(C)LEAR A-TAPE (BOU)NDARY




TY C PE >»< A OR P-). ,'
LKST) .;.....
sc < ENE >»( SLOT NUMBER >.
S2<CENL>r (SLOT NUMBER)
i:iE<VICE)f <P OR 1 )
RE < PORT ) r < SUM r PEPSI, F OH»UND11
PARAMETER)..
SH (OW >
P R ( I N T )
S A ( V E ) » ( S L O T NUMCCR)
I
* * • » •
HL(LP)
EX< J"i )
Tl CANNOT OPEN SCENE DIRECTORY
I N U : >E:<












• * » 4 * *
.DEFINE AM OR PM
.DISPLAY LIST OF
.SELECT SCENE 1
.SELECT SCENE ? r
.CHOOSE PRINTER OR TERMINAL
.CHOOSE CURRENT REPORT TYPE
.ENTER PARAMETERS FOR CURRENT REPORT
.SHOW CURRENT PARAMETERS FOR THIS RF.
.PRINT THE REPORT















* batrh nuoue 'SYSiliATf-H: JobUm-lO; r«asepri-2r Swap
Current Job 150 STAGE! NEWLOG FTi-8t • 15-NOV-1901 09:27
* J:atch oueuo •£YS$REAl..TIME* Jotalim=10» E«ase»FTi=8r Swap
















TYPE "SHOW DEVICE DB
(C/R)-
28 TYPE "LO (C/R)"
A DISPLAY OF ALL PROGRAMS RUNNING
WILL BE OUTPUT AS SHOWN IN FIGURE
13-23
LOCFILE.DAT;! SHOULD BE PRESENT.
PCE_STA WILL BE IN
QUEUE. THIS IS THE
CCP EXECUTIVE.
THE DISK DEVICES CURRENTLY ON
THE SYSTEM WILL BE DISPLAYED.
NOTICE THE AMOUNT OF FREE DISK
SPACE ON M1D4. THIS WILL BE COMPARED
TO THE AMOUNT OF DISK SPACE ON
M1D4 AFTER ALL SCENARIOS
ARE OVER.
LOG OFF SYSTEM, THIS IS THE




















































































































































































When processing errors are encountered in PEPG subprocesses, appropriate action
is taken and an error message is sent to PEPGMON which in turn records and logs
a message to the operator. For each error encountered, the subprocess which
encountered the error, the error type, and the action taken by the aubprocess
are logged to the operator. The action taken for each error is dependent on the
severity of the error and where the error Is encountered. The logging of error
messages to the operator is initiated by the subprocess by notifying PEPGMON of
the error through the mailbox established for PEPGMON to subprocess
communication. PEPGMON sends the error message LO the operator utilizing the
LOGGER utility. Table 13-2 lists all error messages, their source, and
appropriate action taken by PEPG and the operator.
13.8 INPUT AND OUTPUT DESCRIPTION AND EXAMPLES
This paragraph consists only of an index telling where to find samples of PEPG








Performance Evaluation Product Generation
GES 10077, HDT-AM Data

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Tape and Film Labels
LBR Calibration!Data
Outputs to Operator
CCt-AM (1600 BPI. BSQ)
CCT-PM (1600 BPI, BSQ)
i
Process Feedback











GES 10027, HIPS Specification
GES 10077, MIPS Specification
GES 10028, DRRTS Subsystem
Specification
GES 10142, Ground Segment







GES 10074, MMF/IGF ICD
CES J.0052, MSS 241-AM/PM
Specification







































LSD-IGF-PKG-3027, Package Design PEPG
13.9 PERSONNEL
HMF personnel provide process requests with identification of tapes and products
required. The tape storage clerk provides HDT-AMs (CCTs if required) to the







After pi cruets requested are generated, HDTs and CCTs are returned to tape
storage by the tape storage clerk. Dumps and reports go to the Quality
Assui nnce Croup for assessment and latent film (F241 AM/PM) goes to MMF for
transmitted to the Photo Lab fcr processing. MSS will distribute final products











The PEPG completion activity transfers product generation feedback Information
into the MUF-M DEC2050 computer system and updates the DEC2050 data base.
i
Feedback Information that!is created probrammatlcally by the product generation
i |
process Is transferred from a MIPS or TIPS VAX 11/780 computer string to MMF-M
I ',
via Decnec link. Feedback; information that Is created manually (i.e., hard copy
! j
data) is mamlally entered Into the DEC2050 via a DEC VT78 KCRT terminal complex
in Building 23. Photo Lab; process requests for processing of 241mm film ore
printed on a DEC LA-180 terminal in Building 23.
The software modules that are employed by PEPG completion activity are part of
the Ground Segment Management Subsystem (CMS), and consist of the following:
GXPREC (LSD-MMF-CPD-2080) - MIPS/TIPS Product Data Receive Process
GQHASS ( iSD-MMP-CPD-2074) - GHS HDDR Product Assessment Eatry Program
' i
GPTAFB (LSD-MMF-CPD-2056) - Final Product Feedback for CCT Tapes
i
GPFGEN (\5D-MMF-PCD-i040) - CMS Photo Lab Process Request Generation
GPFIFB (LSD-MMF-CPD-2'057) - CMS Final Product Film Feedback
i





The objectives of the PEPG completion activity are: 1) to update the MMF-M data
j






performance evaluation, and 2) to record the assessed HOT and image quality
information in the MMF-M .data base.
i
The successful creation of a product that was requested for PEPG will result in «j
the transfer of feedback information that closes out the initial PEPG process |
a
request. Products that are covered by this activity are the CCTs and 241 mm -|
1film rolls. PEPG process requests for HDT-AM dumps are not covered by this |
activity. r|
The PEPG completion activity is preceded by PEPG scheduling and product |
{
generation. Since PEPG completion, closes out the process request, it is not |
followed by any procedural activity. (
• / " > )i,; f
14.3 FUNCTION DESCRIPTION [V-
The PEPG completion activity is implemented by application of the following
processes (reference Figure 14.3-1):
a. Transfer CCT feedback files and quality files from MIPS VAX 11/780 to
MMF-M DEC 2050 (unit GXPREC).
b. Apply CCT feedback data to MMF-M data base (unit GPTAFB).
c. Apply CCT quality data to MMF-M data base (unit GQHASS).
d. Transfer 241 mm latent film feedback files and quality files from TIPS
VAX 11/780 to MMF-M DEC2050 (unit GXPREC).
e. Apply 241 mm latent film feedback data to MMF-M data base (unit
GPFIFB).











g. Generate photo lab 241 mm film process request (unit GPFGEN).
h. Enter 241 mm processed film feedback, data into MMF-M DEC2050
(production controller keyboard operation).|
 :
i. Apply 241 mm processed film feedback data to MMF-M data base (unit
GPFLFB). i
14.3.1 CCT PROCESSES (Figure 14.3-1)i ! . . .
Whenever a CCT Is generated at MIPS in response to a PEPG process request, the
feedback and quality flle^ are created in the MIPS VAX 11/780. At MMF, programs
GXPREC, CQHASS, and GPTAFB are run periodically. GXPREC samples the MIPS
j !
strings, and if any files 'are waiting to be sent, GXPREC transfers them across a
I ' ' ' ' •Decnet link to the MMF DEC2050. GQHASS then applies the quality file data to the
data base and GPTAFB applies the feedback file data to the data base, closing
out the PEPG >rocess request.
i
!
14,3.2 241 MH FILM PROCESSES (Figure 14.3-1)
Whenever a lab
request, the
ent film roll Is generated at TIPS In response to a PEPG process
feedback and quality files are created in the TIPS VAX 11/780.
Program GXPREC periodically samples the TIPS strings, and transfers any waiting
Ii
files to thfe MMF DEC2050 via a Decnet link. GQHASS then applies the quality
i
file to the data base andJGPFIFB applies the feedback file to the data base.ii
When the CPFIFB process la completed, program GPFGEN Is triggered and causes a
I i







controller at the LA-180 printer terminal in Building 23. At the same tine a
move request for the latent filn roll is generated at MMF (reference product
tracking, section 22) and is transmitted to MIPS. The latent film is moved from
MIPS, via Building 28 staging area, to Building 23 where the production
controller delivers it, together with the process request, to the Photo Lab.
After film processing, the Photo Lab annotates the process request with the film
feedback information, and prepares a separate film assessment sheet for QA
.evaluation. The annotated process request is delivered to the production
controller, who enters the film feedback information into the MMF DEC2050 via a
VT78 KCRT complex in Building 23. Program GPFLFB applies the film feedback data
to the data base, closing out the original PEPG process request. The film roll
and assessment sheet are delivered to QA.
14.3.3 OPERATING MODES
Under normal operating conditions the above described processing programs run in
automatic mode every 30 minutes and do not require operator interaction, except
for GPFLFB which is always run manually. Manual mode operation of all the
programs is availaMe to accommodate unanticipated needs, or to provide a work-
around in situations that prevent successful automatic operation.
I
If the Decnet link Is down, MIPS/TIPS will dump their files onto tape, and •
GXPREC will be run manually in the tape mode to copy the specified files from :
1








The following paragraphs describe the programs used for the PEPG completion
activity.
14.4.1 GXPREC (LSD-MMF-CPD-2080) - MIPS/TIPS PRODUCT DATA RECEIVE PROCESS
14.4.1.1 Summary
The MIPS/TIPS product data receive (GXPREC) program is a part of the archive
scheduling and MIPS/TIPS feedback. It can be run autcuiatically or manually by
an operator whenever the Decnet link is working. It will copy all files
mentioned In the VAX-transfer file over from each MIPS/TIPS and place them in
the appropriate directory on the DEC 2050. If the Decnet link is down, this
module will be run manually in the tape mode by the operator. It will copy
files specified in a tape and place them in the appropriate directory.
14.4.1.2 Inputs
14.4.1.2.1 Operator-Supplied
Operator inputs are supplied only when GXPREC is run in manual code, and are in
the form of responses to program prompts. Table 14.4-1 details GXFREC prompts
and acceptable responses.
Table 14.4-1. GXPREC Prompts/Responses
PROMPT




THE DECNET IS DOWN, AND THE
OPERATOR WANTS TO ENTER THE PILE





c ORIG fVAL PAGE fSOF POOR QUALITY
DO YOU WIJSH TO TRANSFER V
FILES FROM THIS STRING (Y/N)?
DO YOU l.'ISH TO PROCEED WITH
THE GXPREC PROGRAM (Y/N)?i i










THE OPERATOR DOESN'T WANT TO ENTER
THE FILE INTO THE DIRECTORY VHEN
THE DECNET IS DOWN.
TRANSFER FILES OF A SPECIFIC
STRING TO DEC 2050 VIA DECNET
DON'T TRANSFER PILES FROM THAT
STRING TO DEC 2050.
CONTINUE COPYING FILES
HALT COPYING FILES
TRANSFER FILES TO DEC 2050 VIA
DECNET
DON'T TRANSFER FILES TO DEC 2050.
Files
When the Decnet link is up
(TRNFIL) and
, GXPREC transfers the VAX-transfer file directory
CURINX.PRC directory. If 'the Decnet link is down, all files along with their
VAX-transfer
the files '• listed within into the MMF ays ten and updates the
file directory (TRNFIL that are in the MIPS/TIPS's VAX) are dumped
onto a tape which is later read into the l!MF system.
Data Base Files \










The MIPS/TIPS product data receive program produces four types of outputs:
a. Operator display (only when GXPREC is run in manual mode)
b. Updated data base files
c. Summary report file (GXPREC.SUM)
d. 'TAKE' file in *TAPE* mode only (GXPREN.CMD).
14.4.1.3.1 Operator Displays
A list of the prompts displayed to the operator and their allowable responses
are detailed in Table 14.4-1.
An incorrect response is indicated to the operator by the following:
ERROR: Invalid response, valid entries are Y and 1* only
Other informational displays, such as processing and error mescages are shown in
Table 14.4-2.
14.4.1.3.2 Files
As part of its processing functions, the only data base file updated by GXPREC
is the directory. GXPREC also creates a scratch file (GXPREC.SCR) as part of the
data receive processing. GXPREC generates the following:
a. Processing report files:
GXPREC will create a summary processing report file (GXPREC.SUM), a
user interaction log file (GXPREC.UIL), a 'TAKE' file (GXPREN.CMD) and
a production log (GXPREC.PLG). The summary report file summarizes the
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details the operator prompts and responses. The 'TAKE' file contains
all the files entered by CXPREC into the PRC directory of the data
base and which, therefore, must be renamed to have the same extension.
I 'i
The report files are printed via the job control language.
14.4.1.4 Operational Sequence
r j • •
GXPREC can be implemented by keying either of the following statements:
' I
a. @TAKE; GXPREC.CMD (for interactive processing)
b. @SUBMIT CXPREC.CTL (for batch processing).
The operator should watch out for the TAPE MODE and add:
i i
9TAKE GXPREN.CMD !| ! . '
6DEL.ETE *.BPR !
14.4.1.5 Program Scheduling
This program is normally initiated an part of the PEPG CCT/film completion
notification tr
When initiated
aasactica, which is activated "by interval timer every 30 minutes.
manually as a separate program, it will be run by a production
controller at a VT78 KCRT complex.
I !
Program run time (wall clock) is estimated to be TBD minutes.
14.4.2 GQHASS (LSD-MMF-CPDJ-2074) - CMS HDDR PRODUCT ASSESSMENT ENTfvY PROGRAM
14.4.2.1 Summary






<* POOR QUAL/7V 81SDS4232VUHUTY Revision A
16 July 1982
quality information about HDTs and Images in the product assessment area of the
NMF data base. The program, which Is designed to run In automatic mode, may be
Initiated by either the operator or by the HDDR assessment entry program. The
quality Information to be processed consists of two kinds of Hata: Image
quality and HOT quality. For the PEPG application. Image and HOT quality data ]
files are created at the generation of a CCT or a 241 mm fi lm froa an HOT.
|
Image quality refers to the quality of the contents of the tape. Whenever a
PEPC CCT or f i lm Is created from an HOT, the quality of the Images on the HOT Is
determined and entered into an Image quality data file (IQDXXX).
GQUASS will process the file and enter the image quality Information into i
records within the product assessment area of the HMF data base.
HOT quality refers to the quality of the physical HOT Itself. Whenever an HOT
is read or written (which may occur many times for a given HOT), the quality of
the physical HOT is determined and entered into an HOT quality data file
(PAYXXX).
GQHASS will process the file and enter the HOT quality information into records
within the product assessment area of the HMF data base.
OurIng the course of processing, all IQDXXX and PAYXXX file names which are
successfully processed are transferred from the CURINX directory to the DELIfK
director,, and a summary report Is generated which lists all significant actions
which occurred during the execution of the program.
OPLAN
14-13
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The CMS HDDR product assessment entry program (GQHASS) records HOT and image
quality information in the MMF data base. This process can only be run under the
automatic mode and does not require any operator inputs.
14.4.2.2.1 Operator Supplied Inputs
None.
14.4.2.2.2 Files
a. Image Quality Data Files (IQDXXX.YY)
b. HOT Quality Data files (PAYXXX.YYY).
14.4.2.2.3 Data Base Files
_"•—~~ _•_—__ —___ • • j






The CMS HDDR product assessment entry program (GQHASS) produces several types of
outputs.
a. Operator display
b. Summary report file
c. Updated data base files









The end of processing message is the only message that will be displayed to the
operator.
14.4.2.3.2 Files ;
As part of thejprocessing functions, the following data bases are updated:
a. Directory i
I !b. Product assessment.
CQHASS creates a scratch file during its processing and a summary processing
report file i(GQHASS) containing information about IQDXXX and PAYXXX files that
are already processed. A summary report file is printed via the Job control
i 1
language. A luser interaction log is also printed, which may contain any of the
error or information messages listed in Table 14.4-3.
j
14.4.2.4 Operational Sequence
CQHASS can beiimplemented by keying either of the following statements:
a. TAKE GQHASS.CMD j(for interactive processing)
i !
b. 0SU&MIT GQHASS.CTL (for batch processing).
14.4.2.5 Program Scheduling
This program :Ls normally Initiated as part of the PEPG CCT/fllo completion
notification Transaction,jwhlch is activated by Interval timer every 30 minutes.
i
When initiated manuallyj as a separate program, it will be run by a production
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" DO* llQT RE-RUN
RESPOND f ROPERLY
NONE
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14.4.3 GPTAFB (LSD-MMF-CPD-2056) - FINAL PRODUCT FEEDBACK FOR CCT TAPES
14.4.3.1 Summary
The PEPG CCT feedback procedure updates the data base with feedback information,
about the creation of computer compatible tapes (CCTs). This feedback
information corresponds to PEPG process requests that were created by the
Mission Management Facility (MMF) and sent via Decnet to MIPS. When fulfilling
the process requests, MIPS creates the CCT feedback files and sends them to MMF
via Decnet. GPTAFB is usually initiated by the product completion transaction;
however, GPTAFB can also be Initiated by the operator.
After all CCT feedback files have been processed, a cancellation log, a
regeneration log and a processing summary are printed.
14.4.3.2 Inputs
14.4.3,2.1 Operator-Supplied
Operator inputs are supplied only when GPTAFB is run in manual mode, and are in
the form of responses to program prompts. The following tabl° details prompts
and acceptable operator responses.
PROMPT













SHOULD ENTER Y OR N
DO YOU WISH TO CONTINUE
WITH THE PROCESS
(GPTAFB) (Y/N)?
N DO NOT PROCESS THIS FILE
Y PROCESS THIS FILE
N DO NOT PROCESS THIS FILE
Y CONTINUE WITH THE PROCESS
(GPTAFB)
N DO NOT CONTINUE WITH THE
PROCESS (GPTAFB)
14.4.3.2.2 Data Base Input











The final product feedback (GPTAFB) generates three types of output: operator
displays (only when GPTAFB is running in manual mode), updates and/or newly
created records, and printed outputs.
OPLA*
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14.4.3.3.1 Operator Displays !
There are prompts .displayed to the operator, and have the following format:
DO YOU WISH TO PROCESS THIS FILE (Y/JJ)?
ERROR: INVALID RESPONSE. SHOULD ENTER Y OR N
DO YOU WISH TO COOTI.VUE WITH THE PROCESS (CPTAFB) (Y/N)?
Allowable responses are as detailed in paragraph 14.4.3.2.1.
14.4.3.3.2 Data Base Areas






14.4.3.3.3 Frinte-1 Outputs .
CPTAFB will create a sunmary processing report, regeneration log, and a
cancellation log given a normal termination. Regeneration log prints out all
the scenes which should be regenerated, and cancellation log prints out all the
cancelled scenes. The suanary report prints out the sumoary of process
completed by CPTAFB, and nay contain any of the messages listed in Table 14.4-4.
14.4.3.4 Operational Sequence
CPTAFB can be iaplemented by keying either of the following statements:
a. 8TAKE GPTAFB.CMD (for interactive processing)
















DO NOT RERUN THAT
PACKET (MANUAL MODE)
DO NOT RERUN GPTAFB
< 0 H M 0 z
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DO NOT RERUN THAT
PACKET (MANUAL MODE)
DO NOT RERUN GPTAFB
















































































































































































Vhis program is normally initiated as part of the PEPG CCT/film completion
notification transaction, which is activated by Interval timer every 30 minutes.
When initiated annually as a separate program, it will be run by a production
controller at a VT78 KCRT complex.
Program run time (wall clock) is estimated to be less than S minutes.
14.4.4 GPFGEN (LSD-MMF-CPD-2040) - CMS PHOTO LAB PROCESS REQUEST GENERATOR
14.4.4.1 Summary
The photo lab process request generation (GPFGEN) can be run automatically as
part of the photographic laboratory work order completion transaction, or it can
be operated in a manual", mode under the control of an operator. This module
generates wovk orders for phoco lab processing. If a process request is
generated, the data base records are updated to indicate that the imagery has
been sent to the photo lab, and a process request file(s) is produced.
GPFGEN creates a photo lab process request file (FPR) for each film roll
scheduled for photo lab processing. An entry is made in the directory areo of
the data base for each process request created. Finally, film process request











Operator inputs are supplied only when GPFGEN is run in manual mode, and are in
the form of responses to program prompts. The following cable details GPFGEN
prompts and acceptable operator responses:
PROMPT
Do you wish to proceed with
Che GPFGEN process (Y/N)?
Do you wish to process this
film ID (Y/N)?
WARNING: Current facility is










To continue photo lab
process request generation
To stop photo lab
process request generation
To generate a photo lab
process request for film roll
Do not generate a photo
lab process request for
film roll
To generate a photo lab process
request despite the fact that the
film roll does not have
Building 23 as its current facility
Do not generate a photo lab process
request foe the film roll
1AC4±4S2,2 Other
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14.4.4.3 Outputs i
~! !
The photo lab process '•• request generator produces three types of outputs:
operator displays (only when GPFGEN is run in the manual mode), updated and/or
newly created files, and 'printed outputs.
[ :
14.4.4.3.1 Operator Displays
The set of operator prompts and appropriate responses may be found in paragraph
I >
14.4.4.2.1. i An incorrect response is indicated to the operator by the display:
! !
ERROR: ! INVALID REPONSE. VALID REPONSES ARE Y OR N.
Other informational displays, such as processing and error messages are detailed
I i
in Table 14.4-5. i
14.4.4.3.2 Files j
GPFGEN creates and/or updates several files as part of its processing function.
With normaliprocessing, GPFGEN updates the following data base files:
a. Common-parameter

































































































































































































































I 5. Frame number
6. Quality assessment
7. Error code.
The format of the listing Is shown In Figure 14.4-1.
b. Processing summary file that contains:
1. The film ID of each film scanned
2. The IP of the process request file per film
3. The number of scenes per Item
4. The current facility of each film, and three reports that are sent to
the photo lab (reference GES 10142, Ground Segment to Photo Shipping
Support Facility TCD).
c. List of required master rolls containing:
I. Film IDs
• 2. Comments
d. List of work orders generated containing:
1. Request ID
2. Archive master roll ID
3. Priority
4. Comments
e. User Interaction log file.
14.4.4.4 Operational Sequence
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a. @TAKE GPFGEN.CMD (for interactive processing)
b. 0SUBMIT GPFGEN.CTL (for batch processing).
14.4.4.5 Program Scheduling
This program is normally initiated as part of the PEPG CCT/film completion
notification transaction, which is activated by interval timer every 30 minutes.
When initiated manually as a separate program, it will be run by a production
controller at a VT78 KCRT complex.
Program run time (wall clock) is estimated to be less than S minutes.
14.4.5 GPFIPB (LSD-MMF-CPD-2057) - CMS FINAL PRODUCT FILM FEEDBACK
14.4.5.1 Summary
The CMS final product film feedback module, GPFIFB, runs automatically as part
of the 241 mm film roll completion transaction; it can also be run manually by
the operator^ The program will verify feedback files and then apply them to the
data base, adding new film roll records to the data base,' and updating the
product request records to show that HOT to film processing has been completed.
More than one process request may be handled in producing a single roll of film.
All the process requests which produced a particular roll of film are tabulated
in the packet directory file.
The final product film feedback is initiated by the product completion notlfier
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Operator inputs are supplied only when GPFIFB is run in manual mode and are in
response to program prompts. The following cable details GPFIFB prompts and
acceptable operator responses:
RESPONSEPROMPT
DO YOU WISH TO CONTINUE
PROCESSING? (Y/N)
FILM ROLL ID: L4TLR8XXXXXX
NUMBER OF PROCESS REQUESTS: 99
NUMBER OF SCENES ON ROLL: 999








and apply to data
base If no errors
Do not process these
feedback files
for this film roll
o
14.4.5.2.2 Files
GPFIFB requires the following files as input, regardless of the operational
mode:
a. Final product process request file (PPRXXX.PTB)
b. Packet directory feedback file (FPDXXX.PRC)
c. Final product film feedback file (FFBXXX.PRC).
14.4.5.2.3 Data Base
















The final product film feedback processor produces the following outputs:
I • [
a. Operator displays - only when GPFIFB is run in manual mode
f l 'b. Updated data base files
I I
c. Processing scratch files
i i
d. Processing report files.
1 '
14.4.5.3.1 Operator Displays
A list of all messages displayed to the operator is shown in Table 14.4-6.
The original prompt will then be redisplayed for the operator.
14.4.5.3.2 Updated Data Base Files



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The program will create several scratch files during feedback processing. If
certain error conditions occur during processing, these files should be printed
I
to aid in error1 correction. These files are:
Feedback scratch files (GPFIFB.1BS)
b. Packet directory scratch file (GPFIFB.IDS)
I :
c. Cancellation scratch file (crFIFB.CLF)
d. Regeneration scratch file (GPFIFB.RLF)
14.4.5.3.A Processing Report Files
i i
GPHFB generates the following processing report files:
a. Processing summary file (GPFIFB.SUH) - reports on HOT/FILM feedback
processing and any error messages associated with processing
I i • -b. Cancellation log file (GPFIFB.CAN) - identifies all scenes which were
cancelled [
i ' '
c. Regeneration log file (GPFTFB.REG) - identifies all scenes which need
Lregeneration I .
d. User interact'on log file (GPFIFB.UIL) - details operator prompts and
responses.
These report files are automatically printed via the Job control language. The
processing summary file will contain information displays, such as processing
and error messages. These! are shown in Table 14.4-6.
14.4.5.4 Operational Sequence









a. STAKE GPPIFB.CMD (for Interactive processing)
b. 6SUBMIT GPFIFB.CTL (for batch processing).
OPLAN
14-41
14.4.5.5 Program Scheduling j
This program is normally initiated as part ,f the*E*G CCt/fll. completion
notification transaction, which is activated by interval timer ev.ry 30 minutes.
When initiated manually as a separate program, it will be run by a production J
controller at & VT78 KCRT complex.
Program run time <««11 clock) is estimated to be less than 5 minutes.
14.4.6 CPFLFB (LSO-MMF-CPD-2051) - CMS PHOTO LAB FEEDBACK ,
14.4.6.1 Summary, |
The CMS photo lab feedback process (GPFLPB) is initiated by the operator at a j
VT78 terminal in order to process the feedback information f,r 241 nua film*.
Tne operator is displayed a Trafflc-20 "menu" screen which prompts for
continuance or program exit. If continuance is selected the operator is then
prompted for a photo lab process request file (FPR) name via another Traffle-20
,creen. For each process request name entered, interface and application
processes are performed. Processing continues by prompting the operator for
another FPR name. If the operator responds with a line-feed command, the program
displays the menu screen, and allows the operator to select either EXIT or
continuance. If EXIT is selected the program is terminated after creating a






During the operator Input Interaction for each FPR file name, the input data is
verified and stored In a feedback file. The operator will be providing file
nave, copies desired, film roll accept/reject, quality assessment or error code,
and photo lab start/completion times, as acquired from the annotated photo lab
process request listing (see Figure 14.4-1).
The contents of the feedback file are applied to the data base to update and
close out the film process request file.
14.4.6.2 Input
14.4.6.2.1 Operator-Supplied
Operator inputs are required to run this nodule and are in the form of responses
to Traffic-20 fomatted screens. Table 14.4-7 details acceptable operator
responses to the Traffic-20 screen prompts. The specific application of these
responses to the Traffic-20 screens is shown in Figure 14.4-2.
14,4,6*2=2 Other
Feedback Files
Under normal circumstances, GPFLFB requires the photo lab process request file,
(FPRXXX.FTB) as input. If certain orror conditions occur during processing,
this file should be printed to aid in error correction.
Data Base Files













































Number of Copies Desired 01-99
YY - year














1 •» Exit program
2 •• Continue
Name of the photo lab
process request file to
be processed.
Yes it is
No it is not
Accept
Reject
Number of copies which
are desired
Start date/time of the
photo lab




code for each band
present for scene
14.4.6.3 Outputs
The photo lab feedback processor produces the following outputs:
a. Operator displays
b. Updated data base files
c. Processing scratch files


















































































A list of. operator prompts, appropriate responses, and informational messages
are found in Tables 14.4-7 and 14.4-8. Sample Traffic-20 screens are shown in
Figure 14.4-2. An invalid response is indicated to the operator by an error
message requesting the operator to enter the correct values.
14.4.6.3.2 Files




GPFLFB also creates the following scratch file during feedback processing:
a. Cancellation scratch file (GPFLFB.CLFj.
If- certain error conditions occur during ' processing, these files should be
printed to aid in error correction.
GPFLFB generates the following processing report files:
a. Processing summary file (GPFLFB.SUM) - reports on photo lab feedback
processing and associated error messages (if any)
b. User interaction log file (GPFLFB.UIL) - details Traffic-20 screens
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These report files are automatically printed via the job control language.
14.4.6.4 Operating Sequence
GPFLFB can be initiated by entering either of the following statements:
a. @TAKE GPFLFB.CMD (for interactive"processing)
b. @SUBMIT GPFLFB.CTL (for batch processing).
A "menu" screen is displayed to the operator which directs him to select
"continue processing" or "exit". If "exit" is selected, the program terminates.
If "continue" is selected, entry screens #1 and #2 (see Figure 14.4-2) will be
presented for input data. The operator can recall the "menu" screen at any time
by entering a line-feed control key.
14.4.6.5 Program Scheduling
This program is normally executed at the discretion of the production controller
whenever a representative number of 241 mm film rolls have been processed. With
the anticipated PEPG film requirements, once daily is the expected frequency.
The program is run by the production controller at a VT78 KCRT complex in
Building 23.
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The processing associated with archive dissemination is performed in the MSS
Mission Management Facility (MMF-M) on the DEC2050 system. Figure 15-1 provides
a high level block diagram of the MMF-M hardware subsystem.
The software used to perform archive dissemination includes the following
programs:
&. GGGHAM - CHIT Generation
b. GPDGEN - CMS ORRTS Process Request Generator
c. GSARGN - Archive Regeneration Request Entry
d. GXOREC - DRRTS Data Receive
e. GQHASS - HDDR Product Assessment Entry
f. GPUCFB - CMS ORRTS Uplink and Copy Process Request Feedback
. g* RSPACO - Product/Acquisition Request Closeout
h. RS.UOCO - User Order Closeout..
15.2 OVERVIEW/BACKGROUND
Upon completion of an archival HOT-AM tape product in MIPS/MAG, the HDT-AM
product evaluation process (PEP) screens all HDT-AM tapes prepared by MAG for
validity of the non-image data, and for accuracy of the geometric and
radiometric corrections. When PEP completes its HDT-AM evaluation, the results
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The MSS archive dissemination scheduler receives the product evaluation feedback
from PEP, and according to this evaluation, either extracts the HDT-AM scene
evaluation data to generate rework requests for bad scenes or updates the CHIT-
AM scene evaluation records. The scheduler then checks the status of the Domsat
link to EOC in preparation for generating an uplink process request.
If the Domsat link is operational, the scheduler generates the request that
results in the transmission of the HDT-AM to EDO by DRRTS via Domsat.
To account for the generation of archival products a CHIT-AM tape is generated
which contains a daily inventory of MSS A-tapes. The GUIT-AM tapes are
subsequently sent to the IFF in Building 23 for transmission to EDO over land
lines.
Figure 15-2 illustrates the relationship of the archive dissemination functions
to each other and to preceding and succeeding functions.
15.3 FUNCTION DESCRIPTION
The archive dissemination function is composed of three major processing
operations or transactions:
a. Archive dissemination scheduling - this transaction (Figure 15-3)
generates a DRRTS process request for each archive product in the MMF
data base with a status of "ready for DRRTS".
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receives and applies feedoack information about DRRTS uplink
activities to the MMF data base and closes out the user order for the
• f
archive product.
c. CHIT-AM generation - this transaction (Figure 15-5) generates a
Goddard HDT inventory tape for each HDT-AM listed in the arcnive
product directory.
15.4 PROCESS OPERATIONS
Based on inputs from a QA specialist, the archive dissemination function is
performed once or twice a day by a production controller as needed to support
operational requirements. Estimated run time for all dissemination proce-sses is
20 minutes per HDT-AM. The function is assigned medium priority except when
close to the scheduled uplink window, when it is assigned a high priority.
The processes making up the archive dissemination function are described in more
detail in the following paragraphs.
15.4.1 ARCHIVE DISSEMINATION SCHEDULER
Depending on the evaluation of the HDT-AM quality, the archive dissemination
scheduler flags the product as either ready for uplink or as requiring product
regeneration. If the product is statused as ready for uplink, the program
CPDGEN is used; if it requires regeneration the GSARCN program is used.
15.4.1.1 DRRTS Process Request Generation (GPDGEN)
The DRRTS process request generator program is designed to operate in either of









status of "Ready for DRRTS" are automatically scheduled for copy and/or uplink
at the DRRTs facility. In manual mode, the operator is asked whether or not to
process each archive product. In either case, HDT-A and HDT-Ps are scheduled
for copy/uplink and a DRRTS process request Decnet file Is generated for each
archive product which is accepted and processed.
The operational mode (eutotnatic or manual) is determined by a switch in the
common parameter area of the data base. If the outstanding products override
flag is set, a HOT is scheduled for DRRTS even if there are final products yet
to be made from the HOT. Three uplink flags, one for each type of HOT, indicate
whether that type of tape Is allowed to be uplinked or not. Two IRIG time
modifiers are used to alter the start/stop times.
For each archive product record that is ready for DRRTS, necessary processing is
performed to create a DRRTS process request file for that archive product. By
examining the archive product record, a determination is made as to whether a
tape is a copy candidate or an uplink candidate. If a tape is an uplink
candidate and if the automatic copy request flag is set in the common parameter
area of the data base, then a copy process request file will be generated as
well as the uplink process request file.
To process a tape, there must be at least one good scene present on the tape.
To determine this, all scene records in the archive product area are scanned,
and the production area is examined to determine the number of copies to be






otherwise, the status will be changed to "complete" and the next archive product
will be retrieved. For those tapes which are processed, a DRRTS process request
Decnet file will be generated and the archive product and production areas of
the data base will be updated to reflect tt.e new status of the archive product.
Finally, all of the DRRTS process request files created in the program are
transferred to the TOPS-20 directory index for files to be sent to DRRTS and a
processing summary report is printed. A data flow diagram for GPDGEN is shown in
Figure 15-6.
Several types of messages can result from processing. These messages can have a
variety of forms, such as operator displays or processing summary messages.
Generally, the messages will conform to the following standards:
a. Information.
Messages of this type are preceded by the phrase "INFORMATION" and
describe general processing information such as file names, tape IDs
and processing activities. They require no operator action by
themselves.
b. Warning.
These messages are preceded by the phrase "WARNING". Warning messages
in GPDGEN refer to cases in which the current facility of Che HDT is
not DRT. This alerts the operator to this fact before he makes a
final processing decision.
c. Error.
























from an invalid operator response to a program prompt. The only valid
operator response to program prompts are "Y" and "N". Operator action
is required for these messages,
d. Fatal Error.
These messages are preceded by the phrase "FATAL ERROR" and indicate a
serious malfunction or inconsistency In the data base or records
within the data base. A fatal error also results from an operator
entry of a Control-C. These messages indicate a situation serious
enough so that the program cannot be continued, and ~rror termination
will result.
15.4.1.2 Archive Regeneration Request Entry (GSARGN)
GSARGN regenerates archive-product requests for HDT-R tapes that have been
listed in the archive regeneration logs or the Quality Assurance (QA)
personnel's HDT-R vs. HDT-A listing. These logs were generated by the feedback
processor or by QA whenever it was found that a product request was not
completed satisfactorily and the product had to be regenerated from the R-tape.
Requests are remade for the A-tape on an interval/scene basts. The archive
regeneration log or the HDT-R vs. HDT-A listing contains the list of HDT-R t&pe
IDs, their intervals and all their scenes that must be reprocessed. With either
of these listings in hand, the operator initiates GSARGN and proceeds to er.ter
•
the R-tape IDs. Each tape ID entered Is verified for format and checked to see
that its records exist in the archive product area of the data base and is of







must be either *DRP* or 'COM". Current facility must be DRRTS or TAS and send-
to-j-f aclllty oust not Le DEGAUSS). Each interval entered must have its
i
corresponding archive interval record in the data base, and all its scenes or
selected scenes must have their corresponding ancillary scene information in the
ancillary area of the data base as well. If the ancillary information for the
scene's intervals or orbits is not available, a missing ancillary data listing
is generated. Once the request is validated in the manner described above, the
main image record of the scene (if present) is updated and the scene's product
acquisition record is updated/created using this main image record and the
corauon parameters (user-ID, product-code) if necessary.
Figure 15-7 Illustrates the archive regeneration request entry flow.
The archive regenerator request entry, GSARGN, runs manually under operator
control. This module regenerates archive requests for scenes on HDT-R tapes as
indicated on a regeneration log or as specified by the Quality Assurance
personnel. . . . ' • . . . . .
Operator inputs are in the form of responses to program prompts.



































16 July 1982 a
The archive regeneration request entry produces two types of outputs: operator
displays and updated data base files/disk files. \
CSARGN updates data base files as part of its processing function. With normal





CSARGN will also create a summary processing report file (GSARGN.SUM) and a user
interaction log file ( GSARGN. UIL). The summary report file iui:marizes the
processing completed by GSARCN, while the user interaction log file details the
operator prompts and responses. These report files are printed via the job
control language. An optional missing ancillary data listing (GSARGN. LTG) is
created for any scene ancillary data found to be missing from the ancillary area
of the data baec.
15.4.2 ARCHIVE DISSEMINATION COMPLETION
After generating an uplink process request, the archive dissemination function
a feedback from DRRTS that the products have indeed been uplinked to EDC
via Decnet so that request completion processing can be perforated. Archive ',
i
dissemination completion processing utilizes the following programs: j
a. GXOREC - DRRTS Data Receive i
;
b. GQHASS - HDDR Product Assessment Entry :
c. GPUCFB - CMS ORRTS Uplink and Copy Process Request Feedback







15.4.2.1 DRRTS Data Receive Processing (CXDREC)
!
CXDREC is activated automatically as part of the process request feedback
j
transaction. The -program queries the feedback file in DRRTS to see if there is
any information to be transferred to the KMF Ground Management Subsystem over
Decnet. If there 'is a file for transfer the program effects that transfer.
15.4.2.2 HDDR Product Assessment Entry (GQHASS)
! ;
Associated with every use of an HDDR product, the quality of the image data, on
the tape is evcluated. The; purpose of HDDR product assessment entry program
(GQHASS) is to record quality information about HDTs and images in the product
assessment area of the MMF data base. The program, which is designed to run in
automatic mode, may be initiated by either the operator or by the HDDR
assessment entry; program. The quality information to be processed consists of
two kinds of data: image quality and HOT quality.
i - '
Image quality refers to the quality of the contents of the tape. Whenever an
HOT is created,1 the quality of the images on the HOT is-determined and entered
i i -into an image quality data file (IQDXXX).
HOT quality refers to the quality of the physical HOT itself. Whenver au HOT is
I I
read or written (which may occur many times for a given HOT), the quality of the
I !physical HOT is determined and! entered into an HOT quality data file (PAYXXX).
I







files and PAYXXX quality data files which are listed la the index of current
files for the IRC, PRC, and DRC directories will automatically be processed.
GQHASS uses the. archive product, common parameter, directory, and product
assessment areas of the data base. Only the product assessment area, however, is
updated.
IS.A.2.3 DRRTS Uplink Process Request Feedback Processing (CPUCFB)
GPUCFB is the DRRTS uplink and copy feedback processing program. It applies
feedback information about DRRTS uplink and copy activities to the data base..
As DRRTS fulfills HOT uplink and copy process requests, it creates a feedback
flit containing relevant information about the HOT processing. Periodically,
these files are transferred to the Ground Segment management subsystem over
Decnet. At this point GPUCFB accesses these feedback files and applies them to
the data base.
GPUCFB is normally activated automatically as part of a transaction. The
operator may activate GPUCFB from a terminal at any time.
When activated GPUCFB retrieves the operating parameters that It needs from the
common parameter area of the data base. GPUCFB locates and opens every DFB file
in the TOPS-20 directory index for "DRRTS received" files. For each DFB file
GPUCFB locates and retrieves the corresponding DPR file and verifies the DFB
file against It. If the verification was successful, Gi'UCFB applies the DFB
file to tha data base. After all DFB files have been processed, GPUCFB prints a








In the manua' mode, the operator is given the option of processing or rejecting
each DFB file.
i
Input files consist of: j
a. DRRTS uplink and copy feedback file (DFBXXX) contains the feedback ; j
Information regarding an HOT uplink or copy sent frota DRRTS. j
b. PRRTS uplink and copy process request file (DPRXXX) contains process j
request information to uplink or copy an HOT tape which was sent to j
PRRTS.
c. processing mode, which indicates whether the program is to be run In




common parameter area of the Landsat-D MMF data base. , \ ;]
' ' 4
d. Various thresholds which determine if the processing for a specific
HOT should be cancelled. These thresholds are obtained frora the common
!
parameter data base. . j




Outputs consist of: j
a. Mission Management Facility (MMF) data base: j
1. Key field of APR record of data base Is updated . j
2. Status field of APS record of data base is updated ^
1
 13. Acquisition request record (PAQ) of data base [ |
A. Production request record (PPD) of data base ^
1
J. Production status record (PPS) of data base |
' • •*






Figure 15-8 illustrates th
and Its Interactions with
The user order completl n
closeout, and 'the program
These programs close out






interactions between GPUCFB and the MM? data base,
rocess request and feedback files.
15.4.2.4 User' Order Compl tlon Processing (RSUOCO/RSPACO)
process consists of the program RSUOCO, user order
'SPACO, the product/acquisition request closeout.
the user area of the MMF data base and the associated
rchlve dissemination function Indicates that they
RSUOCO and RSPACO are standalone programs requiring no operator Interaction.
The user order closeout process (RSUOCO) goes through the user-support area of
data base to update user and user order statuses. That Is, it
cancels users and/or user orders and deletes them when marked "complete" (COM)
the
or "cancel" (<?AN). Conditions Involved are as follows. If a user stop-date has
passed and re are no ; orders In progress, the order record is marked
"complete",
"delete" (DEL
If an order record is in "cancel" status, it will be changed to
if no orders are in production and if the acquisition and product
hits to date satisfy those desired. If any particular user is in a state of
"cancel," it
j




























. are [marked either "delete" or "complete". The status .changes and the related
numbers of changes are written to a summary file. !
< The product/acquisition request closeout process (RSPACO) retrieves the
production status records from the production area of the MMF data base. Each
record is associated with a group of acquisition and/or product requests. Each
i request is associated with a request order link record. Using the request order
link information as ?. pointer, the user order header and path/row records are
retrieved from the »9«r/support area of the MMF data base. At each step the
retrieved records are tested against information from the production area
records for matching. When the matching criteria are satisfied, the user header
and user path/row records are updated. Processing continues until all
production status records have been examined. A summary report is written at
the end of the process.
Input consists of the MMF Landsat-D data base, user support and production
areas. . .
Output consists of:
a. MMF Landsat-D data base, user support and production tr**8
b. Process summary file for RSUOCO - list of items affected by the
process run
c. Process summary file for RSPACO - list of items affected by the
process run
d. Production processing logs for both RSUOCO and RSPACO.
OPLAN
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The data flow for the user order completion process is shown in Figure 15-9.
15.4.3 CHIT-AM GENERATION
The Goddard HOT Inventory Tape is produced daily to provide an accounting of the
archive products generated for the EROS Data Center. A GHIT-AM is generated for
each HDT-AM produced. The GGGHAM program is the MMF Ground Management Subsystem
1 I
activity which supports the creation of GHITs for the dissemination of HDT-AMs.
15.4.3.1 GGGHAM
The CHIT generation (GGGHAM) program is run in the manual mode, initiated by thei
!
operator who specifies the HDT-AMs which are to be shipped. During the process
i Ii •(sen Figure 15-10) GGGHAM processes the information supplied by the operator and
already recorded in the MMF data base.
i
The specified list of HDT-AM IDs are keyed into the processor in response to
I ;





To create a GHIT
identifiers that
parameter.
the GHIT (HDT-AM) generation process first reads the HDT-AM
the operator types in through the terminal. When this input is
complete, the process has a;list of the HDT-AMs in the shipment and is ready to
I
start writing the GHIT. MSS A-tapes differ from other HDTs by having more than










































label identifies] the tape Itself, while the succeeding labels identify spans of
is expected to fit on one 14-track HOT. HDT-AM
identifiers for consecutive 28-track tapes always differ by five sequential
i
label increments. Labels on the tape itself are always sequential.
! !
When a 28-track tape is .'copied to 14-track tapes the extra labels are also
copied, one to a tape. These:labels then identify the 14-track tapes on which
i i
they are written. |
The archive product directory will contain an entry with a particular HDT-AM
identifier only if that tape'exists. At the time a 28-track HDT-AM is made, itsi
Identifier in ithe first label record is entered in the archive product
I ' I
directory, but its succeeding tape identifiers arc not. If one of these
i • ! •
succeeding Identifiers is j looked up in the archive product directory, it will
not be found, indicating that a 14-track copy of 28-track HDT-AM does not exist.j ' i
The first step in writing thje CHIT is to assemble the HOT directory. . The CHIT
j- i ' -. ' • •' ' '•
(HDT-AM) generation process looks up each HDT-AH identifier in Che archive
product directory.
From each HDT-AM identifier the process makes one entry in the HOT directory
i
from corresponding information in the archive product directory. It then writes
I .
the complete HOT directory to the CHIT.
For each HDT-AM identifier(read from the operator's terminal the process writes
I I -






directory of images recorded on the HOT and a number of records of descriptive
data for each image.
The HOT image directory is created from Information in the archive product
directory and the main image file. Information from these two sources,
corresponding to the HDT-AM currently being processed, Is retrieved and
organized in the image directory. When completed, the image directory is
written onto the GHIT.
The GHIT data entries contain all descriptive information required by the GHIT
(HDT-AM) generation process. For each image on the currently referenced HDT-AM,
the process retrieves corresponding header, annotation, and trailer records from
the GHIT data entries and writes them onto the GHIT.
When the GHIT is completed the GHIT (HDT-AM) generation process updates the GHIT'
product directory .with a new entry describing the GHIT. Information in thi-
entry identifies the GHIT, describes its production, and lists the HDTs recorded
o n I t . ' : - . - * .
The GHIT generation program produces four types of output: . . • ' • • ' . ' 'j
a. Operator display • ' ' • - }
• '. . '• • t
• ' • - ' " *
b. Updated data base files ' ' : . »
c. Processing report files " " - *
d. Control files. ' !








Processing summary file (GGGHAM.SUM) - Consists of CHIT 10, physical
| tape ID, logical tape ID, NASA scene ID, path/row of the scene,
average cloud cover, band quality codes and indication of the scene,
whether it's written on the GHIT tape or not.
b. User interaction log file (GGGHAM.UIL) - Details operator prompts and
responses.
c. GHIT tape inventory sheet (GGGHAM.IKV) - Consists of GHIT ID, tape ID,
scene ID, sensor type, band, image TRIG start/stop times, average
cloud cover and archive regeneration flag.
d. GHIT list of associated tapes (GGGHAM.LTG) - Identifies the GHIT ID
and tape IDs written on that GHIT tape.
These report files are automatically printed via the job control language.
The control submit file and command file created by GGGHAH are:
a. GHIT control submit file (GHITHM.CTL) - Creates a GHIT for the given
shipment of HDT-AMs. . ... .











All data uplink and HDDT copying for the Landsat-D Ground Segment Ic performed
i
1 ;
within the Data! Receive, Record and Transmit system (DRRTS) of the Image
Generation Facility (IGF). I
\
16.1.1 SOFTWARE ENVIRONMENT
i • ' . - • • •
! • *• * ' •
Figure 16-1 illustrates the'DRRTS «oftware components (excluding RSX-11M; that
make up the DRRTS software environment. The purpose of each is briefly explained
in the following paragraphs. This software is divided into two groups ss
i findicated below: \
a. DRRTS application;software
I







b. DRRT5 system software
1. Synchronized; time code generator driver
iI
2. Matrix switch driver
i
3. Landsat format synchronizer driver.
16.1.1.1 Operator Interface Task
| i - •



































i 16 July 1982ii
with the operator. It allows the operator to Initiate all operation related
activities as well as manual functions and all reports.
The operator Interface task is Implemented in PDP-11 Fortran IV Plus. Its
i
detailed design is documented in the CPDS, LSD-1GF-CPD-3080.
i
16.1.1.2 Operation Monitor Task
1
 i
The operation monitor tasks! are the DRRTS tasks that control the active
t i.
operations. One operation monitor task is required for each active operation.
Since a teaxiaum of four concurrent operations are possible, there are four
operation nonitor .tasks.
The operation nonitor t<tsks are iapleoented in PDP-11 Fortran TV Plus. Its
detailed design is documented in the CPDS, LPD-IGF-CPD-3303.
16.1.1.3 Directory Generation Task
The directory generation task is responsible for Interfacing with the Deoux
ihardware and generating several data files during any operation that performs
directory generation. j
i
The directory generation task is implemented in PDP-11 Fortran IV Plus. Its
i i
detailed design is documented iin the CPDS, LSD-1GF-CPD-3003.
16.1.1.4 MMF Service Task i
I i
The MMF service task is the DRRTS task that handles file transfers with the






The MMF service tack Is implemented In PDP-11 Fortran IV Plus. Its detailed
design is documented in the CPDS, LSD-IGF-CPD-3004.
16.L.I.5 Matrix Svltch Driver
The matrix switch driver is the DRRTS special purpose driver that interfaces
with both the digital and analog matrix switches. These switches are used to
make connections between all DRRTS special purpose hardware devices.
The matrix switch driver is Implemented in PDP-11 Macro Assembly Language. Its
detailed design is documented in CPDS, LSD-LAS-CPD-4019.
16.1.1.6 Synchronized Time Code Generator Driver i
The synchronized time code generator driver is the DRRTS special purpose driver
that interfaces the synchronized time code generator. It allows reading the
current time code under operator control.
The synchronized time code generator driver is Implemented in PDP-11 Macro
Assembly language. Its detailed design is documented in CPDS. LSD-IGF-CPD-3131.
16.1.1.7 Landsat Format Synchronizer Driver
The Landsat format synchronizer driver is the DRRTS special purpose driver that
interfaces the Landsat format synchronizer, which extracts selected data from
the MSS data stream.
The Landsat format synchronizer driver is implemented in PDP-11 Macro Assembly








Figure 16-2 illustrates the DRRTS hardware components that make up the DRRTS
hardware environment. The actual hardware configuration is illustrated in
Figure 16-3. The function of each item in the list below will be briefly
explained in the following paragraphs:
a. POP 11/34 with 256 Kbytes of memory
b. Two RK07 disks
c. LA36 terminal (system console) ;
J. VTIOO terminal (operator's console) 1
e. VT78 terminal (formatted display device) j
f. HDDR control j. i
i '
g. 800/1600 BPI MTU i j
h. Two 14-track HDDRs and four 28-HDDRs . J. j
• . • . ' . Mi. Synchronized time code generator (STCG) j
j. MSS simulator 1
k. Analog and digltial matrix switches j
1. Line printer
IB. Moving window display
 :
n. MSS Demux (LFS).
ii1
16.2 OVERVIEW/BACKGROUND 1
The Landsat-D Ground Segment functions covered in this section of the manual
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The two functions of the DRRTS system to be discussed here are depicted in
Figures 16-4 and 16-5. Additionally, the various DRRTS system functions that







































16 4 UPLINK/COPY ORIGINAL PAGE IS '16.4 UPLINK/COPY
16. A.I OPERATOR INTRODUCTION !
Operators should expect to see outputs from the system as depicted in the following
examples. There are, however, some exceptions to this:
I ''1
 a. The RSX-11M spooler software is activated when print files
are available, so the system may exhibit a delay between the
event and the printout.
b. RSX-11M may print additional messages (on the system console)
not shown in the following examples. For example, if the
printer is offline and a new report is ready for printing,
RSX-11M will print a "line printer not ready" message on
t h e system console. . ' • • • • •
c. DRRTS application software may also display additional
messages. For example, if an HDDR hardware problem is
detected, an appropriate message would be displayed on the
operator's terminal.
All entries in the log file are prefixed by the current date and tine. Only
the first line of fixed menu selection is included in the log file.
16. 4. 1.1 System Start-up
•CTIOH SYSTEM RESPONSE
•T me SYSTEM conaotEi
B1CH I»TO THE DRRTS SYSTEM
TTPE «MEL DRRT5/FRIf(C/R)* AT THE 8TSTEX COQSOLEI
OrRTS HILL RESPOND
RSX-il BL26 HUtTI-USCR SYSTEM
COOD ArTERHOON
12-MOV-S1 UOO LOCCEO On TCRN1NAL TTOt
••«•»*•***•»•»*•«*••*•»*••••»«*•••«•*«•**«•«••••)*»«•
•rLCOMR TO ONHTS
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16.A.1.2 Input Error Detection and Recovery
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
The following examples depict the various key entries performed by the operator
in response to system prompts. Scattered throughout this section are various
entries made incorrectly to depict the error handling capabilities. The error
entries are underlined. Additionally shown are various entries that cause a












































•PLEASE SELECT PROCESS TTPE






8ELKCT <IHACE DATA ACQUISITION
TIPK "ItC/R)" ORRTS MILL RESPOND
•PLEASE ENTER PROCESS HANE (t TO 6 ALPHABETIC CTURf)*
WC •IJJ4SSCC/R)0 DRRTS WILL RESPOND
•IHtALID INPUT
PLEASE ENTER PROCESS RARE (I TO 8 ALPHABETIC CHARS)'
7TPB •ABCDEPC(C/R)» DRRT8 tUL-L RESPOND
•INVALID IBPUT
PLEASE ENTER PROCESS BABE (t TO 6 ALPHABETIC CHARS)'
DRRT3 "ILL RESPOND
•INVALID INPUT
PLEASE ENTER PROCESS NAME (t TO 0 ALPHABETIC CHARS)'
•TBSTACC/R)" DRRTM CELL RESPOND
"PROCESS tune (TESTA ) ALRRADT USED
PLEASE ENTEH PROCESS NAQE (I TO 6 ALPHABETIC CHARS)'
TVPZ 'ATESTtC/R)* DRRTS HILL RESPOND
•PLEASE ENTER HOT TAPE LABEL ID (ONSTTJIJJJXS)"
Ttt-E •LIHHAIIOOIOUC/R)* OfiRTS HILL RESPOND
•INVALID INPUT
PLEASE ENTER HDT TAPE LABEL ID (NN8TTT7JJJXX)*
TIPE DRRTS MILL RESPOND
"INVALID INPUT
PLEASE ENTER HDT TAPE LABEL XD (HNSTTTTJJJXX)*

































DEPRKS9 TWE •CTRL9 ABO
7MK *£" RetS TOGETHER
SYSTEM RESPONSE
,DRRTS WILL RESPOND




| "PLEASE ENTER IRIC START TIME (DDO.HHtNNl8S.lt)*
i
•. ORBT3 Mlkti
[ . MaVAblD INPUT
J PLEASE CUTER IRIC STAR'. TIHE (ODD.HHIMHIBS.S)"
i
!
i ORRT8 Kill. RCSPOHD
i *IB9ALIO INPUT
i PLEASE CNICR IRIC START TIKE (DDn.HHIMHrSB.S)"
: 08RT8 HlLb RefiPOND
i 'INVALID IRPUT
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AT TNK OPERATOR TERHIflaL ABO THE *T?«
ORRT8 KILL RESPUHD
•NOUBT HBT b«BHS8100lO* 08 THS
•ERIPI HOBB KITH OCR BAUD"
Bt RO»R*
, AT THE OFERATOR TERHtRAIi AMD TMK 7T79 TEROI061,1
i DRRTS KILL RESPOND
•MROHC HDOR - asz MDDR 2»-T at
i WERIPI HOOR «l?H OCR VAHD*
|AT THE OPERATOR TERRIRAI. AMD THE »T7I TERNIHALI
! DRRTS DILL RESPOND
HOT-ID KITH OCR HAND*
[AT THE OPERATOR TERNIBAL ABO THE »T7» TERMIHALI
,D«RT8 BILL RESPOND
! •HROH6 HOT - USE RDT L4aHAC100104
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16.4.1.3.2 Matrix Switch 14-T HDDR to KSS Demux to 28T HDDR
ACTION SYSTEM RESPONSE
PLEASE SELECT FUNCTIOO
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TJPE «2CC/R>' DRNTS MILL RESPOND




TTPE «2(C/B>» DUBTS MILL RESPOWD




TfPE MCC/">« DRRT3 MILL DESPOND
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16.4.1.3.5 System Functional Configuration
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SELECT (RAHUftb OPKRATIOBB>
•»CC/R)»i i DRRT8 Mitt RESPOND
•PLEASE SELECY MANUAL OPERATION
t HDDS
2 MATRIX SNITCH
I READ PASTE* TIKE
4 BEAU PUT TAPE
9 "RITE MNF TAPE
6. CONFIGURE DRRTS FUNCTIONS
V. DEVICE INITIALIZATION*
















•PLEASE SELECT OPEPATOM TERMINAL ASSIGNMENT
1. V7100
2. »T76«
•T THE OPERATOR TERMINAL AND THE VTT9 TFHMINAL
ORRTS HILL RESPOND
•ASSIGNMENT SUCCESSrULLT MADE*
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•ELECT -iCONrtCURE DARTS PUNCTIORS>
TIPC -ftCC/R>" DRRTS BILL RESPOND






tIPC "J(C/R)" DRRTS HILL RESPOND















































ttre «iotc/«)B ORPTA HILL RESPOND
•PLEASE SELECT STATUS B1SPL6T
HODR STATUS
DATRI1 3«1TCN STATUS





SELECT MATRIX SWITCH STATUS
Tk'PE "1(C/R)"
TYPE "KC/R)"
AT THE OPERATOR TERMINAL:
DRRTS WILL DISPLAY THE HDDR STATUS REPORT
SHOWN IN FIGURE 16.A-3
THE HDDR REPORT SHOWN IN FIGORE 16.4-3
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SELECT <MATRIX SWITCH STATUS>
TYPE "3(C/R)"i
TYPE "1(C/R)"
AT THE OPERATOR TERMINAL:
DRRTS WILL DISPLAY THE IMAGE DATA
ACQUISITION STATUS REPORT SHOWN IN
FIGURE 16.A-5
DRRTS WILL RESPOND
"HOW MANY HARD COPIES DO YOU
WANT ? (0-4)"
THE IMAGE DATA ACQUISITION REPORT SHOWN
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SELECT <MATRIX SWITCH STATUS> 1
TYPE "5(C/R)M AT THE OPERATOR TERMINAL: \
DRRTS WILL DISPLAY THE HDT-AH UPLINK |
TABLE REPORT SHOWN IN FIGURE 16.4-6 i|
DRRTS WILL RESPOND j
"HOW MANY HARD COPIES DO YOU WANT ? |
(0-4)" I
TYPE "1(C/R)" THE HDT-AM UPLINK STATUS REPORT SHOWN j
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SELECT <MATRTX SWITCH STATUS>
TYPE "7(C/R)" AT THE OPERATOR TERMINAL:
DRRTS WILL DISPLAY THE OPERATION DEFINITION
TABLE STATUS REPORT SHOWN IH FIGURE 16.4-7
TYPE "1(C/R)"
DRRTS WILL RESPOND
"HOW MANY HARD COPIES DO YOU WANT ?
(0-4)"
THE OPERATION DEFINITION STATUS REPORT
SHOWN IN FIGURE 16.4-7 WILL BE PRINTED
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16.4.1.A Line Test Operations
The following paragraphs depict how the operator may test the system for
operational readiness.
o

























MOT eon but TUT*
StbCCT <WS btIC TtSt>
TIPt WKTK VIM. DttPOID
stiect wt»»Tio«
I. TUT«L*
w tut »T-TB »»» rut O»C*BTO*<S miuiL onnts nifcL «t§ro»D
••M*T HOT MBMtlOOIIO 0» TNt >«=t «l MOM*
MOO* «:TH oc« •*HD«
M t«S fT»M T«B«t«»H
•SC TKC OC« •»•• TO BOO
noon 10 reoa rm ma, IM
TIPI *>«-T *IIC/*I*
•St TMt OCT •»» TO ttIO TM




W TKI e»t»TO*'S TttllltL OMTi >tt •CSMIO
•PkI»lC »tL'.-t OUTPUT PIU 01SPUSITIOI
I. C«»TE HE* MSTC* PIUS
I. CO«P«^E KITH MCTIOUSU CCUTtO DMTC* PftfS
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ACTION






OCLECT <NSC LIMB TES
Tire '7ic/R>*
1CC/R)
0* THE »T-7i TERNIhALI
O«C THE OCR DAMP TO HMD THE





•DO TOU »»»T TO START THE OPERATION V (t OR •)•
ORRT3 MILL RESPOND
: 'MATRtl 8KITCH CONMECTIOM8 HAfE BEEN COMPLETED*
j 'PLEASE SELECT FUNCTION
i s otnttt pHocr.ss
; 2 DfLETE PKOCESS
I ) DiriHt OPtMJTIOM
i 4 LOAD OPERATION
I 9 CONTROL OPERATION
i 6 CANCEL UPtRATIUN
! 7 DELETE OPF.hATION
) . f RELEASE PROCESS TO *Nf
J 9 MANUAL OPthATIUirS
! 10 fTATUS
I .11 ABORT DRRTS
i 12 eao OPERATIOB*
!
MHEN THE OPERATION HAS STARTED, DRRT8 MILL RE4PORD
i •OPCBATI01I TESTQL. STARTED"
MHEH THE OPERATION HAS COMPLETED, ORRT8 MILL RESPOND
; *OPERATION| TE8TML, COMPLETE*
DRRTS HILL RESPOND













' UN THE TT*TR AND THE OPERATOR'S TERMINAL. DRRTS IT.,!, RE'POMD
j 'DISMOUNT HOT L4NHR8100I10 FRUN THE 21-T •» HPDR
' VER1FI HDDR M1TH OCR -AND'
ORRT8 MILL RESPOND





0»C 7«t OCA »»80 TO «e»D THE i
MOM ID rK04 THE NPOR OR . !
»TfC •t4HRIIOOMO<C/ft>* OB TNC OPt««TO««B TCHMtHtL. 0««T* DILI. »t6PO«0 I
•H»TI«1I 6»1TCH CO»»tCTIOIl5 M1«C PtCK UtSCONKCCrrO
f DO COU «I6H TO E«6BJOE THE DATA ritl.S T (T OP «)•
ON THE OPERATOR'S TERMINAL,
TYPE "Y(C/R)" DRRTS WILL PRINT THE FOLLOWING RZPOR1S:
• MSS LINE TEST REPORT (FIGURE 16.4-8)
IMAGE QUALITY DATA FILE DUMP
i (FIGURE 16.4-9)
i DIRECTORY FILE DUMP (FIGURE 16.4-10)
HDT QUALITY FILE DUMP (FIGURE 16.4-11)
DRRTS WILL RESPOND
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WB "4CC/BJ" OHRTS BILL RC8PORO








T« LIME TEST •








OH THE ?T«T9 AND THE OPERATOR'S TERMINAL. DRR7S MILL RESPOND
•MOUNT HOT L4NHAei001!Q OH THE 2i-T (2 HDDR
VERIPf HDDR HITM OCR MANO*
OH THE ?T-?a TERMINAL
USE THE OCR HAND TO RP.AD THE
HODB ID PROM THE HDDR OR
TIPE »at-T «3(C'R)* MRT8 MILL RESPOND





OBK THE OCR WAHD TO READ THE
HOT SO MOM THE HOOK OH
TIPE •b4MH«0100110(C/«>*
SISTER. RESPONSE ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY,-
• • • I
08C THE OCR BAND TO READ THE
aooB 10 FROM THE HDDR on
TTPE "14-T 02(C/R)»
DRRTS •ILL RESPOND
•MOUNT HOT L4MHAOI00111 0» THE 14-T
•VERIPI HDDR «ITH OCR WAND"
DRRTS BILL RESPOND
•»ERirT HOT-ID NJTH OCR BAND"
NODR*
081 THE OCR BftaO TO READ THE
HPDR ID FROM THE HDDR OR
TYPE •L4DHRIIOOU1CC/R)* OH THE OPERATOR'S TERHIN&L, DRRTS HILb RC8PUHD
•PLEASE SELECT OUTPUT PILE DISPOSITION
I. CREATE HEN MASTER PILES
a. COMPARE KITH PREVIOUSLI CREATED MASTER PILES*
ON THE OPERATOR»8 TERMINAL
6ELECT <CO«P«RE>
TfPE DRRTS BILL RESPOND
•DO TOU UAMT TO START THE OPERATION ? (I OR «)•
TTPE »T(C/RJ» DRRTS BILL RESPOND






5. CONTROL OPERATION . -
*, CANCEL OPF.HATIOH
7* DELETE OPERATIOC





KHEN THE OPERATION HAS STARTED. DRRTS MILL RESPOND
•OPERATION! TESTCL. UTARTF.D"




TfPE •tlCC/DI* DRRTS WILL RESPOOD









HOT COPT LINE TEST*
•ELECT <COPT LINE TEST>






OB 7NK ?T-n 7ERNIHALI
USE THE OCR NAND TO READ ?NE
HDPB ID WON THE HDDR, OR
TYPE «2i-T »2ic/R>" i
USE THE OCR HABO TO READ THE
HDT ID TROH THE HOOtt OK
•L4»H»I100110(C/R)'
I
UBE THE OCR HAND TO READ THE
HDDR ID PROM THE HDDRj OR
TtPE "l«-t
OH THE »T»7I »HO TKE OPERATOR'S TBMlHfti,, DISRfU VILt RECPOaD
•DISHOUHT HDT b4MHA»t00110 rROM THE 28>T (2 MDPR
HDDR MITH OCR HAHD*
OBB TUB OCB VABD TO RM9







•VERirT HDT-IO HtTH OCR MAMD*
DRR7S «ILI> RESPOND
. "DISMOUNT HDT L4NHA0100UI PROM THE »«-T.
*«CRirf HOUR BIIH OCR MANU*
DRRT8 NIH, RESPOND
HOI-10 B1TH OCR MAND*
02 HDDR0
OR THK OPERATOR'S TERMINAL. DMRT8 tltLS. RESPOND
•MATRIX 8MITCH CONNCCTIONf HAVE BEER OISCOtNECTEO
DO IOU N1SH TO EXANlaK THE DATA FILES t (I OR N)'
DRRTS WILL PRINT THE COPY LINE TEST REPORT
SHOWN IN FIGURE 16.4-12 AND THE HDT QUALITY
FILES SHOWN IN FIGURES 16.4-13 AND 16.4-14
ON THE LINE PRINTER
THEN DRRTS WILL RESPOND
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SELECT <MATRIX SWITCH STATUSX AT THE OPERATOR TERMINAL:
TYPE "2(C/R)" DRRTS WILL DISPLAY THE HOT COPY STATUS REPORT
SHOWN IN FIGURE 16.4-15
TYPE "KC/R)"
DRRTS WILL RESPOND
"HOW MANY HARD COPIES DO YOU WANT 1 (0-4)"
THE HT)T COPY STATUS REPORT SHOWN IN FIGURE




























































































AT THE OPERATOR TERMINAL:
DRRTS WILL DISPLAY THE HDT-AM UPLINK
STATUS REPORT SHOWN IN FIGURE 16.4-16
DRRTS W '.I, RESPOND
"HOW MANY HARD COPIES DO YOU WANT ?
(0-4)"
THE HDT-AM UPLINK STATUS REPORT SHOWN IN
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4. e»r cert STATUS
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». cyc«»rioa
THE HOT COP? PRODUCTION STATUS REPORT SHOWN IN
FIGURE 16.4-15 WILL BE DISPLAYED ON THE VT-78,
THEN DRRTS WILL RESPOND
"HOW MANY HARD COPIES DO YOU WANT ? (0-4)"



























THE HDT-A11 UPLINK STATUS REPORT SHOWN IN
FIGURE 16.4-16 WILL BE DISPLAYED ON THE
VT-78
THEN. DRRTS WILL RESPOND
"HOW MANY HARD COPIES DO YOU WANT ? (0-4)"
TM MT»M •«.!•« *T»tM
tM»» M*tS «ll* MWOMi *n>tMc Kvtct
OCT1K »*DCCM
BCbCTi P«OCCM
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•MIT* »eo«m ill*
T», MM WC »Jl*. M
16.4.1.A.3 MMF Services Functions
ORIGINAL PAGE fs
Of. POOR QUALrry
The functions of DRRTS - namely iotge data acquisition and
uplink/copy - are controlled by process requests received from
MMF. The reciprocal of this sequence is the informing of MMF by DRRTS of
processes complete, or the release of a process to MMF. The following scenarios
will show the operator the various prompts And responses of communication
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THE IMAGE DATA ACQUISITION REPORT SHOWN IN
FIGURE 16.A-17 WILL BE DISPLAYED ON 1HE
VT-78, THEN DKRTS WILL RESPOND
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mc« tine noctti •*• MKB mcMco TO MT. M*TI














SELECT HOT COPY STATUS
TYPE "4<C/R)" THE HDT COPY PRODUCTION STATUS REPORT SHOWN IN
FIGURE 16.4-18 WILL BE DISPLAYED ON THE VT-78
THEN DRRTS WILL RESPOND
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THE HDT COPY PRODUCTION STATUS REPORT
SHOWN IN FIGURE 16.'A-19 WILL BE DISPLAYED
ON THE VT-78. THEN DRRTS WILL RESPOND
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16.4.1.5 HDT-AM Uplink and HDT Copy ' ( ) '
The following scenarios guide the operator in the use of both of these DRRTS
i
functions. The uplink and copy functions may operate singly or concurrently.
I
Additionally, transmission of multiple logical tapes and retransmission of
logical tapes is also shown. The HDT-AM uplink and the HDT copy production
status reports are displayed several times to show the change in status of









TIPE -10(C/R)' PMRTC HILL CK8POHD
•PLCASP Bfl.rCT STATUS
!* HDnp STSTSJS





SELECT <HDT COPY STATUS> THE HDT COPY STATUS REPORT SHOWN IN FIGURE
TYPE "4(C/R)" 16.4-20 WILL BE DISPLAYED ON THE VT-78. THEN
DRRTS WILL RESPOND
"HOW MANY HARD COPIES DO YOU WANT ? (0-4)"
16-70
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•ice/»Ji T*e vr»7> ano t»»r pprttArnR'a Tr»«t*«t., t*»nTS DILL
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HDDR MITN or*
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ROM ID mo« TWK «on«, on
TTPt »Jf-T
9BBTS HILL >KSPO«t>
HOT-IO BTTH not «u«n«
•St Tut OC* •••0 TO *C*P TNZ
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I. •»"• (TtTnK9, atnti s»tvc» rriros
•)„ OOT»»»
6. pvncru DmilTio* T»BK
t. oK**rto* otrrrciyfra rtatr*
SELECT <HDDR STATUS>
TYPE "KC/R)"
THE HDDR STATUS REPORT SHOWN IN FIGURE 16.4-21
WILL BE DISPLAYED-ON THE VT-78
DRRTS WILL RESPOND
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SELECT <HDT COPY STATUS
TYPE "4(C/R)"
THE HOT COPY STATUS REPORT SHOWN IN
FIGURE 16.4-22 WILL BE DISPLAYED ON
THE VT-78
THEN, DRRTS WILL RESPOND
"HOW MANY HARD COPIES DO YOU WANT ?
(0-4)"
MT COM W»Tti CrMIVT BIU, M
MOT* >lu K*MM» elTD
enter
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SELECT <HDT-AM UPLINK STATUS>
TYPE "5(C/R)"
THE HDT-AM UPLINK STATUS REPORT SHOWN
IN FIGURE 16.l> -23 WILL BE DISPLAYED
ON THE VT-78
THEN, DRRTS WILL RESPOND
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OF. POOR QUALITY O
action 0Y8TEH RESPONSE
OCLECT <HDT-6«..0»LINIt>
7TPC •StC/««« ORRTS WILL
•PLEASE SELECT OPERATION
ffPt "HC/BJ"
OH THE »?-T« TERNtaaLt '
OSK THE OCR WARD TO SEAT) TNE
NDot to r«oR THE HBOR, ON
TTW -2P-T fHC/!»)«
use T«e oc« M»RO vo
NOT ED rMOQ THE HOT, 04
TTPE •L4»H*eiOOJO«(C/a>«
OH THE VT»7* MD THK OPrRaTOR'H TMHTMAL. OUBTB UILL RP8PORD
•«nU«T HOT t,4«Hft8infttO« ON T«f 2«-T »t
»e«trt NnoR BITH OCR «*HD<>
DDRT8 HfLL
HOT-ID HTTN OCR MAUD*
0» THE OPERATOR1* TERMINAL. URRTS MTLL
•no TOU MART TO START THR OPKRATtOH f tf OR



















TfPK MOCC/R)" BRRT8 HILL KESPORR
•PLEASE SELECT STATUS DTSPLAT
NODR KTATIIS
MATRIX SWITCH STATUS









SYSTEM RESPONSE ORIGINAL PAGE FS
OF POOR QUALITY '
THE HDDR STATUS REPORT SHOWN IN FIGURE 16.4-24
WILL BE DISPLAYED ON THE VT-78, THEN DRRTS
WILL RESPOND
"HOW MANY HARD COPIES DO YOU WANT ? (0-4)"















SELECT<HDT-AM UPLINK STATUS> THE HDT-AM UPLINK STATUS REPORT SHOWN IN
TYPE "5(C/R)" FIGURE 16.4-25 WILL BE DISPLAYED ON THE
VT-78
THEN. DRRTS WILL RESPOND
"HOW MANY HARD COPIES DO YOU WANT ? (0-4)"
OPCftfcYt'MS TO
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I ACTION SYSTEM RESPONSE
i
e» vnt TT-TC »on tint opf««Trai'» t*""*"1 —— -••• ••»••— • '
*oi)tMntfvT HDT c»4ow4Biooift|
fturi MOD* MTU nr» •»•»•
w m ft«t« teiituttye m ee* M»O r> «t»o r*x
Tf»e •>••? •tie/ni*
•vemrr wor-to «m nm
Me we oe» •*•» m raw me
•or to rtw w« snt. «r -
ttrt °M««»»i«»iei<c/»»* Mtrs 011,1
nc»
Me rm ee» vAatr TO tt»o me •
ID ren« T«» HDBI, tm • • ..
•|«.T «I(C/«1* MRta Vtlt KtHPnOO
•DT.TO UTTtl ftd »•«<•
We tnc oe«
nor t» r*w t»r nor, on
ON THE OPERATORS TERMINAL , DRRTS WILL RESPOND
"MATRIX SWITCH CONNECTIONS HAVE BEEN DISCOKSECTED
DO YOU WISH TO EXAMINE THE DATA FILES? (Y <H K)"
tm BDT QUALITY FILE DUMPS SHOWN IN HCURES 16.4-26 i 16.1-27 ADD
THE KDT COPY OPERATION REPORT SHOWN IN FIGURE 16.4-26 WILL »£
ntlHTEU Oli THE LIKE PRINTER, THEN DRRTS WILL RESPOND
"ARE THE RESULTS ACCEPTABLE? (Y OR N)"
•














• 1. i«tet P»T« tcetmnTiM vrtvw
4. «OT cn»» *»«TW»
f. «er>«« ontnr
t««t»r«
THE HOT COPT STATUS RETORT SBOWK IK FIGURE 16.«-29
WILL BE DISPLAYED OK THE VT-78. DRRTS WILL THEN RESPOND
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SELECT <HDT-AM UPLINK STATUS> THE HDT-AM ITPLINK STATUS REPORT SHOWN IN
TYPE "5(C/K)" FIGURE 16.4-10 WILL BE DISPLAYED ON THE VT-78
THEN, DRRTS WILL RESPOND
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Figure 16.A-31. HDT Quality Pile Dump for Uplink HDT
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There is a large staff
100 new control points per
Zoom Transfer'Scope (ZTS)
including VTlOOs, Comtals,






The control point processing (CPP) function is a manpower intensive operation.
of control point technicians dedicated only to this
effort In order to meet the requirement of selecting and entering an average of
day. The computer resources required to support this
effort include the MMF-M DEC-2050 and the MIPS VAX 11/780 including peripherals.
Two MIPS hardware devices are used only for CPP; the Sonic Digitizer and the
These are located in special rooms adjacent to the
MIPS computer room, together with other CCP-used hardware and equipment,
map shelves, and film transparency viewers. The
software required for CPP consists of several CMS (Ground Management System)
CPLB (control point library build) routines and
several CCP (control arid eoasunication package) routines in MIPS, and several
utilities. Since there ia, data transferred between MMF-M and MIPS, the Decnet
link is utilized together iwlth the software required to prepare and handle these
i j




The primary purpose of control point processing (CPP) is to generate a library
of control points, which are required in image data processing to remove unknown
j /
random and systematic errors so that precise geometric corrections can be
! !






points, the computations involved in assigning a precise location to each
control point, the building of the control point library, the control of these
processes, the Initial set-up required to keep this function operating smoothly,
the bookkeeping needed to track progress in control point selection, the
examination of control points failing during archive generation and the deletion
of unwanted control points.
17.3 FUNCTION DESCRIPTION
The CPP function can be decomposed into ten steps, as shown in Figure 17-1.
Tables 17-1 and 17-2 give the inputs and outputs for this function. Although the
various steps can (and will) be performed asynchronously, conceptually they can
be discussed as a single flow without simplifying the control or flow. In most
 ( ~ >
V '
cases, steps A through H in Figure 17-1 are done in the order shown for a
particular WRS area, however, there a ire cases when only steps A and F through H
are needed.
CPP can be considered a standalone function since it is decoupled from normal
data processing. The primary input, the areas of the world for which control
points are needed, comes from the program office, and the primary output, the
control point library information, goes into the MMF-M data base. This
information can (and will) be used in the archive scheduling function to create
the ancillary data file? which are then an input to the archive generation













































































2. 70mm QA Film
i '
3. Desired Scenes
Table 17-1. CCP External Inputs
CONTENTS




4. 241 om Archival Film
|5. Tape Ir jrmacioni
6. Input Tapejs
7. Allocation Parameters
8. Failed CP Tape
9. List of CPs to be deleted
10. Previously] Processed Scenes
11. Control Point Library
Information
































Table 17-2. CPP External Outputs
ITEM
1. 241 mm Film Request







3. Updated Control Point Library Control Poinc Chips
and Directories
4. Desired Map List







Figure 17-2 shows all the
into the ten steps shown in
Many of these software units
:
or for reformatting data
primary inportance in the




individual softi./re units MS 3d in CPP and groups them
Figure 17-1. Normally each step is run separately,
are basically utilities for production bookkeeping
files. The units which *rj unique to CPP and of
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I .
This presentation of the CPP function includes the CP technicians as part of th«
function. Consequently, the external Inputs and outputs do not Include the .
usual operator key-ins, displays and reports; they are considered internal j
interfaces. In this function most of the external inputs are not data files but
hardcopy lists, nap*, and flln, which is a result of the highly oaoual aspects •?
of the function. Table 17-1 lists the inputs and their sources and gives a brief
\m . \
description of their contents. The naps necessary for generating geodetic ;
control points (GCPs) and the identification of the areas of the world (in terms j
of WRS path/row values) where control points are desired trill be provided by the j
Ftoject Office and will be given to the lead CP techician through the Date |
Processing Operations Manager. The 70 am film will be received from the QA i
Group after it has been assessed and examined for potential system problems. It !
1
 1
will be cataloged and retained in the CP area for later reference. The 241 am •
film will be requested by the CP technicians and will be generated following the •
normal procedures outlined in Sections 12, 13 and 14 and returned to the CP
group from the MMF-H staging area. The data base will provide information about
the tapes required for CP generation and their location, and will also be J1
 . *
utilized to obtain historical data about scenes which were successfully ;
processed through archive generation in the past, and which might be useful to
provide control points. The CCTs containing control points which failed during
HDT-AM generation (see Section 10.4) will normally be made once a day on each
MIPS string and will be delivered to the Image Analysts by the MIPS computer
operator. The list of control points to be deleted from the library will be
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i
of the archive generation QA report, and exaalnation of CP library
information about each point.
!
The main output from the CPP function is the control point Information in the CP| ;
library for each WRS area processed. Although all software units generate
| I
processing summary reports, the najor ones are kept by the CP group and
I •
therefore are not outputs!of the function. Table 17-2 lists the outputs cod
their destinations and gives a brief description of their contents. Largely,
they are production control items required for ordering film and tapes, or lists
i
of saps which oust be obtained before required areas can be processed. For each
70 mm image a code is entered in the data bare which identifies the likely
I i ' '
utility of that scene for control point purposes, i.e., whether it is cloud and
snow free and has little haze and good contrast. This code becomes part of the
70 mm film catalog which is used to select candidate control point scenes.
17.A PROCESS OPERATIONS !
In this section some general comments about Control Point Processing are given.
I j
The CPP function has a| large dedicated staff which will handle nearly all the
-' ! ! • ""'
activities for control points. There will be MIPS computer operators utilizing
i i
the VAX 11/780 machines at the same time that CPP is in process since CPP willi
usually be a background task.. These operators will also assist CPP by nounting
I I
tapes, responding to alarms and messages, and handling the interaction with KKP-i i
M. The highly interactive digitization and CP designation activities are menu









The only CPP activities on Che MMF-M system that are not normally completely
automatic are the 70 mm film code entry, using BROWSE to query the data base,
and control point delete. These will all be done by the members of the CP
group. The automatic parts of CPP in MMF-M will be set up and monitored by the
MMF computer operator.
To process 100 control points requires about 10 MIPS i.tring hours, about 2 hours
for digitization, and 8 hours for CP generation. Because of the low CPU
utilization, all CP activities on MIPS are normally run in the "background"
Bode. Digitization and the failed CP evaluation processes can be run
concurrently with almost all other processes. For the CP generation process,
the only constraints are that only one HOT ingest process can be operational at
a time on a string, and only one scene can be put on disk for processing. In
terms of computer loading and more rapid response to operator commands, running
CP generation concurrently with FEFG allows the most flexibility.
Because it is undesirable to have a large backlog in any of the queues in the
CPP function, the digitizing process will be used to keep the queue lengths in
front of th": CP generation process to less than about 10 scenes (2.5 days
proC-ictton). The number of scenes in the queue can be determined by using an
MMF terminal to examine the index files for the work allocated to each string.
17.4.1 CONTROL POINT SET UP
The control point set up process consists of several manual activities which are







these activities may occur only occasionally as inputs are received. The main
inputs to this process are maps, 70 ma QA fila, and lists of scenes for which
control points are required. Each of these inputs is handled separately, as j
shown in Figure 17-3. However, there is a link between the list of required ]
scenes and maps, since if naps are not available for desired scenes they must be j
ordered, if possible. Since maps are so important for control point library
.
build and there Kill be such a large number of them, they oust be carefully
filed. As soon as new maps are received they are integrated with those in the
nap library. The library has two areas, active and storage. All new maps go
into the active area, which contains marked maps and maps for areas which still
lack selected candidate CPs. The storage area contains those maps which are no ;
)
longer required for candidate CP selection* ;
• • ' . ; , I
The list of WRS areas for which control points arc desired and/or required comes I
from the Project Office. Figure 17-4 shows the fcrm used for this input, which t
will usually be received infrequently. In soce cases, a specific reference . j
scene ID may be specified for a particular path/row area, desired ceason(s) or •
specific satellite. For each path/row specified a file will be created to house
all information gathered about that area during the CFP function. In addition,
an entry will be made in the log book which is used to track the progress of
this WRS area during the control point selection/generation activities. This
log records the pertinent information about the area, such as scene ID used, HOT




























































The third part of this sec up process Is Che handline of the 70 mm QA film.
This film Is routinely generated during the Archive Generation function, sent to
the photo lab for processing, examined by QA for image processing problems, and
then given to the CP group for their use and for retention. This film ia
examined to find images which appear to be suitable for control point processing
purposes. A code will be assigned to each image indicating whether It should be
considered in the future, and also indicating how desirable the image is. This
information will be used in the scene selection process to speed up the choice
of the best possible reference scene for any WRS path/row. Once each scene is
examined, the film is filed for possible later examination and the codes are
taken to MMF-M where they must be entered via an interactive terminal. Figure
17-5 shows the screen display provided to the CP technician for each scene. The
summary report generated by GPFLFB is shown in Figure 17-6. The codes are put
into the data base and at some later time, perhaps monthly, a catalog of the 70
mm film images on each roll will be requested using the RMTFIN software unit.
An example of the format of this catalog is shown In Figure 17-7. This catalog
does not currently provide the codes previously entered; therefore, changes will
have to be made to RHTFIN.
17.4.2 SCENE SELECTION
The scene selection process Is totally manual, although it does utilize the
BROWSE software unit. The purpose of this process is to Identify high quality
scenes for those path/row areas requested by the Program Office. These scenes
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Figure 17-8 shows the basic flow for the scene selection process. Once an area
i ihas been identified by the Program Office as requiring control points, and all
i j
maps are Available, a previously acquired scene for each WRS path/row involved
I I
must be selected. If no scene exists, or if the ones available are not
••-I i ' -
adequate, then it will be necessary to wait for future acquisitions. The MMF-M
j |
BROWSE capability is used to get a list of all acquisitions for a WRS frame and
to get the cloud cover and the quality codes. (Detailed information about the
scene and its quality will be contained in the QA reports). When some potential
scenes for a path/row location have been selected, the 70 mm (QA) film images
i • i
will be retrieved from the 70 mm film roll archive located in the CP area and
examined to select the best candidates. To locate the proper film rolls, a
catalog giving each scene and its corresponding roll ID will be used. One field
of this catalog will give a code which indicates whether the image was felt to
be particularly suited for library build purposes. This code will be assigned by
a control
purposes.
point technician after QA has finished examining the film for its
The criteria for selecting a scene include the season (or sun angle), "good"
I I
overall scene quality, "high" contrast, and a minimum of hize, snow and clouds.
I i -The most desirable season may be different in different parts of the world. In
general, spring and fall are felt to be the best choices. !•: may also be
• i
neceesary to have CPs from several seasons in the library for .an area. Normally
| j












































me candidate has been selected, 241 ma film for the scene oust be
be exaalned to verify that the scene Is acceptable
. This verification Is necessary sine* the 70 QB





equipment used are the
process Is to Identify
I
the 261 ma fi lm Images &adI
then lie used in the




Ideally, 2J> CPs are
parallelograms (zones)
i
Ideally, each of thest
241 mm images and aaps.
up
POINT SELECTION
point selection process In completely manual. The only
small light tables and 4 loupe. The purpose of thlo
to 25 points In the scene which are observable both in
In available high resolution maps. These points will
point generation process. All candidate CPs which
point generation process becoae geodetic control
original selection and their locations are derived froa
control
desired per scene, one in each of 25 equal-sized
covering the scene area (see Figure 17-9). Also.
points would coae froa maps. To select a point using the












The F2A1-AM product is not geometrically correct, but It has been corrected for
earth rotation and for the effect of pixel aspect ratio, so that it visually
approximates a geometrically corrected scene. The external tick marks will be
reasonably accurate in this case, and will provide a reference for finding the
naps for desirable features (there can be up to 200 maps for a single scene).
Small scale maps will be used to establish a reference; there are only about :
four 1:250,000 maps for a scene.
A candidate control point can coma from any band so the control point technician )i
 :
will have to look at all four images using a light table and a loupe. Bands 2 [ •_
I ;
and 4 normally show features the best, and sometimes show different features. •
1
" " <"' ' 1
Once a point has been positively identified on both an image and a map, it is . j
-»
narked on both and becomes a "candidate CP". The actual marking consists of i
']
circling the point on the 241 ma film image, placing a small pencil dot on the •
nap and circling the dot. The dot is the actual control point and will be
placed on the map near the identifiable feature. This is done to simplify the ,
1
later overlay of video data on the map using the ZTS. '
As each point is identified for a scene, It is given a temporary number for
convenience and is added to an Inventory list wulch gives the map ID and scale
(coded), the elevation, and a brief description of the feature (see Figure
17-10). The number for each point is the NASA scene ID (including sensor)
followed by a sequence number. This number is put on the map. The image



























and space «!?.y not be available for many number entries on a single image of 241
ma film. When all Che points have been selected the marked maps are set aside,
together with the inventory list and the film, to be used in the digitizing and
CP generation steps. The unused maps are returned to the map library and filed.
The major criterion for selecting candidate CPs is to find regions that can be
accurately overlaid using the ZTS, thus reducing the errors in that step of the
library build process. Furthermore, large scale maps of the highest quality,
and recently updated to have the latest man-made features, should be used as
such as possible to minimize map-introduced errors. CPs should always be
features which are expected to be constant over time. Unfortunately, this means
that land/water boundaries, which provide the best correlations in archive
generation, should be avoided. This is because water levels in-lakes and rivers
change throughout the year, and can occasionally change dramatically as a result
of floods, etc. Permanent unique man-Bade features are the best, such as
airports and large road Interchanges (although even these are subject to
change). Another consideration is to attempt to select candidate points that
will make good control points fur future correlation in archive generation.
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mission to better define what makes a "good" control point, some properties
expected to be Important for the 32 line x 32 pixel region (chip) centered on
the CP are:
a. The features and background are not expected to dramatically change in
appearance throughout th*> year
b. Sufficient detail and contrast exists to fora well-defined edges vhen
enhanced, but not so much detail as to cause a confused mass of edges
c. The features are not expected to move or be changed either by natural
or human causes
d. The features are distinctive (i.e., not similar to other features in
the vicinity, such as another road intersection one mile away).
17.4.4 CANDIDATE CONTROL POINT DIGITIZING
The candidate control point digitizing process determines the exact location of
candidate control points from the marked maps and prepares operator entered
Information about candidates, for transfer to MMF-M. The equipment required for
this process are a Sonic Digitizer and a VT100 terminal, attached to a MIPS
string.
Figure 17-11 shows the basic flow for Candidate CP Digitizing. An example of
the processing summary report from CPDIG is shown in Figure 17-12. The CPDIG
software unit is initialized from the MIPS Command Menu by typing the "DI"
response to the "FUNCTION" query. After program initiation the system will
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map containing a candidate CP is then placed on the digitizer (which must be in
the "POINT" mode), the cursor it positioned over the pencil dot marking the
candidate CP and its location is sent to the VAX. The cursor is then moved to
each of the closest four map tick marks surrounding the candidate CP, and the
location of each will be sent to the VAX. Following this, the latitude and
longitude of the tick marks are entered via the VT100 and the VAX calculates the
candidate CP's latitude and longitude. Finally, some of the associated data
about the candidate CP from the Inventory list (shown in Figure 17-10) generated
during the CCP selection process is entered via the VT100. This information is
packaged by PCE and MOU on a scene basis.
Once the digitizing for a scene is complete, the maps will be filed unless the
CP generation is likely to occur within the next few days. Also, the film and
inventory lists will be filed.
17.4.5 CANDIDATE CONTROL POINT ENTRY
The candidate control point entry process retrieves candidate control point
information from MIPS via Decnet, verifies the information and enters it into
the ground control point area of the data base. This Information is utilized by
the control point generation scheduling process to create the. process requests
and by the control point generation completion process when the actual CP
library entries are built.
Figure 17-13 shows the basic flow for candidate control point entry. An example
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17.4,6 CONTROL POINT GENERATION SCHEDULING
!
The control point generation scheduling process creates the process request
files which tell ((IPS the scenes for which the generation of control points is
required. This process either receives inputs directly from the candidate CP
entry process or from the operator, depending on the type of control points
desired. Thj manual mode is used when RCPa or additional SCPs are desired; ic
this case the operator enters the scene ID. If candidate CPs were selected for
a ecene, this process created the PR, which includes Information about the
candidates, in particular their latitude/longitude location and the map froa
which they were selected.
Figure 17-15 shows the general flow for control point generation scheduling. An
example of the processing summary report from GSKTLB is shosa in Figure 17-16.
As in other PR generation routines, GSRTLB checks to see where the input tape
required for each PR is located and generates a move order request if the tape
is not in the desired location (in MIPS or in transit to HIPS In this case).
The PR itself is aot generated until the tape is in one of the acceptable
locations. The GXIALO routine allocates work to the HTiFS strings, including
control point generation process requests. The input parameters to this routine
identify which strings should be sent CPP work and how the work should be
divided among the strings. The allocator then puts the PR name in the
appropriate CURINX file. There is a separate file for each string, and the PR
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17.4.7 CONTROL POINT GENERATION
j i
The control point generation process is Interactive, with significant operator
|
activity required to overlay the narked maps and displayed Image data, and to
•elect SCPs And/or RCPs. In this process the CP library entries are created,
! ' I
which Include video data chips (32 lines x 32 pixels) and a directory foe each
I - i
chip which gives relevant; information about th« chip. There are two basically
similar, but operationally ; somewhat different, nodes In the control point
generation process, depending on whether candidate CPs were selected for the
scene being processed. If no candidate CPo are available, then no overlays
i i '
using the 7TTS are required, and no map data Is used to geoaetrlcally correct the
scene. All that Is required is the selection of RCPs or SCPs froa the zones,
which' Is also the last step of the interactive • st slon in the case where
candidate CPslare available. The following paragraphs discuss the aore typical
case where candidate CPs were selected and digitized.
Figure
i
17-17 showe the basic flow for control point generation. The MI.J, PCE
and HOU routines perform their standard function* of retrieving the PR froa MNF-
H, making iti available to the work package (CPCEN in this case), and handling
• Ithe feedback and preparing ;lt for transfer to MMF-M.
Before reading
inventory list
the tape Che operator will collect the marked maps, small scale
maps for elevations for(supplemental control points, the film Images, and the
of candidate CPs, and will take them to the control point area
which houses (the ZTS and Contal for the string. The Interactive session has two
part*; processing the candidate CPs and selecting supplemental CPs. There are























The processing of candidate CPs consists primarily of using the ZTS to overlay j
the map features with the actual imagery displayed on the Comtal and using the '
cursor to precisely identify the candidate CP location to the VAX. Depending on .
the scale of the map, the imagery on the Comtal will be automatically subsaapled j
or superaampled, and the operator will use the zoom capability of the ZTS to i
! '
adjust the cap and the display to exactly the same scile. Once the candidate CP j •'
| >
location has been designated using the cursor, the VAX performs several ;
•
 ;
 - ' . j '<
suitability tr.-sta on the CP neighborhood and on the 32 x 32 chip centered on the <
i >'
candidate CF and informs the operator of the results on the VT100 termiaal i
' !
display. Upon command, the exact 32 x 32 chip can be displayed for the . " . .
operator's examination. At this time the operator decides whether to reject the J
chip for further consideration as a possible CP library entry. Figure 17-18 '
shows the display that the operator will see. In most cases the operator will
not override the automatic evaluation resultd calculated by the VAX. if the •
point is not rejected, the operator will enter terrain type, feature code,
feature density, and free form comments about the chip. This process is •
•*
repeated until all the candidate CPs for the scene have been used. At this ]
point the VAX takes the geodetic information and models the scene. If any
geodetic points are found to be outliers, they are removed froa the modeling ,
calculations and are deleted from the list to be returned to MMF-M. • '
; j
After the model has used the map information to determine geometric correction ,
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the goal Is to get as close as possible to the Ideal of 1 CP for each zone In
the scene. SCP generation Involves creating CPs without the use of maps (except
for elevation Information). The latitude and longitude assigned to each SCP are
obtained using the geometric correction values determined above.
At this point the operator can select any zone and have the associated Image
data displayed on the Comtal. If the operator wishes to select an SCP, the
cursor Is placed on a feature the operator believes will make a usable CP and
the VAX is informed via the VT100. The criteria listed in paragraph 17.4.3 are
applicable to this selection process. As each point is designated, suitability
tests (same as for GCPa) are performed on the neighborhood and the 32 x 32 chip
and the operator is informed of the results on the VTIOO. The 32 x 32 chip Is
also dispalyed on the Comtal, magnified twice. The operator then decides whether .,
to accept the chip, to reject the chip but try to find another in the zone, or
to reject the chip and move on to another zone*. If the point is not rejected,
the operator will enter terrain type, feature code, feature density, elevation,
and free form comments about the chip. This process is repeated until all the
zones have been considered. The SCPs are then added to the CCPs and sent to the
MM/ for inclusion in the CP library. The summary report generated at the
completion of this process is shown in Figure l7-19a and l7-19b.
i
1
Once the scene Is completed the film and the processing summary report will be ]
i
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17.4.8 CONTROL POINT GENERATION COMPLETION 16 July l982
The control point generation completion process completes the control point
generation part of the CPP function by retrieving the PR feedback from MIPS and
creating the control point library entries for those scenes successfully
processed. The library contains the 32 pixel x 32 line "chips" and a directory
for each chip. For those points entering the library which originally were
candidate CPs, the library directory is created by merging i'l-. feedback and
candidate control point file data. For RCPs and SCPS, the directory is
generated solely from PR feedback data. Consequently, some directory entries
are blank filled in those cases.
Figure 17-20 shows the basic flow for control point generation completion. An
example of the processing summary report generated by the GACPCU routine is
shown in Figure 17-21.
17.4.9 FAILED CONTROL POINT EVALUATION
The failed control point evaluation process is a standalone activity which
permits an operator, usually a control point technician or an image analyst, to
examine t'.wae control points which were rejected for any reason in the MSS
archive generation function. Both a Comtal display and a VT100 are required for
this process, together with a magnetic tape drive. The information about the
rejected CPs is put on a CCT following archive generation processing (refer to
Section 10.4 for details). This is a highly manual, interactive process with no
mathematical computations; the software only transfers data. The operator uses
the VT100 to control the process and observes the rejected CP chip, its
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attempt on the Comtal. This process is one of the standard menu selections of
the MIPS main menu.
Figure 17-22 shows the basic flaw for failed control point evaluation. This is
one of the few processes for which no summary report is generated. The
interactive session normally proceeds as follows:
a. The operator logs onto a MIPS string
b. The MIPS Main Menu is displayed and the operator selects "FA"
c. The control point fail main menu is displayed and the operator
indicates the tape drive that will be usod and the Comtal that will be
used (using the "AS" command) j
d. The CCT is mounted and the tape header fi.\e is read ,— |
' . . . . ' . - . . \ • ' ' . I
e. The operator asks to see the list of scenes on the tape using the "DI" I
command and the list is displayed
f. The operator selects a scene using the "LI" command and gets a list of
all failed CPs in that scene '
g. The operator selects a CP to examine by using the "CM" command.
Figure 17*23 shows what the Comtal display will look like.
The normal uses of this process are two:
a. The CP technicians will attempt to learn which types of points seem to
t
I
fail a large percentage of the time, so that they will avoid such
areas when selecting SCPs/RCPs, or when choosing to accept a GCP
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ir. tl.e system and to look for subtle problems which cculd be affecting
product geometric quality because of CP rejections.
17.4.10 CONTROL POINT DELETE
The control point delete process is a standalone activity that permits al).
records of a control point to be removed from the CP library. This process is
driven by a list generated by image analysts and/or CP technicians when
evaluating control points, either in the CP failure evaluation process or in the
image evaluation function. To run this process, an interactive terminal
(VT100/VT78) on the MMF-M is needed for the operator to enter the information.
Figure 17-24 shows the basic flow for control point delete. An example of the
OPLAS
17-47
interactive session questions, answers, and screen displays is given in Figure j
. - - . - - . . - j
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! • SECTION 18
I IMAGE Sf?TEH EVALUATION
18.1 ENVIRONMENT/RESOURCE1
The Imaging System Evaluation function Is a manually-intensive, Ground Segcent-
vide analysis activity, utlUzing both standard production outputs from, and
i J
special purpose capabilities of, aost of the components of the Landsat-D data
I :
processing system. In particular, extensive use is made >f the PEPG software on
the MIPS VAX 11/780 and the data base reporting capabilities of the operating
aystea on the MKF-M DEC2050.
18.2 OVERVIEW/BACKGROUND
Inaging System Evaluation is part of a large performance evaluation effort that
covers both the Flight Segment and the Ground Segment. Here we will consider
only the partft o£ this effort that are performed routinely by the Image Analysts
in the QA organization, with assistance from the DBMS Specialist, Control Point
i tTechnicians, QA technicians, and others. The Laaglng Systems Performance
Evaluation Plan (81SDS4230) and the Flight Systea Performance Evaluation Plan
(82SDS4214) present all aspects of the evaluation effortu, which include those
covered here
majority of
and other more specific, special, or one-time-only activities. The
the Imaging System Evaluation function Involves monitoring system
performance, identifying anomalies, gathering information and generating long-
I j ,
term trend pilots, and determining when ihanges in system parameters are required







For simplicity, the Imaging Systems Evaluation function will be considered as
three separate processes: I) In-line evaluations, where production reports and
visual examinations are utilized to detect system anomalies, observe short-term
system trends, evaluate processing consistency between various functions, and
select data for further detailed examination; 2) Product analysts, where
standard user products are evaluated and special reports are created that
document system performance; and 3} Long-term evaluations, where information
stored in the QA and MMF data base is used to create trend plots of key
parameters and to track the performance of key elements of the Ground Segment.
In actual practice, these three processes are tightly integrated since outputs
from one may t*s «aluable or essential Inputs to another. The time frames for
these three activities form an Important distinction between them. In-line
evaluations are normally performed from real-time to 2-3 days after products
have been generated. Product analysis is noroally performed from several hours
to one week after products have been generated, and long-term evaluations are
normally performed from one week to one month after products have been
generated.
Figure 18-1 gives a high level view of this funcf.ion and shows how the various




















Table 18-1. Generic Inputs and Outputs for Imaging System Evaluation
Hardcopy Summary Reports -
System Products - Tape
Film
Evaluation
MMF-M Data Base Contents -
Inputs





















The two Image Anayets will spend a large iraction of their time performing the
Imaging System Evaluation function. On the average, one CCT-PM, one F241-PM, two
F241-AM, and two radiance evaluation reports will be requested per day from
MIPS. This will require about one hour of computer resources. Accessing the
MMF-M data base could require several hours per week, but this would not be
dedicated time. At present t'.ie routines needed to do the data base access and
analysis have not been created and will require support from the DBMS specialist
and perhaps other software personnel.
18.4.1 IN-LINE EVALUATIONS
In-line evaluations is a supporting function of Quality Assurance, utilizing
most of • the same inputs. The major difference is the level of detail and the
removal from the tight time constraints imposed on QA activities. The goal is to
detect subtle system anomalies or undesirable trends, so that action can be !
taken before significant processing problems occur (either massive rework, or
subpar products being shipped). All input data will be archived for possible
future reference. Because of the large volume of data available, only a sample
can be examined in detail; however, that is not felt to be a serious limitation \
I
since the items of Interest are expected to be observable in most data sets. 1
The critical element is to keep relatively current with production and to j
*







This process can be broken into two parts: the general collection and
examination of the data, and the extraction of specific items from the data for
known evaluations or future uses.
The inputs for this process are received after QA has completed their
evaluation, although, since the Image Analysts are part of the QA organization,
they could also perform those evaluations in some cases. The specific inputs
are:
a. Processing Summary Reports
1. POP Phase 1
2. PCP Phase 2
3. MSS Archive Generation
A. PF.PG
b. QA Reports
1. PCP Phase I
2. PCP Phase 2 .
3. MSS Archive Generation
c. Line Test Results
1. Payload Correction Processins
2. MSS Archive Generation












1. Moving Wtndow, Display
2. Quick Look Monitor
t '
3. MAC On-Line Display During Input and Output
4. Manual Cloud Cover Assessment
5. QA Film Images
! I
6. PEFG On-Line .Display During Input
7. I'EPG Comtal Display (COMDIS utility).
| . '
18.4.2 PRODUCT! ANALYSIS I
I
The product analysis process is concerned with the actual processing .system
! i '
performance, as reflected; in the products being sent to the users. This is
accomplished by making detailed checks of product acceptability, primarily in
' i Ithe areas of geometric and radiometric performance, by gathering statistics on
long-term system performance trends in these areas. The three major parts of
this process kre: I) using the CPFAIL routine in the CPP function (paragraph
17.4.9) to examine failed control points; 2) using the RADEVAL routine in PEPC
i i
to do detailed radiometric analysis of selected scenes; and 3) careful
! I
examination of standard and{special products generated for each acquisition of a
few U.S. "test sites," which will be monitored for changes, both large and| l
small. In the last item the same areas are periodically (every 16 days)
' Iexamined. Since the same area is always examined and the same analyses are
i i
performed, the; results should be predictable; thus, small effects not otherwise
seen will be apparent. Obviously, changes in sun angle, cloud cover, etc., will








Figure 18-1 shows the basic flow in product analysis. The scene selection
subpcocess is concerned with identifying the scenes and products desired. The
scene selection for CPFAIL and RADEVAL will often be a byproduct of examining
the reports in the in-line evaj.alions function. For the test sites, all
acquisitions will be of interest and the same producer will always be requested,
the only exception being when the cloud cover is extremely high so that no
useful analysis is probable. The test sites are in areas where cloud cover is
normally quite low. The standard products will vary for the different sites;
for geometric test sites, CCT-PM, F241-AM and F241-PM will be needed, while for
radiometric test sites, only CCT-AM and radiance evaluation reports will be
needed. Some areas could be both radiometric and geometric test sites. The
following are expected to be the test sites used:
a. Geometric
1. Tulsa, Oklahoma
2. San Joaquin, California
3. Phoenix, Arizona
4. Central Colorado
5. Southern New Mexico.
b. Radiometric
1. Baja, California






The product ordering will be handled by production control personnel using the
standard MMF-M procedures, based on inputs provided to them by the linage
Analysts. Once the actual products are generated, they will be delivered to the
Image Analysts by Production Control personnel following the normal procedures.
The Product Management and Analysis subfunctlon consists of: 1) examining failed
control points using the CPFA1L utility and correlating the observations with
the data on MAC QA reports; 2) examining the radiance evaluation report, which
gives various measures of sensor striping and associated data; and 3) measuring
the 241 mm film images using the Mann Comparator in Building 23 to sea how
accurately known locations were positioned.
18.4.3 LONG-TEftM EVALUATIONS .
The long-term evaluations process is a completely offline activity that utilizes
data gathered for QA purposes, data sent to MMF-M as part of processing
feedback, and the data collected during the in-line evaluations and product
analysis processes. This data is analyzed to provide long-term trend
information that will be used to update system parameters as necessary. The two
areas that will be routinely evaluated are: 1) tape drive performance, and 2)
radiometric correction constants (calibration nominale, M&A values). A third
area of considerable interest is control point selection techniques. Trend
plots will be kept on sensor striping levels, measured geometric accuracy, line












Inventory control processing uses the DEC 2050 system in the MMF-M. Inventory
control programs are part of the request support subsystem (RSS) package as
defined in Package Design Specification for Inventory Control
i I(LSD-MMF-PKG-2003). Refer to Figure 19-1.
I
All ADP systems required to perform inventory control processes are located in
the second floor computer room of GSFC, Building 28. A DEC VT100 terminal
located in the stockroom; is normally used to update the inventory control
program; howevejr, any terminal interactive with the DEC2050 in the MMF-M may be
used. A high level block diagram of the MMF-M hardware is shown in Figure 19-2.i ;
19.2 OVERVIEW/BACKGROUND : :
The Ground Segment provides a GAO compatible inventory control system for
operations management of an estimated 6000 line item inventory. All spares,
i i
consumables, office supplies, and one-tinw-order-items are covered by the
inventory control system.1 The inventory control system software allows
logistics section personnel to:
j i
a. Tract physical inventory
I Ib. Track outstanding purchase orders
c. Flag: overdue purchase orders
d. Suggest items for reorder























Figure 19-1, RSS Functions
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The logistics section, under the production control manager, Id responsible for
toe operation of the Inventory control sye£em. The logistics supervisor, with
the assistance of two stock clerks, performs all inventory control functions..
19.2.1 LOGISTICS SUPERVISOR
The logistics supervisor is responsible for:
a. Supervising daily operations of stock roots and performance of stock
clerks
b. Interface with expendables resupply sources regarding replenishment
deliveries
c. Utilizing inventory control system to manage spares and consumable
Inventory.
19.2.2 STOCK CLERKS
The stock clerks »re responsible for:
a. Issuing supplies and spare parts as requested/authorised
b. Restocking inventory deliveries
c. Maintaining supply and spare parts disposition and status logs
d. Generating and entering inventory control systea inputs
e. Receiving and acting on Inventory control systea outputs.
The logistics supervisor and stock clerks are day personnel, working froa 0800







19.3.1 INITIAL SET UP
Prior to activation of the inventory control systea, the following preliminary
tasks must be accomplished by:
a. Logistics Branch :
1. Physical inventory of spares, consumables, office supplies and
one-time order itess on hand
2. Assignment of & six character part number to each set of
:
identical pieces f,
3. Entry of part description, purchase order and inventory user ;
information. Inventory control entry a&d update program (RIENUP) . '.
- • • i \
is described in paragraph 19.3.3 j I
b. Section managers ] ]
I \
1. Designation, in writtug, of personnel authorized to draw parts ' j
!.
(inventory user). • ]
19.3.2 DAILY STOCKROOM OPERATION j
The stockrooa is open 0800-1700 for normal parts issue. Only those people j
1
designated in writing by section managers are authorized to draw parts. From <
1701 to 0759 the mission supervisor is responsible for drawing parts and making j -
t ;
issue log entries. !







i 16 July 1982
Authorized users are cracked by a unique five-digit user ID number. Ine
inventory control data base is updated weekly (normally, Wednesday afternoon)
froo the material request, 'receipt, and withdrawal logs maintained by logistics
section personnel. •
19.3.3 INVENTORY CONTROL ENTRY AND UPDATE PROGRAM {.RIENUP)
i •
The RIENUP program (Figure 19-3) allows establishment of the Initial inventory
control data bpse. The operator selects, from a menu screen, the types of
i } -
records to be entered or modified. The menu screen lists seven record types:
a. Part Description Screen
i [
b. Purchase Order Screen
I i • . -
c. Receipt History Screen
d. Withdraw History :Screen
e. Inventory User Screen
f. Spares Returned Screen
Withdrawal Error(Correction Screen
Each record prompts fori required information and reports on the success of
I !
various actions It initiates. Figure 19-4 shows inventory control schema.
19.3.3.1 Part Description i Record
The part description record is the first record to be entered for a new item.
t |
Entry of a new record has;no effect on existing records. Each field is checked
for correctness by Traffic-20 and/or RIENUP. A part description must existf i
before any other records may be entered. The part description record is accessed












































19.3.3.2 Inventory User Record
The inventory [user recorc
assigned by the logistics
exist together with the part
be entered.
19.3.3.3 Purchase Order Record
The part description record
Entry of this





is a list of five character user identification
numbers of those personnel authorized to draw parts. User ID numbers are
supervisor. The inventory user record should be the
second part of a new item entry. User records may be added at any time. Entry
j
of the inventory user record does not affect any other record; however, it must
description record before a withdrawal history say
The purchase order record contains the order information maintained by RIENUP.
oust exist before a purchase order can be created.
record affects the part description record. The purchase order
record is the residence of the manufacturer's part number and federal stock
record is accessed by purchase order number and line
i • !
! I •19.3.3.4 Receipt History Record
The receipt history record contains entries of stock received into the inventory
. . - I | • :.- - • -
data base. This record requires that a part description and a purchase order
! j
record exist. The record is!stored in ascending order by receipt date. This is
done to cause issues of siock to be first-in/first-out (FIFO). Entry of this







19.3.3.5 Withdrawal History Record
The withdrawal history record tracks withdrawals from the inventory. It may not
be entered until part description, inventory user, and purchase order records
exist* Withdrawal is accomplished in the same order as the receipts to maintain
the first-in/first-out (FIFO) accounting practice. Access is by part number.
19.?.3.6 Spares Returned Record
The spares returned record allows tracking of spares by serial number. Entry of
this record does not affect any other record; however, the part description and
inventory user record must exist before the record may be stored in the data
base. Access to the record is by part serial number.
19.3.3.7 Withdrawal Error Correction Record
The withdrawal error correction record allows correction of the withdrawal
history record when an erroneous amount exceeding the amount actually withdrawn
is entered. This screen allows the operator to subtract an appropriate amount
from the excess amount to accurately reflect the transaction. Access is by part
number.
19.4 PROCESS OPERATIONS
19.4.1 RIENUP ACCESS PROCEDURES
To access RIENUP, the operator must log in on the terminal with the correct






and by limiting dissemination of the password to inventory control personnel and
those software specialists with a need to know.
After logging in, enter:
TAKE (CMD FILE NAME) RETURN
The following MENU SCREEN will appear:
i . . • ' •
RIENUP- INVENTORY RECORDING ENTRY AND UPDATE : RIENUP
MENU SCREEN
SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:
(1) PART DESCRIPTION SCREEN
(2) PURCHASE ORDER SCREEN
(3) RECEIPT HISTORY SCREEN
(4) WITHDRAWAL HISTORY SCREEN
(5) INVENTORY USER SCREEN
(6) SPARES RETURNED SCREEN
(7) WITHDRAWAL ERROR CORRECTION SCREEN
SELECTION:
ENTER:
(Desired selection number 1 - 7 ) RETURN
The selected screen will appear with appropriate operator prompting. Samples of
each screen follow in Figures 19-5 through 19-11. Table 19-1 lists operator
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Table 19-1. Operator Messages
RIENUP OPSRAIOS IHTSaPACS ZPOW&TS
*£M«C*S MO UFKRATO* BKOVHUI0
PIKliU»<>n0
W;RT Bu«*k.
past suaetH sot SB B»ta BASE, *Muni«c oen
BUCCSS&7Vt.t.V
POHCNA8C OSDES BBXS?». ft88UM«6
OSBK» SOT SB OATA MM* AMONSM6 MCtf S«*file
•6 PUBCKAOS 08DtJI POUND. AMUE4IH6 BKtt MTRT,
I ; '[
•U ?0*C«A«C OSOMI rOMD* OflTBI CAM »OT 0C MOCSMSD,
RCCKIVCr





•K«SAt m»naM not rouHO. AMUNIHC MEM BUTRY.
KR1M. dllfcftUI »uCCM»rULLT STORCO.
«Ot 2« BMAVAMt AAVOMSkC RCM BkTRI.
tfITNOtlA«AI. BIATMf CveCUftruU.T STOiiCO IH OAt A»««K.




Table 19-1. Operator Messages (cont'd)
ORIGINAL PAGE fS
OF POOR QUALITY
0«»«»e*»*»««a»»»*«***«*»*««« «•••*•« t • «•*•«•«»«<>*»•«•»«»**
tlMCHASC OM0EA ZK DATAdAM. ONLY *«• 8HTR1E0 AbbO*ED.
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PART KUdBKB KXISY8 ALKSAOt. «EH CKTRIB8 BO? AttOlrtP.
•fCiipT metokv OUSTS. MO* cov
RECEIPT KISTORT KXZftff* RODS HOT
HITHORAB MIKTORV Z1XBT. ««t)» HOT
MlBfORT fOU«"0. M0B ARK »0? AtLOSKtf.
HSStWSS is OATABA85. SSU9& MZ BUT AU.3U5D,
CAKBO? as icaa,
V*KR ID HUT XM DATA 3A6C, .
•0 CNARCM MAOtC. CMVSR VA1.UC8 6« BAIT*
•eiivacB n.A6 ic BO? I,O,S,R,
0«CR ID BOT !• OATABA0E TO OCkKTC.
USER 10 ALRKAOV EXISTft CARMOT Bt AOUEC,
9AKR-ID BUT roUhO IB OATAIUM. • • . •





















19.4.1.1 Error Handling Options
All entries/changes appear en Che CRT as they are made; however, they are not
entered into the data base until all fields have been cycled through, at which
point a final "carriage return" will enter the information in the data base.
Prior to the final "carriage return", any field may be revisited and corrected.
After the final "carriage return", if an erroneous entry has been made, the
screen may be recalled and the error overwritten with the correct data, except
in the case of EXCESS withdrawal history screen error. To correct an EXCESS
withdrawal history error after it has entered the data base, MENU 7, the
| withdrawal error corrections screen, oust be selected and the correct
i
\ Information entered in accordance with the operator prompts.
I '> ' . . - •
t 19.4.2 INVENTOR* REPORTS PROGRAM
r . . .
I The inventory reports program provides nine printouts used to maintain
| management control of the inventory. These reports retrieve data from the
I
i . inventory area and create output files containing the abstracted Information.
I The data flow is shown in Figure 19-12. The nine reports can be runj.
j Independently or they can be submitted as a unit via a batch command file. The
( following reports are available:
^ a. RIDLOR - DELINQUENT ORDER REPORT
i- :
T \ b. RISPAR - SPARE PARTS LIST
c. RILOUR - LOCATION USAGE REPORT
d. RIOTOR - ONE TIME ORDERS






















f. RINEWR - NEW PURCHASE ORDER
g. RIREOR - RECOMMENDED REORDER REPORT
h. RISTIR - MASTER STOCK LIST
1. RIVEND - VENDOR CODE MASTER LIST
19.4.2.1 RIDLOR-DELINQUENT ORDER REPORT
This report selects items ordered but not received by the promised date and
lists them in overdue groups: 0-29 days, 30-59 days, 60-89 days, and greater
than 89 days overdue. Examples of RIDLOR printout are shown in Figures 19-13
and 19-13a.. The RIDLOR printout is normally extracted once a month. RIDLOR is
used to identify lead time problems in parts acquisition. It may trigger a
change in the reorder level/suggested order quantity/max, quantity allowed on
hand to prevent lead time problems from impacting Ground Segment Operations.
Estimated run time - five minutes.
19.4.2.2 RISPAR - SPARE PARTS LIST
This report lists all spare parts (not office «• oplies or consumables) in the
inventory area. The report is sorted by part number and by serial number.
Examples of RISPAR printout are show In Figures 19-14 and 19-14a. RISPAR
extracts information from the spares returned record. It provides the means of
tracking service life of Individual spares. RISPAR is extracted monthly or as
required. Estimated run time - 20 minutes.
19.4.2.3 RILOUR - LOCATION USAGE REPORT
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report is sorted by user and by part auaber. Figures 19-15 cad 19-15* show
examples of RILOUB printouts. RILOUR allows extraction of parts usage
information by individual part number or by individual user. It is used
primarily by maintenance personnel to verify reliability data. RILOUR is
extracted on an as required basis. Estimated run time is five minutes.
19.4.2.4 RIOTOR - One Time Orders
This report lists all orders in a date range selected by the operator for which
there is no plan to reorder the item. These items are identified by tha fact
that the reorder level in the part description screen is zero. Figure 19-16
shows an example of a ONE TIKE ORDER PRINTOUT. RIOTOR provides budgetary
information on special orders. It IP run on an as required basis. Eetlasted
run time is two minutes.
19.4.2.5 RIIHIR - Inactive Iteaa Report
Thin report lists all items for which there has been no activity prior to a
specified date. The operator enters a date and the report selects those Iteaa
which have been unchanged prior to the date the operator entered. Figure 19-17
shows an example of RII3IR printovt. RIINIR provides baseline usage data for
Engineering Support and allows Logistics personnel to monitor shelf life. It is
extracted as required by Engineering Support, and at six month intervals for
shelf life monitoring. Estimated run time is five minutes.
19.4.2.6 RINEWR - New Purchase Order
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j 16 July 1982
Purchase orders are listed by part number. Figure 19-18 shows an
example of a RINEWR printout. RINEWR provides cost Information and parts
ordered/received in a'given period. It is used by the Administrative Assistanti
for budget; management. iRINEWR is extracted as required. Estimated run time is
five minutes. :
i -i
19.4.2.7 RIREOR - Recommended Reorder Report
j
This report lists all items at or below reorder level. It determines the amount
to be reordered by subtracting the quantities on order but not received, and the
i
quantity on hand, froca the maximum stock level. If the amount to be ordered is
I
negative the listing has s remark suggesting a change in the reorder level.
i i
Figure 19-19 shows an example of RIREOR printout. RIREOR triggers the writing
of purchase orders, or a change in the reorder level or suggested order quantity
on the part description screen of the inventory control entry and update program
'( 1. . .-" -
(RIENUP). RIREOR is extracted weekly by Logistics personnel. Estimated run time
is five minutes.
19.4.2.8 RISTIR - Master Stock List
This report lists the entire Inventory sorted by part number, physical location
i. i
and item jname. At the end of the part number, and item name listings, various
;linventory totals are printed. Figures 19-20 through 19-20d show examples of
each RISTIR printout.; RISTIR is used as an aid when taking a physical
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19.4.2.9 RIVENP - Vendor Code Master List 15 July 1982
This report lists the entire inventory sorted by vendor code and by
manufacturer's part number. Figures 19-21 through l9-21b show examples of
RIVEND products. The sort by manufacturer's part number Includes the physical
location of each part in the inventory and will be use^ by Logistics personnel
to locate parts for issue. RIVEND is extracted weekly- Estimated run time is
one hour.
19.4.2.10 Terminal Procedures
Standard terminal procedures are used to obtain inventory repo.ts. After
logging in:
ENTER: (TBS)
TAKE (CMD FILE FOR BATCH REPORTS) RETURN
OR
(REPORT NAME, RISTIR, ETC.)
Program will provide necessary operator prom^-lng. When prerequisites are met
the printout will be genereted. Table 19-2 lists operator prompting. '
19.4.2.11 Estimated Run Times
A 6000 line item inventory is assumed. 50 milliseconds jper disk access with two
accesses are required for an extraction. Estimated times for a 6000 line
printout are itemized below:
DISK ACCESS - 10 MIN CPU TIME 2.b MIN
SORT TIME - 2 MIN






PRINT TIME - 15 MIH
TOTA: 27 KIN PLUS PRINT QUEUE WAITING TIME
A "process complete" operator alert will appear on the CRT when disk access and
sort are coaplete and the information is in the print queue. Reports process
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Table 19-2. Operator Interface Formats
MESSAGE RESPONSE
ENTER LOW DATE (DD-MMM-YY) ENTER START DATE
ENTER HIGH DATE (DD-MMM-YY) ENTER END DATE
ERROR: DATE INVALID MUST BE DD-KA4-YY NOT XXX ENTER A CORRECT DATE
ERROR: DATE RANGE IS WRONG - REPEAT OBEY MESSAGE
WITH GOOD DATES
*****NO RECORDS FOUND FOR PROCESSING RONE
(END OF QUERY PHASE; PRINT IS FILE QL999E.LPT) NONE















reports programs (RPDRAN, RPDRSR, RPDRST) of the Request Support System
(RSS) generate reports per responsible area chowing:
Total PDRs opea for how.many weeks since a certain date - RPDRAN
b. Summary of total PDRs open and closed during a certain period - RPDRSR
Total PDRs in each status - RPDRST.
The PDRi report






program RPOPCL generates sorted reports showing open and closed
period for the selected responsible area(s).
RPDRSR and RPDRST use IQCALL - a system call facility to
programs and COBOL utilities.
REMAIN - ES.R maintenance software








The Problem Defect Report (PDR) -.an be divided into three topics:
a. PDR generation and control scenario - PDR generation and control
scenario is essentially a process flow of the PDR through various
stages, froa origination through problem analysis, fixing and closing.
b. PDR format - The PDR form is the physical paper used to note a defect
or discrepancy as soon as it is discovered. The contents and format of
this form are largely dictated by the generation and control scenario.
c. PDR reports - The PDR reports are designed to help management in
tracking PDRs and in status accounting.
20.2.2 ESR
The ESR tracking process will provide the capability to maintain and report on
requests for equipment maintenance and repair.
20.3 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
20.3.1 PDR FUNCTIONS
The PDR reports programs (Figure 20-1) together generate five reports. The PDR
analyois report generator (RPDRAN) requires operator selection of a start date
from which to tally PDRs for responsible areas according to how many weeks a PDR
has been open since the date specified. The PDR summary report generator
(RPDRSR) accepts start and stop dates from the operator. For each area, the
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then calculated. The PDR status report generator (BPDRST) tallies all PDRs
status, according to open or closed status, as well as
open/closed report generator (RPOPCL) uses a screen
formatted'to accept Input froa an operator. It accepts start and stop dates to
determinejthe desired period; It accepts the responsible area(s) desired for the
report; It accepts the selection for sort-key; It accepts the choice ofj |
report(s)(desired: closed PDR report, open PDR report, or both. Based on the
inputs received, open or closed or both reports are generated for the giveni j •
search criteria. Figure 20-2 depicts the data flow of the above programs.
I \
20.3.2 ESR FUNCTIONS j
! I -The ESR reports program generates two reports: the equipment configuration
i i
report, and the equipment service report (Figure 20-3).
| 1 . ' '
20.4 PROCESS OPERATIONS
From the
20=4,1 PDR GENERATION! AND CONTROL SCENARIO
origination of a PDR to its closure, the PDR passes through various
stages. Figures 20-4 and 20-5 depict the process flow. In describing the
i • iprocess flow, any reference to the designations, titles or hierarchy is avoided
I
to make the flow more function-oriented.ii
When a problem is detected, the observer will initiate a PDR by
filling out the required portions of the form and signing it. The PDR
i
form Is a three-pert form with white, green and pink copies.















































Figure 20-2. Data Flow Diagram
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that all the basic information for resolving the PDR is made available 1
on the form or is attached to the form. |
c. Then the organization responsible for PDR coordination receives the ',
a
PDR and assesses its impact. Assessment of the impact implies the i
I
designation of a priority for the PDR. In arriving at this priority '•
code, there may be a need for coordination with the originating >
i
facility and the problem investigating facility. The magnitude of j
I
impact thus decided may be as follows:
PRIOP.ir: OF IMPACT MEANING
1 biajor impact. The problem tctally prevents
the functioning of a hardware device,
software task or production process. ,
No alternative is available. j
2 Minor impact. The problem inhibits normal j
functioning. Alternative is available !
. . to work at a reduced level of 1
efficiency. jj
!
3 Marginal impact. The problem ij limited . |
to a marginal task or part of s device. >
Overall performance is not impacted. .
It is also the responsibility of the PDR coordination gvoup to
identify the responsible area and the group responsible for fixing the
problem. The responsible area and impact fields are filled in by the )
FOR coordination group and the PDR form Is sent over for problea !
analyst assignment. Simultaneously, the pink copy is ripped off and
used for data entry into the PDR data base. If the area assignment is







4. When the area responsible for fixing the problea receives the PDR, i
!
aaaignnent of the problea analyst la done. iii
«. The prcblem solver, af ter solving the problea, sends the PDR fora for
solution concurrence.
f. The solution concurre«. In aost cases, will be the problea analyst
asslgner. After the solution concurrence, the PDR is sent ovtr to PDR
coordination. This constitutes the solution notification.
t
g. After a solution has beon found, PDR resolution is determined.
Responsibility for PDR resolution will be assigned by operations. The
status of the PDR is then changed to OPEN - TO BE INSTALLED (TBI) from
the earlier OPEN - UNDER INVESTIGATION (UI).
h. The PDR coordination group sends the PDR fore to the iapleaentor. ', !
Implementation may consist (for esaople) of changing a part or a
circuit board in c&se of a hardware problea, or it could mean updating
the systea library software with the new version of the software, in
. the case of a software problea. Once the fix IB Ispleaented the PDR
fora la sent over to the PDR coordination group, notifying thea of fix
lapleaentatlon.
1. At this stage the status of the PDR in the data base is changed to
OPEN - QUALITY ASSURANCE REVIEW (QAR).
J. The Quality Assurance personnel make sure that the standard operating
procedures have been complied with and that the fix haa, in fact, been









k. After quality verification, the status of the PDR is changed to
CLOSED, which means that all the action on the PDR Is completed. The
fhlte form Is retained by the PDR coordination group for historical
!
purposes. The green copy is sent back to the initiator, which serves
-:s the feedback to the initiator. For product PDRs, this copy nay
also be used to alert the responsible group to the disposition of the
product. Figure 20-6 shows the various PDR statuses and their
•eanings.
20.4.1.1 PDR Form
The PDR form shown la Figure 20-7 is used to identify a defect or discrepancy.
All the iteas or boxes marked by an asterisk (*) must be filled In by the
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Month, day, year on which the
problem is detected
(DDMMMYY) DD - Day MMM • month
(i.e. Oct) YY - year
Tine of day when the PDR fora is
filled in for the first time
(HHMM) HH - hours, MM • minutes
(i.e., 2341)
MM • minutes
Priorities: PI • critical (to
development)
P2 - non-critical (to
development), assigned by
program or respective lit
manager
The facility reporting the problem
(MMF, CSF, IGF, etc.). See memo
1N42-LSDHJA-MEMO-254 for
complete list of applicable
field entries.
Subsystem where the problem
originated. In cases other
than, software "N/A" .applies
is this block. See Mesc
1N42-LSD-QA-MEMO-254 for
complete list of applicable
field entries.
Process in which the problem was
discovered. In cases other
than software "N/A" applies
in this block.
Facility -sad category, a subset
of responsibility within
the Facility and who is
respoaoible for fixing the































































within the facility. See Memo
1N42-LSD-QA-MEMO-254 for
coatplete list of applicable
field entries.
Place "X" in this box if the defect
is with hardware, then
complete the rest of the
line.
Name or nomenclature of the
failed part or unit
Serial number of the failed unit
Place "X" in this box if the defect
is with software, then
complete the rest of the
line
Mnemonic program name
Version number of the program
Place "X" in this box if the defect
is with product or during
production run
Process request ID
Identification for the input
tape or film roll of the
production run
Identification of the output
tape or roll of the
production run
Place "X" iu this box if the
defect is other than hard-










HO. BLOCK NAME LENGTH DESCRIPTION
procedure etc., could be
accommodated here
19 Name (10) Item name or nooenclature
20 Identification (13) Reference document or
identification number














(i.) The first five characters of
the 30-character PDR outmnary
description to convey this




CHARACTERS 4 & 5)
NUMBER OF SCHEDULE
SLIPS, I.E., INITIALLY











(11.) The summary descrip-
tion Is a one line 25
characters summary of the
discrepancy. This descrip-
tion is to be flllea in
capital letters. This is
the description which will
appear on the PDR reports.
The summary description will
eliminate judgement on the
part of the data entry person,
in summarizing the description.
(ill.) The detailed
description is a clear and
concise description of the
discrepancy. What is
defective and how it is































































Date and time of management
signature
Signature of the PDR coordinator
Date and time of the problem
by the analyst in the
investigating area
Analysis of the problem by the
analyst in the investigating
area
Name of the individual performing
the problem analysis
Analyst's phone number
Date and time the analysis is
performed .
The individual performing the
analysis will check one of
the four categories which was
found to be the actual
cause of the problem*
Concise description of the
corrective action taken.
Primarily refers to hardware,
software or other.
For PDRs involving products,





















40 System Implementation (10)
41 PDR coordination (10)
42 Quality Assurance (10)
Verification
The name of the Individual
effecting correction to the
problem.
The corrector's phone number
The date and time the correction
was performed
The supervisor for the individual
performing the correction
The supervisor's extension
The date and time of management
concurrence
After the fix is Implemented
the implementer should sign
here with his extension
and date/time.
PDR coordinator's signature
when the PDR is sent for
Quality Verification with
his extension &nd date/time.
After ensuring procedure
compliance with QA person signs
here, initiating PDR closeout
with his extension and
date/time.
All the fields appearing on the form will be entered into the data base. Thus a
reasonable copy of the PDR form can be regenerated if the original is lost.
20.4.1.2 PDR Reports
The PDR reports are the tools used for tracking and status accounting. They
OPLAN
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help in exercising management control over the resolution of the PDRs within a
!
specified time period. Various types of reports can be generated. Specific
reports cater to the needs of specific audiences; some are for higher level
management and others are for operating personnel.
Criteria for choosing reports are threefold:
a. OPTION: Choice of different types of reports
b. SELECT: Choice of further subtypes within t. report
c. SORT: Ability to order a report on certain fields.
Figures 20-8 through 20-10 describe the details of each of the above criteria.
As can be seen in Figure 20-8, there are five types of reports. Each of these —
i }
i s described. . ' - - ' . '
20.4.1.2.1 Open Problem Defect Report
Figure 20-11 shows the format of the Open Problem Defect Report. The run
criteria for getting this report .appear at the bottom of the page. The option
Is 'OPEN* and date parameters are from D1M1Y1 to D2M2Y2. Thus the report
obtained is an Open Problem Defect Report for the period D1M1Y1 to D2M2Y2, as
seen at the top of the report. The RESP. AREA identifies the investigating
facility and category. The example represents the selection IGFS1MX, which
means the investigator is IGF and the category within 'IGF' is software type 1;
i.e., Sl> 'M' stands for MSS sensor. 'X' is the field reserved for future use.
FACILITY, SUB, SYS., and PROC. represent the facility, subsystem and process,
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OPES is the dace on which the PDR was opened. PROBLEM DEFECT STATEMENT is the
summary description picked up from the PDR form. PRIORITY Is the Impact. The
jlast column gives the status and days. STATUS is the open PDR status (e.g., UI
for Under Investigation, TBI for To Be Installed, QAR for Quality Assurance
' Review). DAYS stands for the number of days between D2H2Y2 and the last status
change. Thus, it gives the number of days the PDR has spent in the status. The
total number of open PDRs In the responsible area is also provided at the bottom
:
 of the report. This report helps in tracking the PDRa.
20.4.1.2.2 Closed Problem Defect Report
Figure 20-12 shows the format of this report. The column headings of this
report and the Open Problea Defect Report are similar, with Che exception of the
last column. The last column la this report gives the date on which the PDR was
closed instead of STATUS & DAYS as in the open problem defect report. The sort
chosen is the default sort which is priority and PDR No. All the PDRs with
priority of 1 appear at the top, those with priority 2 will follow, and the PDRs
•* •
with priority 3 appear at the bottom. The PDRs within each priority are also
sorted.
20.4.1.2.3 Problem Defect Report Status
Figure 20-13 represents the status matrix of investigating area vs. PDR status.
The total number of VDRs in each status for each responsible area and the
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20. 4. 1.2. A Problem Uefect Report Summary 16 July 1982
Figure 20-14 shows Che format of FOR summary. CUR TOTAL * OP OPEN PDRs
represents the current total number of PDRs opened from Inception to D2M2Y2.
The next two columns give the number of PDRs opened and closed In the selected
period (I.e., D1M1YI to D2M2Y2). The difference between these two fields
appears as net gain or loss. The last column gives the total number of PDRs to
be purged. If X represents the number of days after PDR closure, before the
Information on the PDR Is removed from the data base and put onto tape (I.e.,
purged), then the last column would give the number of PDRs closed for more than
X days that are still In the system and are to be purged to tape.
20.4.1.2.5 Problem Defect Report Analysis
The format of this report Is shown In Figure 20*15. The report gives a tine
aolaysis of open PDRs for each investigating area. The number of PDRs open in
various time spans is the content of this report. For the first quarter the
breakdown is in terms of two weeks, for the second quarter in terms of four
weeks and then in terms of quarters for the third and fourth quarters. The PDRs
remaining open for over one year are in the last column.
20.4.2 ESR GENERATION AND CONTROL SCENARIO
20.4.2.1 ESR Form
The ESR maintenance process will accept, as input, the information written on an
ESR report form, and it will be stored in the MMF-T data base. The ESR records
will contain a description of the problem, corrective action and materials used.
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work required, and closes Che ESR, will be indicated. All equipment will be
identified by serial number. Included on the ESR will be the time of failure
and the time of return to service. See Figure 20-16 for the ESR form.
20.4.2.2 ESR Reports
The ESR report process will print ESRs for a specified date range. The report
process will optionally contain open and/or closed ESRs. Additionally, reports
can be generated containing the facility/designation number, unit serial number
and textual description of the equipment defect. This last report may be sorted
on facility/description number or serial number. See Figures 20-17 and 20-18
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The Ground Segment provides separate data bases for support of the MSS and the
TM Image data handling control functions. The data bases support user
I : • .
requirements processing,' image acquisition planning and scheduling, production
management,! inventory control and management reporting. The data bases are
maintained on the DEC2050 in MMF-M and the DEC2060 in MMF-T. DBMS-20 is thej ! ' •
software package that j handles all access to the data base and is used in thei • • r • -•'implementation of MMF applications. Data base updates are entered by means of
computer-to-computer data link, CCT, interactive terminal, and punched cards.
The data base itself ; is supported by the data base administrative subsystem
(DAS). The: DAS provides and maintains data base and systems software to support
the appliestion functions within the MMF for MSS and TM. The DAS interfaces are
• • " _ [ • - -
shown in Figure 21-^1. ijtie 'nor subsystems are: . .
a. Data Base Administration (DAS)
'! . • • .
b. Flight Segment Management (FMS)
I ' . . ! • ' - • • ". •/ -•
e. Ground Segment: Management (CMS)
• • i • I ' • ' • " .d. Request Support Subsystem (RSS).
' i -
. . - j . . . . . . . .
 : . . . . . . , - •
The lnterfa:e common to jail of these subsystems is the data base. All programs
i i •
running have access to the data base structure, formats, aad data. The DAS doesI j •'
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I continuous process th&t began with initial developmental software and continue?
: through '.he life of the project. This suction describes the DAS and discusses in
detail the operational process of data base support and verification.
Application utilities are not discussed in detail.
21.2 OVERVIEW/BACKGROUND
All mission management and production control functions of Landsat-D MMF ace
implemented using an integrated data base. The data base supports the following
functions:
a. User payload and product requirements recording
b. User retrospective requirements recording




g. Consumables and spare parts inventory







j. Ground control point library processing
CPLAH
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I
k. Problem Defect Report (PDR) and Equipment Service Report (ESR) j
Tracking
i. Spacecraft parameter maintenance
a. Version number control.
21.3 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
21.3.1 DBMS SPECIALIST
The DBMS specialist, working under the software engineering supervisor In the
engineering . support group, is responsible for administration of the data base
throughout the Ground Segment. The DBMS specialist is responsible for:
a. Providing expertise in DBMS application software
b. Maintaining data base schema and data base access documentation V
e. Monitoring data base status and establishing corrective action
procedures when required
d. Updating special purpose DBMS software.
The data base is centrally configured and controlled by a network data base
management system. All application activity and software will Interface with
the data base through the DBMS specialist, who functions as the data base
manager.
21.3.2 QATA BASE ADMINISTRATION SUBSYSTEM (DAS)
The DAS is that portion of MMP which:
a. Interfaces application software programs with the physical data base







C. Supports restructure of the data base <
d. lapleeier.es systea programs to achieve proper system operation
e. Provides system utilities for use by application programs.
The TVS is divided into six functional areas (Figure 21-2):
a. Computer network support
b. Systems utilities
c. Teratinal complex support
d* Data base support
e. Inquiry support
f. Verification.
21.3.2.1 Computer Network Support
The DAS supports electronic and magnetic tape coapuLer-to-computer interfaces
between the MMF control processing units (CPU) and each one of the CPUs for the
CSP, MIPS, TIPS and DRRTS. This interface software provides the means by which
data is transferred from one computer to another.
21.3.2.2 Systems Utilities
Systems utilities provide system administration support and applications
support. These software packages are purchased from DEC.
21.3.2.2.1 System Administration Support
a. Incremental and full disk saves (fast disk to tape copies and vice
versa)
























c. Tape Co Cape copy
d. DLC20 operaClons log (listing of jobs run and pertinent statistics)
21.3.2.2.2 Applications Support
a. Generalized disk file sore (sore of sequent!«.'. disk files by
combinations of variable keys)
b. Octal file dump (dump files in octal format on line printer)
c. Application uC'lieies (routines Co perform date/else conversions and
generate and process ID numbers)
d. Version control utilities (provide configuration control).
21.3^ 2.3 Terminal Complex Support
The terminal complex consists of a VT70 KCRT terminal, GC Tenainet-300 split-
platen printer and Recognition Produces OCR wand reader, which support Che
following functions:
. a. OCR readable label printing
. b. Low speed work order or report printing '
c. OCR input Co programs running on MMF computer
d. Hard copy snap-shot of screen
e. Program control over all terminal complex peripherals.
21.3.2.4 Data Base Support
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21.3.2.4.1 Data Base Load
Data base load provides the capability to load the data base from a sequential
I :
text editable file or I from the data base unload process output. The load
process is operable if the data base is empty (initial load) or if the data base
i /
is being updated. The load process uses sequential input to structure the data
base and maintain relationships between the .record types. It also detects
contextual inconsistencies between the input data and previously loaded data.
j i
21.3.2.4.2 Data Base Unload
i
Data base unload provides the capability to unload the data base onto disk. The
unloaded disk file is copied to tape for archival storage. The unload is a
formatted copy that preserves the linkage that existed on the data base and *s
t I
compatible with the data base load.
: ' I • .
21.3.2.4.3 Data Base Update
Data base update provides for the online retrieval of any ., record on the data
base, and also the capability to acid, delete, and/or modify records on the data
base.
21.3.2.4.4 bata Base Recovery
Data base recovery provides the capability to restore the data base to the valid
I I
state that existed immediately before the execution of a module that vas
j i
aborted. An audit trail'(Journal) is kept of all updates to the data base. This
journal provides the Input needed to restore the data base >o a valid state.







data base aC any time during an update. Recovery of the data base may be by
seal-automated "backout" of the program running at the time of the crash or, in
the case of the destruction of information on the disk packs, the data base may
be restored from an old save tape merged with the journal. The Journal files are
stored on disk files and saved onto tape at the same time as the data base.
Journaling is provided by the DEC DBMS-20 software package. It is a copy file
In all application programs that access the data base.
31.3.2.5 Inquiry Support
inquiry support provides a method by which users can retrieve data in report
format from the data base via a high level user-oriented language. Interactive
query language - 20 (IQL) allows quick inquiries against the data base. The DAS --^ \
maintains the IQL dictionary for the data base.
21.3.2.6 Data Base Verification
Data base verification provides the tools required to ensure the retrievability
of all data base records. The data base verification package consists of the
following programs:
a. Area record summary by set - this program can be run for all areas or
for selected areas. It searches an area through the set chains,
counting the records and producing a tally of occurrences found by
record type and by area.
b. Area record summary by area - this program can be run for all areas or







counts the records. Tallies are produced by record type and by area.
The two programs above validate the integrity of the physical disk and
the retrievabf.ilty of all data base records. If the two types of
record summaries differ, then the chain chaser can be executed to
isolate the problem.
c. Chaiu chaser - the production area sets which undergo frequent data
base updates are validated by chain chaser. The program compares
record identifiers with the data base pointers to ensure that the
pointers resolve to the correct owner. This determines if the
application programs are performing data base updates correctly in the
production and archive areas.
d. Main image bit verifier dump - this program unloads main image records •
for a specified time interval and writes them to tape.
:
e. Main image bit verifier comparator - this program ;akes the output of )
the main image bit verifier dump and compares it bit by bit with j
• . - - . . ' ' " ' - • • ' . • • • !
corresponding main image records in the online data base. The j
comparison determines when differing information 10, in fact, a data
base inconsistency.
21.4 PROCESS OPERATIONS j|
Each data base (TM and MSS) is further divided into a production section that j
contains mission oriented data, and a cross reference section .that contains data
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21.4.1 PRODUCTION DATA BASE LOAD (DBLOAD)
21.4*1.1 Summary
DBLOAD reads all records from the Input file and checks the record type to
verify that the records are in the correct sequence. DBLOAD checks for a valid
crea ID, opens the area for protected update, checks for valid data base record
type, and stores the record. If an owner cannot be found or if there are any
data base errors, an error message is displayed and DBLOAD aborts. For each
trailer record, DBLOAD checks the area ID and closes the area. At the end of
processing a summary report is generated listing record load totals by area.
21.4.1.2 Input „
Sequential file of the data base.
21.4.1.3 Output
a. Updated data base
b- Area summary report file (Figures 21-5 and 21=5a) that contains:
1. Record names and totals for each area loaded
2. Record load totals as special on trailer records
t .
j • 3. Grand total for all records loaded.
i .
: c. Error file - containing all records found to be in error.
j ' . . . . . . . •
! 21.4.1.4 Operational Sequence
With a sequential file of data to be loaded on disk files, the operator logo in,
then keys in:
RUN DBLOAD
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Several types of messages can result from processing:
a. Informational
Messages of this type are preceded by the phrase "INFORMATION:" and
describe general processing information such as file names, tape-IDs,
and processing activities. They require no operator action.
b. Warning
Messages preceded by "WARNING:".indicate conditions of minor error;
one not serious enough to warrant either aborting the prograa, or
aborting a processing subset within the program. Operator action is
required in some cases (see Table 21-1).
c. Error
This type of error message is preceded by "ERROR:" and can describe
either invalid operator input, or a processing error serious enough to
abort a processing subset within the program. Some form of operator
action is required (see Table 21-1).
d. Fatal Errors
Messages preceded by "FATAL ERROR:" indicate conditions that will
cause the program to abort. The data base is restored to the point
just prior to the aborted program's execution. The operator is
notified of the aborted processing by an audio alarm on the KCRT and
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automatically printed on the line printer. Various operator actions
are required (see Table 21-1).
21.4.1.6 Program Scheduling :j
DBLOAD is normally run nightly by batch processing at the direction of the DBMS
specialist. Processing tloe varies froa minimal for loading a selected area to
hours of wall clock tlae for loading the fully developed data base.
21.4.1.7 Speci&l Cousiderations i
:
a. All input records aust be grouped together by area. For any one area j
there should be only oae header record and one trailer record, with ii
one or more data records. I
I
b. Before a record nay be loaded, all its owners oust have been loaded. { / |
i
c. Even though the location node of PRO-REQUEST-ORDEa-LINK record type is
VIA POI-PRO set, on the DBLOAD.OTA file, its record source should
immediately follow PAQ or PPD request type record occurrences, not
POI-ORDER-ID record »:ype occurrences. . • .
d. This prograa always creates two print files:
DBLOAD.SUM which is the processing suoaary (Figure 21-5)
DBLOAD.ERT which is the error listing.
It is necessary to inspect both reports to ensare the DBLOAD was
successful.











DBUNLD dumps selected areas of the data base onto a sequential disk file. The
file can be copied to tape for backup purposes and used to restore the data base
via the DBLOAD prograa. The unloaded data base records are grouped by area In a
fomat that preserves the linkages that existed on the data base. The order In
which records are copied will ensure the Integrity of the data base.
Verification Is performed to detect Incorrect owner-neaber pairs or linkages.
DBUKLD produces a suanary report that lists for each area the total reccrds
unloaded for each record type.
21.4.2.2 Input
Keyboard entry of those data base file names selected J>y tha operator for
unloading.
21.4.2.3 Outputs .
DBUNLD pr-%duces operator displays and disk files. Operator displays are shown
la Figure 21-6 and Table 21-2. Files created are listed belju:
DBLOAD.DTA - the unloaded sequential fora of the data base suitable as
input to DBLOAD
DBUNLD.SUM - a processing suoaary file which lists eadb area unloaded and
corresponding record totals (Figures 21-7 and 21-7a)
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DBUNLD.UIL - user Interaction log detailing program prompts and operator
responses
21.4.2.4 Operational Sequence
After logging in, the operator can implement DBUNLD by keying In:
<?RUN DBUNLD
and then entering correct response to the program prompts (Figure 21-6).







After these statements have been executed the,file DBLOAD.DTA will contain the
unloaded data* DISK-TO-TAPE JCL can be added to store the entire MMF data base
on tape.
21.4.2.5 Control Mechanisms
Several types of messages can result from processing:
a* Informational.
Messages of this type are preceded by the phrase "INFORMATION:" and
describe general processing information such as file names, tape-IDs,









b. Warning. . -
Messages preceded by "WARNING:" indicate conditions of minor error;
one not serious enough to warrant either aborting the program, or
aborting a processing subset within the program. Operator action is
required in some cases (see Table 21-2).
c. Error.
This type of error message is preceded by "ERROR:" and can describe
either invalid operator input, or a processing error serious enough to
abort a processing subset within the program. Some form of operator
action is required (see Table 21-2). •
d. Fatal Errors. . •".-'.;
Messages preceded by "FATAL ERROR:" indicate conditions that will
cause the program to abort. The data base is restored to the point
just prior to the aborted program's execution. The . operator is
.notified of the aborted processing by an audio alarm on the KCRT and
an error message on the terminal. A hardcopy listing of the error is
automatically printed on the line printer. Various operator actions
are required (see Table 21-2).
e. Other.
These messages are not prefixed with any category definition such as
"ERROR:", "INFORMATION:", etc. They describe general information and
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i
21.4.2.6 Program Scheduling :
DBUNLD is normally run at night by batch processing at the direction of the DBMS
specialist. Processing time varies from negligible for unloading a selected
area, to hours of; wall clock time for unloading the fully developed data base.
' i





DBUPDT is a code-worded, controlled access program. The DBMS specialist
controls the code! word. The DBUPDT program provides an authorized user with the
i !
following data base access/update functions: . - •
i \
a. Add a new record i
• - i !b. Delete an existing record and associated members
I ' :' "
c. Modify contents of a record1 - i
d. Remove a member record from an optional set




Direct access for calc records
I j
2. Fii-st/next of an area
I ' I3. First/next of a; set (member record types only)
4. Locate records first/next of an area or set based on any number
of user specified search keys
5. S a vied data base! key.








for the function to be performed and the record type ID to be processed. The
functions the operator can select are described In the following paragraphs.
a. FIND
This function allows the operator to retrieve and display any record
in the Landsat-D data base. The operator will be prompted for the
method of accessing the record or records. The types of record access
provided are:
1. FIRST/NEXT of area - The program will retrieve and display each
record occurrence found of the specifled record type within the
area.
2. FIND USING data base key - The record is found using a data base
key saved from a previous find operation.
3. FIND CALC record - The program prompts the operator for the key
field value which is used to locate the record.
4. FIRST/NEXT of set - For each set in which the record participates
as a member, the program will retrieve and display each record •
found la the set. If the owner of the set is defined as a calc
record, the operator will be prompted for the calc key value.
The program will then locate the owner record to establish set
currency. If the owner is not a calc record then the set
currency is assumed to have been established by a previous find
operation.
b. ADD







If the record type to be added is a member of any set, all owner
records must have currency established by previous find operations*
The program displays a screen containing the field names and
attributes of the record to be added. The format of the screen is the
name as the find command, except the field values are empty and the
operator can enter data for each field. After the operator has
completed a screen's worth of data, the program will validate the
input according to the attributes for each field (i.e., numeric
checks, date validity, etc.). If any errors are detected, an error
message is displayed, the cursor is placed at the field in error and
the operator can re-enter the data. If the operator wishes to
override the validation checks, the special . command *0* can be
entered. After all screens for the record have been completed, the
record is stored in the data base.
c. MODIFY •
. This function allows the operator to modify any existing record in the
data base. The record is retrieved and displayed in the same manner
as the find command. The only difference is that the operator can
change any value of any field displayed on the screen. After all
changes have been entered by the operator and validated by the
program, the data base record is modified.
d. DELETE
This command allows the operator to delete any record in the data







find command and saved the data base key (using the 'V sub-command).
! :
The delete operation will retrieve the record based upon the saved| • ;
data base key and then display a 'delete confirmation' screen. The
operator confirms the delete request by hitting the return key, or
ii ;
cancels the request by hitting the line feed key. If the delete is
1 i
confirmed, the current record and any members are deleted.
I i .
REMOVE i
1 • • ! • - • '
This function allows the operator to remove a member record from any
optional set. j As with the delete command, the record must have been
I !previously located and the key saved, because the remove operation
i f -
will retrieve the record based on this key. After the record has been
! - 1 ' • -located, a 'remove confirmation/menu' screen is displayed to the
i ' i •
operator. If the record is a member of more than one optional set, a
menu is displayed requesting the operator to select the set from which
to remove the, record. After the removal set is known, the program
pro'mpts for confirmation of the remove operation. If the operator
'" i ' ' ' • ' " . ' • '
cot firms the remove request, the current record is removed from the
specified set. |.
INSERT j . .
I ! '
This function allows the operator to insert a member record into an
optional set. i The operation is the same as for the remove command
! !
except that an "insert confirmation/menu" screen is displayed. Upon
! " • '!





B. HELP 16 July 1982
This command produces another menu from which the operator can select
help on the following subjects: FIND, ADD, DELETE, REMOVE/INSERT, j
SPECIAL OPTIONS, and GENERAL INFORMATION. For each subject, a one
page screen of helpful information is displayed to assist the operator
in using the program.
h. EXIT
Selecting this command or hitting the line feed key at the main menu
causes the program to terminate normally. This involves closing all
data base areas and writing processing totals to the summary file.
In addition to these commands, DBUPDT maintains a processing summary of all
transactions performed plus a user interaction log of all changes made to the
data base. '»-•'
21.4.3.2 Inputs
Operator specifies processing options and inputs data values on KCRT.
21.4.3.3 Outputs . ; • ' • : ' • ' • ' '
a. Updated data base
b. Processinsg summary report file that contains:
1. Record types updated
2. Processing performed for each record (ADD, DELETE, MODIFY)
3. Processing totals,







After logging in on the KCRT, entering:
@RUN DBUPDT
followed by:
(the correct code word)
will initiate DBUPDT. !i
ti
The DBUPDT taenu screen (Figure 21-8) will appear, prompting the operator for the •'
i
function to be performed and the record ID to be processed. !
After the operator has selected the access method and entered any necessary key "
values, the record is found, retrieved and displayed on the screen. The display j
.- ;
»
format consists of field names, field attributes (i.e., key field, numeric, date J
filed, etc.) and field values. Since the screen is limited to 15 fields of 40 j
characters each, the program is equipped with a paging mechanism for viewing j
records requiring more than one display screen. To page forward (view remaining :
.fields in record) the .operator hits the return-key; to page backwardj (view ' j
previously displayed fields) the operator hits the line feed key. !.
f'
In addition to the paging mechanism, there are several special commands the
operator can select to speed up processing and provide additional capabilities. i:i
These commands can only be entered in the option field located on line 23, j
j-
column 80. They are:
E - Program will exit the current command and return to the main menu. ' . |
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H - Displays a help menu (see Figure 21-9).
| N - Program ends processing of current record and retrieves the next
I
! record within the area or set.
I 0 - Operator wants to override Input verification normally done by
I program. This option only has meaning for adding or modifying
I records.
P - Causes the current screen format to be written to the user interaction
log. This allows the operator to make a hardcopy of whatever appears
' on the screen.
S - Begin search mode. By specifying this option, the operator can search
for records having selected field values. A screen will be displayed
for the current record type but with the field contents erased. The
operator can then enter values into the fields for which matching
: records will be found. Note that this option is only valid when
accessing records by first/next of an area or set. The program
compares -each record retrieved against the 'mask' record created by
the operator, and only displays matching records. The operator can
use the 'N' cooanand to page through an area or set displaying each
matching record. At any time, the operator can turn search mode off
by entering the 'F' command.
V - This causes the data base key for the current record to be stored.
The DELETE, REMOVE and INSERT operations use this data base record key
for locating the record. This record can also be quickly found later














































































































Messages from DBUPDT are generated because of processing errors or to provide
note Information to the operator. Any edit errors cause messages to be





Messages of this type are preceded by the phrase "INFORMATION:" and
describe general processing information such ao file names, tape-IDG,
and processing activities. They require no operator action.
Warning, i :
j
Messages preceded by "WARNING:" indicate conditions of minor error;
i
one not serious enough to warrant either aborting the program, or
i
aborting a processing subset within the program. Operator action isi " ' ' ' ' •
required In some cases (see Table 21-3).
Error. i .
i
This type of error message is preceded by "ERROR:" and can describe
either invalid operator input, or a processing error serious enough to
i
abort a processing subset within the program. Some form of operator
action is required (see Table 21-3).
Fatal Errors.
I
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cause Che program to abort. The data base is restored to the point
J Just prior to the aborted program's execution. The operator is
notified of the aborted processing by an audio alarm on the KCRT and
an error message on the terminal. A hardcopy listing of the error is
automatically printed on the line printer. Various operator actions
are required (see Table 21-3).
' e. Other.
These messages are not prefixed with any category definition such as
"ERROR:", "INFORMATION:", etc. They describe general information and
require no operator action.
21.4.3.6 Program Scheduling
DBUP2T is run only when required and only by the DBMS specialist. Estimated run
time is negligible.
21.4.3.7 Special Considerations
.because of the power of DBUPDT to alter the .data base, access to the program is
strictly limited. The program is code word accessed to provide data base
security.
21.4.4 DATA BASE VERIFICATION AREA RECORD SUMMARY BY AREA (DVARSA)
21.4.4.1 Summary
DVARSA determines the number of records for each different record cype for all
req-jested areas. It also determines what percentage of the silocated record
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retrieval mode. Messages a*e displayed when a requested data base file
i
Is empty! or nonexistent. The second processing step exaalnes the record type of
all of ! the records of each requested area. Incrementing the respective record
type counter. This step Is repeated for each of the requested areas.
The third processingistep wrltec a summary showing the number of the existing
| !
records,; the estimated maximum number of records the area may contain, and the
percentage represented by existing records as compared to estimated maximum.i I
These values are written for each record type as well as for the entire area.! i • • •
When the'se suomary lines are written for all the selected areas, similar
i
information for the collection of the selected areas, as a whole, is written.
j i
The program then closes the data base areas, the output file, end the log filei ' •and ends processing.!
21.4.4.2 Input i












Operator prompts and messages.
Operational Sequence









The following screen will appear:
DATA BASE VERIFICATION AREA RECORD SUMMARY BY AREA
ENTER (00) - IF SATISFIED WITH THIS SELECTION
ENTER (16) - IF NO AREA IS TO BE SELECTED
ENTER (17) - IF ALL AREAS ARE TO BE SELECTED
OR






















































Entering the appropriate numbers will cause the program to search the selected
arer^s) and produce the output files (Figures 21-17 and 21-18).
21*4.4.5 Control Mechanism
Following is a list of Trafflc-20 error messages which appear when an invalid
response is keyed in by the operator:
MESSAGE
Enter numbers only
Field oust be filled
Lower limit is 99 (any two digits)
Upper limit is 99 (any two digits)
A value oust be entered
Can't back up further '
ACTIONS
Enter only numeric values (no alphabetic
or special characters allowed)
Fill up the field (do not try to bypass
any character of the field
Enter a value not less than lower limit
Enter a value not higher than upper
limit
Enter a value (do not try to bypass)
by hitting enter keys, tab, etc.)
Key in a value (the cursor is at the
beginning of the field.).
The following types of operator display and processing summary messages are
displayed:
a. Informational - Messages of this type are preceded by the phrase
"INFORMATION:", and describe general processing information such as
file names, tape-IDs, and processing activities. They require no
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b. Warning - Preceded by "WARNING:", these messages caution Che terminal
I ;
operator that unless the program was run in this situation
intentionally, some actions should be taken to correct the situation.
c. Fatal Error - Preceded by "FATAL ERROR:", this error will cause the
i i ' •program to abort. The operator is notified of the abort process by an
! i
audio alarmiand in error message on the KCRT. A hard-copy listing of
i i
the error is jautomatlcally printed on the line printer. Various
operator actions are required, (see Table 21-4)
d. 6ther - These messages are not prefixed with any category definition
Such as "ERROR:", "INFORMATION", etc. These messages describe general
• I • !Information, and require no operator action (See Table 21-4).
i
21.4.4.6 Program Scheduling
DVARSA Is normally run during batch processing at night on an as required basis
at the direction of the DBMS specialist. Estimated run time varies from 10
j • •
minutes of wall clock itime for one area po two hours of wall clock time for the
summary cf a fully developed data base.
21.4.5 DATA BASE VERIFICATION AREA RECORD SUMMARY BY SET (DVARSS)
i
21.4.S.I Summary {
T ! 'DVARSS determines the number of owner and member records of each set of all the
1 ! '
requested areas. The first processing step opens the selected areas in retrieval
i
mode. Messages are [displayed when a requested data base file is empty or
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I • each set in any requested area. When all the owner/member records of a set are
'; '• counted and the search indicates the end of the set, a line displaying the name
I , of the owner record, the member record, and their respective record counts will
t
• ' be printed. This step is repeated for each of the requested areas. When the
i ' , last requested area is processed, the processing is complete. At this point the







j The operator enters the specific areas to be searched on the KCRT.
21.4.5.3 Output
a. Processing summary .
b. Production log summary
c. User interaction log
d. Operator prompts and messages.
21.4.5.4 Operational Sequence ' ' ' '
After logging in, enter:
@RUN DVARSS
the following screen will appear:
1 DATA BASE VERIFICATION AREA RECORD SUMMARY BY SET
\ ENTER (00) - IF SATISFIED WITH THIS SELECTION
[ ENTER (16) - IF NO AREA IS TO BE SELECTED
• ENTER (17) - IF ALL AREAS ARE TO BE SELECTED
f
 OR












































Entering Che appropriate numbers will cause the program to search the selected
area and produce the output files (see Figure 21-19).
21.4.5.5 Control Mechanism
Following is a list of Trafflc-20 error messages which appear when an invalid
response is keyed in by the operator:
MESSAGE
Enter numbers only
Field must be filled
Lower limit Is 99 (any two digits)
Upper limit is 99 (any two digits)
ACTIONS
Enter only numeric values (no
alphabetic or special characters
are allowed)
Fill up the field (Do not try to
bypass any character of the field)
Enter a value not less than lower limit
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A value must be entered Enter a value (Don't try to bypass
by hitting enter key, tab, etc.)
Can't back up further Key in a value (the cursor is
•: at the beginning of the field).
\- ' ' • 'I
• The following types of operator display and processing summary messages are
{ displayed:
5 '• • • •
> - a. Informational - messages of this type are preceded by the phrase
j •' •
I "INFORMATION:", and describe general processing information such as
i
! file names, tape-IDs, and processing activities. They require no
i
: operator action. (Table 21-5)
i .
b. Warning - Preceded by "WARNING:", ».hese messages caution the terminal
• • • • -
operator that unless the program was run in this situation
intentionally, some actions should be taken to correct the sltuat< •».
c. Fatal error - Preceded by "FATAL ERROR:", this error will cause the
program to abort. The operator is notified. of the abort process by 'i
audio alarm and an error message on the KCRT. . A hard copy listing of
the error is automatically printed on the line printer. Various
operator actions are required. (Table 21-5)
d. Other - These messages are not prefixed with any categroy definition
such as "ERROR:", "INFORMATION", etc. These messages describe general
Information, and require no operator action (See Table 21-5).
21.4.5.6 Program Scheduling
DVARSS is normally run during batch processing at night on as as required basis
OPLAN
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DO NOT RE-RUN DVARSS



















































































































































minutes of wall cl.oc
i
summary of a fully








at the direction of the DBMS specialist. Estimated run time varies from 10
time for one :rea to two hours of wall clock time for the
developed data b?se.
identifiers with data base pointers to ensure that the
correct owners. DVCHCH verifies that applications programs
are performing data base updates correctly in the archive product and production
i
data base; areas. The data base chain chaser program is a DAS activity that
compares record identifiers with tht data base pointers to ensure that the
pointers Resolve to the correct o*raers. This ensures that the application
programs are performing data base updates correctly in the highly volatile
L ' • ••• - 'archive-product and production data base areas. ' • ••*••
21.4.6.2 Input




Summary of link errors found in the data base (Figures 21-20 and 21-20a).
t
Operationali Sequence
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a. The following screen trill appear with operator proapts:
****
 DATA BASE LINK CHECK PROGRAM ****
ENTER ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:
1 - FOR ARCHIVE-PRODUCT AREA
2 - FOR PRODUCTION AREA
3 - FOR BOTH AREAS
4 - TO EXIT PROGRAM
b. Operator response:
1. ACCEPTABLE: 1, 2, 3 or 4
PROGRAM REACTION: PROCEEDS PROCESSING
2. UNACCEPTABLE: OTHER THAN 1, 2. 3 or 4
PROGRAM REACTION: DISPLAY OF FOLLOWING MESSAGE:
'INVALID RESPONSE.' THE OPERATOR IS THEN REPRCMPTED WITH PART a.
OPERATOR RESPONSE: THE SAME AS IN PART b.
WHEN ACCEPTABLE RESPONSE IS GIVEN TO PART b, PROCESSING STARTS
b. Terminal display:
LINK CHECKING IN PROCESS PLEASE WAIT... .
The following control file can be written to run the DVCHCH prograa by batch
processing:
§RUN DVCHCH










'/he following types of operator displays and processing summary messages may be
displayed:
a. Informational.
Messages of this type are preceded by the phrase "INFORMATION:" and
describe general processing information such as file names, tape-IDs,
and processing activities. They require no operator action.
b. Warning.
Messages preceded by "WARNING:" indicate conditions of minor error;
one not serious enough to warrant either aborting the program, or
aborting a processing subset within the program. Operator action Is
required in some cases (see Table 21-6).
c. Error. .
This type of error message is preceded by "ERROR:" and can describe
either Invalid operator input, or a processing error serious enough to
abort a processing subset within the program. Some form of operator
action is required (see Table 21-6).
d. Fatal Errors.
Messages preceded by "FATAL ERROR:" indicate conditions that will
cause the program to abort. The data base is restored to the point
























































































































































































































notified of the aborted processing by an audio alarm on the KCRT and
an error message on the terminal. A hardcopy listing of the error is
automatically printed on the line printer. Various operator actions
are required (see Table 21-6).
e. Other.
These messages are not prefixed with any category definition such as
"ERROR:", "INFORMATION:", etc. They describe general information and
require no operator action.
21.4.6.6 Program Scheduling
DVCHCH is normally run to isolate faults when the record totals on the DVARSA
and DVARSS do not agree. It will normally be batch processed at night at the
', !
direction of the DBMS specialist. Estimated run time is 2 hours of wall clock
time.
21.4.7 MAIN IMAGE BIT VERIFIER DUMP (DUMBVD) MAIN IMAGE BIT COMPARATOR (DVMBVC)
21.4.7.1 Summary
The main image bit dump program (DVMBVD) dumps all or a specific date range of
the main image area of the data base out to a disk file. At a later time, the
main image bit comparator (DUMBVC) compares the dumped file records with the
records in the main image area of the data base and reports any changes. The









a. Selected date range
DUMBVC
a. File name of records to be compared in format: MBV999.SSS
1. MBV - main bit verifier
2. 999 - unique sequence number
3. SSS - sensor ('MSS* or '1MB')
21.4.7.3 Output
DVMBVD
a. Dump file of selected oata
b. Summary printout of records processed (see Figure 21-21)
DVMBVC
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After logging In, enter:i
@RUN IWMBVD
The screen : shown in Figure 21-23 will appear with operator prompts.
When a valid selection has been made, the program searches the main image area
of the data base finding all MDA-DATE-ACQUISITION records within the date range.
The member MIA-MAIN-IMAGE records for each MDA record are also found. All
/ ,;
records are then written to a dump file. A summary report of the total number




































































































































After logging in, enter:
GRUH DVMBVC
The screen shown in Figure 21-24 will appear with operator prompts.
When a valid file name has been entered, the program reads records from the dump
file created by the DVMBVD process. A main-image record from the file is
compared to the actual main-Image data base record If it still exists in the
data base. Missing record errors and inconsistency errors are written to a
summary report (Figure 21-22).











































The following types of operator displays and processing Messages nay be
displayed:
a. Informational.
Messages of this type are preceded by the phrase "INFORMATION:" and
describe general processing Information such as file names, tape-ID*,
and processing activities. Thjy require no operator action, (see
Table 21-7)
b. Error.
This type of error message is preceded by "ERROR:" and can describe
either invalid operator input, or a processing error serious enough to
abort a processing subset within the prograa. Sooe fora of operator
action is required (see Table 21-7).
c. Fatal Errorr.
Messages preceded by "FATAL ERROR:" indicate conditions that will
cause the prograa to abort. The data base is restored to the point
just prior to the aborted program's execution. The operator is
notified of the aborted processing by an audio alarm on the KCRT and
an error message on the terminal. A hardcopy listing of the error is
automatically printed on the line printer. Various operator actions
are required (see Table 21-7).
d. Other.
These messages are not prefixed with any category definition such as
"ERROR:", "INFORMATION:", etc. They describe general Information and


































































































































































































































































































































DVMBVD and DVHBVC are run at the direction of the DBMS specialist. Normally,
the dump will be run, transferred to a tape and stored for a month, then
reloaded for the comparator run. Run tines vary from insignificant to several
hours, depending on the size of the main-image area. The programs are usually
run at night by batch process.










The Ground Segment product tracking function is iiopleoented via the following
hardware and software components.
22.1.1 HARDWARE
a. MMF-M, DEC2050 computer system - one (1) each
b. DEC VT78 remote KCRT terminals - five (5) each
c. Recognition optical character reader (OCR) wands - one (1) each per
VT78 terminal
d. GE Termlnet-300 printers - one (1) each per VT7b terainal.
22.1.2 SOFTWARE NODULES
a. GTLGIN - Product log-in
b. GTLGOT - Product log-out
c. .GHXTRE - ID entry for HDT-GM
d. GTMVRQ - Move request generator
e. GTLTTS - Long-term tape storage move request generator
f. CTALOC - Archive storage location entry
g. GTRETR - Archive/product retrieval request generator
h. CTAINV - Archive 'nventory
i. DUARSL - Archive storage location list generator
J. CTNPRT - Ground Segment ID label generator






Other hardware and software components needed to support product tracking can be
idea v.fiedjas elements that are required for normal operational functioning of




The product tracking: function is a data base oriented system for identifying,
following jand locating: tape and film media as they are taoved between various
locations during Ground Segment (GS) operations. The supporting application
J !
software is designed for automated tracking, to the greatest extent practicable,
I
of tape and film products that are created within the GS, and externally| i
generateditapes that are received in the GS for further processing.
I" ' i
Figure 22-1 is an 'overview showing the normally anticipated movement of
i 'trackable items through the GS processes. Automated tracking of an item begins
!
when it .8 assigned a system compatible GS identification number and label. For
items gensrated within the CS (reference A through D), this occurs immediately
after their creation.iItems that enter the GS from external sources without & GS
1 '" I
label (reference E, HDT-FS and HDT-GM) are tracked manually until they undergo a
GS process, at which time they are assigned a GS identification number and
j !
label. Items that enter the GS from external sources (reference E, HDT-GM and




























In several instances, items that have completed a process are moved to temporary
archival storage (TAS) until they are required for processing at a new location.
Items that have completed their processing cycle remain in TAS for a specified
time period and are then moved to the long-term tape storage facility (LTTS).
The TAS and LTTS facilities are provided with special software for generating
product Inventory and location listings to organize and expedite the storage and
location of archived products.
The mechanism for tracking products within the GS and archival facilities is a
package of operator-activated software modules that Interact with the MMF-M
DEC2050 data base to store and update the Identification and location of all
trackable items. The tracking software is executed by the operator frjm VT78
remote KCRT terminals with Terminet-300 printers designated for this function,
and is implemented via interactive routines employed at various stages of the
product's progress in accordance with standard operating procedures (SOP).
22,3 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
22.3.1 INITIAL DATA BASE ENTRY
A trackable product is entered into the tracking system by entering its
identification and location into the archive/product field of the MMF-rf DEC20SO
data base. The data base is updated, whenever the product Is moved, to reflect
the new location of the product. The initial entry of a product into the data
base (Figure 22-2) Is made in one of two ways:
a. Automatically, at the product directory generation event, if the












































b. Manually, via standard operating procedure (SOP), if the product
originated external to the Ground Segment.
If an externally originated product already bears a label (e.g., HDT-GM and HOT-
FS), its initial "log-in" to the data base is made via the GHXTRE entry program.
22.3.2 LOG-IN AND LOG-OUT FUNCTIONS
Subsequent data base updates are made whenever the product is moved from one
work/storage location to another. Updating of the data base is effected via a
move order process, which entails a log-cut/log-in procedure (Figure 22-3) as
part of SOP. When a product is to be moved, execution of the log-out process
(GTLGOT) informs the data base of the intended destination of the product, and < !
at the same time generates a hard copy move order which is affixed to the
product and identifies the departure and destination points of the product move.
When the product move is completed, execution of the log-in process (GTLGIN)
informs the data base that the product has been received at its destination.
22.3.3 LABEL FUNCTION
Any trackable product must be labelled with an ID number that is compatible with
the tracking system. The product tracking system provides a label generation
process (Figure 22-4) that prints several labels with the proper GS format and
assigns the next sequential ID number for the product category. Whenever a
product is created within the Ground Segment, the GS label generator (GTNPRT) is










































































































































TRACK PER SOP o.
Figure 22-4. Label Process
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: containers. When the product directory is generated by the creating facility,
: the label ID number and the product location are entered into the data base,
constituting the initial "log-in' of the product to the system.
, . If a product is received from an external source without a GS formatted label
; (e.g., HDT-FS and HDT-GM) its current ID (not compatible) is entered into the
data base for record purposes via a special entry process provided for those
'-.:• products. It is not tracked by r.he system until it undergoes a Ground Segment
process, at which time a system compatible GS ID label and data base "log-in"
entry are generated for the processed product.
For products that require system compatible IDs and GS labels, the ID assignment
' and label generation are done automatically by the GS labelling software.
• For products that require special labels, such as system tapes, save tapes, etc.
• : an alternative free format label generation process (GTFPRT) is available. The
free format label process may also be used for duplicating/replacing damaged or
worn CS labels, and for miscellaneous applications such as making mailing
address labels. . . • . •
;! 22.3.4 ARCHIVE STORAGE LIST AND INVENTORY LIST
.-( '
'••] When a product Is being received at TAS or LTTS, the log-in process
automatically generates aa archive storage list indicating at which shelf and
slot the product was originally stored, if It had previously been logged in. If
' that location is now filled, or if a new product is being logged in, the
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program (GTALOC) that records the product archive location in the data base. At
TAS and LTTS, the operator also has available an inventory lincing program
(GTAINV) that prints the locations of all archived tapes at that facility.
22.3.5 LTTS MOVE INITIATION
At TAS, the operator can run a program (GTLTTS) that scans all archive tape IDs
at TAS and determines if they are eligible to be moved to LTTS, based upon days
since creation and days of residence at TAS. All eligible candidates are
entered into the data base, and move requests are generated. A printed list of
all eligible candidates is printed at TAS.
22.3.6 RETRIEVAL LIST
At any facility, the operator can run on demand a. retrieval request list
generator program (GTRETR) that scans all data base entries and lists those
products that have been requested to be sent to another facility.
22.3.7 OPTICAL CHARACTER READER (OCR)
Whenever a tracking system hard copy printout is generated that contains a
product ID number (move requests, move orders, labels, etc.), it also contains a
corresponding 13-character coded ID number that can be read with the OCR wand.
This capability is provided to expedite keyboard entry of the (normal)
12-character product ID number and to reduce/eliminate key entry errors. The
product ID number can be keyed in manually, but sould be done so only in the




Although not an in.-gral
functions the ?i
a An SOP move
procedure
Tne SOP move is self-
processing sequence where







FC..-._ j' -n ope favor'.: ir.teractive product tracking
icesses by wMch prou-<zt movements are Initiated are of
interest since they interface directly wit') ;>rcdr-:r movement actions. Product
movements can bi i- itiated iu .-unpoi'j^  co either of the following two
conditions. In either case, the. --.-t.-.ai mov^ is accomplished via the log-out/log-
in process-
to a processing location or to storage, per operational
instruction
b. A move instructed by receipt of a iitove request.
•explanatory, occurring at soon point in a standard product
the operational procedure instructs a product move to
or to stor? >e.
The other condition, namely receipt of a hard copy move request, first requires
generation of the move request, which is produced via the product locating
capability of the DEC2057 data base. The move request is a hard copy printout,
generated! at the DEC2C 0 system line printer, which requests a product of
be moved from its current location to a specified
A move request is produced by one of the following two circ-justances:
i
A product has been created or has undergone a processing snep, and is
waiting additional data to become available for its next
processing step. The MMF-M operator periodically runs a process
I






presence of all nsc*ssary data. When all the data files are present,
they are transmitted together with a process request, via a Decnet
link, to the next processing facility, and the data base Is searched
for the currently recorded location of the specified product. A hard
copy move request Is printed, showing the product ID, its current
location, and Its destination facility. The cove request Is hand-
carried or nailed to the facility of current product location, where a
aove order process Is Initiated for the specified product,
b. A specified product is requested for a special purpose, such as for
evaluation by QA. The requestor Invokes the move request listing
program (GTMVRQ* at 0 VT78 teralnal, entering the product ID end the
required destination facility. The DEC2050 computer responds by
searching the data base for the curren. product location, then prints
a hard copy move request as previously described. The move request Is
hand-carried or oalled to the facility of current product location,
where a aove oicier process is initiated for the specified product.
22,4 PROCESS OPERATIONS
In this section, the Ground Segment operational product flow and tracking
processes for frequently conducted tracking operations are described. All
tracking processes, except for automated data base search and update processes
performed by the DEC2050 computer, ere executed by production controllers «t
YT78 rcssote KCRT tentinals using OCR wands to read product ID numbers. PrintH
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22.4.1 PRODUCTS TRACKED
The products that are tracked by the system are:i '
a. HDT-RM (raw data)
i '
b. HDT-RT (raw data)
c. HDT-AM (radiooetric corrected data)
d. HDT-GM (GSTDN)
i ! '
e. HDT-FS (foreign ground station)
f. CCT-AM (for internal GS use)
! i
g. CCT-AT (for internal GS use)
i
h. 70 £ua fila roils (for internal GS use)
i I
i. 241 tun fila rolls (for internal GS use).
i
The sources, destination and anticipated daily processing volume of these
i




The software i&odules uoed in the tracking function are listed below. Detailed
descriptions of the modules, including prompts, responses, and operator
i j
messages/actions ar« given in paragraph 22.5.
a. GtLGIN O..T.D-MKF-CPD-2062) - Product log-in process
b. GTLGOT (LSD-MkF-CPD-2060) - Product log-out process
} j
c. G.HXTRE (LSD-M}ff-CPD-2143) - HOT-CM entry process
d. GTMVRQ (LSD-MMP-CPD-2059) - Move request generator
e. CTLTTS (LSD-MMF-CPD-2068) - LTTS oove request generator
! i






g. GTRETR (LSD-MMF-CPD-2061) - Product retrieval request generator
h. GTAINV (LSD-MMF-CPD-2066) - Archive Inventory process
i. OUARSL (LSD-MMF-CPD-2083) - Archive storage location list generator
j. GTNPRT (LSD-MMF-CPD-2064) - GS ID label generator



























































































?roduct tracking Is ca ried
Initial product entry
i
product directory or via






on primarily via the log-in and log-out processes,
(log-in) to the system is effectuated by generation of a
a special entry program. Archive storage and inventory
TAS and LTTS to support archival functions.
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lonal manner
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X.CMD, where
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.





e GS label GTNPRT
ve request (on demand) GTLTTS
rchivj storage location (on demand) GTALCC
: inventory (on demand) GTAINV
storage list DUARSL
: tracking programs, the operator signs on to the terminal
using his assigned account number and password. The
Band level, displaying the prompt @. The operator enters
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22.4.3.1 HDT-RM and HDT-RT Flow (Figure 22-6)
a. Dovnltnk data received at DRRTS
b. HDT-RM or HDT-S" created at DRRTS
c. GS labels generated
: d. HOT directory created - HDT Is "logged-ln" to system
e. HOT goes to TAS - HDT-RM waits for additional data for processing to
HDT-AM. HLT-RT held for transfer to LTTS
f. HDT-RM to MIPS. Processed to HDT-AM
g. CS labels generated (HDT-AM)
h. HDT-AM directory created - HDT is "logged-in" to system
i. HDT-RM to TAS - held for transfer to LTTS, or for optional rework
J. HDT-RM and HDT-RT transferred to LTTS via Building 28 staging.
.', 22.4.3.2 HDT-AM Flow (Figure 22-7)
a. HDT-AM was created and "logged-in" at MIPS (Figure 22-6)
b. HDT-AM to either:
1. PEPC dump at MIPS
2. Transfer to TIPS to process 241 mm film for PEPG
c. Transfer HDT-AM to DRRTS for uplink to EDC
:
 d. Uplink at DRRTS
, e. Transfer to either:
1. TAS for temporary archive
2. MIPS to generate CCT and/or 70 mm film products, then to TAS



























22.4.3.3 241 mm Film Ploy (Figure 22-8)
a. 241 mm film roll was generated at TIPS (Figure 22-7)
b. GS labels generated
c. Film roll directory created - film is "logged-in" to system
d. Film roll transferred to photo lab (Building 23) via Building 28 and
Building 23 staging areas
e. Film processed at photo lab
f. Film roll transferred to QA (Building 28) via Building 23 and Building
28 staging areas.
22.4.3.4 JTQ mm Film Flow (Figure 22-9)
a. 70 mm film roll was generated at MIPS (Figure 22-7)
b. GS labels generated
c. Film roll directory created - film is "logged-in" to system
d. Film roll transferred to photo lab (Building 23) via Building 28 and
Building 23 staging areas
e. Film processed at photo lab
f. Film roll transferred to QA (Building 28) via Building 23 and Building
28 staging areas.
22.4.3.5 CCT-AM and CCT-PM Flow (Figure 22-10)
a. CCT-AM or CCT-PM was created at MIPS (Figure 22-7)
b. GS labels generated
c. CCT directory created - CCT is "logged-in" to system









































e. Transfer CCT to either:
1. QA for evaluation, then to TAS
2. MIPS for control point generation, then to TAS
f. Transfer to degauss.
22.4.3.6 HDT-GM Flow (Figure 22-11)
a. HDT-GM (U-track) originates at Building 23 Domsat Interface Facility
(DIP) .y
b. KDT-GM entered into the system via program GiOCTRE
c. HDT-GM transferred to DRRTS via Building 28 staging area
d. 28-track HDT-RM is generated from 14-track HDT-GM
e. HDT-GM transferred to TAS/LTTS
f. GS labels generated for HDT-RM
g. HDT-RM directory created - HOT is "logged-in" to system
h. HDT-RM used to create HDT-AM
i. HDT-RM transferred to TAS/LTTS
J. GS labels generated for HDT-AM
k. HDT-AM directory created - HOT is "logged-in" to systom
1. HDT-AM is uplinked to EDC
a. HDT-AM transferred to TAS/Degauss.
22.4.3.7 HDT-FS Flow (Figure 22-12)
a. HDT-FS originates at Building 23 Domsat Interface Facility (DIF)
b. HDT-FS transferred to DRRTS via Building 28 staging area
































d. HOT Is read and directory created - HDT-RM Is "logged-ln" to system
«.. HOT transferred to TAS/LTTS.
22.4.3.8 Ad Hoc Product.Flow (Figure 22-13)
i
I ;
a. A specific product Is required by a requestor at facility *x*
b. The requestor runs program CTMVRQ at the VT78 terminal, providing
product ID andjdestination (facility *x*)
e. A (hard copy move request is printed on the HMF-M line printer. The
product ID, curre&c location, and destination facility are specified
on the aoye request
j |
d. The move request is transmitted to the current product location
(facility 'y')|
e. The product is moved to the requestor's location (facility 'x') via
standard log—out/log-in process.
22.5 Tracking Function Software Module Descriptions
22.5.1 CTL^IN (LSD-MMF-CPD-2062) - PRODUCT LOG-IN PROCESS
t 1The product log in program (GTLCIN) is run by an operator at a work facility.
The program
response.
prompts the! operator for the work station and validates the
(See a lis,t of valid facilities in Table 22-1.) The program then
!
iterates for produce IDs. that need to be logged into this work station, until
the operator requests j an exit from the program processing. The operator is
I i ' •













































Table 22-1. Valid Work Facilities
WORK FACILITY CODE MEANING
B23 BUILDING 23 STAGING AREA
B28 BUILDING 28 STAGING AREA
DCS DEGAUSS AREA
URT DRRTS, DATA RECEIVE RECORD
EDO EROS DATA CENTER
FSS FLIGHT SEGMENT SCHEDULING
LAS LANDSAT ASSESSMENT SYSTEM
LOS LOST
LTS LONG TERM TAPE STORAGE
MIP MSS IMAGE PROCESSING
MMF MISSION MANAGEMENT FACILITY
PPL PHOTO PROCESSING LAB
SSP SHIPPING FACILITY
TAS • • • : • > TAPE ARCHIVE STORAGE
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For an OCR label, a wand will serve as Che input mechanism and the OCR label is
converted to a GS label and validated. If a GS label is entered, it is| i
validated arid the operator is asked whether a master or copy is being logged in.
i i
The validated label is used to retrieve the product entry from the MMF data
i
base. This is checked to ensure that the product tracking status fields are
suitably filled and it is then updated to reflect the product log-in. In the
case of master product
the work station is TAS
location are written
IDs only, the archive work station is also updated. If
or LTTS, the GS label, OCR label and archive storage
:o a record in a scratch file which will be used to
generate the archive storage list. Finally, the archive storage list is
produced via a utility (DUARSL) on the printer of the Term!net 300 terminal.
The GTLGIN prompts and responses are shown in Table 22-2.











YOU ARE RUNNING CTLGIN.
DO YOU WISH TO PROCEED
WITH THE PROGRAM (Y/N)?
PLEASE ENTER THE WORK
STATION OR "EXIT"
PLEASE ENTER THE PRODUCT
ID (GS LABEL OR OCR
LABEL) OR "£XIT"
IS THIS A MASTER
PRODUCT (Y/N)?
RESPONSE EXPLANATION
Y RUN PROGRAM GTLGIN
N TERMINATE PROGRAM GTLGIN
WCRK STATION THREE CHARACTER WORK
STATION IDENTIFYING OPERATOR'S
CURRENT WORK FACILITY OR
LOCATION (EX., MMF)
EXIT TERMINATE THIS PROGRAM.
PRODUCT ID 12-CHARACTER GS
LABEL OR 13-CHARACTER
OCR LABEL
EXIT NO MORE PRODUCTS TO BE
































DO NOT RE-RUN CTICIN
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22.5.2 GTLGOT (LSD-MMF-CPD-2060) - PRODUCT LOG-OUT PROCESS
GTLGOT logs a produce out of a facility. The product log out process is
initiated when the operator logs out products from a particular work facility
and sends them to other facilities.
Upon initiation, the process requests the operator to enter the work station.
After verifying the facility name (reference Table 22-1)* the operator is asked
for the desired destination. This \i also veilfled and the operator is prompted
to enter the product ID of the product to be c-ent to the specified destination.
The Operator may enter a product ID in the form of an OCX. label or a GS label.
For GS labels, the operator is also asked to specify wheUker it is a master or a
copy. GTLGOT verifloj the produ.t ID entered, retrieves the corresponding j'~~\
product record from the MMF data base, verifies its product tracking status
fields and finally updates the record. The GS label (p^ tdiict ID) is then stored
In a scratch file to be later printed into a move order 3fis£. If the permanent
archive facility field and the current facility both (contain LTS or TAS, the
product's archive storage location, OCR label and GS 1«sftel are stored in a
scratch file to he printed into an archive storage list.
Finally, the program prints the move order list on the Tamdtnet 300. If the log-
out facility is TAS or LTS, an archive storage list is printed via the utility
DUARSL, which sorts the scratch file by storage location and then puts out the
list on the Terminet 300 printer.
The GTLGOT prompts and responses are shown in Table :22-4»« A list of operator








Table 22-4. GTLGOT Operator Interface Formats
PROMPT INPUT
Do you wish to proceed with T
the GTLGOT program (Y/N) N
You are running GTLGOT. Do Y
you wish to proceed with the N
program
Enter current work facility: XXX
Enter destination facility: XXX
Enter the product ID (OCR/ OCR label
GS label) or "exit" (for GS label
different destination) 'Exit'
Do you wish to continue to Y
log out products to: (Y/N)
N
Is this a master or copy M
product (M - niaster/C » copy) C
Do you wish to override the Y
current destination -
already in data base (Y/N)? N
ACTION TAKEN
Proceed with the GTLGOT program
Halt processing the GTLGOT program
Proceed with the GTLGOT program
Halt processing the GTLCOT program





Continue to log out products to
the given destination
Stop logging out products to
the given destination
Specify that this is a master product
Specify that this is a copy product
Wish to override the destination
In the data base
Do not wish to override the destination




































PRINT - .ERR. .'SUM
DO NOT RE-RUN




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PRINT - .ERR,. SUM
DO NOT RE-RUN
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22.5.3 GHXTRE (LSH-MMF-CPD-2143) - HDT-GM AND HDT-FS ENTRY PROCESS
The GHXTRE tracking entry program tracks the existence (in the MMF data base) of
the 14-track HDT-GM and HDT-FS raw data tapes, that were recorded external to
the Ground Segment, after they have been received at GSFC.
The 14-track HDT-GM and HDT-.'C tapes contain raw video information from Landsat-
D that was received and recorded at any one of the three GSTjS locations
(Alaska, Goldstone or GSFC) or at foreign ground stations. These tapes were
then sent to and held at Building 23/GSFC before being forwarded to DRRTS.
The HDT-GM and HDT-FS tapes are to be sent to DRRTS, where they are transferred
onto the 2P-track HDT-R tapes. The GHXTRE tracking entry program is used at -/—,
'-_*
Building 23 to record the existence and identity of the HDT-GM and HDT-FS tapes,
their current location and any other related information (e.g., number of
tracks, intervals within, etc.). It also directs the HDT-GM/HDT-FS tapes to be
sent to DRRTS, if they are not already there, by creating a move request
listing.
The GHXTRE prompts and responses are shown in Table 22-6.







i Table 22-6. GHXTRE Prompts and Responses
PROMPT
Do you jwish Co proceed with
Che execution of Che GHXTRE
program (Y/N)? j
j i
Please jencet Che HDT-X Co
be puC Jin che data base
(e.g., !L4MHC8100101)
| I
Do you .wish Co process
HDT-ID (Y/N)?;
Please enter che spacecraft




stop time of incerval
in YYDDDHHMMSSTTT fprmat.
Please]enter che datime
created of HOT , in
YYDDDHHMMSS format.
| i
Please'enter che number of
tracks!on HOT ;.
Please enter the current








Please enter che number of
incervals (01 co 99).
Please! enter the IRIG start
time o'f incerval : in
RESPOI'SE EXPLANATION
Y Continue prog raja GHXTRE
N TerminaCe program GHXTRE
HDT-X ID 12-characeer HDT wich














Continue filling in HDT
fields






2 characters 9 of tracks
3-character field
identifying where Che HDT
is.












Table 22-6. GUXTRE Prompts and Responses
RESPONSE EXPLANATION
DDDHHMMSST format. Time
Please tater IRIG scop tine IRIG

















































DO NOT RERUN CHXTRE
•

































































































































































































































22.5.4 GTMVRQ (LSD-MMF-CPD-2029) - MOVE REQUEST GENERATOR
The move request process (CTMVRQ) Is Initiated by an operator at a terminal.
The operator Is prompted for the product ID of the product to be aoved, ard the
destination to which the move must be made. The product ID may also be enteied
as an OCR label via the wand Input device. The operator inputs are validated
for correct syntax, and the product entv-y record in the MMP data base is checked
to see that It has not been requested elsewhere. The product record is updated
to reflect the move request, and a hard copy move request with the product ID,
current facility, and send-to facility is printed out at the MMF-M line printer.
The GTMVRQ prompts and responses are shown in Table 22-8.











YOU ARE RUNNING GTMVRQ.






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































22.5.5 GTLTTS (LSD-I1MF-CPD-2068) - LTTS MOVE REQUEST GENERATOR
The LTTS move generation procecs is initiated by the operator at TAS when he
wants to schedule acceptable products for archive at LTTS.
Upon initiation, GTLTTS retrieves all records of archive products sto.ed in the
TAS work station and determines which of then are candidates for LTTS scheduling
based on tape age, last use, and time in TAS. Scheduling of the candidates is
done by updating the destination facility field of the product records. Finally,
a processing summary report is printed out, listing the total number of tapes
considered, the number of tapes scheduled, and the HDT-IOs.
A list of operator messages and corresponding actions is given in Table 22-10.
22.5.6 GTALOC (LSD-MMF-CPl>-2067) - ARCHIVE STORAGE LOCATION ENTRY PROCESS
The archive storage location entry program is initiated by an operator in the
tape archive storage (TAS) facility or the long-term tape storage (LTTS)
facility. It enters the storage locations of archived HDTs into the MMF data
base system.
Upon initialization, the operator is asked to enter the archive facility
Identifier, which is then verified. Valid facility idecti-Tiers are TAS and LTS.
The operator is then requested to enter a product ID and its archive storage
location. The product ID may be au OCR label or a CS label. GTALOC verifies
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not blank and does not
operator Is informed




input, the process then checks that the current
data base product record is blank. If this location is
natch the storage location that was keyed in, the
that the product was previously stored at a different
whether he wants to override his initial input location.
the
If the operator does not
with the inew storage
operator decides to exit
The GTALOCjprompts and
override, the archive product record La then updated
location. This entire process is repeated until the
from the program.
responses are shown in Table 22-11.







Table 22-11. GTALOC Prompts and Responses
PROMPT

















Y THE OPERATOR WISHES TO CONTINUE
THE PROCESSING
N THE OPERATOR WISHES TO STOP
FURTHER PROCESSING
TAS/LTS THE ARCHIVE FACIH1Y TO BE
PROCESSED IS EITHER TAS OR LTS
EXIT THE OPERATOR DOSS NOT WISH TO
PROCESS ANY FUR3KER
OCR/GS THE ENTERED OCR/GS LABEL
LABEL IS PROCESSED
EXIT THE OPERATOR DOES SOT WISH TO
PROCESS ANY FURTHER
STORAGE THE OPERATOR SUPPLIED STORAGE
LOCATION LOCATION IS PROCESSED
EXIT THE OPERATOR WICTES TO STOP
FURTHER PROCESSING
Y THE OPERATOR WISHES TO OVERRIDE
THIS STORAGE LOCATION
N THE OPERATOR DORS NOT WISH TO

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































22.5.7 GTRETR (LSD-MMF-CPD-2061) - PRODUCT RETRIEVAL REQUEST GENERATOR
The GTRETR product tracking retrieval/request list program is capable of
generating a listing of all product IDs that are to be moved to other
destinations from a current work station. This process is run manually, under
operator control. The operator provides the current work station from which the
list of products to be moved is generated.
When initiated, the process requests the operator's work station and verifies
it. If It is a valid work station, GTRETR then proceeds to examine the status
of all products at that work station. If the status indicates that the product
is to be sent to another facility but has not been logged out yet, GTRETR
generates a listing on the Tenainet-300 giving the product IDs with their
destinations and storage locations. ;
The GTRETR prompts and responses tire shown in Table 22-13.








Table 22-13. GTRETR Prompts and Responses
PROMPT
YOU ARE RUNNING GTRETR.
DO YOU WISH TO
CONTINUE PROCESSING (Y/N)?











THE OPERATOR WISHES TO
CONTINUE PROCESSING.
THE OPERATOR WISHES TO
STOP FURTHER PROCESSING.
THE OPERATOR WISHES TO
CONTINUE PROCESSING.
THE OPERATOR WISHES TO
STOP FURTHER PROCESSING.
THE PRODUCTS WAITING TO
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I
22.5.8 CTAINV (LSD-MMF-CPD-2066) - ARCHIVE INVESTOR* PROCESS j
t
GTAINV is operated on demand at either TAS or LTTS, and generates an inventory
sheet of all archived products at the specified facility, together with their
storage locations. The inventory is listed by sequential storage locations, and
shows locations that are unoccupied.
GTAIW receives the current facility name (TAS or LTS) from the operator and
searches through the data base product records for the requested facility.
Products that are assigned to the facility and are used for archiving are listed
i
on a scratch file. The scratch file is sorted by archive storage location in t
I
ascending order, and is printed on the Terminet-300, providing an archive •
inventory list. When the requested facility is TAS, the empty storage slots are ! ; I
I
also listed in the listing file.
The GTAINV prompts and responses are shown in Table 22-15.
?
t







Table 22-15. GTAINV Operator Interface Formats
\
PROMPT
YOU ARE RUNNING GTAINV. ENTER








ARCHIVE INVENTORY LISTING FOR
TAS FACILITY IS PRODUCED
ARCHIVE INVENTORY LISTING FOR




































































































































































































22.5.9 DUARSL (LSD-MMF-CPD-2083) - ARCHIVE STORAGE LOCATION LIST GENERATOR
' When a product Is logged In or out of TAS/LTTS, the GTLGIN or GTLGOT program
activates DUARSL. DUARSL creates a printed listing showing the product and Its
assigned storage location. DUARSL cannot be activated directly by operator
control.
1
 22.5.10 CTNPRT (LSD-MMF-CPD-2064) - GS ID LABEL GENERATOR
The GS Identification label print program (GTNPRT) prints any number of labels
for either an existing GS product Identifier or the next Identifier sequence
number for a given product type. Upon initiation, this process displays a menu
of modes ("next" or "specific") for operator selection. Processing continues as
the mode is selected.
To print labels for a "specific" product identifier, the operator enters the
product identifier, recording density, number of tracks, interleaving format,
number of reels (for multi-volume CCT products) and number of copies of each
label to be printed. If the media type of the product identifier is CA (CCT=A)
or CP (CCT-P), the operator is asked for GS scene ID.
To print labels for the "next" product identifier, the same information is asked
except that the product identifier is replaced by mission number, media type and
number of times the label IDs will be generated.









When all of the necessary Information has been provided, Che label entries are
formatted and printed on the Terminet-300 printer.
The GTNPRT prompts andi responses are shown In Table 22-17.
A list of operator messages and corresponding actions Is given In Table 22-18.
22.5.11 GTFPRT (LSD-MMF-CPD-1065) - FREE FORMAT LABEL GENERATOR
| . j
The free i format label print program (GTFPRT) prlnte labels on the Teralnet 300
split-platen printer. These labals, whenever needed, are generated by the
operator using the VT78 KCRT terminal. Labels produced using this process are
used to label various offl ine Items such as HOT drives, CCT drives, TAS storage
| |
rack locations, and ^expendable/spare parts. Replacements can be made for
I i .damaged or worn GS labels.
When Initiated, the program displays the operator's options of processing a free
format label of exiting the program. The appropriate label form appears on the
! i
screen for the operator to fill In. This form consists of nine lines, each line
consisting of 25 characters. The format of the displayed form Is the same as
the printed label format. When the fora is filled in, it Is checked to be sure
I i




When the operator exits from the program, the requested number of
Iprinted on the Termlnet-300 printer.
VT78 screen displays are shown In Figures 22-14 and 22-15.


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CTTPRT FREE FORMAT LABEL PRINT (KERU SCREEN) CTFPRT
ENTER ONE OF THE FOUOWIKC
1 - FREE FORMAT LABEL SCREEN
. 2 - EXIT .





CTFPRT — FRES FORMAT LABEL PRINT (ENTRY SCREEN 3) CTFPRT





EHTER THE NUMBER OF COPIES DESIRED (00-99)
BIT LINEFEED TO GET TO THE MENU SCREEN
ALL LABELS WILL BE PRINTED OUT AFTER EXITING THE PROGRAM
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THIS DOCUMENT DESCRIBES THE MANNER IN MHICC THE
TRANSACTIONS Or THE H1SSICM MANAGEMENT FACILITY (MMF) MILL
BE CONTROLLED AND INITIATED, THE FOLLOWING DEFINITIONS ARE
U5E0 THROUGHOUT THIS DOCUrtENTI 1
1. A SCENARIO IS AN AGGREGATE OF RELATED TRANSACTIONS,
2. A TRANSACTION IS A SEQUENCE OF PROCESSES WHICH
ACCOMPLISH A SPECIFIC PURPOSE.
3. A PROCESS CORRESPONDS TO A COMPUTER PROGwAM (RUN-UNIT).
IN ADDITION, IT DEFINES THE OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT AND
IDENTIFIES THE MANNER IN wHICH DATA BASE SECURITY AND
INTEGRITY MILL BE MAINTAINED. TOPICS COVERED ARE!
1. THE MENU INTERFACE IS DEFINED.
2. THE GEfcERAJ/ FORMAT OF Tf.'f DIGITAL CONTROL LANGUAGE (PCD
SKELETONS IS DEFINED,
3. THE PHILOSOPHY BEHIND JOS SUBMITTAL XS OUTLINED.
4. JOB AND PRINT PRIORITIES ARE SPECIFIED.
5. INDIVIDUAL FUNCTIONAL ACCOUNTS ARE DEFINED.
IN SECTION 8,0 A USER PROCESS OPERATION IS DESCRIBED






THE MENU PROGRAM (M-U'OCP) *ILL BE THE fcAIN USER
INTERFACE INTO THE M«F SYSTEM. THE PROGRAM WILL DISPLAY THE
JUPTIO-4S ASSOCIATED WITH ANY GIVE" ACCOUNT AND 'NO OTHEH.
;KHE« A USER (ANY PHOUUCTJUN CONTROL OPERATOR) LOGS' ON TO AN
jACCOUMT, HE MILL AUTOMATICALLY HAVE THE APPROPRIATE KENU
DISPLAYED. IF THE USER ATTEMPTS TU ABORT THE PROGRAM, THE
KENU *»ILL TRAP IT AND DISPLAY THE MAIN MENU ASSOCIATED rfTTH
(THAT ACCOUNT. THEREFORE, UNAUTHORIZED ACCESS TO THE MONITOR
jrilLL BE PREVENTED. FDR A MORE DEIAILED DESCRIPTION OF THESE
'ACCOUNTS, s^e THE ACCOUNTS SS;CTIU.%.
THE MENU IS INTErtDKU Tu BE A VERY FLEXIBLE AND
COrfTROLLAttLE INTERFACE INTO THE MrtK SYSTEM. EACH ACCOUNTj«lLL HAVE ITS 0*N VERSION OF THE HENU TAILORED TO THE
INDIVIDUAL1 PROCESSING REQUIREMENTS. OPERATOR ACCOUNTS MILL
HA/E THE FULL RANGE OF CAPAblLlIIES, MHILE OTHER USERS




j THE ME*U *ILL HANDLE MOST OF THE TEDIOUS DCL NEEDED TO
PERFORM VARIOUS TASKS ON THE f»YSTE»:c THIS ALLEVIATES THEkEED FOR THE GENERAL USER TO LEAR* THE DCL FOR
IHt DECSYSTE---20, THE KMK SYS1EM SfcCURIT'/ WILL ALSO BE{ENHANCED BECAUSE THE MENU HAS TOTAL CONTROL OF THE USER'S(JOB. IF THE MENU PROGRAM DETERMINES THAT THE USER IS NOT
PRIVILEGED; TO PERFORM A CERTAIN FUNCTION, THE-* IT "ILL
POLITELY PREVENT HIM FROM DOING so.
THE USER kILL N'UT HAVE TO KwOrf Tht INDIVIDUAL PROCESSES
-HIGH FOR* A GIVEN TRANSACTION. THE USER SIMPLY INDICATES
TO THE M£\U WHICH TRANSACriOii TO RUN AND THE MENU DOES THE
REST. THEREFORE, A NOVICE WITH LITTLE TRAINING *ILL BE ABLE
10 RU-4 TRANSACTIONS ON 'iriC MnF SYSTEM.
UN THE FOLLOWING PAGt IS THE ANTICIPATED MAIN MENU CrtT


























































































































THE FUNCTIONS ON THE SCREEN ARE DEFINED AS FOLL04SI { )
0. EXIT • FOR THE OPERATOR, THE MENU PROGRAM If ILL TERMINATE
AND LEAVE THE OPERATOR IN THE TOPS-20 MONITOR. FOR MOST
OTHER USERS, THE PROGRAM WILL TERMINATE AND AUTOMATICALLY
LOG THE USER'S TERMINAL OFF THE SYSTEM,
1. HELP « PROVIDE ONLINE HELP TO THt INEXPERIENCED NOVICE OK
FORGETFUL EXPERT,
• ' '-
2. MMF TRANSACTIONS • WHEN THIS FUNCTION IS CHOSEN, ANOTHER
SCREEN toILL APPEAR DISPLAYING THE NAMES AND A BRIEF
DESCRIPTION FOR EACH MMF PROCESSING TRANSACTION ALLOWED.
THE TRANSACTIONS LISTED *ILL NOT INCLUDE ANY MANAGEMENT
REPORTS, A SEPARATE FUNCTION WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR THEM.
>, MANAGEMENT REPORTS » SIMILAR TO THE MKF TRANSACTIONS
DESCRIBED ABOVE, ANOTHER SCREEN MILL APPEAR DISPLAYING THE
NAMES AND A BRIEF DESCRIPTION FOR EACH MMF MANAGEMENT
REPORT TRANSACTION ALLOWED TO BE KUN,
4. DATA BASE EXAMINE, UPDATE AND RECOVERY
DATA BASE UPDATES • A SPECIALIZED FUNCTION TO CALL THE
DBUPDT PROGRAM. ONLY PARTICULAR ACCOUNTS SUCH AS THE
OPERATOR OR DATA BASE ADMINISTRATION (DBA) ACCOUNT WILL ...
HAVE THIS CAPABILITY, { )
DATA BASE RECOVERY • A SEPARATE FUNCTION BECAUSE OF IIS
CRITICAL NATURE. ONLY A SKILLED DATA BASE PERSON ftILL BE
ALLOWED ACCESS TO IT, THE FUNCTION HILL CALL THE DBMENO
PROGRAM.
5, UTILITIES AND SYSTEM STATUS
SYSTEM STATUS -THIS FUNCTION WILL PROVIDE USEFUL
SYSTEM STATUS INFORMATION AT VARIOUS LEVELS OF DETAIL, THE
ACTUAL STATUS INFORMATION IS NOT COMPLETELY DEFINED AT
THIS TIME. ONE POSSIBLE ITEM MAY SIMPLY BE A LIST OF THE
CURRENT JOBS RUNNING ON THE MMF SYSTEM. THE USER MAY THErJ
DECIDE WHETHER TO START A TRANSACTION OR NOT,
6, TOPS-20 COMMAND MODE • THE USER MAY ISSUE ONE OF A SUBSET
OF TOPS-20 MONITOR COMMANDS IN THIS MODE. AFTER THE
COMMAND HAS BEEN EXECUTED, THE SYSTEM RETURNS TO THE MENU
PROGRAM. THE GENERAL USER WILL BE LIMITED TO VARIOUS
NON-DESTRUCTIVE COMMANDS SUCH AS PRINT, DAYTIME,
DIRECTORY, ETC.
7. OPERATOR UTILITIES « THERE MAY BE MANY FUNCTIONS THAT THE
OPERATOR MAY NEED TO PERFORM OFTEN. SOME OF THESE
FUNCTIONS WILL BE IN THE FORM OF UTILITIES FOR ACCESS BY
THE OPEPATOR. THE LIST OF UTILITIES IS NOT COMPLETELY




THE MENU PROGRAM WILL BE FILE DRIVEN PUK FLEXIBILITY AND
EASE OF MAINTENANCE. EACH ACCOim 41LL HAVE ONE OR flORE FILLS
FOR USE BYiTHE MENU. ALL OF THE FILES KILL BE STORED IN ASCII
AND THEY ft ILL BE CRF.ATED BY OrfE OF THE DECSYSTEM-20 TEXT EDITORS,
THE FILE(S) MILL COwTAJn.1
POINTERS TO ADDITIONAL SCREEN FORMATS FOR USE BY THE
PROGRAM. ALL POSSIHL.E SCREEN FORMATS MILL APPEAR IN A
SINGLE TILE 01. THE SYSTEM. THE FILE MJULD BE ACCESSED IM
A READ ONLY MODE, SO THAT CONCURRENT MENU PROGRAMS MILL
HAVE LITTLE OR NO CONTENTION OVEK IT. THE SINGLE FILE
SCHEME PROVIDES AN EASY *AY TO MAINTAIN THE SCREEN IMAGES.
MODIFICATIONS DULY NEED TO BE PERFORMED IN ONE PLACE.
i
2. A LIST OF TRANSACTIONS HHICH MAY BE RUN BY THE USER.
3, VARIOUS SUBMIT (CTL) Awl) TAKE (CMD) SKELETONS FOR USE M
CHEATING BATCH JOBS. DIFFERENT TRANSACTIONS MAY REQUIRE
DIFFERENT SKELETONS.
iI
0.<iLY ALLOWABLE FUNCTIONS KILL APPEAR IH THE USER'S Mfc>U
SCREED. THE FUNCTIONS rilLL BE DEFINED BY THE ACCOUNT'S
FILE Ar«0 THE USER'S OVERALL SECURITY PRIVILEGES.
WHENEVER A FUNCTION IS CHOSEN, ON£ OF THE FOLLOWING
OCCUR DEPENUlhG O'J THE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE FUNCTION,
1. ANOTHER- MENU SCREEN MAY APPEAR ASKIKG FOR FURTHUR INPUT,
•HERE POSSIBLE, THE CHOICES FOR INPUT «:LL BE DISPLAYED.
2f. THE FUNCTION rtAY BE PERFORMED, IF THE FUNCTION IS TO RUN
ANOTHER PROGRAM IN MANUAL MOOS, THLN THAT PROGRAM WILL BE
STtRTbD; AND IT WILL REPLACE THE MENU ON THE SCREEN.
I
AN EHROM MESSAGE MAY APPEAR UN THE CUxRENT MENU SCREEN, OR
IF THE ERR°* IS SEVERE ENOUGH, THE MAIN MENU WILL APPEAR,i
THE MENU PROGhA* MAY LOG THE USER'S TERMINAL OUT OR, IN THE





THE *EdU WILL HE IlHPLtMt.VlEU Ift PHASES. THE PHASES &ILL
BASICALLY FOLLOW THE ORDER Jrt THE FOLLOWING LIST, THIS LIST IS
ONLY FOR THt OPERATOR VERSION, OTHER VERSIONS WILL SIPPLY BE
SUBSETS OF THESE AND WILL BE PHASED IN AS HEEDED,
1. BE ABLE TO EXECUTE GIVE* PROCESSES IN A GIVEN SEUUENCK AND
RETUR* TU THE KE'JU. IDEALLY, TH£ UStH CAN fcUN A "HOLE
TRANSACTION IK MA.JUAL MODE THEN AUTOMATICALLY RETURM TO
THE MENU.
2. COMMAND FILES HAY BE EXECUTED AND BATCH JOBS MAY BE
CREATrD AND STARTED dY THE hE*U. COMMAND FILES MAY HAVE
ANY MIXTURE OF MANUAL AM> AUTOMATIC PROCESSES WITHIN THE
SAKE JUB STREAM, USE* CHEATED COMMAND FILES WILL NOT BE
ALLOMKD.
1. 1H C^flTROLLED CIRCUMSTANCES, BE ABLE TO BRANCH TO TUP&-20
SO Tl'.,T THE USER CA« EXECUXE MONITOR COMMANDS, THE
OPERATE WILL BE ALLUDED TO PERFORM ANY TOPS-20 COMMAND.
4. QNLlNt. HELP WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR ALL FUNCTIONS.
5. EXTENSIVE SYSTEM STATUS INKOHMATION MAY BE OBTAINED
ftllHUUT LEAVING THE PROGRAM.
6. AS PART UF THE OPERATOR UTILITIES, THE PROGRAM MAY PROVIDE
A LIST OF THE TRANSACTIONS THAT HAVE RUN DURING THE DAY
A'<D A LIST OF TRANSACTIONS THAT SHOULD BE RUN BASED ON THE
CURRMT TI*E OF DAY. THIS WILL ACT AS A REMINDER TO ThE




3.0 DIGITAL CONTROL LANGUAGE (»CL) SKELETONS
THE MEMU INTERFACE FOR OPERATIONAL ACCOUNTS WILL BUILD
CONTROL FILES ON AN AS NEEUliO BASIS. UCL SKELETONS WILL EXIST
HAVING ARGUMENTS WHICH KILL BE SUPPLIED BY THE MENU PROGRAM TO
CONSTRUCT CONTROL ST«EA.U>. THE DCL SKELETON* HILL BE
MAINTAINED IN THE DMA ACCOUNT. THE UCL SKELETONS WILL BE
GENERAL. FOR EXAMPLE, THc. FOLLOWING DCL SKELETON COULD BE
USED FOR JOH SUHM1TTAL OF ANY PROCESS.
9TAK£ LOGIN
9t»»«***»«****«*«i«i»*»*«»4i PROCESS XX *****!>********
0RUN XX/JRrt/AUTO^ATiC











THE "XX1* wOULU BE THK KlH UNIT NAME, THK ADVANTAGES OF
A SKELETON ARF. AS FOLLOWS!
1. TH£ DCL MAiriTENAMCE «ILL BE HlNlMIZEU.
2. DISK SPACE rfILL BF. SAVED.
3. ERKORS IN A DCL STREAM CA'J BE COKRECTEU QUICKLY,
IN THE AMOVE EXAMPLE, THE XX.PLG IS APPENDED TO A MAIN
FILE. THIS FILE MILL ACCUMULATE ALL PLGS FOR LATER VIEWING.
SIM4AKY REPORTS KILL ALWAYS BE PRINTED AND ENOUGH
GENERATIONS FOR 0'<E DAY FOR EACH KUN-UMT MILL BE KEPT, THE
RU4 UNIT KILL EXECUTE IN AUTOMATIC MODE AND JOURNALLING IS
TUKNEi) ON. IF AN ERROR C'JNOITIUH OCCURS THE ERR AMU UIL ARE
PRINTED.
TRANSACTION CONTROL FILES SHOULD PERFORM CLEAN UP
ACTIVITIES UPON EITHER SUCCESSFUL OK UNSUCCESSFUL COMPLETION





IN TKf EAKLY STACfc'5 Of THE CREATION OF THE MENU
PROGRAM, THE JOB STREAMS MAY 8£ FIXED. AS AN ENHANCEMENT TO
THE PROGRAM, THE VARIABLE JOB STKEAMS AS DESCRIBED ABOVE
MILL: BE ADDED. '.
EACH SKELETON WILL HANDLE THE FOLLOWING RESPONSIB1LIES:
1. UPON SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF EACH PROCESS (RUN-UNIT) A
TRANSACTION WILL:
1. APPEND;THE USER INTERACTION LUG, AND PRODUCTION LUG
TO THEiCORRESPONDING MASTER SYSTEM FILES.
2. SElJP PR 1ST FILES, SUCH AS MANAGEMENT REPORTS AriD
SU«l"ARY REPORTS, TU THE LINE PRINTER SPOOLER.
i
J. DELETEDUNrtECESSAKY FILES AND EXPUNGE TO KECUVER
SPACE.!
4. INITIATE THE NEXT PMDCESS.
2. iuPOfc UNSUCCESSFUL CU«PLET1U'. OK EACH PROCESS (RUN-UNIT),
A TRANSACTION KILLJ
1. SEND EfitkUK REPORTS, SlMMAHY FILE AND THE USER
INTERACTION LOG TJ THE LINE PRINTER.
i
2. BYPASS OTHF.H PROCESSES IN THE TRANSACTION.
i . • •





A JOB MAY BE SUBMITTED. 1*J ONE OF FOUR WAYSl
1. INTERACTIVE - LEAST EFFICIENT, MOST CONTROL, REQUIRES
OPERATOR TO CONSTANTLY MOIJIUH THE SYSTEM AND tO PROVIDE
INTERACTIVE INPUT,
2. MANUAL SUBMISSION •> OPERATOR SUBMITS A JOB IN BATCH.
THIS WILL BE SLIGHTLY MORE EFFICIENT THAN THE
INTERACTIVE MODE BECAUSE DATA MILL BE PASSED DIRECTLY TO
THE PROGRAM WITHOUT HUMAN INTERVENTION. HOhEVER, THE
OPERATOH HAD TO SUBMIT THE JUB ORIGINALLY
3. AUTOMATIC CLOCK DRIVE'' - MORE EFFICIENT, MORE AUTOMATED
THAN MANUAL, CAM tit ADJUSTED EASILY. HOWEVER, IF THE
CLOCK STARTUPS ARE NUT PROPEHLY TUNED TO THE SYSTEM
LOAD, THE OVERALL CPU (CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT)
UTILIZATION WILL HAVE MANY PEAKS AND VALLEYS.
4. AUTOMATIC EVErtT DRIVEN - MOST EFFICIENT USt OF THE CPU
AND THE i/o ciupur/ouTpuT) CHANNELS. PROCESSES hiiHH A
TRANSACTION WILL BE EFFECTIVELY CLOCK ORJVEN. AS 0*E
PROCESS 1* A TRANSACTION FINISHES, THE FOLLOWING PROCESS
4ILL AUTOMATICALLY BE STMKTED. THE SYSTEM WILL ALMOST
RUN ITSELF. TRANSACTIONS MAY ALSO START OTHErt
TRANSACTIONS TO PROVIDE A FURTHER LEVEL OF EVENT DRIVES
SUBMISSION.
THE OPERATOR HAS LESS CONTROL OVER THE JOB MIX A1
ANY ONE TIMK BECAUSE JOriS MAY START UP INDEPENDENTLY,
THE DISTRIBUTION OF CPU UTILIZATION WILL BE RELATIVELY
SMOOTHER.
THE MMF SYSTEM talLL UE A HYWH1" OF THESE TYPES. AS
DATA BECOMES AVAILABLE t'RUH CSF, DRRlS AND THE OTHER
FACILITIES AND SUBSYSTEMS, THE OPERATOR WILL START UP THE
PROPER TRANSACTIONS. THE MENU PROGRAM MAY HELP THE OPERATOR
BY SPECIFYING WHICH JOBS NEED TO bE HUN bASED ON THE TIME OF
DAY. MUCH OF THE NORMAL DAY-TO-DAY PROCESSING MAY BE
HANDLED BY A "SUPER" SUD'.IT FILE. THE JOB STREAM WOULD DO
NOTHING BUT SUBMIT OT^ER BA;CH JOBS TO BE STARTED AT SOME




4.0 DtCNET DIRECTORIES s- .
\- /
DECNET FILES WILL RESIDE IN PARTICULAR DIRECTORIES.
THESE FILES WILL DERATE "ITH1N THE
FRAMEWORK ESTABLISHED IN Th£ XCDS (MMF/IGF.MMF/CSY) . THE
ICDS HAVE ESTABLISHED NAMING CONVENTIONS AND FILE STRUCTURES
FOR FILES TRANSFERRED BET-BE.* FACILITIES. HOWEVER,
DIRECTORIES FOR THESE FILES HAVE NOT BEEN ASSIGNED.










THE DIRECTORIES MILL BE MAPPED TO REAL DEVICES. TAPE












THE FOLLOWING GUIDELINES SHOULD BE ADHERED TOt
ONLY PRINT PROGRAM UILS, Ai*D PLGS WHEN NECESSARY. DO
HOT PRINT AFTER THE EXECUTION UF EACH
BATCH OUTPUT, SUCH AS FrtCM REPORT PROGRAMS, SHOULD HAVE A
LOM PRIORITY. BATCH LOG FILES SHOULD NOT BE PRINTED
UNLESS NEEDED.
AS A Ut FAULT, THE PRIORITY OF A PRINT FILE CAN BE CASED
ON ITS SIZE.
ERROR REPORTS SHOULD HAVE A HIGH PRIORITY.
THfc OPERATOR MUST HAVE THE ABILITY TO OVERRIDE THE PRINT
PRIORITIES UN DEMAND.
USE OF THE PRINT SPOOLS* PKOGriAh, NEwPRT, IS ENCOURAGED.
•JE^fRT PREVENTS THE FILS CONTENTS FRO»< BEING OVERWRITTEN
IF ANOTHER OCCURENCE OF THE SAME TRANSACTION IS RUN, BY
MAKING A COFV OF THE PRINT FILE. ME&PKT ALSO HAS THE
CAPABILITY TO PWIWT 0.«LY SELECTED PORTIONS OF A FILE
•iHICH HAY:b£ HELPFUL "HE-I O.MLY A SMALL SECTION
OF A LARGK REPORT IS W
7. ALL PROGRAM SUMMARIES *ILL BE PRINTED USING NEWPRT.
6.0 ACCOUNTS ,~ .
AN ACCOUNT IS ESTABLISHED Irt ORDER THAT A USER MAY LOG
ONTO A COMPUTER AND PERFOR-4 SYSTEM LEVEL COMMANDS.
PRIVILEGES CAN BE ESTABLISHED FOR ANY GIVEN ACCOUNT TO BE
TAILORED TO Ihfc NEEDS AND FUNCTIONS ASSOCIATED J<ITH THAT
ACCOUNT,
iri SUKE INSTANCES IT «ILL BE REOUIRCD TO HAVE ONLY ONE
USER PtR ACCOUNT AT ANY GIVE'* TIME. IN OTHER ACCOUNTS
MULTIPLE USERS WILL BE ALLOWED. THE CRITERIA FOR THIS MJULD
BE BASED O* -HETHEH OK NOT MULTIPLE USEKS ON ANY G1VE.J




6.1 DATA BASK: ADMINISTRATION CUBA) ACCOUNTS
THE DATA BASE ADMINISTRATION ACCOUNT
CENTRAL POINT IN THE OPERATIONAL SYSTEM.
EVERY OTHSH ACCOUNT WfJULU BE A SUBSET OF THIS
NECESSARY, THE EWTIhE OPERATIONAL SYSTf.M COULD. BPT RUN FKQM
THIS ACCOUNT. GREAT LAKE nUST BE EXERCIZED WITH THIS




BY DEFINITION THE DBA *ILL HAVE Otie. ACCOUNT FOR
DATA BASF., PRODUCTION A'«D CH'JSS KiKERE^CE. THIS -ILL
AND PROTECTION FOR EACH LA1A BASE.
EACH
A-13
6.1.1 1>8A PRODUCTION (LSATi)) ACCOUNT - ACCESS SHOULD
INCLUDE ALL DATA BAS& AKEAS, FILLS, OECNET FILES.
DIRECTORIES, AND ACCOUNTS RELATED TO THE PRODUCTION (LSATD)
DATA BASE.





EXPIRED UATA PUKGc ....,., TUB
AREA R£CU«U SOHHAKY UVAR5S,DVAKSA
CHAlrJ CHASE* ........................... DVCHCH
HAIH IMAGt BIT VEKJFIEH ................ DVMyiV
PKODUCTIO-. OAiA bASE UNLOAD/LOAD ....... DBUNLD.DdLOAD






6.1.2 DBA CROSS REFERENCE (OULSAI) ACCOUNT -
ACCESS SHOULD INCLUUt ALL DATA BASE AREAS, FILES,
DIRECTORIES, A*D ACCOUNTS RELATED TO THE CKOSS REFERENCE
(UDLSAT) UATA BASE.




CKOSS»EFtRENCE DATA BASE UNLOAD/LOAD ... DDONLO.DOLOAO






THE FOLLOWING SECTION DEFINES THE OPERATIONAL ACCOUNTS
THL ASSOCIATED TRANSACTIONS. THE TRANSACTIONS ARE
o
DEFINED IN HOPE D£TA1L I<4 Irit * MMf OPERATIONAL SCENARIOS °.
THESE TRANSACTIONS SHOULD bE LIMITED TO THESE ACCOUNTS TO
PROTECT THE INTEGRITY OF Tut PRODUCTION DATA BASE. IN








6.2.1 MULTI-SPECTRAL SCA^EH («ss) SCENARIO ACCOUNT •
THIS ACCOUNT IS ASSOCIATED WITH THE DEC 20SO (NMf-M)
AND «ITH ANY *SS PROCESSING.
UPDA1E ACTIVITY AGAINST THE PRODUCTION DATA^ BASE
(LSATD) MUULP UHIGINATt FROM THIS ACCOUNT. THEREFOHE, READ
AtD «HITE PRIVILEGES »ILt BE ESTABLISHED TOR ALL PRODUCTION
DATA BASE AREAS.
THE FOLLOWING SCENARIOS, TRANSACTIONS, AND PROCESSES ORIGINATE FROM THIS ACCOUNTS
SCENARIO TRANSACTION PROCESS
USER RKOUESI HATCH USER ANO ORDER ENTRY RSTAIw.RSUOfcM,
RSOBEN
USER OROr.K STATUS MODIFICATION


















PCS PHASE i SCHEDULING ................. DECNET,FAFXCH,
FAHTIN (^  ;•
PCS PHASE 1 COMPLETION NUTIFICATZON .... FA'JKPK,FATLCP
CSTDN DATA RECEIPT .«..?.«• GKKTRE
PCS PHASE 2 5ChED!/MNG .••••••..••• DECN£T,GXDREC, '
COHASS,GADENT,
CPPCGN
PCS PHASE 2 COMPLETION NOTIFICATION .... GPPCFi),GAAGEH,
GAD1NV
ARCHIVE Gf*tR*T.Uiit SCHEDULING .......... GPAGEM.GXIALO,
DECNET
ARCHIVE COMPLETION N07IFICAT10M ........ DECNET,GXIHEC,
GOHASS,GPIAFV,
GPIAFA,GPARCO,
GHIT GtMtRATlU^ ........................ GGGHAH !
ARCHIVE DISSEMINATION SCHEDULING ....... GPDGEU ;
[




EDC DATA RECEIPT .............*» GTLGOT !
PEPG PRODUCT SCHriUULING ......,........* CSSOPH^GPPGLN,
DECNET
CCT COMPLETION NOTIFICATION ............ DECNET.GXPREC,
GUHASSfGPTAFH
241 FILM COMPLETION NOTIFICATION ,.,.,.. DECNET.GXPREC,
COHASS,GPFIFfaf
GPFGEN,GPFLFB
UA FILM COMPLETION NOTIKICATION ...,...« DECNET,GXPHEC,
GP3AFB,GPFGEN,
GPFLFB
RETROSPECTIVE CONTROL POINT SCHEDULING • DECNET,GXPREC,
GACPDI,GSRTLB
CONTROL POINT SELECTION .........
 c...... GACPDS













ARCHIVE KCGLNKHATIUN ,. GSARGN,GPAGEN,
GXIALl) ,DECNET
V
HIPS REALLOCATE o«•f.. • GXIRAL,DECNET
CHIT REWORK ...»»•*••....••*.ooe*...*••• GGGHAK
UPLINK WORK ARUUND SCHEDULING DECNET.GXDKEC*
COHASS,GPUCFB,
CPDGEU,D£CNET
UPLINK riOKK AROUwD COMPLETION .......... DECNET,GXDREC,
! NOTIFICATION GOHASS,GPUCFB,| GPSHGN,RSPACO,i MSUOCO
I
j SHIPPING PROCESS REQUEST FEEDBACK ...... GPSHFB
\ EDC FAILKD RECEIPT .............o GSKHCU/GPDGLN,j DECNET,GSPRGN,
\ GPPGEN,DKCNET
!
j UUAL1TY MSStSS^tNl CNTRV DEC»£T,GXIRf.C,
j GOHASS
\
I HDT/CCT VtKlFlCATiUN AND DUMP SCHEDULING GHVDGN
! HDT/CCT VtKlFICATION AND DUMP CO^PLETIUrt DLCNEI,
• GHVDFB
j.
i TnlVKNTOKY TAPt OUHP GHXDKP
i
1
 PCD/SCD SAtfb/RESIOHE GSPSSR
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6.2.2 *SS MEDIA TRACKING ACCOUNT •
THIS ACCOUNT IS ASSOCIATED WITH THE
AND «ITh ANY KSS PROCESSING.
ORIGINAL PAGE 13
OF POOR QUALITY
DEC 2050 ( M M F - M )
UPDATE ACTIVITY AGAINST THE PRODUCTION DATA-- BASE
(LSATD) hOULO ORIGINATE FRMM THIS ACCOUNT. THEREFORE, READ
AND WRITE PRIVILEGES "ILL «E FSTABLISHED FOR ALL PRODUCTION
DATA BASE AREAS. IN ADDITION, READ AND hRITE PRIVILEGES
HILL BE ESTABLISHED FOR TI-E SAVE TAPE AKEA UK THE CROSS
REFERENCE, DATA BASE (DDLSAI).
f>
THE FOLLOWING SCENARIOS, TRANSACTIONS, AuD PROCESSES ORIGINATE FROM THIS ACCOUNT!
SCENARIO TRANSACTION PROCESS
^••••••^•••••••(•••••••WMV0VM0fc9OT0W^WVW<WQMMWBWVWWVMMMWfBW0M|B4DVVWOTMWW • ••'• ••<••••
i
MEDIA TRACKING PRODUCT RETRIEVAL REQUEST GTRETR j
SEDIA LOG OUT ,...„..» . ................. GTLGOT
MEDIA LOG I* , .... GTLGIN
MOVE ORUfK GENERATION .................. GTMVRO '. }
ARCHIVE LOCATION ENTRY ................. GTALOC,GSAHSL
ARCHIVE INVENTORY REPORT GTAINV
LTTS MOVE GENERATION GTLTTS,GTLGIN
'I
SAVE TAPc TRACKING ENTRY GHSLIB !
1
GS LABEL GENERATION ttTNPRT \





6.2.J THEMATIC MAPPEK CTM) SCENAHlO ACCOUNT -
THIS ACCOUNT IS ASSOCIATED WITH THE DEC 2060
AfeD *1TH ANY TKI PPOCESSIi.G.
UPDATE ACTIVITY AGAINST THE PRODUCTION DATA ~ BASE
(LSATD) WOULD UHjGlMATr; FHUM THIS ACCOUNT. THEHEFORE, READ
AND WRITE PRIVILEGES WJLU bE ESTABLISHED I>OH ALL PRODUCTIO'4
DATA BASE AREAS. l»t ADUITIUK, READ AND WRITE PRIVILEGES
WILL BE ESTABLISHED FUR THE SAVE TAPE AREA. OF THE CROSS
REFERENCE UAT* b&sE (ODLSAI).
THE FULLU»i'«G SCENARIOS, TMANSACTIOi«S» AND HKUCESSES OHIGlNAIE F«UH THIS ACCOUNT:
• •••(•••••••••••••••••••••^•••••••••••••••WWMVMW **• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••Vfltot
SCENARIO TKANSACFIUN PROCESS
(•••<>4»«**oofl»fli«9va**0«M»^«*«v««»«»«v«^««^«**i»o«*v*w****MW««k««>o^*fl*«**«»*«*f»«i*ca»0aVQ»f>fl»CB
USER REQUEST HATCH USfc.K ANU OKUER gNTKY «.. ...... .... RSTAIN, HSUDEN ,
FOH COVEHACF.
USLK UHut.H STATUS MODIFICATION ...... ... RSUOSM
MHF-T MISSION PLANNING .....
 a e .....,• . .* F'CCHG^J
FLIGHT SEGMENT SCHEDULING ........ FCCRGN









TM PCD OIKECTUKY ZNCLST ...,.....«.,.,.. DECUET,FAF( h,
TBD ,FATPTD,
RHUNTA I
PCS PHASE 1 SCHEDULING ,,,.,...,.» e »
 v t • GTLGIN,FATP1N
' ^
PCS PHASE; i COHPLETION NUTIFICATXON ...» FATtpK^ATtC?/
PCS PHASK 2 SCHtUULINC ,......,,...,,,,, DECNtT,CXDHEC,
TBD ,GOHASS,
CADtNT,GPPCCf»
PCS PHASt 2 COMPtElION NOTIFICATION ..,, CPPCFrt,CAAGENr
CAOINV
ARCHIVE GtoitRftTlON SCHEDULING ,t... CPAGEN,GX1ALO,
DECNEr,GASTGN ,
! . !




PEPG PKOUUCT SCHEDULING «... GSSUPH ,GPPG£N ,
UECNET
CCT COMPLETION NOTIFICATION ,, DtiC^ET(GXF; ]:,
GQHASS,GPTAr8
241 FIL'1 COrtPLtTION NOTIFICATION ....,., DeCNET,GXPRKC»
GOHAS5,GPFIFe,
GPFGEN,CPFLFB









INITIAL PRODUCT SCHEDULING . . 111•t • . • «t • GSSOPR,GPIGEN,
GPPGEN,GX1ALO,
DECNET





241 FILM COMPLETION NOTIFICATION , DtC«Er.GXPREC,
GOHASS.GPKIFB,
GPFGEN
QA FILM COMPLETION NOTIFICATION DEC'«£7 .GXPREC,
GP(dAFB,GPFGEN
KIL« DISSEMINATION , ............... GPFLFB,GGGFIT,
FILM DISSEMINATION COMPLETION GPSLFB,RSPACO,
.RSUOCO




CCT DISSCnlNATION .t .......... GPCCFB,GPSCGi>
CCT DISScnlrtATIO* COMPLETION ........... GPSCFB,RSPACO,'
HSUOCO j
HDT DISSENlhlATIO" ..




HDT DISSEMINATION COMPLETION ,...,,..... GPSHFB.RSPACO,
RSUOCO j
RETROSPECTIVE COUTRUL POINT SCHEDULING . DECNET,GXPREC,!
' j
CONTROL POIi'T SELECTION ................ GACPDS




OF POOR QUALITY j
Al.D <*t)RK ABOUNDS TELEMETKY H t W O f c K .........«....,*»...... GSKPTD j~^
A R C H I V E R t G E i J t H A f l U M ................... G S A R G > 4 , G P A G E N ,
GXIALU,DECNET
TIPS REALLUCAT1U* , , 1. , GX1RAL,DECNET
CHIT RE*UK< GGGHAP
UPLINK V-ORK AKUUriD SCHEDULING DECNET,CXDREC,
GOHASS,GPUCFb,
1





SHIPPING PROCESS REUUCST FEEDBACK ...... GPShFB \
\
EOC FAILEU RECEIPT GSRHCU.GPDGFN, i
DECNET,GSPRGN, i
' i
PRODUCT ASSESSMENT QUALITY ASSESSMENT EKIKY ....P.......... DEC*»ET»GXIKEC»
A^L> VALIUAIIO1^ GOHASS
HDT/CCT VERIFICATIUN AND DUMP SCHEDULING GHVDG>M ^ )
HDT/CCT VERIFICATION AND DUMP COMPLETION UECNET.GXPREC,
GHVDFB
INVENTORY TAPL uunp .................... GHXD^P i





ACCOUNT -6.2.4 TM MEDIA
THIS ACCOUNT IS ASSOCIATED KITH THE




(UPDATE ACTIVITY AGAINST THE PRODUCTION DATA^ BASE
(LSATD) WOU?,D ORIGINATE FROM THIS ACCOUNT. THEREFORE, HEAD
AND WRITE PRIVILEGES WILL BE ESTABLISHED FUR ALL PRODUCTION
DATAj BASfe. AREAS. IU ADDITION, READ AMD MR1TE PRIVILEGES
WILL;BE ESTAoLISHED FOR THE SAVE 1APE AREA OF THE CROSS
REFERENCE DATA :UASf (UDLSAT).
THE FOLLOWING SCENARIOS, TRANSACTIONS, AND PROCESSES ORIGINATE FKUP THIS ACCOUNTS
SCENARIO TRANSACTION PROCESS
MEDIA TRACKING PRODUCT RETRIEVAL REQUEST .............. GTRETK
KEU1A LUG OUT GTLGOT
MEDIA LOG I* ,...c.....a.....o.........o GTLG1N
MOVE ORDEK GEnEHATIOH GTMVRC
ARCHIVE LOCATION ENTRY GTALOC.GSARSL
ARCHIVE INVENTORY REPORT UTAINV
LTTS HOVE GENEHATION GTLTTS,GTLGIN
SAVE TAPE TRACKING ENTRY GHSLIB
NASA LA4EL GENERATION .................. GTNPRT




b.2.5 INTERACTIVE USER ACCOUNT »
HUH UNITS WHICH CANNOT BE EXECUTED MANUALLY AND FALL
OUTSIDE OF MAI* LIME PROCESSING MOULD BE ASSOCIATED WITH
THIS ACCOUNT. UPDATE ACTIVITY HILL OCCUR AGAINST THE
PRODUCTION DATA BASE CLSATD). THEREFORE, READ ANB-WRITE
PRIVILEGES FOR SOME PKOOUCTION DATA BASE AREAS MUST BE
AVAILABLE.







INTERACTIVE USER DATA MAINTENANCE ,,..,. RSUDEN
INTERACTIVE STANDING ORDER ENTRY
FOR ACQUISITIUw
INTERACTIVE STANDING ORDER ENTRY ....... RSUDE<J,RSSUEN
FUH PRODUCT
INIEHACTIVE KLTROSPECTlVt ORDER ENTRY ,* RSUDEN, RSROEri
IMAGERY
i
••••••••• t ••••••••* »t at «• KMBRN5
A-26
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
6.2.6 PRODUCTION TABLE MAINTENANCE ACCOUNT - °R
THIS ACCOUNT SHOULD ONLY HAVE READ AND WRITE ACCESS TO
THE COMMON PARAMETER, ERROR, ANU ROUTE AREAS OF TKfc.'
PRODUCTION (LSATU) DATA BASE, NO OTHER DATA BASE. AXSAi AMU
NO DECNET FILE ACCESS SHOULD BE NECESSARY.
Thf FOLLOWING SCENARIOS, TRANSACTIONS, AND PROCESSES ORIGINATE FRU* THIS
0iB^O^OMM4B«*« iV^M«»^^9M*WWM^O*VMMM9MVWMWMWMVV^BV>4*V<VWWWWV^^IBV^VAtfAMVMV^M^Hi
SCENARIO TKANSAC1ION PROCESS
m m m m m m m > m m m m m m » 9 m m 9 * m m m * * t m m m » m m m o ~ a m * » » m m » m i m m m m * * m + m * m m m m m t » m * + m m m m m t > * t » * * m m m m + r m m m
PRODUCTI-JN TABLE ROUTE TABLE MAINTENANCE GSROUT
CUMHQM PARAMETERS PAINTL'NANCL .......... HSCPUP




7 CONTROL POIhT OELtTt ACCuU*t -
THIS ACCOUNT HILL Bt: 5KCUKF.U SO PROTECT CONTROL
RtAO A*0 WK1TE ACCESS TO THt C04TKUI. POIN; AREA OF
Ht PKODUCT1UN DATA HASt (LSATD) «*1L-L BE
THti fOLLOrfINC SCLNAMIOS. TRANSACTIONS, AwU PkUCESStS ORIGINATE FRUM THIS ACCOUNT:
SCENARIO PROCESS




6.2.8 DECNET HAU.4ETIC TAPK BACKUP ACCOUNT - . . Ir
WHEN OfcCNET IS DO«N THIS ACCOUNT EXISTS TO SUPPORT THIS
EwtllCiiMCY SITUATION. S.INCE IT APPEARS THAT THIS HILL Bt A
Kt.CT'C SITUATION, IT «ILu REJUIRt THE FULL ATTbNTIOM OF
LOG ONTO THIS ACCOUNT. fc
THt FOLLOV1-MG SCENARIOS. TRANSACTIONS, AMU PHUCESSES OKlGl^ATt FROX THIS ACCOUNTS
• »<•••••<•• •>»•«•»•• •••••<••>•••<••• •••••«•«•••••••••<••••••<•»•••••••»«••••«•• •••••««wo«*«
SCENARIO TRANSACT IO«( PRUCtSS
• • » <•«» ••••«••• o mmmm'm m ••••••••••«»•••••«»••••*••••»•«» o«i«» * • •*•••• a ••••••••• *» ••«• • «•*•»•
^two^K AND IHRK AHOUHOS otc«ET •lAC^ETic TAPE BACK UP OTBHEC
A-29







MUST BE USED It JOB SUBMITTAL UN THIS
MANY OF THE PROCESSES AR£ RESOURCE CONSUMERS.
ACCOUNT SHOULD BE COORDINATED AMONG . THE
LOG ONTO THIS ACCOUNT. RUrt UNITS USE Alb DATA
RETRIEVAL MODE; THEREFORE, IT SHOULD HAVE READ
ON DATA BASE AREAS.
THE FOLLIi»l«G SCENARIOS,
ORIGINAL PAG2 IS
OF POOR QUALITY o







i KEOUtSi HESULOTION ...........
CYCLE Ht-POKT «»»...•*«••..*•.*...*• . • « e •
MORK IN PROGRESS .REPORT ..,.«»...
IMAGE GENERATION STATISTICS ...•
KEtoORK TRACKING ...
MAPS •••••••«•«»••••••••••••••••••••••••
HOT-S TAPE STATUS LOG
TAPE/FILI INVENTORY ....................
GROUND CONTROL POINT DUMP



















6.2.10 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT TOOLS ACCOUNT «
THIS ACCOUNT SHOULD ONLY HAVE READ ACCESS TO THE
CROSS-REFERENCE DATA BASE (DDLSAT).








6,2.11 PUR MAINTENANCE ACCOUNT -
THIS ACCOUNT SHOULD ONLY HAVft HEAD AND WRITE ACCESS TO
THE PDR AREA OF THE CKOSS REFERENCE DATA BASE (DDLSAT).
.-







..,.. ...... .. RPENUP
A-32
I OR/GfNAL PAGc IS
6.2.12 ESK MAINTENANCE ACCOUrll - °F POOR QUALITY
! i
THIS ACCOUNT SHOULD ONLY HAVE READ AND fcRITE ACCESS TO
ESR AREA OF THEiCROSS-REFERENCE DATA BASE CDDLSAT). .
THE FOLLOWING SCENARIOS,'TRANSACTlUrJS, AND PROCESSES ORIGINATE FROM THIS ACCOUNT!
SCENARIO TRANSACTION PROCESS
ES« TKACKIhC GENERATION ; ESR *AIriTb.4A*CE *,.....,..






6,2.13 INVENTOR* HAlNTErfAwCE ACCOUNT
THIS ACCOUNT SHOULD ONLY HAVE PfcAD AND WRITE ACCESS TO
INVENTORY AREA OF THE LSATU DATA
THE FOLLOWING SCENARIOS, TRANSACTIONS, AND PKOCESSbS OKIGINATC FROM THIS ACCOUNT:
•^•^••••••••••^•••••••^••'•''••••^•^•••••••••••^(^ •^••••(•••^••••^•••••'••('•••••WOVWOW
PROCESS
INVENTORY TRACKING IMVENTOKY MAINTENANCE .....••,, ...... ,., RIENUP
TNVEj4TOkY REPORT GENERATION ...,...,.,.. RIULOH,RIINIR.
RISFAH.RISTIR
A-34
6.2.14 QUALITY ASSURANCE COA) ACCOUNT
fS
QUALITY
THIS ACCOUNT WILL HAVE ACCESS 10 THE PRODUCTION UATA
BASE CLSATU).
THE FOLLOWING SCENARIOS* TRANSACTIONS* MNU PROCE5CES ORIGINATE FROM THIS ACCOUNl
SCENARIO TRANSACTION PROCESS



















OA FILM COMPLETION NOTIFICATION , DECNET,GXPREC
GPFLFB'
VS STAwDlwG OKDER ENTRY
 ftiisies RSUDEwfRSSOE"
FOR PRODUCT
INTERACTIVE RETROSPECTIVE ORDER ENTRY ,. KSUDENrKSROEr
QUALITY ASSESSMENT CNTMY ............... DECNET,GXIRE<
GOHASS
HDT/CCT VERIFICATION ANU DUMP SCHEDULING GHVDGN
HOT/CCT VERIFICATION AND DUMP COMPLETION DECNFT,GXPREC
GHVDFd





USER/OH06K INVENTORY ................... K«UORD
CANDIDATES FOX ACQUISITION ,.,.8........ RFCAAO
CANDIDATE; REOUEST RESOLUTION ........... RFCARI,
CYCLE REPORT RFCYIN,RFCYRT
WORK IN PROGRESS REPORT RM*m,RMKlPR
IMAGE GENERATION STATISTICS iHIGST
REWORK TRACKING RMrfETR
MAPS KFMAPI.KKHAPS
HUT-K TAPt STATUS LOG KMriRSL
TAPE/F1L*. IMVEKTUKY R<*TFIrt
GROUND CONTROL POINT DUHP R*GCPD
CLuUH COV'iK AS&ES&MENT RECCA.S
COVEKAGE CATALUU ,..«............,...,,. H-tCH^S,
PATH/ROM, LAT1TUUE/LONGITUUE XREFERENCE. RFPKLL
IMAGERY HROMSt: «... RMSRrfS
A-36
6.2.15 PEPG ACCOUNT -
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OP POOR QUALITY
THIS PERFORMANCE EVALUATION PRODUCT GENERATION (PtPG)
ACCOUNT WILL HAVE ACCESS TO THE PRODUCTION DATA BASE
CLSATD).
THE FOLLOWING SCENARIOS, TRANSACTIONS, AND PROCESSES ORIGINATE FROM THIS ACCOUNT!
SCENARIO TRANSACTION PROCESS
^•^••^•••^•••••••'•••••••••'•'••••••••••••••••••••••••^•^•••••••aMWO*>OMMoBaaiMV0a4VMM«B00





241 FILM COMPLETION NOTIFICATION DECNET,GXPKEC
GOHASS,GPK2FB
GPFGEfc,GPKLFb
OA FILM COMPLETION NUTIKICATIOK D£CNET,GXPHEC
GPUAFb,GPFGEN
GPFLFH
USER REUUEST INTERACTIVE STANOI^G ORDER E.<tlRY ....... HSODEN,RSSOE«
FOR PRODUCT FOR PRODUCT
PRODUCT ASSESSMENT
AND VALIDATION
INTERACTIVE RETROSPECTIVE ORDER ENiRx ., KSUD£i«,RSROEN
HDT/CCT VERIFICATION AND DUMP SCHEDULING GHVDG^






USER/ORUKk INVfcMTUHY ..,..,.......*.,••«• RHUOKO f%
% S
CANDIDATES FOR ACUUlSITlUN ............. RKCAAg
CANDIDATE RbOUtST RESOLUTION .....
 0 .-,.,. HFCAR1 ,RFCARR
V
CYCLE REPORT t* RFCYIi',KFCYRT
• ORK IN PKUGKESS NEPJRT RHWJP1,|
IMAGE GE'J£RAT10H STATISTICS KM!GST
REtfORK
HOT-H TAPt STATUS LOU
TAPE/FILM INVENTORY ,,.,,.,. RUTF1N
GROUND CUNTHUL POINT DUMP RMGCPD
CLOUD COVfcH ASStSSMtM RECCAS
COVERAGt CATALOG R4C*M5,MC*TM








THESE ACCOUNTS EXIST 1,4 SUPFUhT OF 01HEH FACILITIES AND
ALLOW1 ACCESS TU THE PAKTS Of THE DATA BASE WHICH THESE
FACILITIES WILL HAVE TO MObIFY 1>R HAVE KNOWLEDGE OF. 1 THESE
ACCOUNTS KAY
OPERATIONAL, ACCOSTS.




6.3.1 DRRTS ACCOUNT (IGF) -
PERSONNEL WHO LOG UNTO THIS ACCOUNT "ILL HAVE ACCESS TO
THE DECNET FILES ASSOCIATED WITH THIS SUB-FACILITY, THAT IS
DIRECTORIES <MKF-DR»TS> Auu <DRRTS-MHF>.
o
THE FOLLOWING SCENARIOS, TRANSACTIONS, AND PROCESSES ORIGINATE FROM THIS ACCOUNT:
• ••• • •••••••••(•••••••••••OT ••• 4 M V M W M A * • • ••••••••••••••^••••••^^••••••••B*W*W*»»»«B^W^^^^
SCENARIO TRANSACTION PHUCESS
MEDIA TRACKING PRODUCT RETRIEVAL REQUEST ..,.....» GTrfETH
MEDIA LUG OUT GTLGOT
MEDIA LOG IN .*«««•......D....**.....*.. GTLGI*
MOVE ORDEK GENERATION ,., GTKVRO
ARCHIVE LOCATION ENIRY ................. GlALOC,GSAKSL
ARCHIVE INVENTORY REPORT ,..,,.. GTAINV
f I
LTTS MOVE GtNEHATlON GTLTTS,GTLG*4
SAVE TACE -THACKISG ENTRY ............... GHSLIb
NASA LABEL GENERATION GTNPRT
FREE FORM LABEL GENERATION . ., „*«*; GTFPRT
MSS ARCHIVE GSTDN DATA RECEIPT ...«,,,.. GHXTRC
GCNtMATIO^ SUPPORT
PCS PHAS£ 2 SCHEDULING .....* DKCNET,GXDK.:C,
, GUHASS,GADEtiT,
; 5PPCGN
'• ARCHIVE DISSEMINATION SCHEDULING , GPDGE"
ARCHIVE DISSEMINATION COMPLETION ....... DECSET,GXUREC,
NOTIFICATION GOHASS,GPUCF«J,
RSPACO,RSUOCO
TM ARCHIVE GENERATION PCS PHASE 2 SCHEDULING ................. DECNET,GXDKEC
GENERATION SUPPORT TBD ,GUHASS
GADENT,GPPCGN
A-40
, ^— . -,^ ^ , . .... ,..^
jDR'filNAL PAGE !S
Ofj POOS QUALITY ,
iI







6.1.2 HIPS ACCOUNT (IGF) •
ORIGWAL PAGE W
OF POOR QUALITY
PERSONNEL *HO LUC ONTO THIS ACCOUNT -ILL HAVE ACCESS TU
THE DECNFT PILES ASSOCIATED KITH THIS SUd-FACXLITY, THAT IS
DIRECTORIES <HMF-*1PS> AND <NlPS»«nF>,
.< t
» r
THt FOLtOtflMG SCENARIOS. TRANSACTIONS, AMU PROCESSES ORIGINATE FKOM THIS ACCOUNT*
SCENARIO TRANSACTION FKOCESS
MEDIA THACftlNG PRODUCT RtT«ItVAt, REUUEST GTRETK
-tDIA L'JG OUT ttTLGOT
MtozA LUG it, .......................o... GTLC.IN
•KIVE ORUtK GEMtKATlON .., ....• CTMVRQ
ARCHIVE I\Vtt»7URY KEPOH'f
SAVE TAi>b: TRACKING ENTRY ..«. ••
NASA LAdtL GEMbRATlUN
• i '
FREE FOX.-t LAHEL.GENtR'TiUN ............. GTFPRT " i
COKTHUL HOI-4T RtTROSPtCIIVE CU<«il)OL POINT SCHEDULING . DECNET.GXPREC*
»<AI<«TEi<ANCE GACPDI.G&RTLb
CuhTRr.i rulnt SELECTION ***,,»« «,,» GACPDS i













USER/OHuEk INVENTOR* ......,.,,• *.«
«URK IM PHOGKtSS KCFUKT ...» ....o
IMAGt GL*£KAT10* STATISTICS ........i,..
RCMOflK TRACKING .•.•.•.e*t«*.o*.*e*****»
HUT-R TAPE STATUS LUG
TAPE/FIL4 INVENTORY
 0..
GROUND COrtTHOL PUi*iT DUMP ..............
COVtHAGt CATALOG
XMAGCKY BKONSE t..et»»....•...»..»«»..•.
SPACECRAFT PAKAMETFHS HAINTENAwCt ......
ARCHIVE Gt.-^iiKATlUN SCHEDULING »,«
ARCHIVE COMPLETION NOTIFICATION .,,,.„..
GOHASS.GPIAFV
GPIAFA,GPAfcCO
ARCHIVE GErtliKAIIOM SCHEDULING .......... GPAG£fc,GXIALO
KMUORD













INITIAL PRODUCT SCHEDULING ............. GSSOPR,GPIGCM
GPPGtN,GXlALC
OtCNET





241 FILM COMPLETION NOTIFICATION ....... UECNET,GXPR£C
GOHASS,GPFIF6
GPFGEh
OA riLH OHPLETIOrf NOTIFICATION .......^  DECNET.GXPKEC
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
6.3.3 PCS ACCOUNT (IGF) •
PERSONNEL »HO LOG ONTO THIS ACCOUNT «ILL HAVE ACCESS TO
THE DECNET FILES ASSOCIATED WITH THIS SUB-FACILITY, THAT IS
DIRECTORIES <HKF-PCS> AND <?CS-«MF>.
I »
>CS WILL RESIDE ON THE DECSYSTt> 30S. THEREFORE, THIS
ACCOUVT SHOULD BE THE ONLY AVENUE OF ACCESS FOR PCS USERS Tu
THE MMF DATA BASES. PCS U5EKS »ILL BE COMPETING FOR THE
SfcME I RESOURCES! THEREFORE, PCS HILL HAVE TO »ORK UhDEH THE.
SAME ICUNSTHAI^TS ESTABLISHED XU THIS DOCUMENT.
o
THE fOLU)«I<4G SCENARIOS,! TRANSACTIONS, AND PROCESSES ORIGINATE FROM THIS ACCOUNT!
SCENARIO TKAMSACTIU-4 PROCESS
PRODUCTION SPACECRAFT PARAMETERS MAINTENANCE
 r<
A-44
6.3.4 CSF ACCOUNT •
ORIGINAL PAGE fS
OF POOR QUALITY
PERSONNEL WHO LOG ONTO THIS ACCUUNT MILL HAVE ACCESS TO
THE DECNET FILES ASSOCIATED WITH THIS FACILITY, THAT IS
DIRECTORIES <NMF»CSF> Ar»U <CSF-MMF>C \,
THE FOLLOWING SCENARIOS, TRANSACTIONS, AND PROCESSES ORIGINATE FROM 1H1S ACClJUMl
> SCENARIO THANSACTIU"! PROCESS
USER REOUEST MMF-M MISSION PLANNING ...*.o. ..... ..at* KCCRGK.FCCRFM,
FOR COVEHAGE DfciCNEl
fMF-H FLIGHT StGwENT SCHEDULING ........ FCCRGN, FCCRFH.
DECNET
MNF-i< ACgUlSITIOM ACCOUNTING ...... ....• DECN£T,f 'AKXFR,
FACRFS.FACRFB
HSPACO,RSUOCO
MHF*>T MISSION PLANNING ,...*...,...»,... FCCftGN
MMF-T FLIGHT SEGMENT SCHEDULING ...c.,.. FCCRGN
4MF-T ACQUISITION ACCOUNTING ......... o* FACRFfc,RSHACO
RSttDCO
PROCESSING REPUK1S CANDIDATES FOR ACQUISITION , ........ . ... RFCAAO
(FLIGHT)
CANDIDATE REQUEST RESOLUTION ..,...,.,,, RFCARI ,RFCARR
CYCLE REPORT .. .............. ........... RFCYIN ,HFC¥HT
•*APS ....................••.*...•......» RF^API » RFKAPS
CLOUD COVER ASSESSMENT ,.... ....... *•••* RECCAS




6.4 SOFTWARE TESTING/DEVELOPMENT ACCOUNTS {')
SUPPORT np THE: CONTINUING EFFORT INVOLVED IN DEVELOPING
tiEd SOFTWARE, KErfORKIMG OLD SOFTWARE, AMD TESTING THIS
SOFfwAHE BEFORE IT GOES IwfO PRODUCTION WILL BE MAINTAINED.
DEVELOPMENT ANU TESTING CAKftUT INTERFERE telTH DAY TO DAY
PRODUCTION Artl) ITS IMPACT ON THROUGHPUT MUST BE MINIMIZED,
A FEATURE AVAILABLE UHUEH . DBHS-20 WHICH toILL PROVE
USEFUL IS THE TMP OR AID FILES. WHEN AN AREA IS DECLARED
TEMPORARY, IT MEAuS THAT ANY CHANGES DURING EXECUTION OF A
Ran UNIT ARE WRITTEN TO THE TMP FILE INSTEAD OF THE DBS
FILE. IN OTHER WORDS, THE CHANGES ARE TEMPORARY BECAUSE
THEY AKE DELETED AT THE t"D OF YOUK EXECUTION, WHEN A RUM
UNIT MAKES ITS FIRST CHANGE OF THt AREA, THIS TMP FILE IS
CHEATED IX THE DIRECTORY uHtHE THE UBS FILE- RESIDES. THE
TMP FILE "ILL CONTAIN A COPY OF EACH PAGE THAT THE RUff Uf.IT
MODIFIES. NO CHANGES KILL BE WKITIE& TO THE PBS FILE.
THF AID FILE IS SIMILIAR TO THE TMP PILE EXCEPT AID
FILES ARE NOT DELETED <«*£« YOUR R JN UNIT TERMINATES. THE
AID FILE IS RETAINED UNTIL THE MEKGt AID OK NUAID COKMAriD
DBMEl«I) IS EXECUTED. THE PAGES nlLL EITHER BE MEriG&O
THE DATA BASE OR DELETED FH01 THE SYSI£>1. TE"-PORApy
CHANGES TO DATA BASE AHEAS MAY BE RETAINED FOR LATEX
EXECUTIONS OF OTHER RU* UNITS.
USERS WILL HAVE »OK«AL TIME SHAKING ACCENTS IN IxHICH l- '
SOFTWARE CA'4 BE RHITTE* A«U TESTED. THE CHECKOUT PHUCEDURES
• HICK HAVR EVOLVED DURING THE DtVELOP^E^T PihASE OF THIS
PROJECT WILL BE USED. H«ODUCriO.< SOFTWARE «2LL HE RESIDENT
IN A LEVEL i ACCOUNT oHICH IS UNDER CO^FIGURATIO»
6,5 SYSTEM ACCOUNTS
SYSTEM ACCOUNTS MOULD PALL OUTSIDE iOF MAINSTREAM
PRODUCTION, BUT THE ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATED WITH THESE
ACCOUNTS WOULD BE A CRITICAL PART OF PRODUCTION SUPPORT.
MANY ROUTINE TASKS WOULD BE PERFORMED PROM TBfESE ACCOUNTS AS
PART OF THE DAY TO DAY EFFORT IN RUNNING A SMOOTH PRODUCTION
SYSTEM.
A-46
6.5.li COMPUTER OPERATOR'S ACCOUNT -
ORIGINAL PAGE 13
OF POOR QUALITY
OPERATOR PRIVILEGES ^UULD be ASSOCIATED WITH THIS
ACCOUNT. THE OPERATOR MOULD ALSO BE RESPONSIBLE FOR REGULAR
CHANGES TO THE VARIOUS SYSTEM AND ACCOUNT PASSWORDS AND
WOULOi BE RESPONSIBLE FOR HU'JTINE OPERATOR TASKS SUCH AS TMPE
MOUNTS, DISK MOUNTS, MONITORING OF HARDWARE, DAILY -SAVES,
FILE j RESTORES, IHAINTAIMNG THE HAHD»AR£, HOOTING OF
ETC.
THE OPERATOR WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR
FUNCTIONS AS DEFIr O>
i
THE TWO SPECIAL
6.5.1.1 LINE TEST °
LINE TEST bfc A TEST FUR OPERATIONAL READINESS is ALSO
ESTABLISHED. THIS WOULD BE A PRELIMINARY PROCEDURE TO
DETERMINE IF ALL SYSTEMS t.'HICH AKti NECCESSARY FOR PRODUCTION
ARE READY AND! WHAT ACTIVITIES COULD PROCEED, DEPENDING ON
WHAT PARTS OF THE SYSTEM Ant AVAILABLE. THIS TEST t'OULD BE
PERFORMED AT THE BEGINNING OF THE FIRST SHIFT.
6.5.U2 SMITCHAHLE DISK PACK -
THE SrflTCHABLE DISK PACK IS ASSIGNED THE UNIQUE DEVICE
NAME SVITCHS <*HICH WILL NUT BE USED FOR ANY OIKZP DEVICE JN
CITHER THE DECSXSTfcv 2050 OR OECSYSTE^ 2060.
6.5.2 5YSTEH PROGRAMMER'S ACCOUhl •
THIS ACCOUNT WILL BE STRUCTURED TO SUPPORT THE SYSTEM
PROGRAMMER. IT WILL BE ONE OF T*U ACCOUNTS WITH OPERATOR
PRIVILEGES, THEjOTHER BEING THE OPERATOR'S ACCOUNT.
E ACCOUNT MILL BE DESIGNED TO SUPPORT INCOMING VENDOR
SOFTWARE, PROVIDING A PRELIMINARY TESTBED FOR SUCH SOFTWARE.
THE SYSTEM PROGRAMMER WILL ALSO BE MAINTAINING ANY SPECIAL
USAGE! PROGRAMS: WHICH ARE ASSOCIATED WITH ACCOUNT OR DISK
USAGE! .
IT WOULD ALSO SERVE AS A POINT Al WHICH THE PRODUCTION
SYSTEM COULD BE MONITORED AND SYSTEM TUNING ACTIVITIES COULD
BE PERFORMED. THIS WOULD INCLUDK CONSTRUCTING THE JOB QUEUE






WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK OF THESE OPERATIONAL ACCOUNTS,
PASSWORD SECURITY HILL BE ESTABLISHED. THESE PASSWORDS
SHOULD BE CHANGED AT REGULAR INTERVALS, THE OPERATOR WOULD
HAVF THE RESPONSIBILITY FOK PASSWORD CHANGES AND FORvTHEIR
DISTRIBUTION TO THE APPROPRIATE PERSONNEL.
USERS tiOULD UFiLY HAVE KNOWLEDGE OF THE PASSWORDS FOR
THE1H Q4H ACCOUNTS. THIS rfOULD ENHANCE 'i'HE OVERALL
SECURITY OF THE DATA BASE.
THE PHYSICAL SECURITY OF THE HARDWARE MUST ALSO BE
MAINTAINED, ESPECIALLY THE OPERATORS CONSOLE. THIS CONSOLE
SHUJLD BE INACCESSIBLE TU EVEHYU»«E BUT THE OPERATOR, IF
THIS SITUATION IS NOT CONTROLLED, IHE ENTIRE SECURITY SCHEME
EVOLVED IN THIS DOCUMENT WILL FAIL.
CERTAIN PROCESSES *RE ASSOCIATED KITH CERTAIN
ACCOUNTS, ANOTHER LEVEL OF SECURll'Y IS MAINTAINED PITK1N THE





8.0 TYPICAL USER PROCESS OPERATIONS
8.1 MENUS - SYSTEM OPERATOR LEVEL
The main menu for Che MMF Operations Control Program was shown in Section 2, anu
Is repeated here as Figure 8.1-1 for convenience.
Under normal operating conditions, this menu is available only to the system
operator and operations supervisors, who can select and execute any process by
making the appropriate menu selections. As an illustration, if the operator
needs to perform a control point library function, he enters sele-eion 62 (MMF
Transactions) in the main is^ nu. This selection will bring up the MMF
Transactions main menu screen, shown in 'igure 8.1-2.
By entering selection 92 (Operational Activities), the MMF Operational
Activities menu is brought to the screen, as shown in Figure 8.1-3.
The operator can now select '6 (Control Point Library Maintenance) which
displays the system functions related to Control Point Library for further
selection and execution. At this execution level, the menu selection will
automatically perform the selected "TAKE process" execution function or sequence
of functions, described in the main body of the Ground Segment Operations Plan.
To perform other system functions, the operator will enter the appropriate
selection in the main menu and continue to branch through pre-programmed levels
of menus until the desired execution point is reached. Quite clearly, a
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8.2 MENUS - FUNCTIONAL
Two functional sequences
typical menu scenarios




for the system operator who has the entire scope of system
For functional operating personnel with msre limited task
!
assignment's, the requirements are much narrower, since their specific functional
display menu screens that are much farther down in the menu
consequently, will more specifically define and limit their
OPERATING LEVEL
At the functional operating level, entry points into the scenarios given in
paragraph 6.0 are determined by the operator's log-on account, and the
appropriate menu is displayed as his starting point.
are presented in the following paragraphs to Illustrate







8.2.1 Candidate Request Generation
1. The PC logs on to a terminal. His account Identification brings up
Che MMF Operational Activities menu (Figure 8.2-1). Note that this
entry point Is two levels down from the system operator's main menu.
2. The PC enters selection 92, as shown In Figure 8.2-2.
3. The screen Immediately displays the User Request for Coverage menu,
Figure 8.2-3.
4. The PC enters selection S3, as shown in Figure 8.2-4.
5. The screen immediately displays the MMF Mission Planning and
Scheduling menu, Figure 8.2-5.
6. The PC enters selection 82, as showa in Figure 8.2-6, and the process
FCCRGN is automatically executed.
8.2.2 Product Assessment Entry
1. The PC logs on to a terminal. His account Identification brings up
the MMF Operational Activities menu. Figure 8.2-7. (Coiucidental only
to paragraph 8.2.1. It could be any of several other me nut.)
2. The PC enters selection 04, as shown in Figure 8.2-8.
3. The screen immediately displays the Archive Generation Support menu.
Figure 8.2-9.
4. The PC enters selection #4, as shown in Figure 8.2-10.
5. The screen immediately displays the Archive Generation
Scheduling /Notification menu, Figure 8.2-11.
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immediately d.*splays the Archive Generation Notification
8.2-13.
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lo following the foregoing oeou scenarios. It should be noted that:
*. Different Initial aenus may b« displayed, depending on the log-en
account Identification,
b. Ax any aenu screen, entry of any available eclectlon will branch to
the next appropriate aenu leading to the desired process.
e. At the process execution level aenu. the operator is flagged that a
process or process streaa Is about to be executed.
d. Exiting (select option 00) froo a raenu will return the screen back to
the preceding aenu. Exiting froa the Initial Berru will automatically
execute a log-off froea the tenalnal.
e. If the operator is confused, Inexperienced, or has Just forgotten the
required sequence, selection of 01 (HELP) will display esplaaatory
inforaatlon to assist the operator.
Further aenu Illustrations are But gives here due to the large number of eenus
and possible branches made available by the prograa. A complete listing of all
the aenus Is available in prograa MMFMU1.DSK on the DEC 2050 systea.
SDS4232
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